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message from the master
ian white  

over my working life, the one truism about the
university system in the uK has been “it will be

different in 5 years’ time”. the past thirty years for
example have seen great changes in the nature of  the
university sector, with its growth in scale, the removal
of  the binary divide, the growing diversity of
educational provision, the shift from student grants
to fees, the shift in research funding towards large
interdisciplinary consortia and targeting research
investment allocated outside haldane principles, the
growth in international engagement and emphasis on
international competitiveness, and its activities to
commercialise research and more generally engender
economic growth. 

cambridge colleges have seen and responded to
this change in different ways, in some cases
moderating growth in student numbers to ensure the
quality of  their collegiality, in other cases being in the vanguard of  research commercialisation
through the introduction of  science parks, and of  course all being very early proponents of
interdisciplinary research. in our college, we are always acutely aware of  the heritage and values 
with which we have been entrusted, and it is therefore important to make sure that small 
changes now do not turn out to have adverse longer term impact on those principles which we hold
dear. 

the past year, therefore, has been one in which we have had much cause to rejoice in continuing
activities, and also have thought of  the future. in matters academic, there was cause to take great
comfort from the excellent achievements of  both undergraduates and graduate students, with a
record number of  first-class grades being awarded, for example. in terms of  extra-curricular
matters, musical performances continued to delight not only at jcms and choir performances but
also at specially arranged piano and harpsichord concerts. it is a matter of  much regret that mark
williams, director of  music, will soon be leaving us to become informator choristarum at
magdalen college, oxford. he has contributed greatly to the life of  the college and we wish him
every success in the future. sport continued to be most successful, with one highlight for me being
the lent headship of  the women’s first boat for the first time in 15 years, and indeed their success
in reaching the last stages of  the british university championships. their success in rowing, was
only surpassed by their humbling generosity to the undeserved in respect of  the naming of  their
boat.

west court, representing considerable change to the physical infrastructure of  the college, has
begun to play an important role in the life of  the college, with all sections of  the college
community already having opportunity to use the range of  facilities so far available. the court has
played a major role in enabling the college to establish new initiatives for example with peking
university and the jao tsung-i foundation, which we hope will bring wide benefit in the future.
pledged donations have now exceeded £11m, and we are extremely grateful for the support which
has meant so very much.

this support, of  course, has been doubly appreciated given the changing environment for the
higher education sector. much emphasis elsewhere has been placed on the impact of  the recent
referendum on universities, a matter of  particular interest to the university of  cambridge, 
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given its success in recent years in attracting large research funds from the european union, and
the important roles played within it by students and staff  from outside the uK. in respect of  the
college however, as important if  not more so, are the discussions concerning the proposed higher
education and research bill. although measures within the bill are to be welcomed, for example
those concerning transparency in respect of  courses offered by universities, the current proposals
could lead potentially to the greatest changes in respect of  the status of  universities in my lifetime,
certainly in respect of  the statutory framework for universities. when one takes into account the
proposed changes to research funding, there is a very great risk that support for research and
teaching will be separated, and hence are assessed as unrelated activities. given that the coexistence,
cross-fertilisation and complementarity of  research and teaching have been the foundational
principle of  leading uK universities, and indeed at the heart of  their success internationally, 
this is a matter requiring careful consideration and debate.

this coexistence has of  course been seen in the fellowship this year, with a range of  awards again
being announced, and i would particularly like to recognise and congratulate lord mair on his
peerage, a tribute in part to his very great expertise in civil engineering. i also pay tribute to
professor andrea brand who was one of  6 scientists to be awarded a most prestigious 10-year
royal society research professorship. within the fellowship however we were also saddened by the
passing of  professor alan cuthbert, who had been a dynamic and inspirational academic leader,
researcher and teacher, and the two engineering fellows who interviewed me when i applied forty
years ago to this college for my undergraduate studies, professor Ken johnson and dr stan evans.
both were expert pioneers in their fields of  research, and devoted to teaching their students with
a commitment that was humbling, this extending well beyond our undergraduate degrees. their
passing has provided me with great cause to remember what it is that makes jesus college such a
very special place. 
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fellows and other senior members
2015-2016

Master
professor i h white freng

Fellows
professor j m soskice (president) eology
dr m r minden MML (German)
professor j b thompson Social & Political Sciences
professor p h nolan cbe Chinese Management
professor i paterson frs Chemistry
dr m l s sørensen Archaeology
dr g t parks (senior tutor) Engineering
dr r mengham (curator of  works of  art) English
professor m m arnot frsa acss Education
the rev’d dr t d jenkins eology
professor r cipolla freng Engineering
dr s fennell (deputy graduate tutor) Land Economy
dr d i wilson scd ceng Chemical Engineering
dr j w ajioka Medicine
professor s a t redfern Earth Sciences
dr j p t clackson Classics
dr m r laven History
dr t s aidt Economics
dr s t c siklos Mathematics
professor t d wilkinson (graduate tutor

and acting Keeper of  the plate) Engineering
dr V mottier Social & Political Sciences
dr p Krishnan Economics
professor r j mair cbe frs freng Engineering
dr f m green English
professor j a dowdeswell 

(brian buckley fellow in polar sciences) Physical Geography
professor n g berloff Mathematics
dr s clarke Chemistry
dr m f gill MML (French)
dr w federle Biology
dr b walton Music
dr o a scherman Chemistry
dr r e flemming Classics
dr c e chambers Philosophy
mr r j p dennis ma (development director 

and Keeper of  the records)
professor j j baumberg frs Physics
dr g n wells (dean of  college) Engineering
dr d j Kelly Social & Political Sciences
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dr c m burlinson (Vivian cox fellow in english,
secretary to council, admissions tutor) English

dr b m b post (admissions tutor) Linguistics
professor a h brand frs Biology
dr m j edwards (acting financial tutor)

(gurnee f hart fellow in history) History
professor K s lilley Chemistry
professor c mascolo Computer Science
mr m t williams ma 

(director of  music and tutorial adviser) Music
dr c-b schoenlieb Mathematics
dr n a rutter (admissions tutor) Materials Science
dr r morieux (tutorial adviser) History
mrs a Künzl-snodgrass (tutorial adviser) MML (German)
dr f h willmoth (archivist) History & Philosophy of Science
dr r reich mml (Russian)
dr m waibel Law
dr f g stark Law
dr s schnall (tutorial adviser) Psychology
mr c l m pratt ma (bursar)
dr a j harper Pure Mathematics & Statistics
dr e j f allen English
dr g williams Music
dr t j Khoo Physics
dr m landgraf Zoology
dr m t conde MML (Spanish/Portuguese)
dr d a cooper History of Art
dr t savin Engineering
professor a c bashford History
professor s j colvin MML (German)
ms l corens History
dr t j hele eoretical Chemistry
dr b K-m pong English
professor a Vignoles Education
dr s V stinchcombe Medicine
dr V m p m d carvalho Economics
professor K a steemers Architecture
dr Y peleg (tutorial adviser) AMES (Modern Hebrew Studies)
dr r bashford-rogers Chemistry
ms K jenkins Philosophy
ms d casadei Music
dr m harper Pharmacology
the rev’d p dominiak 

(dean of  chapel, tutorial adviser) eology
dr u schneider Physics
dr c fenton-glynn Law
mr j eisler (Yates glazebrook fellow in law) Law

Emeritus Fellows
dr c j adkins cphys finstp 

dr j a hudson
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dr j e roseblade
professor m j waring scd frsc 

dr w c saslaw
mr p r glazebrook ma

professor j t Killen phd fba 

professor s c heath littd (Keeper of  the old library and fellow librarian)
professor p d a garnsey phd fba 

dr s b hladky 
dr s evans
dr d e hanke
mr n ray ma ariba (acting fellows’ steward)
dr g c harcourt ao littd fassa acss

professor d K fieldhouse littd fba 

dr j r howlett (praelector and tutorial adviser)
professor w j stronge
dr r d bowers
professor lord renfrew of  Kaimsthorn ma scd hondlitt fba (honorary fellow)
professor r freeman scd frs 

dr m c p oldham
professor d a s compston frcp

professor j r crawford ac sc fba

professor sir bruce ponder frcp frs 

mr a j bowen ma

professor j c w mitchell
professor j m bacon
mr s j barton ma

professor h le b skaer

Honorary Fellows
professor sir denys wilkinson ma phd scd frs honfildr honlld

professor p w anderson ma frs

professor p mathias cbe ma dlitt fba 

sir samuel brittan ma hondlitt 

miss jessye norman mmus honmusd hondhl honram 

professor a w cuthbert scd frs 

the hon a r gubbay ma llm sc honlld

lord renwick of  clifton ma honlld hondlitt frsa 

the rt hon lord stewartby of  portmoak pc ma littd fba frse 

professor lord rees of  ludlow Kt om frs honfreng fmedsci 

sir alistair horne cb  ma littd 

professor r f tuck ma fba

professor dame sandra dawson dbe ma fiph fcgi hondsc cim 

sir david hare ma honlittd frsl 

sir antony gormley obe  ma honlittd 

reverend professor b w silverman ma phd scd frs

lord watson of  richmond cbe ma frts

professor lord renfrew of  Kaimsthorn ma scd hondlitt fba (emeritus fellow)
professor l a jardine cbe ma phd 

dr p j hurford obe ma musb frco 

mr s chatterjee ma

the rt hon lord toulson pc ma llb 
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mr m perahia frcm

professor K e wrightson ma phd fba frhists 

professor e s maskin fbahon mahon dhl

professor t f eagleton ma fba hondlitt

the rt hon lord justice jackson pc

mr j a o’donnell ma Kcsg frco frscm fgcm frcm

sir david h wootton 
the rt hon lord justice treacy pc

mr richard long ra

his excellency j r crawford ac sc fba 

Fellow Commoners
mr j cornwell ma hondlitt frsl (editor of  the annual report)
professor b a K rider phd hon lld

dr s s saxena
professor p j williamson phd

dr j r bellingham
dr p taneja
rev dr j leach

Lecteur
mlle i a mokhtar French
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dr p grant
dr e camm
dr m di simplicio
dr a meneghin
dr a parry
dr a toropova

dr j day
dr m m gersch
dr K Karcher
dr d Kotlyar
dr b dearlove
dr j hirst

dr s fransen
dr K Yamamoto
dr i Quiros-gonzalez
dr m radivojevic
dr t sinnige

College Research Associates/College Post Doctoral Associates

charles rawlinson (1952)
geoffrey granter (1957)
eric robinson (1942)
brian buckley (1962)
david bennett 
firdaus ruttonshaw (1968)
gurnee hart (1994)
andrew sutton (1965)
christopher rodrigues (1968)
christine jennings
alasdair morrison (1968)
tomás carruthers (1986)
richard briance (1971)
michael marshall (1952)

david wootton (1969)
jessica sainsbury (1989)
peter doimi de frankopan

subic (1990)
patrick wilson (1974)
peter day (1968)
charles hoare nairne (1989)
david cunningham
martin clarke (1975)
adrian frost (1976)
ron davies (1953)
tony thorne (1958)
michael booth (1959)
paul burnham (1967)

christopher Kirker (1969)
albert goh (1990)
robert marshall
david hibbitt (1962)
susan hibbitt
stephen heath (1964)
bob rao (1972)
Kay ian ng (1986)
james de uphaugh (1985)
edward ma (2000)
john sheldrick (1967)
sandy rattray (1988)

Society of  St Radegund

mr j w hudleston
mr r p Kwok ma (1972)

mr p j Yates ma (1978)
mrs s j Yates ma (1980)

mr b n buckley ma (1962)
mr j shi

St Radegund Fellows
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a literary anniversary
john cornwell

in the late 1920s, the national portrait gallery
invited leading literary figures to write 

70-word biographical notes for postcards
depicting subjects whose portraits hung in the
gallery. t.s. eliot was commissioned to do
samuel taylor coleridge:

when five years old had read the arabian
nights. christ’s hospital and cambridge.
metaphysician and poet. his life was ill-
regulated: weak, slothful, a voracious reader,
he contracted an unhappy marriage and
much later the habit of  taking laudanum.
described his own character in his great
“ode to dejection” (1802). the greatest
english literary critic, he was also the
greatest intellectual force of  his time.
probably influenced newman, maurice and
the Young tories; and died the guest of  
mr gillman of  highgate. 

the highest praise for coleridge as literary
critic had been expressed in the previous
decade by george saintsbury in his A History of
Criticism And Literary Taste in Europe from the
Earliest Texts to the Present Day (1900-1904 
vol 3). after surveying a long line of  candidates
for greatness in aesthetics and literary criticism
back to ancient greece, he had concluded:
“so, then, there abide these three, aristotle,
longinus and coleridge.”

given a few more words, eliot might have
honoured the Biographia Literaria, the book on
which coleridge’s reputation as a practical critic
and critical theorist is largely based. and yet, as
we approach the bi-centenary of  the work’s
first publication, this unique experiment in
literary autobiography has ever been
controversial, attracting accusations of
confusion, dishonesty, and plagiarism; and yet
highest praise from other quarters for its
profundity, originality, seminal influence, and
genius. 

at the outset the criticism was savage.

Blackwood’s Edinburgh Magazine declared in its
october 1817 edition that the book was
“execrable”, that coleridge “wanders from one
subject to another in the most wayward and
capricious manner”. hazlitt accused coleridge
of  being “long-winded”, “unintelligible”.
byron, versified teasingly in his dedication to
Don Juan, unpublished until 1833, although
written a year after the Biographia’s publication: 

and coleridge, too, has lately taken wing, 
but, like a hawk encumber’d with his hood, 
explaining metaphysics to the nation –
i wish he would explain his explanation. 

Yet by the beginning of  a new century, poet
and critic arthur symons was to declare in his
introduction to ernest rhys’s 1906 edition of
the Biographia that it was “the greatest book of
criticism in english”, albeit “one of  the most
annoying books in any language”.

for four decades or so of  the twentieth
century, students of  english at cambridge were
encouraged to revere coleridge. i.a. richards
and f.r. leavis cited him as the originator,

Marking the coming bi-centenary of the 
publication of Coleridge’s biographia literaria: 1817
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alongside matthew arnold, of  an approach to
english studies that fostered what leavis
termed “minority culture” versus “mass
civilisation”. richards in his Coleridge and
Imagination (1934) acknowledged the
Biographia to be the foundation of  practical
criticism, arguing that it proved coleridge to be
the father of  modern semantics: his “step
across the threshold of  general theoretical study
of  language”, he wrote, “was of  the same type
as that which took galileo into the modern
world”.

by the 1970s, however, the influence of
richards and leavis, was in decline. by the
1980s, the scope of  english studies had
widened to a range of  genres and
preoccupations unthinkable in the high days of
“cambridge english”, when leavis considered
cinema the “esperanto of  the masses”. 

graduate coleridge scholarship nevertheless
flourished, aided by the ever expanding of
complete coleridge in the bollingen series
published by the princeton university press,
comprising 16 editions in 23 volumes, and
crucially including the notebooks and
marginalia. at the same time e.l. griggs’s
editing of  coleridge’s letters in six volumes had
reached completion. the availability of
formerly unseen material served to illuminate
the Biographia.

meanwhile jerome christiansen’s Coleridge’s
Blessed Machine of Language (1982) explored the
Biographia in the light of  fresh perspectives
stimulated by literary theory from across the
channel. christiansen asserts that coleridge
himself  was something of  a deconstructionist.
despite an addiction to neologised jargon
(“subfictive”, and “trope” as a verb) – he offers
lively, close readings of  the text, rather than a
tendency to quarry the work for nuggets that
satisfy the hobby-horses of  individual scholars.
in the same year, the editors of  the bollingen
Biographia likened coleridge as a prose writer
to laurence sterne (another jesuan), citing
Tristram Shandy. coleridge was beginning to
attract a new generation of  undergraduates,
while he continued to prove an inexhaustible
mine for graduate dissertations. 

today, in the second decade of  the 21st
century we are in the era of  critical surveys.
adam roberts’s bumper new edition from
edinburgh university press (2015) runs to 435
pages, offering not only an overview of  past
critical verdicts but a useful explanatory
commentary on each chapter. the reservations
amidst the compliments persist. “to put it
plainly”, writes roberts, “coleridge’s account
of  his life and literary opinions remains one of
the single most important and influential works
of  criticism ever written”. he adds: “mind you,
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1817; title page of the Old Library’s copy of the first edition. It was in the Biographia that Coleridge remembered his 
departure ‘in an inauspicious hour’ from ‘the friendly cloysters and the happy grove of quiet, ever honoured Jesus College,
Cambridge’   
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a reader hoping properly to familiarise herself
with coleridge’s critical masterpiece may not
find it an entirely straightforward business”. 

given that jesus college was coleridge’s
alma mater, the Biographia is also a local
business, and the bi-centenary an apt occasion
for recalling published commentaries by
former students and fellows: arthur Quiller-
couch, david daiches, raymond williams,
terry eagleton, roger scruton, stefan collini,
Kathleen wheeler and tim fulford (the list is
hardly exhaustive, and not current). but for
good measure i would add the polymath jacob
bronowski, who read mathematics rather than
english but was sufficiently provoked by the
Biographia to offer a corrective or two. 

the bi-centenary, moreover, points back,
before coleridge’s time, to a remarkable jesuan
in the first half  of  the 18th century – david
hartley, philosopher and physician.

hartley, who was admitted as a student in
1722, expounded a mind-brain theory – a
materialist, determinist account of  the brain
and central nervous system that explicated the
notion of  association of  ideas promoted by
john locke and others. 

it described vibrations that travel along
solid nerve fibres, creating “vibratiuncles” that
represent ideas. the key text is hartley’s
Observations on Man, his Frame, his Duty and
his Expectations (1749). coleridge was already
in thrall to hartley’s theory while studying at
jesus. he was probably introduced to the work
by william frend, fellow of  jesus, who was
thrown out of  the college by the master and
Visitor for his unitarian convictions,
aggravated by the shocking sight of  his blue
coat and unpowdered hair in the combination
room.

the materialism and determinism inherent
in hartley’s theory encouraged the millennial
expectations of  english radicals of  the period,
led by joseph priestley: a heightened optimism
for widespread amelioration, perfectibility even,
of  society. hartley argued that a radical
reorganising of  social and political structures
would create the good society, rather than faith
in the sacramental cleansing of  individual
human hearts tainted from birth by original
sin. 

on 11 december 1794, not long before he
decided to leave jesus for good, coleridge
wrote: “i go further than hartley and believe

the corporeality of  all thought.” he was so
besotted with the theory that he named his first
child hartley coleridge, born in 1796.
coleridge was soon to regret it. 

observing infant hartley employing
analogies and metaphors, coleridge realised the
fallacy of  a purely materialist, mechanical
theory of  mental life. his observations of  child
development, and his meditations on poetry
and creativity, convinced him that the
imagination was essentially dynamic and
creative rather than passive. he was on the way
to describing different aspects of  symbolism
and metaphor, contrasting creative originality
with formulaic imitation. moreover, his
inability to cure his opium addiction or heal his
antagonistic marriage, led him back to a belief
in original sin, “the deep stain in our nature.”
the radical unitarian was returning to
trinitarian christianity. by march 1801 he
could write that he had “overthrown the
doctrine of  association as taught by hartley.”
he was to devote three chapters of  the
Biographia to the demolition of  hartley’s
theory.

the adulation of  hartley and the long
quarrel with him culminating in the Biographia,
points forward in our own day to the tensions
between the holists and reductionists within
cognitive neuroscience, and the long-running
tensions between coleridgean idealism and
benthamite utilitarianism, echoed in the “two
cultures” debate between c.p. snow and
leavis in the 1960s and beyond. 

the college possesses a copy of  the 1791

David Hartley, M.A. 
William Blake, after John Shackleton

Engraving, 1791. © Fitzwilliam Museum, Cambridge
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three-volume edition of  the Observations once
owned by another hartley addict, the jesuan
thomas malthus. the edition includes
additional material – “a sketch of  the author’s
life” and notes and material translated from the
german of  h.a. pistorius. in its ancient
bindings the controversial thesis faces out
towards a handsome first edition of  the
Biographia on opposing shelves, as if  hartley
and coleridge continue their ghostly squabbles
in the crepuscular sanctuary of  our old
library. 

it is generally argued by scholars that the
Biographia was thirteen years in its drafting,
although the actual writing began in 1814,
dictated to the amanuensis j.j. morgan. 
“i cannot write without him”, coleridge
remarked in 1816. 

he had originally intended to write no more
than a preface to a collection of  his poems in
which he sought to defend his poetic ideals.
the manuscript eventually expanded and
sprawled into bitter attacks on his critics,
accounts of  the influence of  his schooling, and
extended criticism of  wordsworth’s theories of
poetry expressed in the preface to the Lyrical
Ballads (1798).

turning to philosophy and psychology,
coleridge demonstrates the essentially active
nature of  the mind, appealing to the ideas of  a
range of  idealist german philosophers. these
sections have raised searching questions about
chapter 12 of  Volume 1, where passages have

been lifted straight out of  schelling’s System des
transcendentalen idealismus. 

Kinder critics, like thomas mcfarland,
author of  Coleridge and the Pantheist Tradition
(1969), have preferred the term “mosaic
organisation”. 

the final sections explore the nature of
poetry, poetic language, the difference between
poetry and prose – a difference he denies, and
an appraisal of  wordsworth’s verse. in
describing the contrast between his own
contributions to the Lyrical Ballads, coleridge
employs the famous phrase “willing suspension
of  disbelief ”, a notion often ascribed to the
reader, but in the context of  the Biographia he
intends the writer. 

his philosophical citations and
commentaries range across plato, aristotle,
plotinus, giordano bruno, jacob boehme,
descartes, spinoza, the cambridge platonists,
leibniz, swedenborg, jacobi. some intellectual
historians argue that coleridge anticipated the
ideas of  Karl barth, constantin brunner,
martin buber, heidegger, jaspers, and husserl. 

the work is chiefly famous, despite the
“mosaic” borrowings involved, for its
definitions and distinctions between
“imagination” and “fancy”. the coleridgean
distinction has been employed by generations
of  critics and philosophers of  aesthetics,
including roger scruton who was a student  at
jesus in the late 1960s. commenting on the
Biographia: 

imagination [he wrote in his The Aesthetic
Understanding (1983)] is involved in the
understanding of  art, and the aim of
imagination is to grasp, in the circuitous
ways exemplified by art, the nature of
reality. fantasy [fancy], on the other hand,
constitutes a flight from reality, and art
which serves as the object of  fantasy is
diverted or corrupted from its proper
purpose.

the underlying discussion on imagination,
moreover, is profoundly theological. for
coleridge, authentic poetic imagination carries
an echo of  divine consciousness: “the vision
and the faculty divine”, as he puts it, quoting
wordsworth’s Excursion. coleridge’s ultimate
authorial intention is to persuade us of  god’s
presence in the act of  poetic imagination. 

Observations on Man, his Frame, his Duty and his
Expectations (1749)
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his idea of  dynamic metaphor and symbolism,
as shadows of  god, were to influence
explorations of  the power of  sacramental
language, or religious metaphor, from john
henry newman to paul ricoeur. 

and so to those other jesuans, who through
the past century have published individual
perspectives, starting with arthur Quiller-
couch (“Q”), King edward Vii professor of
english literature, and fellow from 1912 until
his death in 1944. 

Q wrote the extensive introduction to
george sampson’s 1920 edition of  the
Biographia, widely used by students in
subsequent years. at pains to offer reasons for
coleridge’s decline in lyrical power, he cites a
“nagging” wife, opium, and an addiction to
metaphysics so amply displayed in the
Biographia. “the dispute between philosophy
and poetry”, writes Q, “is at once inveterate
and … no quarrel at all, since poetry pretty
steadily declines to take part in it”. the
sampson-Quiller-couch edition deprives its
readers of  no less than nine of  the mainly
philosophical chapters of  the Biographia –
including the attacks on hartley. in contrast,
terry eagleton, a fellow and director of
studies for english at jesus in the late 1960s,
observed in his Figures of Dissent (2003) that
coleridge “wrote at a time when art and
philosophy could still fruitfully interbreed
before the former soared off  into idealism and
the latter lapsed into positivism”. it is hard to
imagine Q and eagleton sharing direction of
english studies at jesus.

in 1939 jacob bronowski entered the fray,
writing a combative gloss in his The Poet’s
Defense, The Concept of Poetry from Sidney to
Yeats. bronowski, who won a scholarship to
jesus in 1927, was an algebraist with an
encyclopaedic grasp of  science, technology,
literature and the arts. he also wrote and
published poetry. whereas coleridge argues for
traces or shadows of  divinity in human
creativity, bronowski, an atheist, is having none
of  it. he judged coleridge’s divine inspiration
bunkum. the imagination, he, insists, can only
work by “means of  finite minds.” he also
corrects coleridge’s english translation of  the
naming of  god from the hebrew, scorning his
claim to be a “tolerable hebraist”. it is not, he
asserts, “i am who am”, but “i am what i am”.

it was john stuart mill who first
commented in 1840 on coleridge’s seminal ,
organic influence as an antidote to bentham’s
utilitarian mechanistic perspectives. david
daiches, the literary historian, elected to a
fellowship at jesus in 1957, was to enlarge on
mill’s insight more than a century on. in the
fourth volume of  his Critical History of English
Literature (1968), commenting on the
Biographia, writes that coleridge “was a
seminal literary mind whose speculations on
the nature of  the imagination and its capacity
for reconciling opposites in art led to fruitful
ideas about the nature of  art and artistic form”.
he goes on to suggest, however, that the
book’s “exasperating structure” was owed to
coleridge’s “continual urge to dash back to first
principles before pursuing argument any
further”.

raymond williams, fellow from 1962, also
focused on the contrast between coleridge and
bentham. in his Long Revolution (1961) he
argues that coleridge’s theorising established a
deeper and lasting emphasis on “creative”
theories of  art over the “imitative”. the view
tended to emphasise coleridge’s debt to
german sources, rather than his originality,
creating the impression that his seminal
influence was at best second-hand. 

the issue of  german sources was taken up
again by Kathleen m. wheeler, elected to a
fellowship at jesus in 1978. her Sources,
Processes and Methods in Coleridge’s ‘Biographia
Literaria’ , published in 1980, takes us back (or
perhaps forwards) to plato and his emphasis
on dialectics, and idealism – which coleridge
described as the “truest form of  realism”
these two perspectives, wheeler argues, have
crucial import both for a “general theory of
literary criticism”, and for the Biographia. she
emphasises coleridge’s socratic tendency,
which underpins methods of  “irony and
midwifery”, which are not “accidental to
platonic commitment, but which are necessary
to it”. 

while wheeler finds plato an underrated
stimulus in the Biographia, tim fulford, who
was a fellow and director of  studies in english
through the 1990s, turned to another neglected
influence. in his Coleridge’s Figurative Language
he cites the role of  robert lowth not only on
coleridge, but on the german idealists, who



came to lowth’s work through herder and
michaelis. 

lowth had been professor of  poetry at
oxford in the 1740s. a noted hebraist, he gave
a series of  lectures in latin, later published in
english as Lectures on the Sacred Poetry of the
Hebrews (trans. george gregory 1753)
coleridge read the latin version in 1796, and
was impressed by lowth’s commentary on the
imagery and structure of  the psalms and the
prophets in their power to generate
impressions of  sublimity. the Biographia
records the parallelisms in “song of  songs” as
“the apparent tautologies of  intense and
turbulent feeling, in which the passion is
greater and of  longer endurance, than to be
exhausted or satisfied by a single representation
of  the image or incident exciting it.” 

fulford goes on to quote lowth’s critique
of  dynamic metaphors that have the power to
produce pleasure by their discovery of
similarity between apparently unrelated things:
“in those objects, which upon the whole have
the least agreement, some striking similarity is
traced out.” fulford comments: “a new
discovery of  relatedness, beyond the
dissimilarity of  appearances, suggests a unity
underlying the finite world, stemming from the
unity of  god”.

the interest of  fulford’s monograph is that
both coleridge and the german idealists owed
perhaps an even greater debt to the forgotten
hebrew scholar lowth than coleridge owed to
schelling.

*          *          *

the hostile reception of  the Biographia at its
first publication ensured poor sales. hazlitt
ended his review with a pompous rebuke: “till
he can do something better, we would rather
hear no more of  him”. 

which brings us back to eliot and his
national portrait gallery mini-biog. eliot of
course had more to say about coleridge. he
was to describe him as “one of  those unhappy
persons … of  whom one might say that if  they
had not been poets, they might have made
something of  their lives, might even have had

a career.” citing this comment in a review of
volume iii of  eliot’s collected letters in the
London Review of Books (30 august 2012),
stefan collini, a student at jesus in 1960s,
writes:

coleridge had, according to eliot, been
“visited by the muse” during his early
manhood, but, the visitor having departed,
he was “thenceforth a haunted man”. he
had a talent for metaphysics and similar
studies, but “he was condemned to know
that the little poetry he had written was
worth more than all he could do with the
rest of  his life. the author of  biographia
literaria was already a ruined man.” 

collini adds a comment on coleridge’s
achievement in the light of  eliot’s remark:
“sometimes, however, to be a ‘ruined man’ is
itself  a vocation”. 

despite hazlitt’s wish that coleridge would
not be heard from again, his voice could not be
quelled, and his listeners could not choose but
hear. retiring to highgate, where he was taken
in by dr gillman (who strived to control the
opium addiction), coleridge’s main activity was
to talk with, or more accurately at, his many
visitors. it is a pity that coleridge died, in 1834
before the advent of  early voice recordings. 

his voice was said to be “broad
devonshire” its inflection “particularly
plaintive”. there was a “superabundance of
words” according to carlyle, and “a forest of
thoughts”. in the space of  a two mile walk he
could broach “a thousand things”, recorded
Keats. crabb robinson commented that “he
has neither the readiness nor the acuteness
required by a colloquial disputant”. “pourtant,
pour m. coleridge, il est tout à fait un
monologue”, judged madame de staël. or, as
coleridge himself  liked to put it, his talk was
“one-versazione” rather than “con-versazione”. 

but his listeners kept coming.
and his readers keep coming. as carlyle

concluded: “those pilgrimings to coleridge …
indicate deeper wants beginning to be felt, and
important ulterior resolutions becoming
inevitable”.
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A one-day conference on Coleridge’s seminal influence, his significance today for a broad range of interests
and disciplines – scientific, cultural, and political – will be held at Jesus College on 6 May 2017. 
For details write to John Cornwell, Director, Science & Human Dimension Project, jc224@cam.ac.uk 
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in rememberance
susan webb & rachel aucott

college archives staff  and volunteers have
been working to commemorate more than

150 members of  jesus college who fell during
the first world war, including two members of
staff. we aim to remember the men in real time,
so rarely a month goes by without a new profile
being posted. posting has attracted a great deal
of  favourable attention and we have been
fortunate in discovering fascinating sources
held elsewhere and shared by the families of
those who fell. clearly the memory of  their
relatives is honoured so many years later and
their generosity in sharing it is much
appreciated.

even more powerful has been the
opportunity to read the words of  the men
themselves, from published diaries, letters and
sources and some from private memories
cherished by the families and very generously
shared with us.

in the first weeks of  the project, our highest
expectations had already been exceeded when
we found ourselves looking at the printed
diaries and letters of  hugh “willoughby”
shields, a jesuan and ramc doctor attached to
the irish guards, who was shot while attending
to a wounded man in october 1914. he
documents the first shocks of  war, the
hardships of  the retreat from mons and the
shock of  witnessing at first hand the suffering
of  civilians.

“August 25th 1914. We started off at 5.30am
and are now passing hundreds of refugees,
fleeing with their household belongings. The
Germans in the battle I told you of attacking
our trenches collected all the women from the
town and marched them in front of them till
finally we had to fire with the result you may
guess. I think they are behaving in a purely
barbarous fashion in every way and always fire
on the Red Cross. These poor wretched women
and families in carts carrying their things is a
most pitiable sight. I don’t seem to have washed
or taken off my clothes for weeks, but it is only

days. We have to be a lot worse before we are
better. We shall have a huge battle soon.”

the diary is available online via the wellcome
library. 

geoffrey barham johnson, killed in
november 1915 has left us his words and his
photos. writing home on 1st august 1915 he
describes the “facilities” in his trench: “My little
dug out is very cosy. It is 8ft long, 4ft broad and
about 4ft 6in high. The furniture consists of a bed
and table and various shelves and pegs made out
of old boxes. There is a door and a window covered
with canvas. I watch the canvas move when the
rats run up and down on the top”.

geoffrey’s photo album documenting his
life in college in the years between his arrival in

Archive staff and volunteers describe a project 
to commemorate our First World War Dead

Hugh “Willoughby” Shields



1912 and the war has proved invaluable to the
project.

reading the words of  these intelligent and
civilised men gives a clear sense of  the potential
that we, the following generations, lost. many
were already establishing themselves in life,
beginning a career, getting married and starting
a family. a few were older and had grown-up
children.

there is also humour. isaac alexander
mack, one of  17 jesuans killed in july 1916 in
what he terms “the drivellings of  a Young
officer” describes departure to the front:

“At 3-30 we got up,
4-0 a hasty breakfast,
4-45 I began to go to the lines to fall in,
4-46 I came back for my glasses,
4-48 I return for my identity disc,
4-50 I return again for my day’s rations,
5-0 I fall in a quarter of an hour late.

At 5-15 we march off in the dark saying good-
bye to those that remain behind, and realising
that at last our many months of training are
over, and we are soldiers at last, proud of the fact
and beginning to be proud of ourselves as we
march down to the station.”

like johnson he also describes the rodents
present in his dugout:

“We had one awful attack on my dug-out – by
mice – I hated it. I can sleep through machine
gun fire (I mean the noise of it) and shells as
long as they are not too close, but mice, ugh! ...
The rats are more gentlemanly, so far, they keep
themselves to themselves, they have their own
dug-out and have left mine alone so far.”

the war project has also given us an intimate
view of  student life in the edwardian college.
the debating societies, biannual may ball, the
ubiquitous sporting activities, the rise of  the
boat club. and Chanticlere, the student
magazine with its unique brand of  scurrilous
humour. “heard in the chimney”, “gentle
admonitions”, “cocks of  the roost” and
accompanying caricatures and even verse have
become very familiar to us over the past year
or so. frustratingly, Chanticlere was missing
from the college scene for a few years in the
1900s, underlining just how useful a source it
has been for other years.

obituaries for most men appeared in the
annual report and inevitably those killed
earlier in the war received a more detailed
tribute than those who died later on. at time
of  writing we have just completed writing
profiles for all 17 men who died in july 1916
and are feeling quite overwhelmed. imagine
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how it would have been if  they were all known
to you personally.

the writer does his best, however and small
asides often illuminate a man’s character. a
note that captain douglas carmichael, was a
leading lady for footlights led us to the history
of  that club and a further discovery that he had
been stage and business manager for the group,
as well as a picture of  him in costume.
unsurprisingly he made a capable and heroic
officer, sadly killed in september 1915. 

the annual report has been in more or less
continuous publication since 1904 and has
been an invaluable source of  reportage about
the doings of  students of  the day, including the
men we are remembering. it was first published
to keep alumni in touch with the doings of  the
college, much as it does today and through the
project has now linked jesuans a century ago
with the modern age. 

we continue to find out more new
information the longer the project progresses
and to make all kinds of  connections. at least
two fathers killed in the first war and sons
killed in the second. and joseph pyper, who
survived his first world war service but died at
the fall of  singapore in 1942.

far more common are men who fought in
the south african war, only to die in the great

war. the case of  james haldane is particularly
tragic, as he was gassed because he took off  his
mask to help a wounded comrade.

haldane wrote home about his experiences
of  the south african war and his letter was
published in Chanticlere. he and his comrades
were not required to do much actual fighting
and passed the time playing cricket “on a brick-
baked ground strewn with jagged stones, under
a mid-noon sun – and moreover in our only

Chanticlere Michaelmas 1910, Stratford’s caricature

Captain Douglas Carmichael



uniform clothes”. he recounts hearing news of
another jesuan, everard walter fichardt (1894)
who had passed through british hands as a
prisoner of  war. his brother m.m.
“marmaduke” haldane went on to be assistant
director of  the special intelligence service.

there were also numerous other jesuan
brothers, including geoffrey bradley who was
killed in december 1914 and his brother
edwin who served in the royal army medical
corps and was badly gassed. the latter went
on to become a senior surgeon at margate
hospital. he and his team worked day and
night to treat casualties coming in from the
evacuation of  dunkirk in 1940.

perhaps the most horrifying family story so
far is of  bernard pitts ayre, killed on 1st july
1916 along with his brother and two cousins.
a relative has been in touch about their story
and tells us that they were all dead by 9.30 that
morning.

the hidden story behind this is the effect
of  war on women in the family, we see this in
the response to the war memorial appeal,
where the correspondents were often women.
by the second world war, women were playing

an even more active part in the conflict and
members of  the wraf were billeted at the
college. 

women had long played a key role in
keeping college life running. during the first
world war this meant that they suffered
significant hardship as income from their roles
as bedmakers and lodging-house keepers
disappeared or was significantly reduced. the
conclusions book records that in november
1914 it was agreed to fix the wage for
bedmakers at £7 10s a quarter, so that they
could at least have some certainty about their
income. wages for “helps” were set at 7
shillings a week. later, in 1916 we see the
college reducing the rent of  the lodging
house at 24 jesus lane by 50%, in return for
repayment of  rent arrears of  £100.

the project has been running for two years
this summer, so is almost half-way through.
finding out about the lives of  men who were
mostly killed before their potential had been
realised and about the college environment in
their day has been moving and fascinating. 
we are certain that there is much more to be
discovered in the months ahead.
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harnessing mental imagery
martina di simplicio

mental images are part of  every individual’s
internal world. we picture the rooms in

our house if  we are trying to figure out where
we might have left our keys. long gone events
can flash back to our mind as powerful images
that make us feel like we are exactly back in our
past. we play movies in our mind to anticipate
complex future scenarios when we try to plan
a successful action. often we experience
mental images as a multisensory phenomenon:
so although we tend to associate mental
imagery mostly with the visual domain, it can
actually be a sound, a taste, a smell, a somatic
sensation or a mix of  all:

i raised to my lips a spoonful of  the tea in
which i had soaked a morsel of  the cake.
no sooner had the warm liquid mixed with
the crumbs touched my palate than a
shudder ran through me and i stopped,
intent upon the extraordinary thing that was
happening to me. an exquisite pleasure had
invaded my senses […] whence could it
have come to me, this all-powerful joy? 
i sensed that it was connected with the taste
of  the tea and the cake, but that it infinitely
transcended those savours, […] i put down
the cup and examine my own mind. […] 
i place in position before my mind’s eye the
still recent taste of  that first mouthful, and
i feel something start within me [...]
undoubtedly what is thus palpitating in the
depths of  my being must be the image, the
visual memory which, being linked to that
taste, is trying to follow it into my conscious
mind. 

Remembrance of Things Past. Volume 1:
swann’s way. marcel proust

as proust’s famous writing illustrates with great
mastery, mental imagery (like the memory of  a
taste) is inextricably linked to emotion. in fact,
an exquisite characteristic of  mental imagery
appears to be its ability to evoke not just a
detailed perceptual representation, but the

whole associated physical and emotional
experience. recent experimental psychology
research has demonstrated that generating
mental imagery elicits a greater emotional
response than verbalising the same material.
for example, in one experiment participants
were asked to generate negative scenarios with
instructions that promoted either verbal
processing or mental imagery. imagery led to a
greater increase in anxiety. when presented
with positive scenarios, imagery was again
better at amplifying positive emotion. 

it’s not surprising that emotional mental
imagery is then implicated in many forms of
extreme and pathological emotion, such as
those that occur in depression and anxiety
disorders. for example, an individual suffering
from social phobia (the disabling fear of
interactions with others) may experience
concurrent imagery while speaking of  how
they appear to their conversational partner,
envisioning themselves as red and sweating.
individuals with bipolar disorder (so-called
‘manic-depression’) may have distressing
intrusive future-oriented imagery to a suicidal

A Jesus Fellow and Consultant Psychiatrist 
describes research into novel psychological therapies 



act when they are depressed, and instead vivid
exciting images of  driving at full speed in a
luxurious car when they are in an elated mood
state. such emotional images can become
extremely compelling, preoccupying and
distressing and contribute to the overall
symptoms of  mental disorders. 

in my research, i am particularly interested
in prospective mental imagery (images of  the
future) and how this is associated with anxiety
and mood swings. it has been suggested that a
key psychological function of  mental imagery
is in fact to allow us to simulate the future, as a
way of  getting ready, informing decisions and
also regulating our emotions. for example,
imagining the joy of  the moment when we will
have passed an exam is what helps keep anxiety,
boredom or frustration at bay during long
revisions! however, just the factual knowledge
that we may pass the exam wouldn’t be able to
placate the negative feelings of  those long
library nights, but rather what works is the vivid
experience of  that precise imagined future
moment that we de facto enjoy prospectively in
our mind. hence, my research aims to
understand what happens when we use
prospective mental imagery to ‘emulate’ reality.
emulation is a function that doesn’t only
represent the content of  a situation, but also
the internal processes that construct that
situation (such as emotions, physical arousal

etc). when we emulate (using mental imagery),
we “move the world into the head, and then to
run models to observe possible implications
for the actual world” (moulton & Kosslyn,
2009). but what happens if  this process gets
perturbed? what if  instead of  prospective
imagery being a tool to navigate the world, one
can’t stop imagining the future? what if  all
emulations are always amplified into worst case
scenarios or idealistic scenarios? does that
contribute to anxiety, low mood or excessively
elated mood? likewise, is it possible to
recalibrate such prospective imagery and
harness the emotional power of  mental
imagery to instead regulate emotions in a
therapeutic context? 

in a recent clinical case series study
conducted at the mrc cognition and brain
sciences unit together with prof  emily
holmes’ team, i delivered a novel imagery-
based psychological intervention for
individuals with bipolar disorder. the therapy
focused on targeting distressing mental images
that occur unwanted or unstoppable at times
of  depression or anxiety and promoting the use
of  functional imagery to support a more
balanced mood. this was achieved via
techniques that “rescript” upsetting mental
imagery by changing its emotional content and
meaning, as well as via techniques that
manipulate the perceptual characteristics of
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emotional images by making them less vivid,
less real-like and ultimately result in reducing
the associated negative emotions. based on the
promising outcomes of  this initial study (a
reduction in mood swings and anxiety in the
majority of  treated patients), i am working on
further imagery-based protocols to be tested as
new psychological interventions for conditions
where current treatments are insufficient, such
as for young people who self-harm.

at the same time, in order to develop new
interventions that are grounded in evidence
from cognitive sciences and neurobiology, i am
investigating the cognitive and neural processes
that underpin prospective mental imagery:
what happens in the brain when emulation of
future scenarios feels ‘so real’ that it drives
excessive anxiety and unrealistic behaviour?

recent neuroscience research has been
investigating how mental imagery is generated
in the brain (for a review, pearson, naselaris,
holmes and Kosslyn, 2015). a striking finding
is that our brain makes very little distinction
between external perceptual stimuli and
internal imagery. holding a visual image in
mind uses neural resources overlapping with
those necessary for actual vision, so that mental
imagery has been described as a form of  “weak
perception” from a neural and cognitive
perspective. for example, this has been
demonstrated in experiments using so-called
“binocular rivalry”, the phenomenon by which
when two different images are presented to the
two eyes simultaneously, we are only conscious
of  one of  the two images at a time. if
participants in an experiment are very briefly
shown one of  two visual patterns, this pattern
has a much higher probability of  being
perceptually dominant in a subsequent brief
single binocular rivalry presentation (this is
called a ‘priming’ effect). surprisingly, the same
happens if  participants are asked to simply
visualise in their mind one of  the two patterns.
in other words, the content of  the mental
image primes subsequent dominance in
binocular rivalry, just as a weak perceptual
stimulus does. moreover, similar conclusions
are drawn using advanced neuroimaging
analysis techniques (called multivariate pattern

classifiers) that are able to discriminate between
two stimuli presented to an individual by
analysing (“classifying”) the two patterns of
brain activation. again, the same classifiers that
accurately discriminate simple external stimuli
by analysing patterns of  activity in visual areas
of  the brain during perception can also
discriminate the same stimuli during mental
imagery based on activity patterns in the same
visual areas of  the brain. these findings
involving mental images of  very simple objects
are intriguing. as visual areas of  the brain are
connected by direct pathways to the emotional
centres of  the brain, it may actually not be so
surprising that under conditions yet to be
explained more complex mental images are
lived like quasi-real emotional experiences, as
reported in clinical populations. 

this may be particularly true for those
future images that are involved in emulation.
therefore, my research aims to understand
which areas of  the brain are associated with the
abnormally powerful emulation and sense of
real-life experiencing of  mental images
described by some patients. ultimately, i hope
this will allow me to test and refine which
cognitive interventions can best modulate
emotional imagery and restore a balanced
emulation function. this could be an exciting
avenue for new psychological therapies helping
the many individuals that suffer from
emotional disorder and for whom current
therapies are ineffective.
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the influence of  richard hooker 
paul dominiak 

my doctoral research on the elizabethan
theologian richard hooker (1554-1600)

represents the confluence of  previous
academic interests. as an undergraduate, i
studied philosophy and early modern studies,
specialising in the literary, philosophical, and
artistic influence of  greek thought on western
culture. as a graduate, i turned to medieval
philosophical theology, focusing on the
scholastic use of  plato and aristotle in ethics
and politics. in my current research, i continue
to trace how philosophical ideas (especially
from plato and aristotle) were appropriated by
early christian theology, mediated through
medieval scholasticism, and finally transformed
by sixteenth-century apologies for the
elizabethan religious settlement. 

hooker was a relatively insignificant figure
in his lifetime, but wrote what was to become

seen as a magnum opus for defining anglican
political and theological identity. born in
heavitree near exeter in 1554, little is known
about hooker’s earliest years. we know that
hooker must have demonstrated academic
promise from a young age because he won the
patronage of  bishop john jewel (1522-71), one
of  the leading intellectuals of  the day and
friend to hooker’s uncle. through that
patronage, hooker secured a place at corpus
christi college, oxford, progressing to be a
doctoral candidate, although his candidacy
remained incomplete due to depleted funds
and ecclesiastical preferment after his
ordination as a priest in 1579. by 1585, hooker
was appointed as master of  the temple
church. this was the moment hooker stepped
out of  the shadows into the polemical
limelight. it was also to prove the crucible out
of  which hooker would write his major work.
hooker was appointed as a moderate master
over and against the radical puritan walter
travers (ca. 1548-1635), who was already
reader at the temple church. what followed
was an acrimonious exchange in which ‘the
pulpit spake pure canterbury in the morning
and geneva in the afternoon,’ as the
seventeenth-century historian thomas fuller
was to put it. in a sense, hooker stepped into
a longer fight: a small but increasingly
influential group of  radical puritans had, over
the preceding decades, brought dispute to the
elizabethan church by insisting on the need
for further reform of  ecclesiastical orders and
worship so that the english church might
more closely conform with calvin’s genevan
polity and theology. refuting this radical call
and offering an apology for the status quo was
to produce hooker’s longest and eventually
most celebrated work, Of the Lawes of
Ecclesiastical Polity, whose completion and full
publication was frustrated by his untimely
death in 1600.

Our Dean of Chapel on why he is researching 
a 16th-century theologian

Portrait of Richard Hooker, Wenceslaus Hollar (mid to late
17th century)



hooker’s Of the Lawes of Ecclesiastical Polity
(however dry and forbidding the title seems)
crafted a sense of  how the church of  england
could claim to be both reformed and catholic.
it was unique in being the first extended
vernacular defence of  the elizabethan church,
and also unusual in its style, beginning with a
metaphysical treatise on law rather than a
point-by-point demolition of  his opponents’
public works as was more typical of
elizabethan polemics. in eight books (only the
first five of  which were published before his
death), the Lawes defended the elizabethan
church and royal supremacy against attacks on
two fronts. on one side, hooker’s Lawes
responded to radical puritans who sought
further protestant reform and rejected lay
ecclesiastical supremacy. on the other side,
hooker’s Lawes countered roman catholic
apologists who saw the english monarch’s
claim to be the supreme head or governor over
the national church as a usurpation of  universal
papal authority. hooker sought to ground the
established church of  england and lay
ecclesiastical supremacy within a legal
metaphysic: he attempted to see god as the
author not only of  natural and supernatural
laws but also (through providence) human laws
too, such as those that had founded the
henrician and elizabethan ecclesiastical
supremacies. unlike the bitterly heated,
voluminous, and often ad hominem polemics
of  the period, hooker’s Lawes lifted theological
and political debate to a more irenic, cool, 
and philosophically-rich level, even if  at times
he could still be waspish towards his
opponents.

it remains unclear if  the Lawes was
commissioned or if  it was hooker’s own
intellectual response to the kinds of  arguments
he had heard (and endured) in his controversy
with travers in the temple church. whatever
the truth, the Lawes only made a relatively
insignificant splash at first. the radical puritan
threat had temporarily receded by the mid-
1590s when the books of  the Lawes began to
be published. more pressing was the roman
catholic threat, fuelled by attempted invasion
and recusant plots. hooker’s moderate
appraisal of  the roman catholic church hardly
made him into a spokesperson suited to anti-
papal polemic. as a result of  this change in the

political scene, there was only one public
response to the Lawes in hooker’s lifetime, the
anonymous A Christian Letter of  1599 which
alleged that hooker was heretical and a closet
papist. hooker had begun drafting a response
to the Letter while finishing the Lawes when he
unexpectedly died in 1600 while working as
parish priest of  bishopsbourne. his thought
then largely seemed to disappear from the
scene. not for long, however. hooker soon
became a protean figure for apparently
incommensurable groups over the following
centuries: for laudians as well as for calvinists
and roman catholics; for the acute defender
of  absolute monarchy, sir robert filmer (1588-
1653), as well as for the father of  liberalism,
john locke (1632-1704); and for tories as
much as for whigs. although hooker’s idea of
the union of  church and commonwealth was
to be rendered effectively dead as a political
reality by the 1830s, his theological identity
continued as a contested battleground for
different parties within the church of  england
and the emerging worldwide anglican
communion. at one time or another, just
about every church party claimed hooker as
their own and, through that imprimatur, that
their theology (whether ‘catholic’ or
‘reformed’) constituted the essence of  what it
means to be anglican. the ability of  such a
wide range of  apparently incommensurable
groups to claim hooker over the centuries
following his death testifies to two enduring
features of  his thought: its rich and learned
complexity which can be construed (or
misconstrued) by interpreters; and its perennial
political and theological themes around law and
authority, making it a locus classicus.

although the influence of  hooker’s work
in modern times has largely waned and become
the rare preserve of  the academic lecture
theatre rather than the parish church, there are
signs of  deserved recovery. the folger library
edition of  his collected works offers a
rigorously thorough presentation of  hooker’s
thought for modern academics. apart from the
Lawes, hooker’s lesser writings fall into three
groups: those related to the temple
controversy with travers (including three
sermons); those connected with the polemical
reception of  the Lawes; and other extant
sermons (four complete plus three fragments).
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scholars can now look for continuities,
changes, and trajectories in hooker’s thought.
such study of  richard hooker’s thought yields
three features in particular that may be of
interest to philosophers, theologians, historians,
lawyers, political theorists, and literary students
alike. 

the first of  these is his account of  law and
the metaphysics of  participation, which forms
the heart of  my research interest. broadly
speaking, hooker imagines that all forms of
law (natural, rational, supernatural, and civic)
participate in the eternal law which is co-
identical with god’s nature. this freights all of
creation (including political life) with a
providential character: as c.s. lewis put it,
hooker’s universe is ‘drenched with deity’. the
metaphysical basis for law assumed by hooker
perhaps offers a salutary corrective to modern
legal positivism, which argues that law is merely
a social construct and convention. law may
well rightly have a moral character and duty.

the second feature is hooker’s emphasis
that public consent is necessary for any form
of  government or law to hold authority. this
commitment says more than the old adage that
‘the voice of  the people is the voice of  god’
(vox populi vox Dei). it was one of  the
influences on john locke’s notion of  the social
contract, and so puts hooker into the
philosophical and historical genealogy that gave
birth to the modern constitutionalism we hold
so dear in the western world. his account of
how law puts limits on the power even of
rulers, that laws should be framed according to
the common good, and that any law imposed
without due reason and popular public political
consent is no law at all, is so commonly

accepted that we may easily forget the
intellectual debt to hooker and others for
articulating these principles in the first place.

third, hooker’s commitment to the value
of  human reason and its centrality in political,
theological, and public discourse should not be
underestimated. faced with the reformed idea
of  the total corruption of  human nature by sin,
and the concomitant exaltation of  the
unmitigated authority of  scripture alone to
determine all matters, hooker transmitted a
sanguine and realistic appraisal of  human
nature and the possibilities for human society
and culture. that religious belief  and practice
should be reasonable was not to be taken for
granted. the genius of  anglicanism as it slowly
developed out of  the english reformation,
with all of  its moderation, intellectual
engagement, and political commitment owes a
debt to hooker. indeed, he is no mere
historical figure, but janus-like looked both
backwards towards medieval ideas of  order,
harmony, and the common good, as well as
forwards, intimating and influencing modern
ideas about the importance of  political
engagement and public rationality. 

perhaps, then, the most apropos praise
comes from one of  hooker’s contemporaries,
dr william covel (d. 1613), a fellow at Queen’s
college in cambridge. covel penned a defence
of  the Lawes in 1603, the only major
contemporary (other than the anonymously-
penned Letter of  1599) that engaged with
hooker’s major work. in that defence, covel
argues that hooker’s Lawes was ‘incomparably
the best that ever was written in our church’.
in an english context, covel is surely right in
this appraisal.
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illustrating the end of  the world
helen mccombie

the book of  revelation is the final book of
the bible, telling st john’s prophecy of  the

end of  the world and the second coming of
christ. it is infamously one of  the most
complex and difficult to interpret of  biblical
texts, with its bizarre king-headed locusts and
seven-headed beasts. 

many elements remain current in our own
popular culture, from the 666 ‘number of  the
beast’, to the four horsemen. intriguingly,
there seems to have been a particular interest
in the book of  revelation in england in the
second half  of  the thirteenth century. this
popularity is demonstrated by the numerous
illuminated manuscripts which survive
illustrating the text of  revelation. 

though these images have been studied in
order to place them in the development of
illuminated manuscripts in this period, the
question as to why these books became popular
in this period has yet to be satisfactorily
answered. the purpose which these books
played in the lives of  their owners has been
relatively under-researched, despite the exciting
potential it offers us to gain an insight into the
thoughts and beliefs of  the english people in
the thirteenth century. my research over the
course of  my masters has focused on three
main questions regarding these manuscripts:
who was reading them, where were they being
read, and most importantly, what motivated
them to commission such manuscripts? 

a survey of  the surviving apocalypse
manuscripts (as they have become known)
reveals that they seem to have been created for
a surprisingly large and diverse audience.
although one would have to have been fairly
wealthy to afford to commission a book at all,
the surviving manuscripts, numbering over
thirty, attest to an audience spanning the range
from upper mercantile classes to the very
highest echelons of  the aristocracy. this is
demonstrated by the quality of  the books

themselves, as well as in some cases by
documentary information about their
ownership. as one would expect when looking
at what can be treated as a ‘genre’ of  book, the
illuminations in these books vary greatly in
quality, from very rough illustrations, to finely
detailed and gilded images. the accompanying
text too often reveals the involvement of
scribes of  highly varied levels of  skill, from
rougher hands to the finest textualis quadrata
precissa scripts. 

in this period it was more common for
biblical texts to be released in compilations,
such as one finds in psalters, and later in books
of  hours, so it is unusual to bind an individual
text, as in the apocalypse manuscripts. this
hints that there was something specific and
particular to the text that aroused the interest
of  the manuscripts’ creators. this specificity in
part answers the question as to where the
books were being read. it is clear that the
majority of  these books were made for a lay
audience, not for use by a monastic or clerical
community. this is in part demonstrated by the
presence of  commentaries or glosses in the
books. 

the berengaudus commentary, named
after its author, a ninth century monk from the
rhineland, is the most common of  these, and
is notable for the great lengths it goes to in
order to simplify and condense the complex
theological messages of  revelation into an
easily understood, and implemented, message.
this is suggestive of  a lay readership, as it
overlooks the debates that raged in the clerical
community about the text’s interpretation. it in
fact offers a fairly cheerful interpretation,
focusing on the apocalypse as a time when the
just will receive their reward, and when evil will
be expelled from the world – it is seen as an
event to be looked forward to with enthusiasm. 

there is also evidence to suggest that the
manuscripts were often commissioned by

An MPhil student on interest of thirteenth-century 
Anglo-Norman Apocalypse manuscripts 



women. bodleian library ms selden supra 38,
a fascinating manuscript including the book of
revelation alongside apocryphal stories about
the christ’s childhood miracles, seems to have
been commissioned by a joanna, a woman of
the upper gentry or lower aristocracy. it seems
that her gender played a role in the images she
chose to illustrate the text, as they omit the
whore of  bablyon, a distinctly misogynistic
female figure, and emphasise the role of  the
apocalyptic woman, often interpreted as the
Virgin mary. this pro-female emphasis can
also be found in other manuscripts. female
literacy in the aristocracy, even at joanna’s lower
level, was higher than we might now assume,
as it was an important part of  their religious
education, allowing them to study prayers and
practice personal devotion. 

the ‘use’ to which these aristocratic owners
put their books seems to have been a varied
one. it is clear that they played a partly religious
role, but it seems likely that they also served to
entertain their owners. but they also seem to
parallel developments in vernacular literature,
particularly the romance. the story of  the
apocalypse in some ways parallels the plots of
romances, with their interest in extreme
situations, a noted interest in stories about
heaven, hell, and visions, and their ghastly
monsters. to add to this, many of  the
apocalypse manuscripts emphasise the
chivalric nature of  the protagonists in the book
of  revelation. the figures fighting the beast
are depicted in aristocratic armour, and
carrying shields bearing their coats of  arms.
heraldry is used to denote ‘good’ from ‘evil’
characters, using the language of  the
aristocracy to emphasise the religious message
of  the books’ images, and the role of  the
aristocracy in fighting evil. 

the image of  the fourth horseman in
trinity college, cambridge, ms b.10.6 presents
a particularly intriguing example of  the cross-
over between vernacular and religious texts.
this highly original image makes use of  the
imagery of  ‘madness’ to present a terrifying
image of  the rider on the pale horse, in order
to move its viewers to live a more pious life.
the expression, clothing, and terrifying pose
of  the figure ties in with the idea of  the
‘madman’, popular in vernacular literature, who
is terrifying through his lack of  self-control,
and mindless, unprovoked violence. this
suggests a rider ready to terribly and violently
reap the souls of  the unworthy. but it also plays
into the religious associations of  the ‘madman’,
particularly those of  the Dixit Insipiens psalm,
in which the unbeliever is said to ‘eat up’ the
souls of  the believers. it became common to
illustrate the opening of  this psalm with an
image of  a madman eating a white disc, such
as we see in the image in b.10.6. this image
thus presents a clever inversion of  the psalm,
and an amalgamation with other popular
stories. 

the apocalypse manuscripts thus present
an image of  a complex readership making use
of  the books for a variety of  reasons. it is
important that we embrace this complexity, and
come to an understanding of  medieval
readership which is not monolithic, but rather
appreciates the numerous ways in which
audiences may have interacted with their books
in this period. the challenge apocalypse
manuscripts present to the question of
audience and readership is one which is
beginning to be unravelled, but which yet
presents many interesting questions, and the
potential to reveal much about the lives and
beliefs of  medieval readers.
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gatekeepers for global wealth
may hen

if  there is a blind spot in our understanding
of  tax systems and their weakness, it is how

tax havens operate from the perspectives of
those actually living and working in them. 
a reason for this gap is that the havens are so
very difficult to understand, and so resistant to
enquiry. i intend to illuminate this blind spot
by advancing the newly emerging fields of
fiscal anthropology and sociology of  tax
systems, and thus contribute to the social
sciences and humanities understanding of  tax
havens. i aim to pioneer thought-provoking
ways to study tax avoidance and evasion using
my ethnographic analysis of  elites and 
sub-elites, which includes living and learning
among expatriates and islanders working in tax
havens. this empowers all countries to address
the fiscal crises caused by their citizens’ evasion
of  legal tax obligations.

in 2008 i began work at canada revenue
agency’s (cra) pacific region call centre.
being a first-line of  contact for thousands of
canadians provided me direct access to
frustrated perspectives had by taxpayers of  the
agency ranging from areas such as
income/corporate tax filing and canada child
tax benefits. i then moved to revenue
collections where i managed hundreds of  non-
compliant accounts worth up to $1,000,000
(canadian dollars). at that time our agency’s
mandate was to spend 30% of  our time writing
off  uncollectible tax debt adding to millions
lost annually per region. through regular field
calls to find tax debtors, it was made clear to
me that these efforts were only marginally
effective in collecting taxes. a better return on
investment in collection efforts would be to
concentrate more officers on wealthy elites and

A PhD student describes her research into 
Caribbean offshore financial centres

The Cayman Islands



large corporations. canada and other nations’
fiscal positions would be much stronger if  they
focused on uncovering and collecting the
unpaid taxes owed to them especially
internationally. tax havens thus hold key pieces
information for the experts in collections,
criminal enforcement and public policy
needing to make informed decisions on the
economic future of  their nations.

national security and international
cooperative efforts are also at stake. the recent
panama leaks demonstrate that economic
sanctions, such as ones placed on russia for the
annexation of  crimea, can also be
circumvented through the use of  tax havens as
it was revealed that russian business magnates
used them to continue on with ‘business as
usual’. most importantly: how are national and
international efforts designed to curb
economic crimes including tax evasion,
perceived and evaluated by the very people
living and working in tax havens? 

in 2012, i resigned from my position as a
tax collector and began my master’s degree in
canada on the study of  tax havens. i am now
a phd student in the department of  sociology
and actively involved with the annual

economic crime symposium held at jesus
college, and organized by our very own jesuan,
professor barry rider, who will be leading the
symposium for the 34th year. i also lead a
university-wide tax weekly discussion group
which draws students, fellows and practitioners
to discuss tax-related topics. through both
extra-curricular activities, i will develop a more
well-rounded and researched approach the
study of  tax havens. that would benefit from
the approach from other disciplines, such as in
the social sciences.

the 2008 global financial crisis forced
citizens out of  a state of  political acquiescence
and inspired a flurry of  public discourse and
action amongst citizens, governments,
academics, and international governing bodies,
intended to re-evaluate the systems of  capital
flows which avoided taxation. canada’s globe
and mail newspaper proclaimed: “we need a
global army of  tax collectors” (2011) but as a
former tax collector, i know this is a bandage
to a symptom, not a cure to a widespread
disease of  global tax leakages. despite the
current army of  11,512 tax collectors’ efforts in
canada (canada revenue agency, 2014) adding
more officers to tackle tax evasion on the 
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front-lines will not solve the problem of
compliance. canada and other nations need
better training, research, and cooperation
across academic disciplines, from governments,
policy makers, and input from front-line tax
officers. tax compliance has been a long-
standing area of  study by public policy,
economic, accounting and legal scholars. it is
not a fixed problem but a series of  problematic
areas with multiple research, administrative and
policy gaps. the roots of  tax evasion do not lie
solely in tax havens, citizens, government
administrations or corporations: tax
compliance is a social problem and yet the
social sciences have left it largely untouched.
my masters project, “sub-elites as fiduciary
gatekeepers of  global elites: a fiscal
anthropology of  the cayman islands and
offshore financial industry”, involved 13
months of  fieldwork in the cayman islands. 
i found elite-expatriate driven values
permeating all aspects of  governance, culture,
and communication in the cayman islands
resulting in lost economic diversity,
homogenized professions, weakened local
governments’ capacity, and an imported labour
force on which indigenous caymanians have
become precariously reliant. it has become
victim to what the tax justice network’s
nicholas shaxson and john christensen call
“the finance curse”, when “oversized
economies attack democracy and corrupt
economies” (2013). my masters project allowed
me to test the efficacy of  adopting certain
methodological approaches and alerted me to
unexplored aspects of  the sociology of  tax
havens, which i have refined for this study
during my phd.

who are the gatekeepers for global wealth
in caribbean offshore financial centres and
how do international systems of  financial flows
work from their perspective? my objective is to
look at how the economic drivers of  large

capital flows, the wealthy expatriate elites, and
their professional sub-elites (accountants,
lawyers, trustees, et al.) 1) create innovative
financial products and 2) draft and legislate
laws at such high speeds in offshore financial
centres. because it renders their sheltering of
assets, exchange of  goods, and transfers of
wealth legal, innovations in financial products
legislated offshore are the international
language of  these elites. i will study the
continued development of  offshore financial
centres (ofcs) as institutional mechanisms for
tax avoidance and evasion by high-net-worth
individuals and corporations in their home-
countries. how do the values of  these ofcs
and their enabling laws and institutions create,
host, and perpetuate elite values? tax evasion
in the case of  high-net-worth-individuals is
especially detrimental to governments due to
their ability to move high volumes of  capital
around the world efficiently, quickly, and
without much disclosure.

i will be conducting 12 months of
fieldwork in the cayman islands, with smaller
trips to the british Virgin islands and bermuda,
chosen for the size of  their financial industry
and legal-colonial relationship as british
overseas territories. using ethnographic
methods, studies of  institutional structures,
archival work, i will look at the current state of
offshore financial centres. i will also employ
methods found in legal anthropology: studying
the legal texts that define the economic identity
of  each island. each of  the islands pride itself
on its offshore financial centres as studied
extensively by anthropologist bill maurer
(1993; 1997). through this introduction, i hope
to demonstrate that taxation has a wide
reaching effect not only on tax policy, academic
research, and tax payers, but also the security
of  nations. 

Find out more: http://Cambridge.tax 
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decline, fall and resurrection?
anna Vignoles

as both an economist and an educationalist,
i have spent most of  my career studying

inequalities in education, their causes, their
solutions and their implications. one
particularly interesting aspect of  the english
education system in this regard is the role of
selective schools, also known as grammar
schools. these schools have played a crucially
important role in the english education system
and their decline has proved controversial. it is
natural therefore to ask what impact grammar
schools had on pupils’ academic achievement
and hence what the implications of  their
decline for the english education system might
be?

grammar schools have been a feature of
the english system since henry Viii; indeed
there was an endowed grammar school at jesus
college from 1506 to 1568. however, it was
not until after the 1944 education act that the
role of  state funded grammars was enshrined
formally in the ‘tripartite system’. the most
academically able students were enrolled in
grammar schools at age 11, those focused on a
technical profession were enrolled in vocational
schools and the rest were admitted to
secondary moderns. (though out of  nearly
6000 secondary schools, there were only 319
technical schools in the early 50s and that had
fallen to fewer than 100 by 1970, so this was
never the strong part of  the system it was
intended to be.) 

academic selection was therefore built into
the original conception of  the english state
education system. however, by the 1950s there
was criticism of  this (floud, halsey and martin,
1953). one key argument was that one could
not measure intelligence easily and most
measures were culturally biased against
students from some backgrounds. even
amongst those likely to benefit from the
grammar system, there was a fear that selection

into the system was happening too early with
few routes back once a child was not admitted
to a grammar. another issue was that students
from more advantaged families were coached
to pass the test; indeed, a number of  studies
have found that in the current education
system coaching for admission to the few
remaining grammar schools is endemic. more
generally there was concern that although
grammars were ostensibly a route to success
for a poor but able child, in practice very few
poor children actually enrolled in grammars.
recent research that we undertook on modern
grammars suggests that this remains true today
(cribb, sibieta and Vignoles, 2013). 

during the 1960s we see massive system
change. prior to the 60s about a quarter of  each
cohort was educated in a grammar school and
the number of  grammar schools peaked at
1300. we then see a rising wave of  anti-
grammar school sentiment. by the mid-1960s
the pressure had grown to the point that there
was an attempt at a national policy direction
with the department for education infamous
circular 10/65 which, whilst not abolishing
grammar schools, opened the door for a shift
to a comprehensive system in most local
authorities. 

Yet even as this process was happening, the
push back started. through the late 1970s and
early 1980s there were a series of  important
papers – the black papers – that were
published arguing vehemently against
comprehensivisation on many grounds.
specifically, they argued it was more efficient
to teach children of  the same ability in the same
school, that comprehensives were “dumbing
down” the system, and, that we were removing
routes to success for poor but able students. 
or as margaret thatcher put it in 1977:

“People from my sort of background needed
grammar schools to compete with children

Following the Green Paper Consultation document, 
our Professor of Education and Fellow of Jesus 
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from privileged homes like Shirley Williams
and Anthony Wedgwood Benn.”

despite the strength of  this anti-
comprehensive movement, there continued an
inexorable decline in the number of  grammars
so that by 1980 there were fewer than 200
grammar schools and the proportion of  pupils
in comprehensives increased from 7% in 1964
to 90% in 1982. today, we have 164 grammar
schools, educating just 4% of  pupils. 

so against the backdrop of  this controversy,
i have studied the educational lives of  children
who were born into this rapidly changing
system. in particular, a lot of  my research has
been based on the most wonderful data
resource called the national child
development study (ncds). the ncds was
a big survey of  17,000 mothers and their
babies. these children, all born in one week in
1958, have been followed up throughout their
lives – most recently at the age of  55. this
cohort was born into a world that still had
grammar schools and entered secondary school
just as many grammar schools were being
dismantled, enabling us to compare (with some
caveats) the educational fortunes of  children
who were schooled in a selective grammar

system with those educated in comprehensive
local authorities.

we can also make some nice contrasts with
a second major study called the british cohort
study (bcs). the bcs was another large
survey of  mothers and their children, this time
children born in one week in 1970. this cohort
experienced an almost fully comprehensive
system. the ncds and bcs cohort studies
were designed to be comparable and as both
cohorts were surveyed periodically during
childhood they provide rich information on the
children’s educational experiences. further,
during primary school both cohorts took a
number of  cognitive tests and we can ask
questions such as: how do children of  similar
ability (as measured at age 10/11 just before
entry into secondary school) fare in systems
that are comprehensive, and in systems that are
selective? 

the first and obvious question is whether
or not children benefited from attending a
grammar. an obvious question to which many
might think there is an obvious answer but this
has actually been hotly debated. grammar
schools were beneficial for those who attended.
so comparing two children of  similar ability,

Anna with her mother, in 1970
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those who attended a grammar went on to 
have higher levels of  achievement in their
examinations at age 16 (o levels and cses in
those days) and achieved a higher level of  final
education. for example, they were more likely
to get a degree. these data are very rich so we
can also allow in our modelling for a range of
other factors that might also influence
academic achievement, such as parental
education, parental social class, family income,
early childhood experiences. for high ability
children (who scored in the top fifth on test
scores at age 7), those who attended a grammar
achieved the equivalent of  three quarters of  a
year of  extra schooling on average.

however, it is also worth noting we found a
relatively high proportion of  misclassified
individuals i.e. high ability children who were
living in areas with grammar systems but who
ended up attending a secondary modern. this
may have been an issue that encouraged calls
for the abolition of  the system.

beyond understanding how well a high
ability child does in a grammar versus a
comprehensive, there is a more general
question to be asked about whether a selective
system performs better than a comprehensive
one. clearly it may not come as a surprise to
many that high ability children do better in a
grammar school, in some sense that is what
selective education presupposes. what is less
obvious is the impact of  having a selective
system on all children. the answer yields a
conundrum: grammar systems benefit higher
ability children but at the cost of  some loss of
learning for lower ability children. so any
decision about a system, as opposed to an
individual child, is dependent on the weighting
one would give to the education achievement
of  these two groups of  students.

whilst we cannot provide an answer to that
conundrum, we do note that our research also
found that in the later cohort a child’s early
ability became less predictive of  how well they
would do in the education system as compared
to in the earlier 1958 cohort. this might
suggest that we are able to educate a wider
range of  abilities effectively so that how well
you do early in primary school does not
determine to the same extent how well you do
in your educational career. however, a closer

examination of  the data suggests that the
weakening of  the relationship between ability
and achievement only applied to students from
richer families. in other words, for the well off,
a child’s ability mattered far less for their
educational achievement in the later cohort.
for children from poor families, being less able
in primary school is still a strong indicator of
educational low achievement later on.

there is also a more general problem. with
these data it is apparent that over time a child’s
income and family background has become a
stronger indicator of  how well they are likely
to do in school. we cannot conclude this is
attributable to the decline of  grammar schools
but it is an issue we are continuing to explore
for more recent cohorts. it is also worth noting
that just because selective schools have
declined, selection by ability has not. grouping
pupils by ability in primary schools and at very
young ages is increasingly common place and
hence understanding the effect of  teaching
students with different levels of  achievement
separately continues to be a topic of  great
interest. all this, of  course, gives us many
interesting things to research for years to come.
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the body in the mind
simone schnall

why does a hill look less steep after you
consumed a sugary drink? why does

another person’s transgression seem more
wrong when you find yourself  surrounded by a
foul, disgusting smell, but less wrong after you
washed your hands? why does a large box
loaded with books feel lighter after you thought
back to a time when you had power over other
people? these sets of  findings from my
experiments can be explained by one simple
underlying principle: thoughts have a bodily
basis.

the complex machinery inside your head,
the brain, serves to store and process
information, and to accurately reflect the
physical and social world around you. although
this seems like an obvious assumption, it
unfortunately turns out to be wrong. indeed,
animals mostly do things. they search for food,
run away from predators, chase after potential
mates, and so on. humans appear to be a
special kind of  animal: they spend much of
their time thinking. about what is, what was,
what might be, and what might have been. such
an obsession with thinking might indicate that
conscious thought sets humans apart from
non-human animals, and that consciousness
represents the pinnacle of  evolved life.
however, emerging research in the field of
Embodied Cognition suggests that people were
never meant to think as much as they do, or at
least, thinking did not arise as a goal in itself.
instead, people, just like other creatures, have
evolved to deal with the physical and social
realities around them. 

one finding that illustrates this notion
concerns the basic structure of  the frog’s visual
system. a puzzling discovery in the 1970s
showed that frogs have two types of  neurons in
the brain: one to detect small fast-moving
objects, another to detect slow-moving large
objects. how could such a visual system
possibly allow the frog to see his world? 

the answer is that a frog has no need to see
everything around him, or create a mirror
image of  his surroundings. instead, what he
needs to do on a daily basis is, among other
things, find food and run away from predators.
food comes in the form of  small, fast-moving
critters, and predators come in the form of
large birds of  prey that loom over head.
therefore, the two surprising aspects of  the
frog’s visual system perfectly prepare him to
deal with what is required to survive, namely to
capture insects and run away from enemies.
blind spots that happen to arise in the process
are not really an issue. similar findings have
been obtained for human vision: people only
see what is relevant to whatever goal they have
in mind at a given moment, and they can
literally be blind to blatant aspects of  the world
simply because they are not currently of
concern. 

picture yourself  in the situation of  one of
my research participants. You are standing at
the base of  a steep grassy hill and i ask you to
tell me how steep the hill is in degrees. if  i gave
you a heavy backpack to wear, you will say the
hill is quite steep. on the other hand, if  i gave
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you a boost of  energy in the form of  a sugary
drink, the hill will look more manageable to
you, and therefore less steep. my findings
suggest that depending on your physical
condition at a given moment, you will perceive
the hill, or the environment in general, very
differently. in other words, how ready you are
to climb a hill determines whether it looks like
a mountain, or a molehill. 

however, not only physiological resources
change how we see the world, but psychosocial
factors also matter, as my work has
demonstrated: a hill looks less steep when you
have a close friend by your side. thus, the
world looks like a scary, challenging place when
one lacks resources, but becomes manageable
as one’s resources increase. just like the frog
does not see the world as a reflection of  actual
reality, people do not see the hill in accurate
terms as having an invariant slant. 

does this mean that visual perception and
the resulting thought processes are biased and
irrational? not at all, because your perception
of  the hill is a perfectly appropriate readout of
your body’s ability to put up with the challenge
of  climbing it: it will be difficult when you are
encumbered with a heavy backpack, but
comparatively easy when you have a spring in
your step because your blood glucose levels are
elevated.

or imagine yourself  as a participant in
another one of  my studies. You come to the
lab and sit down on an old chair with a torn
and dirty cushion, at a desk that has various
stains and is sticky. on the desk you notice a
transparent plastic cup with the dried up
remnants of  a smoothie, and next to you is a
trash can overflowing with garbage including
greasy pizza boxes and used-looking tissues.
the pen you get to complete a survey is all
chewed up at its end. if  you are like most of
my participants, you will probably feel
disgusted by this lab situation, which is
precisely what was intended. as a results, when
you fill out the survey and answer how morally
wrong you find transgressions such as falsifying
one’s resume, or not returning a lost wallet, you
are likely to find these behaviors more
objectionable than a participant who sat on a
regular chair at the same desk when it was
covered up with a clean white tablecloth, and
none of  the disgusting objects were present.

these results suggest that participants’
current emotional state, such as a feeling of
disgust and repulsion, was transferred onto the
decisions they were making. does this mean
that people’s moral judgments are completely
irrational? again, not necessarily, but they show
that there is a potentially adaptive link between
one’s bodily states and the situations one
encounters in the environment. disgust
normally indicates the presence of  potentially
harmful substances, such as spoilt food,
contaminated surfaces, or in general, things you
should avoid ingesting or touching. my
research suggests that disgust is not only an
important indicator to stay away from bad
substances, but it also indicates when to stay
away from bad people, and their behaviours. 

another interesting line of  investigation is
related to the physical ability of  one’s body. in
the animal kingdom size indicates power: the
alpha male is usually a big and physically strong
individual. in humans, too, tall people are more
likely than their shorter counterparts to end up
in jobs that involve yielding power over others.
but power is not only related to objective body
size or height; your subjective sense of  power
can be influenced by how you carry yourself:
taking on an expansive posture, such as leaning
back in a chair and putting your feet on the
table, increases feelings of  power, and leads to
higher levels of  testosterone, a “power
hormone”, and lower levels of  cortisol, a stress
hormone. 

indeed, relative to experimental
manipulations of  power that change people’s
thoughts, manipulations that change people’s
bodily state (e.g. posture) are literally more
powerful. my research suggests that having
power changes the perception of  objects in the
world; for example, powerful people estimate
the weight of  heavy boxes to be lighter than
powerless people. findings such as these imply
that thought processes relate to very basic
physical experience. cognitive scientists
studying perception, cognition, action, and
language, social psychologists studying emotion
and social processes, and neuroscientists
studying the human brain now all arrive at the
converging conclusion that thoughts have a
bodily basis: the body is in the mind, and as
merleau-ponty suggested, provides the window
to our social and physical worlds. 
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early modern art and science
sietske fransen

on the 5th of  december 1660 a group of
eminent gentlemen came together for the

second week in a row, and signed a document
promising that they ‘will meete together
weekely (if  not hindred by necessary occasions)
to consult and debate, concerning the
promoting of  experimentall learning’. this
agreement formed the beginning of  the royal
society, an institution that still exists and still
promotes ‘excellence in science’, as we can read
on their website. the royal society has taken
good care of  its own history, and many of  
the earliest records of  administration and
correspondence are still kept in the royal
society’s library and archives. 

these documents of  the first fifty years of
the society (1660-1710) form the basis for a
large research project funded by the arts and
humanities research council (ahrc). since
february 2015 an interdisciplinary team of
specialists of  the early modern period have
been working on this project called ‘making
Visible: the visual and graphic practices of  the
early royal society’. the project is based at the
centre for research in the arts, social sciences
and humanities (crassh) at the university
of  cambridge and is led by professor sachiko
Kusukawa (history and philosophy of  science,
trinity college). together with co-investigators

dr alexander marr (history of  art, trinity
hall) and dr felicity henderson (archival and
material culture, university of  exeter), 
and two post-doctoral research associates
dr Katherine reinhart (history of  art, King’s
college) and myself, we have been working
systematically through the archives. the
project’s aim is to understand the roles that
visual resources and practices played in the
development and dissemination of  scientific
knowledge in the first fifty years of  the royal
society.

some of  the questions we are trying to
answer are: how and when did science become
visual? how did drawings, diagrams and charts
come to be used alongside words and objects
by a group of  people who hoped to reform and
establish a new form of  knowledge of  nature,
based on collaboration, experimentation and
observation in the second half  of  the
seventeenth century? who made those
drawings and diagrams, and what made them
‘scientific’?

we believe that the collections of  the royal
society are a very helpful source to try and
understand, and hopefully answer some of
these questions. the administration and record
keeping of  the institution has made it relatively
easy for us as historians to get a sense of  the
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daily and weekly practices of  the society, and
the correspondence kept in the archives is an
extremely rich source for getting a grasp of  the
topics of  interest to the men who were
associated with the society. using the archives
of  a collective endeavour such as the royal
society – in contrast to an archive of  an
individual – will allow us to get a much better
understanding of  the uses and developments
of  visual material in the second half  of  the
seventeenth century. 

this research project is based on archival
sources, and this means that my colleague Katie
and i travel to the archives of  the royal society
in london on a weekly basis. the manuscript
material of  this period consists of  roughly 350
volumes of  papers, varying from personal
notebooks of  former fellows such as robert
boyle, to the society’s letter books in which
they collated the letters they received. when
going through this material we focus
specifically on visual material, which can be
anything from a mathematical diagram to a
drawing of  a microscopic observation. we
record all our findings in a database, including
the basic information about size and the
archival reference of  the source, and, if  known,
the maker of  the image. all of  this information
will eventually become publically available
through the picture library of  the royal
society, accompanied by a picture of  the
source. we hope that many people will benefit
from this database, both researchers and
anyone who is interested in the history of
science and art.

i came to this project with an interest in
translation. in 2014 i finished my phd thesis
on the role of  translation in the
communication between physicians in the
seventeenth century. i argued that in a century
of  multilingualism in europe, in which latin
had become one of  the languages (instead of
the only one) in which science was
communicated, translations of  texts became
very important. many medical authors decided
to write in latin as well as their own mother
tongue, and even more texts were translated,
sometimes from a vernacular language into
latin to reach a broader audience, or from
latin into a vernacular to reach a more local
audience. my thesis shows how these different
texts for different audiences also changed the

content and how seventeenth-century
physicians were very aware of  these
differences. where we expect a translation to
be a true copy of  a text in different languages,
they saw it often as a different work. 

from my work on textual translation, i had
become interested in the role of  visual material
as a means to communicate information that
cannot be captured in words, or that could be
better explained with the (additional) help of
images. i therefore started a postdoctoral
project in september 2015 on Visualisation as
Translation of Scientific Knowledge in Early
Modern Europe. for this project, i look at
physicians as examples of  university-educated
practitioners of  science and i compare them
with early modern practitioners of  science who
learned their crafts in practice such as
alchemists and geomancers. since university
students learned how to take notes and learned
to memorize information in a specific way, 
i am expecting to see a difference in the way
both groups use drawings, tables, and diagrams
to acquire new knowledge. 

the research i am carrying out for the
making Visible project feeds into my own
research, and gives me a finishing point in time
for my investigations. my project starts with the
production of  printed books at the end of  the
fifteenth century, and it turns out that the end
of  the seventeenth century is an appropriate
point to stop. it is namely in the seventeenth
century that the objects of  observations
changed drastically and that we can find a
change in recording them. the invention of
the telescope and the microscope opened up
two new worlds of  previously unseen objects,
in the heavens and in the smallest parts of  the
world. suddenly images were not only
depicting things that could be explained in
words and seen with the naked eye, but rather
images were depicting things that could not be
explained in words, and that no one had ever
seen before. the excitement of  the discoverers
is tangible in their correspondence and in the
way they comment and responds to each
other’s findings. it makes me want to continue
to work on this project here in cambridge for
the next 2.5 years, and further into the future,
to try and understand how these men (and the
occasional woman) used words and images to
communicate their exciting new observations.
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excavating blitz-time
beryl pong

if  you can blow whole places out of
existence, you can blow whole places into it.’

so says pepita in elizabeth bowen’s ‘mysterious
Kôr’ (1942), an extraordinary short story that
takes place in a world war ii london likened
to the timeless setting of  h. rider haggard’s
She (1887). where the earlier book is an
exemplary text of  the ‘lost world’ literary genre
of  the fin de siècle, dealing with a period in
which imperial adventurers travelled to
discover archaeological history, bowen’s story
is set against the modern violence of  aerial
bombardment. in pepita’s version of  haggard’s
world, Kôr is hermetic, protective, and stable,
an ‘abiding city’ that offers an imaginative
shelter against the ravages of  air warfare. she is
so absorbed by this fictitious setting that she
confuses her own reality: ‘what, you mean
we’re there now, that here’s there, that now’s
then?’ her boyfriend asks.

the story’s haunting deixis does double
duty. for while ‘here’ and ‘there’ refer to
london and Kôr, they also refer to the doubled
space-times of  blitzed london. during air
raids on the city, the wartime truism of  being
‘bombed back into the stone ages’ found its
ironic corollary, as bombardment uncovered
older archaeological ruins while creating new
ones out of  present-day infrastructure. on a
particularly destructive night of  bombing, 
29 december 1940, twenty-eight bombs fell
around st paul’s, revealing parts of  the
millennia-old roman london wall for the first
time in two hundred years. Kenneth clark, then
director of  the national gallery and the war
artists’ advisory committee, commissioned
duncan grant to paint the cathedral which
never ‘looked more beautiful than it does rising
out of  this sort of  pompeii in the foreground’,
he stated in a letter. other architectural
wonders discovered as a result of  the bombings
included an underground chamber paved with
tiles, conjectured to be part of  a baptistry,

below the altar of  st mary le bow church on
cheapside; a gothic blocked-up doorway in the
south wall of  st Vedast’s church, on foster
lane; and a seventh-century romanesque arch
behind the organ of  all hallows barking
church in byward street, west of  the tower of
london, which was previously concealed by
panelling. 

between 1940 and 1945, one-third of  the
city of  london was destroyed, which
continually opened up the capital’s landscape
for archaeologists to investigate. The Times
wrote in 1944 regarding these archaeological
revelations: ‘the centuries fall away as the war
approaches its climax, or its end, and disclose
new views of  old london ... [they] yield a rich
harvest of  interest. the long past as well as the
present and future are here, and we may look
back and forward as no man has done since

A Junior Research Fellow explores the literary 
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1660’. the wealth of  ‘new’ old ruins led to a
section dedicated to such findings in the first
national buildings record exhibition in june
1944, held at the national gallery. the
enthusiasm for london’s material past
persisted into the early post-war years, leading
to several large-scale excavations and, in 1946,
to the inauguration of  the roman and
medieval london excavation council. 

the uncanny way in which past and present
co-existed in mutually revelatory ways became
the grounds on which writers and artists
attempted to narrate continuity out of
discontinuity. for example, such sites of
conjunction between heritage destroyed and
heritage found are documented in william
Kent’s The Lost Treasures of London (1947),
which compares london before and after the
blitz. what is remarkable about Kent’s book,
and many others at the time, is its meticulous
descriptions of  pre-ruined london:
accompanied by maps for walkers to ‘tour’ the
contemporary rubble, it emphasizes the power
of  memory in suturing the violence of  the
present, encouraging the reconstruction of
what once was. such acts of  temporal elision
and mnemonic selectivity would re-appear in
various guises. arthur mee’s london: Heart of
the Empire and Wonder of the World, an
encyclopaedic tome of  london’s districts and
their histories, was originally printed in 1937
but reissued in 1946 with virtually no edits, save
for a new preface entitled ‘eternal city’. in the
visual arts, too, temporal resilience abounds. as
with grant’s painting, muirhead bone’s massive
two-metre-tall St Bride’s and the City after the
Fire, 29th December 1940 (1941) focuses on 
st paul’s cathedral, which was remarkably
unscathed during the war. bone’s picture
presents an aerial perspective of  the blitz that
guides the viewer’s line of  sight through the
destruction below, leading to the looming
cathedral in the distance and the hope it
represents. meanwhile, in cinema, ealing
studios’ first comedies were filmed on bombed
ruins before they were cleared away. in plots
about criminal gangs and juvenile delinquency,
these films probe reconstruction in both
material and sociological terms.

much of  my research fellowship has been
dedicated to deepening and extending the study
of  what i have called ‘blitz-time’, not just in

terms of  sifting through archival material in the
imperial war museum, the Victoria and albert
museum, and the museum of  london, but in
terms of  understanding the cultural and
political implications of  narrative approaches
to representing catastrophe. blitzed london
was what some cultural historians and
historiographers call a ‘narrative community’,
one in which civilians-artists’ and writers’
interpretations have significantly impacted how
the event is subsequently remembered. because
‘the narrative form allows the nation to be
imagined as continuous, and for discrete events
to be interlinked into a meaningful history,’
marek tamm writes, discontinuity itself
became an essential and fundamental part of  a
story about the persistence of  national
continuity. this was, of  course, a method of
interpretation favoured by propaganda. from
winston churchill’s claim of  britain’s ‘finest
hour’ to j.b. priestley’s broadcasts, which spun
the dunkirk evacuation into a triumph –
‘we began this war by snatching glory out of

Muirhead Bone, St. Bride’s and the City after the Fire,
29th December 1940 (1941)
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defeat and then swept on to victory’, he said in
1940, when victory could not seem further
away – the war was often presented as though
it has already passed. it was a memory even
while it was taking place.

the role that narrative plays in perceptions
of  nationhood and historical representation
has obvious relevance for the literature of  
the day. although much has been said of  
late twentieth-century and contemporary
treatments of  world war ii, until fairly recently,
scholarship viewed the 1930s and 1940s as
fallow decades in so far as literary
experimentation was concerned. the
impression of  artistic paucity was itself  a carry-
over from the wartime and immediate post-war
period, when writers repeatedly drew attention
to the difficulty of  creative and imaginative
work. as pamela hansford johnson stated in
1944, ‘it is possible that no novel of  major
importance will be written during the present
war. the impact of  external events, the
constant fluctuations in social and moral
temperature, must affect the flow of  the artist’s
creation.’ george orwell has also suggested
‘the impossibility of  any major literature until
the world has shaken itself  into its new shape.’
my work accounts for the writings that did
appear during the convulsions, and for their
stylistic and thematic diversity. from
autobiographies about childhood to spy-
thrillers about amnesia and memory loss; from
fragmented, myopic short stories written
during air raids to early post-war novels that
map centuries of  history and geography: blitz
writing is rich and variegated, spans the
middlebrow to the highbrow, and insists on an
aesthetics of  pastness to address the present

and the future.
bowen seemed to have anticipated our task

of  belated literary criticism. as she wrote in her
novel The Heat of the Day (1949): ‘You’ll have
to re-read me backwards, figure me out – you
will have years to do that in, if  you want to.’
ultimately, a literary-cultural analysis of  the
second world war within discourses of
narrative and temporality testifies to the
importance of  re-considering how and why the
event is figured the way it is within cultural
memory today. according to jan assmann,
cultural memory ‘comprises that body of
reusable texts, images, and rituals specific to
each society in each epoch, whose “cultivation”
serves to stabilize and convey that society’s 
self-image’. it relies on references known to a
certain group, and the invocation and
perpetuation of  these references reinforce a
sense of  collective identity, which is as much a
reality as it is an image-perception, thereby
‘preserv[ing] the store of  knowledge from
which a group derives an awareness of  its unity
and peculiarity’. thanks to such repositories of
cultural memory – drawn from television
documentaries and blockbuster feature films,
from exhibitions in galleries and museums,
from commemorative events or conversely,
from the commemoration of  events in no way
related to war through wartime iconography
(air shows and the ceremonial flying of  world
war ii aircraft come to mind) – the war is as
present as it has ever been. if, as one historian
puts it, ‘“[r]emembering” world war ii requires
no immediate experience of  those years’ today,
it is well worth not only remembering, but
interrogating, where such ‘recollections’ came
from in the first place.
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are race and gender categories unjust?
Katharine jenkins

apopular stereotype of  philosophers has it
that we spend much of  our time earnestly

debating whether or not tables exist. whilst this
is rather uncharitable, it is certainly the case that
the study of  which things exist and how they
exist, termed ‘metaphysics’, or, more precisely,
‘ontology’, is a central part of  philosophy. a
relatively recent shift in philosophy has brought
the tools of  ontology to bear on the social
world, looking at social objects – which is to
say, objects the nature of  which nature cannot
be captured by a purely physical description
(popular examples include money, husbands
and cocktail parties). my own philosophical
research [optional: which i have been pursuing
as a junior research fellow at jesus college]
has to do with the ontology of  social
categories: what they are, and how they exist –
and the ways in which they can be problematic.

our lives are organized around categories,
prominent among which are the categories of
race and gender. from time to time, these
categories come to the fore. perhaps we are
asked to tick a box on a form: ‘male’, ‘female’,
or maybe ‘white british’, ‘black carribbean’,
‘british asian’. or perhaps we need to choose
which door to go through: the one with the
skirt-wearing person icon, or the one with the
non-skirt-wearing person icon. but more often
than not, these categories are in the
background, structuring our choices without
our even being aware of  it. i got up this
morning and put on a skirt. i did not think, ‘i
am a woman, so i will put this loose tube of
cloth around my hips and legs’. a skirt is simply
the item of  clothing i had in my wardrobe that
seemed most pleasant to wear on this warm
summer’s day. but if  i were a man, then it is
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much less likely that i would own a skirt or
choose to wear one – and if  i did, this choice
would have a different social meaning, would
be seen as a transgressive act by others at least,
if  not also by me. my gendered clothing choice
both results from my position within a social
structure of  rules and expectations that
demarcate ‘men’ from ‘women’, and at the
same time serves to perpetuate that structure
by signalling to others that they should think
of  me as a woman. 

many people think of  race and gender as
biological categories: someone just is a man, a
woman, a white person, a black person, an
asian person, and we can tell this from looking
at their body. others think that categories are
the social meaning of  biological difference:
people are male or female, or of  european,
african or asian descent, where these are
bodily differences, and then they become men
or, women, or white, black or asian, through
being treated socially in a certain way based on
these bodily differences. but actually, there is
no neat mapping of  gender categories onto
biological difference, still less so in the case of
race. someone might have a body that most
people would think of  as ‘female’, and yet
identify as a man and be considered a man by
others. one and the same person might be
considered white in brazil, black in the united
states, and mixed race in the uK. moreover,
both race and gender categories shift over time,
with new categories coming into being and old
categories falling out of  use. the category of
‘gender non-binary’, used to describe someone
who identifies neither as a man nor as a
woman, is becoming more commonly used,
and the category ‘octoroon’, once used to
describe a person with one great-grandparent
of  african origin, is never used now. in my
work, therefore, i treat race and gender
categories as positions in a social structure, or
nodes in a network, that is constituted by our
shared activities and attitudes concerning race
and gender – activities and attitudes that
respond to bodily differences but are not
determined by them. 

the history of  these social categories is
unequal, and many of  these inequalities have
been enshrined in law at various points in
history. one place where we find this in
relation to gender is in the political realm. for

most of  the uK’s history, women were not
legally permitted to vote or participate in
politics. now women are formally entitled to
participate fully in political life, but still women
politicians are held to different standards and
subjected to different kinds of  scrutiny in
virtue of  being women. for example, the
appearance of  women politicians is discussed
much more than that of  men. moreover, the
practical structure of  politics (the need to split
time between constituencies and westminster,
all those late-night sittings in the house of
commons) still operates on the assumption
that an mp is part of  a family unit in which
another adult with a less-demanding
occupation (if  any) shoulders the majority of
the caring and domestic responsibilities.
although the conflict between work and family
life in our current social arrangements causes
difficulties for men as well as for women,
women more than men are subject to the
assumption that they ought to perform caring
labour: when did you last hear a high-flying
man, in politics or any other field, being asked
how he ‘balances work and family life’? the
explicit gender laws of  the past have shaped
the subtle gender assumptions and patterns
that make up the gender structure of  the
present. 

in my research, i argue that if  gender
categories are created by our social practices,
then we can reasonably ask whether or not they
are just – and, if  they are unjust, what it would
take to make them just. justice and injustices
are properties that only social phenomena can
have: a hurricane may be devastating, but we
would not call the hurricane itself  ‘unjust’,
although we might start talking about injustice
with regard to the social response to the
hurricane if  that response sees some
communities being unfairly prioritised over
others. so it is only once we see gender
categories as social rather than biological that
we can ask whether a certain gender category
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itself  is just or unjust. to pose this question is,
in my view, to ask whether being made into a
member of  that category is compatible with
respectful treatment of  that person, or
whether, on the contrary, it compromises their
dignity. if  women are systematically treated
with less respect and accorded less dignity – as
i believe is the case – then the very fact of
being part of  a social structure in which one
counts as a woman is an injustice. i call this
form of  injustice ‘ontic injustice’, because it
pertains to ontology (‘ontic’ in the sense of
‘pertaining to ontology’). in assessing social
categories directly in terms of  injustice, i am
bringing together ontology with normative
philosophy, another traditional area of
philosophy that is usually considered to be
distinct. 

ontic injustice is a concept that applies to
race as well as to gender. consider, for example,
the fact that black people are much more likely
than white people to be stopped and searched
by the police, and much more likely to be
charged rather than being cautioned for the
same offence. in saying that race categories are
unjust i am saying that not only is it wrong for
someone to be subjected to police harassment,
but it is also wrong to be made into the sort of
social individual who is disproportionately
vulnerable to police harassment. even if  a
member of  a targeted racial group is never
themselves stopped and searched without
grounds, they carry with them the social stigma
of  being the sort of  person to whom such
things routinely happen. to live in a society in
which people like you are systematically
subjected to wrongful treatment, and in which
this is held to be ‘business as usual’ in the sense
that no meaningful action being taken to
counter it, is to suffer a withholding of  respect
and a denial of  one’s dignity. i take this to be

one of  the powerful insights of  the black lives
matter movement. in highlighting police
brutality and especially police killings of  black
people who posed no threat, black lives
matter activists are make the compelling point
that if  the lives of  black people really were held
to matter by society at large, then such brutality
and killing wouldn’t be happening day after day,
month after month, with the perpetrators
escaping prosecution every time. 

both race and gender categories, then, can
be unjust. i also believe that the absence of  a
category can be a case of  ontic injustice,
because someone’s dignity can be undermined
in a similar way by the absence of  a category
that they need in order to flourish. the
category of  ‘gender non-binary’, for example,
allows people to express an identity that would
be erased or constrained if  only the categories
of  ‘man’ and ‘woman’ were available to them.
we shouldn’t be too quick to conclude that
because race and gender categories as they
currently exist are unjust, they should be
abolished altogether. we should, however,
recognize that in their present form they pose
a problem of  justice even more serious than is
usually recognised. in my research, i aim to
identify and analyse this problem, and develop
strategies for addressing it. my work on this last
aspect is in its early stages, but i believe what
will be need is to restore rights and dignity to
categories that have systematically been
deprived of  these things, facilitate the creation
of  new categories that better fit with people’s
experiences, and bring about a general relaxing
the boundaries of  categories and the
expectations that go along with them. this is
likely to be a difficult, messy, and complicated
task, but it is a task that is essential if  we want
to do justice to the people that are the
members of  those categories.
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a life in the day of  our head porter
grahame appleby

when asked to write this, i thought to
myself: ‘what is a typical day in the life of

the head porter?’ i concluded that there isn’t
one, and this is why i enjoy it so much. over
the past 22 years, life in the lodge has changed
beyond recognition. 

the one consistent thing is how my day
begins! leaving home at 0700 hrs, i make my
way to the local costa coffee shop and after
ordering my skinny latte i sit down and start
working my way through e-mails. during term
there can be a lot of  e-mails coming in, and
they can range from parking requests to party
permit applications and onto the more serious
incident reports. once this has been done, it is
into the office.

over the years my job description has
changed dramatically and the responsibilities
have increased. the head porter’s
responsibilities include the running of  the
lodge, security, health and safety, fire safety
together with a multitude of  other things, and
i report directly to the domestic bursar. there
are many tools we use to help keep the college
safe, and one of  the main ones is the salto
access control system. 

this an electronic locking system and uses
both mains wired and battery handled locks.
there are now nearly 1700 electronically
controlled locks and only a few places left
within college to which access is gained by an
actual key. all members of  college have a
university card and this has all of  their
permissions on it. the first job of  the day is to
check the audit trail in order to see that it is
working and who has tried to get into
somewhere they do not have permission to! if
someone has tried to enter a part of  college
they do not have permission to enter then it is
investigated in order to ascertain why. then i
check that all mains wired doors are
communicating via the network, and if  not,
why not. then it is onto checking of  the
battery status of  each lock. when a card is
presented to a lock the status of  the battery is
given by the lock and when the same card is

presented to a wired door it gives me the
information of  where that card has been used
and the battery status of  each lock. if  a battery
requires replacing it is done straight away. this
is a much more secure way of  governing who
enters through doors in college and also it is
much easier, and cheaper, to delete a card than
it is to replace a key. there is also a state of  the
art digital cctV system; this has proved to be
invaluable and has actually helped to convict
two people for theft.

fire safety is very important and we test fire
alarms weekly. this is done on a tuesday,
wednesday and thursday morning. whilst
doing this we also check that all fire
extinguishers are present and have not been
removed or interfered with. i also have to
organise the quarterly and yearly checks of  all
fire-related equipment. 

sorting and delivering mail takes up a lot of
the day. the amount of  mail received has
dwindled dramatically over the last few years.
in the nineties we could receive nine or ten
bags of  mail in the first delivery and four or
five bags in the second delivery. now it is more
like two bags a day, however with the advent of
online shopping we can receive around 60-70
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parcels a day, mainly from amazon! we used
to carry out four deliveries of  mail a day, but
now we only do two to all departments and
fellows and students pigeon holes. so with
royal mail, university mail system (ums),
inter collegiate mail system and internal mail,
we can handle between 1500 and 2000 items
of  mail a week and around 300-350 parcels.

i am a fan of  health and safety and i hate
the way people use it in order not to do
something by using a myriad of  health and
safety myths. i am presently in the process of
carrying out a risk assessment for the new
apprentice gardener. firstly, i had to meet with
him and the head gardener to ascertain what
tasks he would be performing in order to fulfil
the criteria of  the apprenticeship. when going
through the tasks i was amazed at what is
actually covered and had to go away and
actually read up on the tasks. i am now into the
second week of  typing it up (obviously i have
been doing other tasks too!) and presently it is
28 pages long with about another 25 to go. i
also had to take into account his age (17) and
include a young person’s assessment in it.
although each department is responsible for
its own risk assessments, i, along with other
porters, do carry out specialist risk assessments
for things such as pregnancy and work
experience.

the porters’ lodge is the main reception
area and enquiry centre of  the college not only
for visitors and conference guests, but for
fellows and students too. i love the interaction
we in the lodge have with students, and i am
sure that they appreciate what we do. it is very
important that they know that we are
approachable and friendly and that we are here
to help them. You have to remember that this
is probably the first time that they have been
away from home and things can be very
intimidating for them. we have moved away
from the ‘grumpy old men’ that used to work
in lodges; now we provide a very warm,
inviting and helpful service. i think that is true
and is reflected in the amount of  students who
do just come in for a chat. 

the best day of  the year is definitely
graduation day. i love the pomp of  it all, and
it takes me back to the ceremonial duties i used
to carry out. seeing mums, dads, brothers,
sisters, boyfriends, girlfriends and other family

members so happy brings a smile to my face. i
love leading the graduands up to the senate
house in full tails with my top hat together
with the praelector in full regalia, and then
waiting outside to congratulate each and every
one of  them on the degree. i have to say, it still
amazes me that when we are doing the
photograph and calling out the names, that
there are students who i do not know. how
they have remained hidden for three years is
beyond me!

we do get to deal with some very strange
happenings and i recall one christmas day,
quite a few years ago, whilst i was out checking
the houses on jesus lane hearing a lot of  noise
coming from one of  them. on entering the
house, i was met by four homeless people who
were sat around the kitchen table drinking and
eating. i asked them how they got into the
house, and they were adamant that the front
door was open. they were very friendly and
very co-operative when i asked them to leave.
on checking the house, it became apparent
that they had forced open a ground floor
window and climbed in. 

another recent event was one sunday
morning the master entered the lodge and told
us that he could not open his vehicle gate as
someone had chained their bicycle to it. the
lock was cut off  and the bicycle removed and
put in the chimney. a couple of  hours later a
very, very irate russian lady entered the lodge,
screaming and shouting at the porter, and
demanding £90 to fix her bicycle. when it was
explained to her that she had chained her
bicycle to a working gate and that it was
preventing the master from leaving his house,
she said she didn’t care. she was escorted from
the lodge, and when in the chimney she threw
a bunch of  flowers at the duty porter and spat
at him. the very next day she returned and
threw some eggs and some soiled nappies over
the master’s gates into the driveway. i’m not
sure the master knows about the eggs and
nappies, but he will now. she was eventually
given a cheque for £90 and we have not seen
her since.

busy times in the lodge with west court
nearing completion and lodge refurbishment
on the horizon, there is lots of  planning to do.
oh well, off  to the operational team meeting
it is.
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Awards, honours, projects, significant lectures 

Fellows

Dr Edward (Ned) Allen has been appointed to a university lectureship in the faculty of
english, cambridge, and to a fellowship at christ’s college.

Professor Madeleine Arnot was invited by the royal swedish academy of  sciences in
stockholm to be a speaker at their may conference on learning for the newly arrived
[asylum seekers]. 

Professor Alison Bashford dr toke aidt has been appointed reader in the faculty of
economics.

Professor Andrea Brand frs has been awarded  the royal society darwin professorship.
professor brand’s research focuses on development of  the nervous system, identifying the
genes that direct the specific behaviours of  cells in the brain. her main interest is on how
the environment influences neural stem cell behaviour, and how nutrition regulates neural
stem cell dormancy and growth. discovering treatments that can stimulate the survival and
rapid reproduction of  internal neural stem cells could have the potential to be used as
therapies for disorders such as alzheimer’s, parkinson’s, epilepsy and strokes.

Dr Emily J. Camm received the president’s award from the society for reproductive
investigation/pfizer president for most meritorious abstract and oral presentation.

Dr Delia Casadei has been appointed to an assistant professorship at the university of
california, berkeley. 

Professor Robert Cipolla has been granted a microsoft research outstanding
collaborator award in recognition of  his role as “an inspirational leader and collaborator in
computer vision”.

Dr James Clackson has been elected professor of  comparative philology.

Professor Alastair Compston was appointed cbe in the new Year’s honours list for
services to the treatment of  multiple sclerosis, and elected to fellowship of  the royal
society; he received the galen medal of  the society of  apothecaries, the hughlings jackson
medal of  the royal society of  medicine, and the medal of  the association of  british
neurologists.

Dr Donal Cooper has been appointed senior lecturer in the department of  history of
art.

Professor Julian Dowdeswell delivered the annual william smith lecture at the geological
society of  london. he was also awarded an honorary fellowship of  aberystwyth
university and elected an honorary member of  the american polar society.

Dr Shailaja Fenell has been awarded a student-led cusu teaching award, which
recognises exceptional contributions by individuals who teach and support students.

Dr Claire Fenton-Glynn has been awarded the 2015 inner temple book prize for best
new author for her book Children’s Rights in the Intercountry Adoption. the prize is awarded
for a book by a new author (within ten years of  graduation) that makes an outstanding
contribution to the understanding of  the law.
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Professor Geoff  Harcourt has been elected a fellow of  the royal society of  new south
wales, the oldest learned society in australia.

Rev Dr Tim Jenkins has been granted a major research fellowship at the centre of
theological inquiry at princeton university for the 2016-2017 academical year. dr jenkins
will be involved in the programme at princeton concerning ‘the societal implications of
astrobiology’, his work being in part funded by nasa.

Professor Kathryn Lilley has been granted a wellcome trust joint investigator award 
with professor anne willis of  the mrc toxicology unit in leicester. this award will
enable further research into re-localisation of  rna.

Professor Robert Mair has been appointed an independent crossbench peer in
recognition of  his world-renowned role as a civil engineer, and his extensive practical and
academic expertise on infrastructure and construction. he used his maiden speech on 
14 april to champion hs2.

Professor Juliet Mitchell has given a number of  major and keynote lectures around the
world, including ‘psychoanalysis, feminism and gender’ at universidad diego portales,
santiago, chile;  ‘bisexuality and the drive: sibling trauma and the law of  the 
mother’ at the association for psychoanalytic medicine, new York; ‘death-work: 
the separation-sibling trauma and the law of  the mother’ at indiana university,
bloomington;  the keynote lecture at the memorial conference on the work of  
professor sir jack goody, juliet’s late husband, at lyons university, france. 

Dr Renaud Morieux has been appointed senior lecturer in the faculty of  history.

Professor Sir Bruce Ponder has been appointed a trustee of  cancer research uK, 
the largest cancer charity in the world.

Professor Simon Redfern has been appointed a member of  the committee on radioactive
waste management, an independent body providing advice (on the long term management
of  radioactive waste) to the uK government and devolved administration ministers.

Professor Lord Colin Renfrew has been awarded the bandelier award by the
archaeological institute of  america for his lifetime service to archaeology.

Dr Noel Rutter has been awarded a 2016 pilkington prize in recognition of  his 
outstanding quality and approach to teaching.

Dr Ulrich Schneider has been awarded the rudolf-Kaiser prize 2015, for “a young
experimental scientist of  extraordinary achievement”,  in recognition of  his contributions
to the study of  non-equilibrium dynamics in many-body quantum systems.

Dr Carola Schönlieb has been awarded a whitehead prize by the london mathematical
society for her contributions to the mathematics of  image analysis and inverse imaging
problems.

Dr Preti Taneja has been awarded a leverhulme early career fellowship. her debut 
novel, ‘We that are young’, is forthcoming from galley beggar press in 2017. 

Professor Anna Vignoles has been appointed to the board of  trustees of  the nuffield
foundation.  

Dr Gavin Williams has been awarded a leverhulme early career fellowship to begin on 
1 september 2016 at the department of  music at King’s college london. the fellowship
will enable him to engage in a monograph project entitled ‘geographies of  the
gramophone: recorded sound and urban space’.



 New Fellows

Dr David Nally was appointed as a university lecturer in
geography in 2006. he was promoted to senior lecturer in 2012.
he did his first degree in geography & history at university college
cork and his phd at the university of  british columbia. from 2006
to 2014 dr nally was a fellow at fitzwilliam college. dr nally was
on leave from 2014 to 2016 having won a philip leverhulme prize.
dr nally is a historical geographer. his research revolves around
the study of  power: who wields it, through what means, and to what
ends? he has pursued these questions through a range of  both
historical and contemporary contexts, including colonial authority and the state’s response
to large-scale subsistence crises, practices of  global land-grabbing and the technification of
agrarian systems, and the emergence of  american philanthropy as a moral and political
force shaping global relations. he also maintains an active interest in social theory and the
history of  political thought.

Dr Sybil Stacpoole read pre-clinical medicine and clinical
medicine at jesus college, winning a senior Keller prize among
many others, and did her phd (which was co-supervised by
professor compston) as a student of  the college. dr stacpoole’s
phd research concerned the development of  a potential therapy
for multiple sclerosis.  she sought to advance understanding of  the
developmental pathways of  human oligodendrocyte progenitor
cells and investigated ways of  promoting their maturing and repair
(at the petri dish level). she tested compounds that might promote

repair (the production of  myelin sheath insulation, impairing the conduction of  electricity)
in mature oligodendrocytes and her work has led to an ongoing clinical trial. having
completed her training fellowship in clinical neuroscience, she has recently been appointed
as a consultant neurologist at peterborough and stamford hospitals nhs foundation
trust with an associated appointment as an honorary consultant neurologist at cambridge
university hospitals nhs foundation trust.

Dr Helen Williams has recently been appointed to a university
lectureship in earth sciences and comes to cambridge from the
university of  durham. she was awarded a ba degree in natural
sciences from the university of  cambridge in 1997 and a phd
degree from the open university in 2000.  helen held post-doctoral
positions at eth-Zürich, macquarie university and the university
of  oxford, before moving to durham. dr williams’s research
interests relate to the interior of  the earth and what spatial and
temporal variations in oxidation levels tell us about the geological
evolution of  the planet. she also has developing interests in plate tectonics and in the use
of  transition metal isotopes as tracers for weathering and ocean chemistry processes.

Professor Eyal Benvenisti received an llb degree from the hebrew university of
jerusalem in 1984, an llm degree and jsd degree from Yale in 1988 and 1990 respectively.
before coming to cambridge he was the anny and paul Yanowicz professor of  human
rights at tel aviv university.  he is currently the whewell professor in international law at
the university of  cambridge. professor benvenisti’s areas of  research and teaching are in
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international law, constitutional law and administrative law.
since 1998 he has been a Visiting professor of  law at harvard
law school, columbia law school, the university of  michigan
school of  law, the humboldt university, berlin, the university of
munich, the university of  pennsylvania, the university of  toronto,
hamburg university, the max planck institute for comparative
public law and international law, heidelberg, the hague academy
of  international law, Yale law school and the new York
university school of  law.

Professor Peter Williamson received a ba degree in economics
from macquarie university in 1978 and a phd degree in business
economics from harvard university in 1984 where he was a
fulbright scholar. he is of  course well known to the college, and we
have been most grateful for his contributions since he became an
honorary professor of  international management at the judge
business school and a fellow commoner and director of  studies in
management at jesus college in 2010.

Dr Siân Dutton read natural sciences (chemistry) at jesus
college and received a masters degree in 2005. dr dutton was
awarded a dphil degree from somerville college in 2009. between
completing her dphil degree and returning to cambridge as a
winton advanced research fellow in the cavendish laboratory,
she spent time as a postdoctoral research associate at princeton
university. dr dutton was appointed a university lecturer in the
department of  physics in october 2015. 

Dr Sebastian Andres has recently been appointed a university
lecturer in analysis in the department of  pure mathematics and
mathematical statistics, his post being associated with the centre for
doctoral training in analysis. dr andres was awarded his first
degree in probability and mathematical finance in 2006 and his phd
degree on stochastic models of  complex processes at the technical
university berlin in 2009. he then held a post-doctoral position at
the university of  british columbia, before moving to the rheinische
friedrich-wilhelms-universität bonn in 2011. his research interests
lie in the field of  probability theory and stochastic analysis, and in particular in the
mathematics of  random walks in random environments. 

Dr Jeremy Green studied at the university of  nottingham and in
2006 received a ba degree in political science and an ma degree
in international relations in 2007. in 2013 he was awarded a phd
degree in political sciences from York university, toronto. having
held a post-doctoral post at the university of  sheffield, before
moving to a similar post at the university of  bristol, dr green 
has recently been appointed to a university lecturership in
international political economy. dr green’s research interests are
broadly concerned with political economy and international
historical sociology. 
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Dr Matt Elliott was appointed a university lecturer at the faculty
of  economics, university of  cambridge in 2015. he studied for ba
and mphil degrees in economics at oxford university and his phd
at stanford university in 2011. after completing his phd he became
a post-doctoral researcher at microsoft in new england. from 2012
dr elliott was assistant professor of  economics at california
institute of  technology and during that time he held visiting
appointments at cambridge inet institute, chicago booth business
school and duke university. dr elliott’s research interests lie in the
relatively new field of  network economics. he has recently started a project examining the
effect of  migration in rural indian communities.

Research Fellows

Vittoria Silvestri graduated from the university of  rome 
la sapienza in july 2012 with an msc degree in mathematics cum
laude. she then moved to cambridge to study for a phd at the
department of  pure mathematics and mathematical statistics. 
ms silvestri’s research is in an area of  probability theory known as
random geometry. her phd has focussed on the analysis of
random growth models, in particular fluctuations around stationary
states of  the hastings-levitov model.  

Hillary Taylor received her ba degree in history in 2009 from
brown university and was awarded the senior honours thesis award
and the david herlihy prize for the best thesis in medieval or early
modern history. she received an ma degree in history in 2013 from
Yale university. hillary’s phd degree at Yale was under the
supervision of  Keith wrightson (honorary fellow, 2008). her phd
dissertation is on language and social relations in early modern
england, 1550-1750. 

Dr Gregory Conti received his ba degree
in english literature from the university of  chicago in 2009. 
he completed his phd in government at harvard university in
2016, supervised by richard tuck (honorary fellow, 1997). 
the title of  his dissertation is the politics of  diversity in
nineteenth-century britain. he was awarded a graduate
fellowship at edmund j safra center for ethics (2014-15) and a
mellon dissertation completion fellowship (2015-16), both at
harvard university. 

French Lectrice

Chloé Drappier joined the École normale supérieure in 2013. 
after a ba in classics, she received an ma in classics in 2015. 
she obtained the agrégation de lettres classiques in 2016. 
her research focuses on mothering and motherhood in greek
literature. her ma thesis was devoted to the representation of
motherhood in english literature, especially in greek tragedy.
she is also very interested in general teaching issues.



Incoming Old Jesus Member College Post Doctoral Associates (OJM CPDAs)
Dr Anke-Elaine Schmidt (2010) has a 3-year post-doctoral research associate position at
the department of  theoretical and applied linguistics.
Dr Mary Wood (2011) is a post-doctoral research associate at the department of
chemistry.

Incoming College Post Doctoral Associates (CPDAs)
Dr Elizabeth Fowden (classics/middle eastern studies/history) who has a 5-year
appointment funded by the erc on the impact of  the ancient city.
Dr Matthias Ehrhardt (applied mathematics, imaging, inverse problems) who has a 
2-year post-doctoral research appointment at damtp.
Dr Jens Kieckbusch (immunology) who has a 3-year next generation research
fellowship at the centre for trophoblast research beginning in october 2016.
Dr Giuliana Di Martino (physics) who is a post-doctoral research associate at the 
centre for nanophotonics working on laser-induced growth of  nanowires and optical
investigation of  memristive switches.
Dr Sarah Jelbert (psychology) who has a 3-year erc grant to study whether intelligence is
unique to humans and what cognitive abilities we share with other animals.
Dr Claudia Tobin (english) who has a leverhulme early career postdoctoral fellowship
until 2019 to examine how visual categories are adapted by writers.

Outgoing Fellows
Dr Pramila Krishnan has taken a position as associate professor in development 
economics at the department of  international development at university of  oxford and
will also be a fellow of  pembroke college.

Outgoing Research Fellows
Dr Adam Harper has taken a position as assistant professor in the mathematics institute
at the university of  warwick.
Dr Ned Allen has taken a university lectureship at the faculty of  english, university of
cambridge.
Dr Gavin Williams has taken up a leverhulme early career fellowship at the department
of  music at King’s college london.
Dr Katharine Jenkins has taken up a position as assistant professor of  philosophy at the
university of  nottingham.
Dr Beryl Pong has taken up a poition as Vice-chancellor’s fellow and lecturer in english
at the university of  sheffield.

Outgoing Bye-Fellows
Dr Sanjay Jain

Dr Catherine Sumnall

Outgoing CPDAs
Dr Katharina Karcher has been awarded a sutasoma research fellowship at lucy cavendish.
Dr Emily Camm

Dr Martina Di Simplicio

Dr Alessia Meneghin

Dr Ahu Parry

Dr Anna Toropova

Outgoing French Lectrice

Ms Inès Aït Mokhtar
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art at jesus 2015-2016
rod mengham, curator of  works of  art

in late 2015, the college received the donation of  a painting, Penumbral Lunar Eclipse
October 1987 by the distinguished artist sarah morris. this work, given by the artist

herself, is now hanging in the chapter house. in early 2016, we also accepted the donation
of  three artworks by the chinese artists shen Qibin, guan ce and jin feng, and in may,
five original prints of  photographs by the artist marc atkins were given to enliven the new
café in west court.  

between 22 june and 27 september 2015, the fourteenth edition of  sculpture in the
close could be seen in the grounds of  the college. the show was opened by our advisor,
tim marlow, and included works by british artists most of  whom were under the age of
forty: james capper, roger hiorns, thomas houseago, eva rothschild and lucy skaer.
since that date there have been no further exhibitions, either planned or executed, owing to
a lack of  funds.

following sculpture in the close, roger hiorns offered to leave his sculpture Untitled
(2008) with the college. it is located in the orchard. in the summer of  2016, the artist
stephen chambers very generously loaned four of  his own paintings, plus a print by 
mimo paladino, to decorate the new dining room in west court.

a portrait of  professor lisa jardine, the college’s first woman fellow, was commissioned
from the artist claerwen james. the completed work has been judged a great success 
and is currently hanging in the cranmer room. 
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Professor Lisa Jardine 
by Claerwen James
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The Collector of 1000 Cups, 2000 by Stephen Chambers

Three Three, 1997 by Stephen Chambers
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during summer 2015, the works of  art committee, together with the gardens
committee, proposed the use of  a dead tree in the unnamed court between chapel and
library as a suitable basis for a carved sculpture. council having given permission for this,
the work was completed by richard bray and given the title Cherry Tree Spire. 

it was agreed during early 2016 to continue the series of  presidential portraits with two
new commissions.

the west court exhibition space is likely to be ready for use during the lent term,
2017. depending on the exact date of  the opening, it was agreed that a show featuring the
ten works to be included in the new college portfolio of  prints would be the most
appropriate.

the committee of  works of  art was unable to meet the cost of  the fourteenth
sculpture in the close from its own exhibitions account and had to borrow funds from the
college. the committee has consequently launched a new major fund-raising initiative,
including a plan to produce and sell a new portfolio of  prints, Art for Tomorrow. work on
the portfolio is now well advanced; ten artists have agreed to supply work: stephen
chambers, jake and dinos chapman, richard long, david mach, john mclean, 
humphrey ocean, cornelia parker, lucy skaer, agnes thurnauer and alison wilding. 
the portfolio is being produced by Kip gresham at the print studio. sales brochures have
been circulated already to members of  the college.

following a petition from the ‘benin bronze appreciation society’, the benin bronze
cockerel was removed from its habitual position in hall while the college entered into a
wider discussion within the university involving other colleges and museums with similar
holdings. we await the outcome of  this process. 

Woman with Four Problems, 1996 by Stephen Chambers
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the chapel
paul dominiak, dean of  chapel

this past year has given birth to new life in the college chapel community: i began my
duties as the dean of  chapel; we welcomed a new assistant chaplain, the reverend

devin mclachlan; the newly created post of  secretary to the dean of  chapel was filled by
miss emily weissang, alumna of  trinity college cambridge and recent postgraduate of
durham university; and a wave of  new recruits from the fellowship, student body, 
and staff  to read and serve in chapel has seen a marked increase in the range of  people
participating in the life of  the chapel. as a result of  all of  these things, as well as the
continued commitment and brilliance of  the choirs and the director of  music, the chapel
community is thriving once again and can now look forward to the coming years with
confidence and creativity.

the academic year began, however, with sadness at the death of  professor Kenneth
johnson, retired fellow in engineering and a long-time friend of  many people in the
college. his funeral service in chapel packed every available space and drew together many
of  the vast array of  former students, academic colleagues, as well as family and friends in
order to honour and cherish Ken’s memory. our college choir, despite a large intake of
voices new to the college, reflected Ken’s longstanding love of  music, along with
instrumentalists drawn from the college and his family and friends. as an immediate
neighbour to Ken’s widow, dorothy, i was honoured to get to know the family in such
difficult circumstances and lead the service as one of  my first duties in post. i am very
thankful to the director of  music for his calm expertise and guidance, as well as to the
master and senior tutor who, as engineering colleagues of  Ken’s, helped draw together
many of  those whose lives were shaped in various way by Ken and his family.

the remainder of  michaelmas term reflected the kind of  vibrant chapel and choral
community that Ken had valued in his time at jesus college. among the familiar chapel
routine of  daily said prayer, communion services, compline services, and choral evensongs,
sunday choral evensongs in particular saw the introduction of  themed addresses. these
address series sought to connect a confident and intellectually rigorous commitment to
theology with other academic disciplines and with contemporary topics of  interest to the
entire college community. the theme for michaelmas term was ‘reimagining politics’ and
we heard addresses from impressive speakers on topics such as immigration, healthcare,
political identities, conflict, faith in the public square, money, the economy, and the
monarchy. sunday evensong services were well attended, and the drinks following the
service gave an opportunity to show hospitality and build community across the varied
groups who make up the common life of  the college. 

sunday morning communion services likewise experienced a renaissance in michaelmas
term. as a family man myself, i am keen that the short morning service (with breakfast
following in my college rooms) be open, friendly, and accessible to students, staff, and
fellows, as well as their families. the morning service is ably supported by a vocal consort
drawn from the college choir, who lend dignity and beauty to the music of  the service.
the college clergy, supported by a small but dedicated team of  our graduates as well as
ordinands from westcott house, give short and simple reflections on the readings. all are
welcome to receive communion or a blessing, and can seek baptism as the means of
growing in the community of  faith. thanks to the support of  a number of  fellows, sunday
mornings now typically have a good number of  small children as well as students and staff
members. i am very keen to grow the sunday morning service in this direction, aware as i



am that some of  our other acts of  worship do not lend themselves easily to family life,
either because of  the late time of  the service or its length. it has been a joy to hear the
laughter (and even the occasional tantrum) of  children in chapel on a sunday morning, 
and people have found it a pleasant reminder of  life beyond the college walls. i encourage
students, staff, and fellows to come along, bring their children and partners, and enjoy a
beautiful, simple, uplifting, friendly, relaxed, and inclusive service. if  that is not alluring
enough, croissants, fruit, and coffee abound in my college rooms afterwards.

as always, the highlights of  the michaelmas term were the remembrance sunday
mattins service and the advent lessons and carols service at the end of  term. the former
saw a good level of  support which i hope can be built upon in the coming years, especially
as commemorations around the centenary of  the first world war draw near. we are
working with the archives department to build up the human picture and cost of  that war.
the first fruits of  this collaboration was seen in easter term with a short memorial for
those jesuans who were killed at the battle of  the somme. as part of  that memorial, the
staff  in archives produced a short biography along with a photograph of  each jesuan who
died in that terrible battle. it was poignant, haunting, and yet beautiful to remember men
who looked very much like those current students who now walk in their footsteps.
demand for seats for advent lessons and carols led to chapel being packed to capacity.
the service itself  saw an impressive array of  choral anthems, rousing hymns, and moving
readings from members of  the fellows’, student, and staff  community. in the following
fortnight, a run of  christmas carol services saw chapel repeatedly packed once again by
students, donors, choir families, and staff  members. just as the term had started on a
sombre note, we finished with the great anticipatory joy of  christmas and the new life
wrought by christ’s incarnation. 

the beginning of  lent term unfortunately began, as had michaelmas term, on a sad
note with a memorial service for johanna crighton, widow of  david crighton, former
master of  the college. it was again an honour and privilege getting to know their family
and friends. the college choir, as always, rose to the event and sang majestically. 

the rest of  the term saw a full liturgical calendar in addition to our regular services:
reunion evensongs for old members; admission & dismissal of  choristers; lent services
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for shrove tuesday, ash wednesday, and a popular service of  readings and music for lent
and passiontide; and the commemoration of  benefactors.  sunday evensongs remained
our most popular service, with an address series entitled ‘reimagining the body’. the series
tackled issues around the body of  christ, erotic bodies, imprisoned bodies, disabled bodies,
queering bodies, ecological bodies, and digital bodies, and saw an impressive range of
academics and theologians coming to college to speak. 

easter term saw many occasions of  joy in the worshipping life of  the chapel as christ’s
resurrection was celebrated. the sunday choral evensong address series entitled ‘picturing
resurrection’ saw a number of  respected art historians and theologians give talks on pieces
of  art depicting experiences of  the resurrection. the director of  music adroitly chose
music to accompany and enrich the topics: namely, the empty tomb, peter, mary magdalene,
the ascension, pentecost, judas, thomas, and paul. many students came to these services,
seeing in them an opportunity for refreshment, peace, and engaging intellectual enquiry
amidst the rigour of  exams and academic deadlines. other services also proved popular, in
particular the ascension day mattins sung by choir volunteers from the top of  n staircase,
with a champagne breakfast following in my rooms. there were a number of  big services,
such as the admission and dismissal of  choristers, choral evensong for mr rustat’s
audit, graduands’ evensong, and a choral evensong for donors and old members. there
were also new popular ventures: ‘come and see’ guided evensongs to explain the service to
those unfamiliar with anglican worship; visits from college livings to the college;  and the
service of  night music designed by the assistant chaplain and supported by the jesus
singers, followed by dinner in upper hall. we also celebrated the completion of  the recent
major works on the chapel with a special event for the society of  st radegund at which dr
ayla lepine gave a talk on the history of  the building, i spoke about the current life of  the
chapel, mr mark williams spoke about chapel music, and at which the college choir and
instrumentalists showcased the musical contribution enabled by the chapel. the biggest joy
personally for me, however, was the choral baptism and confirmation service led by the
bishop of  ely. six members of  the college community (one from the boys’ choir, one staff
member, two undergraduates, and two graduates) received the sacrament of  initiation and
dedicated their lives to growing in grace. it was a joyful day with families and friends joining
the confirmands in the celebration of  their commitment to christ.

apart from services, over the course of  this academic year, the chapel team has
dedicated themselves to three priorities. 

first, we have set pastoral care for the entire community as something to which we can
significantly contribute. i took on a role as tutorial advisor, and i take great heart in how
many students avail themselves of  (and are confident in) the pastoral provisions given by
the college. the team of  tutorial advisors is a wonderful one, ably led by the senior tutor,
to whom i must express my profound thanks for his wisdom and guidance. the assistant
chaplain brilliantly led a group of  students and staff  in devising and leading a ‘wellness
week’ in lent term. that immensely creative event saw a number of  pastoral workshops
over the course of  the week open to the whole college community. it will hopefully become
an annual fixture of  what the college provides for the well-being of  all people in its
community, and testifies to the energetic creativity that the chapel team has brought to
pastoral care and to the common good of  the college.  in easter term, i worked with the
welfare officers from the jcsu to arrange and run a lunchtime ‘survive and succeed in
exam term’ event in hall over brunch. at that event, we provided self-help leaflets from
the university counselling service, free treats, flyers about pastoral and social events in
college, and a personal point of  visible contact. the event was popular and students have
fed back that they found it useful. it will be another pastoral event to continue and build
upon next year. i have also led ‘getaway’ events every term, both to encourage students to
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take a short break and escape the cambridge bubble, but also to give opportunities to
engage with the cultural and religious heritage of  this country. we have taken trips to
canterbury, westminster, and st paul’s cathedral. i hope to continue and expand these kind
of  trips as they have proved immensely popular and rewarding, drawing together parts of
the student body who at times have not known each other well before.

second, we see the chapel and its community as existing not only ‘for the glory of  god’
but also for the common good of  the entire college population, regardless of  faith or
belief. services are open and inclusive for everyone, and many people have found the
beauty of  the building, the glory of  the music, the intellectual engagement of  the sermons,
the warmth of  the community, and the peace of  the place all vital to balancing an otherwise
hectic university life. hospitality is at the heart of  our desire to build up a sense of  college
community: dinners at the beginning of  each term, post-service drinks, chapel breakfasts,
afternoon teas, and impromptu gatherings in my college rooms show our commitment to
being friendly, welcoming, open, loving, and a people for other people. being part of  an
academic community also means that we engage with both how people want to know more
about faith and religion, and also with the difficulties and reservations people might have

1932 – The Supper at Emmaus,
Jesus College Chapel, 

South Transept west window,
right-hand predella



about religious belief. amongst other things, we have led discussion groups on atheism,
provided staff  bible studies, hosted a graduate theology pub in the college bar, held
courses exploring christianity, and supported the john hughes’ arts festival. we will look
at how to consolidate these kind of  events in the next year, keeping a balance between
christian formation and broader engagement with the entire college community. 

third, we want to see students grow into active and responsible citizens who use their
talents and gifts for the common good. i want to help the college cultivate opportunities
for students to engage creatively with social and economic problems, to be formed by
experiences with voluntary and not-for-profit agencies, to develop their professional
capacities, and to be enriched by the communities which they can serve. chapel has
partnered with a number of  local groups who share these aims, hosting events and
connecting students with their opportunities. this past year we worked with cambridge
hub on their social innovation programme, connecting students with local entrepreneurs
to look at and offer sustainable and practical solutions to local social problems, and in their
teaching project linking students with local schools for mentoring. we also hosted events by
just love cambridge, a group of  university students who seek to connect christian faith
with social justice action. in the long summer vacation, i will lead six volunteers from the
college to work at the salmon Youth centre in bermondsey, london, currently run by
adrian greenwood, alumnus of  this college. in the coming year, i hope to build upon all
of  these relationships, as well as to develop a project with professor sarah colvin of  this
college linking our students with educational partnerships with people held in prisons. 
i would be very keen to talk with any fellow, student, staff  member, or donor who may
have similar creative ideas. we have an inestimable opportunity to shape a generation
committed to justice, care, and creative compassion, whatever the variety of  academic
interests they hold. 

we take chapel collections every term for two charities. this year, thanks to the
generosity of  the community, we gave large amounts of  money to the salmon Youth
centre, unhcr, the charlie waller memorial trust, cambridge hub, cambridge city
foodbank, and campus children’s holidays. in addition to the growing profile of  social
action, i am hopeful that the chapel can help take a lead within the college community in
developing its historic commitment to the common good of  all.

many thanks ought to be given for such a successful year. we are grateful to our
splendid chapel team. the chapel clerks (jennifer fields, timothy gray and matthew
wise) have proved invaluably helpful as i transitioned into my own role. next academic
year, we welcome three new clerks from the graduate body: eeva johns, alexandra
forrester and rozelle bosch. the number of  undergraduate chapel secretaries has grown
this year and more are recruited for next year; i am very thankful for the hard work and
service this year of  lavinia abell, izabela Kujawiak, oliver mowforth, Kiara
wickremasinghe, ryan Young, Vicky gray, and paul greenhalgh. we also enjoyed the
ministry of  four ordinands over the course of  the year: carol backhouse, orion edgar,
edward pritchett, and cheryl mcfadden. the reverend devin mclachlan is an excellent,
enthusiastic colleague and a real catch for the college, brimming with creativity. the choirs
and organ scholars make a major contribution to the worship and community of  the
chapel. the choir parents are a dedicated group who play a much-appreciated supportive
role. we are indebted to mr mark williams, director of  music, for his musical contribution,
and he has been such a wonderful and enthusiastic colleague. i am very sad to see him leave
for magdalen college, oxford in the new Year, but i know his legacy will continue and
flourish here, and that his own career will continue to enrich others and reach even new
heights. indeed, we eagerly anticipate the arrival of  our new director of  music, mr richard
pinel. many students, choir parents, staff  members, and fellows have read in chapel and
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led prayers, and we thank them all. alice Kane (the choir and chapel administrator) and
emily weissang (secretary to the dean) have kept us all administratively on track, working
efficiently and showing grace and humour at all times, whatever the demanding and
obsessive compulsive traits of  the director of  music and dean of  chapel have thrown at
them. the chapel always depends on the expertise of  college staff  from many
departments: catering and conference have facilitated the chapel’s hospitality to visitors
and college members alike; the works in the chapel made particular demands on
maintenance and housekeeping and on the domestic bursar; and the human resources
manager has helped immensely with recruitment and support. the chapel and music
department enjoy the great support of  the fellowship. i am particularly grateful to those
fellows who attend services, offer support and encouragement, take an interest, and give
their own time. i am thankful to see the master and mrs margaret white so regularly in
chapel, given their formidable commitments elsewhere. i would also like to express special
thanks to: dr timothy jenkins, former dean and current fellow, for his sage advice;
professor janet soskice, president, for the same; mr peter glazebrook for his good
company and kind legal guidance in matters relating to college livings; to professor sarah
colvin, dr rachael bashford-rogers, and dr mary laven for their patient support in the
appointments process for a new director of  music and enthusiasm for the life of  the
chapel; and to the bursar and development director for their keen interest in and support.
i must express thanks to the students who run just love cambridge, to the staff  of
cambridge hub, especially anna malan, and to adrian greenwood of  the salmon Youth
centre for all their collaborative work and energy. above all, i am thankful for the
wonderful students of  the college, who provide a great sense of  loving community.
as this long list (which is by no means exhaustive) suggests, the chapel continues at the
heart of  much of  what the college is and does. as such, we are intertwined with, and
enriched by, the lives of  many people. thanks be to god for that.

Inner Chapel

Photo by Chris Loade



chapel music
mark williams, director of  music

the beginning of  the new academic year saw the
arrival of  a new organ scholar, twelve new choir

members and the return of  one choral scholar after a
year abroad. despite such a significant change in
membership, the choir soon found their feet and
within a week of  meeting for the first time, sang at the
funeral of  professor Ken johnson in the college
chapel. a busy michaelmas term, which included
joint services with the choirs of  clare college,
cambridge and derby high school, closed with two
sold-out ‘christmas celebration’ concerts, featuring
seasonal favourites and benjamin britten’s Ceremony 
of Carols with frances Kelly on harp, given by the
combined choirs in all saints church, pickwell,

leicestershire, and in the college chapel. the college choir also performed to a capacity
audience in toulon in the south of  france on 14th december, returning to sing at the
friends of  the fitzwilliam christmas party in the fitzwilliam museum on 15th december. 

the lent term began with a memorial service for mrs johanna crighton in the college
chapel and a large-scale concert featuring the first act of  Verdi’s Otello with several college
choirs and the cums and cuco orchestras in King’s college chapel, under the direction
of  richard farnes. a highlight of  the term was the release of  the choirs’ fifth cd with
signum classics, The Evening Hour, which entered
the classical charts in the top ten and received
glowing reviews in the press and on bbc radio 3;
and the term closed with a memorable performance
of  bach’s St John Passion in the college chapel, with
the combined choirs and the saraband consort,
generously sponsored by mr and mrs david & Katie
harris. it was a particular pleasure to welcome back
former choral scholars, anna harvey, michael
mofidian and jaliya senanayake to sing as soloists in
this concert, and a source of  pride to us all that
recently-graduated jesuans are enjoying such
successful careers as singers.  

in the week preceding the easter term, the college choir travelled to hong Kong and
beijing, performing at eight events in six days, including concerts in st john’s cathedral,
hong Kong and, with the choir of  peking university, at pKu, in addition to various events
organised by the college and university development offices. the experience of  singing
with chinese students was particularly memorable, and the choir were honoured to be part
of  the university’s flagship ‘Yours, cambridge’ event, in the presence of  more than 400
guests at hong Kong’s magnificent four seasons hotel. 

the easter term saw a joint service with the saffron walden junior choir, and special
services for ascension and the rustat feast, in addition to the regular round of  evensongs
and eucharists. following the end of  term, the boys and men of  the chapel choir travelled
to the beautiful Vallée de joux in switzerland to perform in the Rencontres Internationales de
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Choeurs d’Hommes, proudly representing the uK alongside choirs from belgium, bulgaria,
france, italy and switzerland. the college choir also gave concerts in cambridge (with the
choir of  merton college, oxford, in aid of  the muze trust for music education in
Zambia) and in all saints’ church, hundon (a college living), and the choristers took part
in a singing day, held in the college chapel and attended by nearly 100 local schoolchildren.

the combined choirs recorded their sixth disc for signum classics in the college
chapel in the last week of  june immediately after a highly successful reunion event, which
saw a large number of  former choral scholars and choristers return to the chapel for a
concert of  fauré’s Requiem, parry’s I was glad and handel’s Zadok the Priest. the sound of
more than 100 men, women and (former) boys, trained over the course of  more than sixty
years in jesus college chapel, singing their hearts out was both spine-tingling and deeply
moving.  

at the end of  the year, we said goodbye to our senior organ scholar, bertie baigent,
who, after three very successful years (both academically and musically), is going on to
study conducting at the royal academy of  music. senior choristers arthur considine,
edmund goodman, Kieran hazell-luttman, gus richards, william sartain and jamie
wilkinson, all sang their last notes as trebles during the course of  the year, and choral
scholars amatey doku, daniel gethin, harriet hunter, eleanor hussey, emma Kavanagh,
anna nicholl, syamala roberts and julia sinclair hung up their cassocks for the last time.
their devotion to the choir and commitment to the chapel deserve the highest praise, 
and they will be greatly missed. having announced in may my own departure from jesus
college in order to take up the post of  informator choristarum at magdalen college,
oxford in january 2017, i have a strong sense of  the foreboding and sadness many of  them
will have felt as they approached their final services and concerts. to spend so much time in
one of  cambridge’s most beautiful buildings is a great privilege and to spend it making
music with such lovely people is, as one choral scholar leaver wrote to me, ‘a dream come
true’. i am sure that they, and generations before them, will have felt that as strongly as i do,
and we wish them all every success in the future. 

the chapel is looking more magnificent than ever, following the completion of  building
works and the restoration of  the fine stained-glass windows, and we are fortunate to
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possess what is undoubtedly the finest collection of  keyboard instruments under one 
roof  in the east of  england, thanks to the munificence, over the last decade, of  donors
stephen heath, james hudleston and charles rawlinson.  the generosity of  an ever-
growing family of  choir patrons and friends has enabled us to enjoy many opportunities
which would not otherwise have been possible, and the whole choir is immensely grateful
to all those who contribute to our activities in this way. the support and friendship of  our
new dean of  chapel, paul dominiak, and assistant chaplain, devin mclachlan, have
further enhanced and strengthened our community, and the great dedication and good
humour of  our highly-accomplished choir and chapel administrator, alice Kane, also
deserve recognition here. that we should operate under the benign authority of  a deeply
appreciative and enthusiastic fellowship, bursar, president and master, is a cause for 
eternal gratitude. the appointment of  richard pinel, currently assistant organist at 
st george’s chapel, windsor castle, as the new director of  music, is an exciting one for
the college. if  he can be just half  as happy as i have been in the last seven years at jesus
college, he will be truly blessed.
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the libraries and archives
stephen heath, Keeper of  the old library, 
anna crutchley, deputy archivist
rhona watson, Quincentenary librarian

The Old Library

as usual, we have received and answered queries from scholars around the world, many of
whom have visited the library in order to consult items in our collections. this year, to

give just two examples, we welcomed a researcher from the university of  copenhagen come
to inspect our fifteenth-century collection of  medical manuscripts in connection with work
on unpublished commentaries on aristotle’s De Anima; and another from the university of
notre dame come to look at our copy of  the 1602 edition of  thomas speght’s The Workes
of our Antient and Learned English Poet, Geffrey Chaucer in connection with work on early
readers of  chaucer.

the limited amount available for purchases to fill historical gaps in the jesuan collection
allowed the acquisition of  several items, among them a number of  sermons; sermons of
course formed a major part of  the published writings of  jesuans in past centuries and
played an important role in social understanding and debate. under-represented in the
collection, john jackson (1686-1763) came into residence in 1703 and studied with the
hebraist simon ockley, who at the time held the college living of  swavesey (he was later to
spend time as a prisoner for debt in cambridge castle). an indefatigable religious
controversialist, jackson stood out against orthodoxy, notably the orthodox conception of
the trinity; his views prevented him from taking his cambridge ma in 1718 and involved
him in many difficulties and disputes in the course of  his life. three of  his sermons have
now been added to the jesuan collection: A Plea for Humane Reason, Shewing the Sufficiency
of it in Matters of Religion (1730); A Defence of a Book, intitled, The Belief of a Future State
(1746); A Farther Defence of the Ancient Philosophers Concerning their Doctrine and Belief of a

Sermons by Matthew Hutton and John Jackson recently added to the Jesuan Collection



Future State (1747). the first is an attack on the then bishop of  london for his opposition
to  freethinkers and forcefully urges the sufficiency of  reason, manifesting jackson’s ‘Zeal
for Reason, that brightest and most glorious ray of  the divine and the perfection of
humane nature’. a supporter of  the bishop, attacked jackson in turn as being ‘in league
with infidels’ and denounced him precisely as a ‘dealer in demonstration’ rather than
revealed christian truth; whereupon jackson retorted that his opponent was ‘a Desperado in
Controversy’, a not unfitting description of  jackson himself.

among other sermons acquired this
year was one by matthew hutton preached
in 1744 on the occasion of  ‘the Yearly
meeting of  the children educated in the
charity-schools, in and about the cities of
London and Westminster’. hutton, who at
the time was bishop of  bangor, was later
to become archbishop of  York (1747-
1757) where he had fellow jesuan laurence
sterne as one of  his diocesan charges, and
subsequently archbishop of  canterbury
(1757-1758). unlike jackson’s, his sermons,
this one being a fine example, were
untroubled by doctrinal arguments, offered
plain practical teaching, and reflected the
cheerful disposition for which he was
known. a note signed by him and with his
seal, concerning land in his York diocese,

was obtained for the college archives, as was an autograph letter of  1782 by samuel hallifax
(1733-1790), who matriculated at jesus in 1750 and was at the time of  the letter bishop of
gloucester. the letter contains instruction for the sending of  presents to various people,
including joseph jowett who succeeded hallifax when the latter gave up the regius
professorship of  civil law on his preferment to gloucester. such letters are important not
least in that they provide the archives with specimens of  handwriting that we lack and that
are often needed for purposes of  identification when dealing with queries. we were also able
to obtain a considerable number of  significant association-copies of  first editions of  novels
and critical works by Q – sir arthur Quiller-couch, who became a fellow of  the college in
1912 on taking up the King edward Vii professorship of  english literature. the copies are
inscribed by him to members of  his family: his wife louisa, his sisters mabel and lilian, and
his son bevil 1890-1919, whose death on active service in occupied germany very deeply
affected him. 

our copy of  erasmus’s Novum Testamentum from the library of  thomas cranmer and
bearing his scribal ownership signature was taken to the cambridge colleges’ conservation
consortium for necessary repair and conservation work to be carried out before going on
loan to Queens’ college for their exhibition ‘in praise of  erasmus’ to mark the 500th
anniversary of  its first publication in basel in 1516. it was in cambridge that erasmus did
the preparatory work for what would be the first complete greek new testament to be
published, accompanied by the latin Vulgate text and interpretative annotations by him. 
a turning point in the critical study of  scripture, it was the epitome of  the humanist desire
to return to the sources of  the christian faith. four more editions were produced in
erasmus’s lifetime, much revised and expanded, notably with the substitution for the
Vulgate text of  his own more radical latin translation. subsequently, as in our copy of  the
1527 edition, the greek and Vulgate texts together with the new latin translation were all
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included, printed side by side in three parallel columns. cranmer owned copies of  two other
editions in addition to the old library’s. on his death, the copy we own passed to john,
lord lumley, the great collector whose library of  some 3,000 volumes was one of  the
largest in elizabethan england. its history before appearing in jesus is not without interest:
subsequent owners included james i’s son henry; it was later given by george ii to the
british museum which in 1818 chose to sell it; it was eventually acquired by arthur gray,
master of  jesus, who bequeathed it to the college in 1940.

a particularly interesting donation this year, not least because it testifies to the discoveries
to be made in the old library’s holdings, came from staffan fogelmark, emeritus professor
of  greek at the university of  gothenburg. professor fogelmark earlier visited the library
to inspect our copy of  the edition of  pindar published in rome in 1515 by the renaissance
scholar and humanist Zacharias Kallierges. concerned both with the transmission of
pindar’s text and the history of  printing and the book, fogelmark examined eighty or more
copies of  the Kallierges edition in american and european libraries and found our copy to
be unique in its inclusion of  pages containing an important printed dedication to the
contemporary greek scholar marcus musurus. the book donated by professor fogelmark is
the result of  his research and, in addition to its detailed study of  pindar’s text and the

A page from Cranmer’s 
Erasmus New Testament 
(The Gospel according to 
St. Matthew ch.17); 
left to right the Greek, 
Erasmus’s Latin, 
and the Vulgate texts
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variant readings to be found in renaissance editions, has a seventy-page chapter devoted to
the significance of  the musurus dedication of  which it gives facsimile reproductions: 
The Kallierges Pindar: a Study in Renaissance Greek Scholarship and Printing 2 volumes,
cologne, 2015.

durham university in partnership with durham cathedral plans to reconstruct the
durham priory library as an online resource, digitising the manuscripts and printed books
owned and used by the benedictine monastery before its dissolution in 1539. many of  the
manuscripts have ended up in cambridge, with the large majority of  them in jesus, given by
thomas man, an early rustat scholar and, from 1676-1690, a fellow of  the college. the
durham team responsible for the project will be collaborating with the university library
here to digitise all durham manuscripts and books in cambridge, and we will be a key part
of  this. apart from the scholarly and access benefits, we will benefit from accompanying
conservation work and reduced handling once the manuscripts are online; 
we will also receive copies of  the images, both for scholars and for display on our website.

chris barker has now become deputy Keeper, her time shared between the old and the
Quincentenary libraries. her contribution to the operation of  the library is invaluable. 

College Archives

the cataloguing of  our collection of  rolled maps has been completed by our archives
assistant adam williams and they are now re-packaged in specially made 

acid-free containers. the college has been a major landowner in cambridge and our
property records make up a large proportion of  the archive holdings, providing a unique
history of  the town,. it is now possible to access the descriptions on the catalogue and
quickly locate individual items, this proving  invaluable. a railway historian, for example,
researching cambridge station, built on jesus college land and opened in 1845, was able to
examine plans from 1861-2 that reveal the original formation of  the rail track. his findings
were delivered at the 6th international early railways conference.

Pindar in the Old Library. The vellum-bound volume is a 1616 edition published in Wittenberg; the 1515 Kallierges 
Pindar is the calf-bound volume immediately on its left
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the bronowski archive has been accessed by researchers looking into interactions
between writers, artists and scientists. this has included bronowski’s collaboration with
györgy Kepes whose work Vision and Values in 1965-6 brought together artist, architects,
designers, engineers, and scientists, and also his connection with the poet laura riding from
the 1930s.

we have recently had a collection of  gramophone records of  chapel music cleaned and
digitized. these include the music society’s productions of  nativity plays performed in the
chapel from the 1950s. in addition to the spoken text of  the plays, these contain a range 
of  medieval carols, as well as a musical setting of  a 1600 bc sumerian hymn on the creation
of  man. 

our archives volunteer, pat holder, has been re-packaging older college records into new
acid-free boxes, unfolding documents where possible, removing pins and paperclips, and
recording the condition of  parchment and paper with a view to future conservation work.
much work in particular this year has been devoted to cleaning and listing early 20th century
student application records originally filed by arthur gray; these include files of  jesuans
who subsequently fell in world war 1 which have been an important resource for the ‘jesus
and the first world war’ project  described elsewhere. as usual we have answered many
enquiries about old jesuans, benefitting greatly for this from the student biographies
gathered assiduously throughout the 20th and into the 21st centuries by previous Keepers
of  the records, in particular arthur gray, and freddie and muriel brittain.

frances willmoth retired as college archivist at the end of  january. she came to jesus in
1996 as part-time assistant to the Keeper of  the old library and quickly also took on duties
as assistant to the college archivist; in 2003 she was appointed to the full-time position of
college archivist and assistant Keeper of  the old library. under her, the archives
flourished. she excelled in all aspects of  the work involved in maintaining and developing
the archives of  a college with a long and continuing history. Quite exceptional in the
knowledge she gained of  the holdings, she was equally exceptional to in her efforts to
ensure that the conditions for their preservation were brought into line with modern
conservation standards. she was too an academic in her own right, a historian of  science
whose research concerned notably john flamsteed, the first astronomer royal, admitted to
jesus in 1670. her knowledge and professional competences will be missed in so very many
ways. 

in september robert athol took up the position of  college archivist in succession to
frances. well acquainted with the college and its archives – he held a temporary part-time
archive position here three years ago; he comes to us having been the archivist of  lincoln’s
inn.

The Quincentenary Library

the Quincentenary library continues to register high levels of  user satisfaction. 
in response to demand from students for group study rooms, a second such room has

been established. work done out of  term over this summer has seen the repainting of  the
barrel vaulted ceiling (use of  the library was restricted to allow for the necessary scaffolding
to be in place). the motors for the automatic roof  vents have been replaced, as has the fire
sensor system, both after twenty years.

the library was opened to users on 13th november 1995 and opened officially by
Queen elizabeth on 8th march 1996. 2017 will thus bring its official 21st birthday, which
will merit events, exhibitions and celebrations for which preparations and now being made
and which will be announced on the college website.
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. 

publications by or about members of  
the college donated for the 
jesuan collection 2015-2016

the donations acknowledged here are those received before the end of  june 2016. 
items received after that date will be listed in next year’s report.

ARNOT, M.M. (fw 1992) donated a substantial number of  her single-, co-authored and
edited books: i) School Approaches to the Education of EAL Students: Language Development,
Social Integration and Achievement – Executive Summary (cambridge, bell foundation,
2014); ii) Educating the Gendered Citizen: Sociological Engagements with National and Global
Agendas (abingdon, routledge, 2009); iii) Reproducing Gender: Essays on educational theory
and feminist politics (london, routledgefalmer, 2002); iv) Current Innovative Practice in
Schools in the United Kingdom (cambridge, university of  cambridge, 1998); (v) Race &
Gender: Equal Opportunities Policies in Education (oxford, pergamon press ltd, 1985); (vi)
Class, Gender and Education (milton Keynes, open university, 1981); vii) Culture, Class and
the Curriculum: the politics of Curriculum Reform (milton Keynes, open university, 1977);
viii) The Curriculum and Cultural Reproduction: Revision II (milton Keynes, open
university, 1977); ix) The Education of Elites: Revision IV (milton Keynes, open university
press, 1977); x) Education, Asylum and the Non-Citizen Child: the Politics of Compassion and
Belonging, by halleli pinson, madeleine arnot and mano candappa (basingstoke, palgrave
macmillan, 2010); xi) Sociology of Basil Bernstein, by rob moore, madeleine arnot, john
beck and harry daniels (abingdon, routledge, 2006); xii) The RoutledgeFalmer Reader in
Gender and Education edited by madeleine arnot and martin mac an ghaill (abingdon,
routledge, 2006); xiii) Challenging Democracy: International Perspectives on Gender, 
Education and Citizenship, edited by madeleine arnot and jo-anne dillabough (london,
routledgefalmer, 2000). details of  co-authored and edited titles pre-2000 can be found
with the edition of  the Annual Report published on the college website 

BAINES, P.T. (1980) i) Edmund Curll, Bookseller, by paul baines and pat rogers (oxford,
clarendon press, 2007); ii) The Complete Critical Guide to Alexander Pope (london,
routledge, 2000); iii) Daniel Defoe: Robinson Crusoe/Moll Flanders (basingstoke, palgrave
macmillan, 2007; iv) The Long 18th Century (london, arnold, 2004); v) The House of
Forgery in Eighteenth-Century Britain (aldershot, ashgate, 1999); vi) The Collected Writings
of Edward Rushton (liverpool, liverpool university press, 2014); vii) The Wiley-Blackwell
Encyclopaedia of Eighteenth-Century Writers and Writing 1660-1789, edited by p. baines, 
j. ferraro and p. rogers (chichester, wiley-blackwell, 2011); viii) Five Romantic Plays, 
1768-1821 (oxford, oxford university press, 2000)

BASHFORD, A. (fw 2014) The New Worlds of Thomas Robert Malthus: Rereading the
Principle of Population, by alison bashford and joyce e. chaplin (princeton; oxford,
princeton university press, 2016)

BATTEY, R.D. (1960) The Church of St. Martin of Tours, Exminster, Devon: an Inventory 
of Memorials Within the Church (exminster, 2016)

BARBER, L. (1992) Penguin’s Poems for Weddings, selected with a preface by laura barber
(london, penguin classics, 2014)
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BIRKWOOD, K.I. (2002) “uncovering the lost library of  john dee” in cilip update,
may 2016, pp. 31-34 (london, cilip, 2016)

BUCHLI, V. (1990) Archaeologies of the Contemporary Past (london, routledge, 2001)

COATES, J.D. (1962) i) “in defense of  civilization: techniques of  burke’s late prose” 
in Prose Studies, History Theory, Criticism, Vol. 15, dec. 1992, no. 3, pp. 295-318 (london,
frank cass, 1992); ii) “coleridge’s debt to harrington: a discussion of  Zapolya” in
Journal of the History of Ideas, Vol. XXXViii, no.3, july-sept. 1977, pp. 501-508
(philadelphia, journal of  the history of  ideas, 1977); iii) The Day’s Work: Kipling and the
Idea of Sacrifice (london, associated universities presses, 1997); iv) “religious Quest in
darkness Visible” in Renascene: Essays on Values in Literature, Vol. XXXiX, no. 1, fall 1986,
pp. 272-291 (milwaukee, marquette university press, 1986); v) “baring’s moral exploration
in cat’s cradle” in renascene: essays on Values in literature, Vol. liX, no. 1, fall 2006,
pp. 33-51 (milwaukee, marquette university press, 2006); vi) “deceit and Kindness in 
‘a bank fraud’” in The Kipling Journal, Vol. 90, no. 363, mar. 2016, pp. 24-35 (billericay,
the Kipling society, 2016); vii) “the hidden laughter of  women: an aspect of  pater’s
sensibility” in Nineteenth-Century Prose, Vol. 33, no. 1, spring 2006, pp. 166-195 
(san diego, san diego state university, 2006)

COLLINS, L.P. (2007) “lorna collins – altamira” in The Best New British and Irish Poets
2016, judged and edited by Kelly davio, pp. 86-88 (london, eyewear publishing, 2016)

DYBECK, M. (1950) donated a collection of  39 films made by him as writer, director,
producer from 1953 to 2009. mostly made with the independent production company
explorer films, they represent a very significant body of  broadly educational filmmaking
mainly in connection with the range of  activities of  the brathay trust, a youth charity based
in cumbria committed to outdoor education and experiential learning, of  which he was a
trustee, and sawtry community college of  which he was warden from 1963, the year of  
its foundation, to 1984. the context and scope of  his work is described in his books 
A Broad River, Brathway Hall Trust (2005) and College for All, Sawtry Village College (2010),
both of  which were donated by him to the jesuan collection on their publication.
a full list of  the films can be found with the edition of  the Annual Report published on

the college website.
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DYSON, M.N. (fw 2007-2011) Comparing Tort and Crime: Learning from Across and
Within Legal Systems (cambridge, cup, 2015) 

EDWARDS, P.E. (1969) i) The Great London Vortex (bath, sulis press, 2003); ii)
“wyndham lewis and nietzsche ‘how much truth does a man require?’” pp. 203-217 in
Wyndham Lewis: Letteratura/Pittura (palermo, sellerio, 1982); iii) “science in hapgood and
arcadia” in The Cambridge Companion to Tom Stoppard, pp. 171-184 (cambridge, cup,
2001); iv) wyndham lewis, Rotting Hill, edited by p.e. edwards (santa barbara, black
sparrow press, 1986); v) “british war memoirs” in The Cambridge Companion to the
Literature of the First World War, pp.15-33 (cambridge, cup, 2005); vi) wyndham lewis:
Creatures of Habit and Creatures of Change: Essays on Art, Literature and Society 1914-1956
(santa rosa, black sparrow press, 1989); vii) wyndham lewis, The Revenge for Love, with an
afterword and notes by p.edwards (london, penguin, 2004); viii) Wyndham Lewis: 
The Vulgar Streak (santa barbara, black sparrow press, 1985); ix) Volcanic Heaven: Essays on
Wyndham Lewis’s Painting and Writing (santa rosa, black sparrow press, 1996); 
x) wyndham lewis, The Apes of God, with an afterword by p.e.edwards (santa barbara,
black sparrow press, 1981); xi) wyndham lewis, Time and Western Man, edited by 
p.e. edwards (santa rosa, black sparrow press, 1993); xii) “ ‘a dark insect swarming’:
wyndham lewis and nature” in Ritsumeikan Studies in Language and Culture Vol. 26, no.
3, february 2015 pp. 25-42 (Kyoto, ritsumeikan university, 2015); xiii) “‘it’s time for
another war’: the historical unconscious and the failure of  modernism” in Wyndham
Lewis and the Art of Modern War pp. 124-154 (cambridge, cup, 1998); xiv) “cultural
criticism at the margins: wyndham lewis, ‘the tyro’ (1920-1), and ‘the enemy’ (1927-9)”
in The Oxford Critical and Cultural History of Modernist Magazines, Vol 1, pp. 552-569
(oxford, oup, 2013); xv) Wyndham Lewis: Painter and Writer (new haven, london :
published for the paul mellon centre for studies in british art by Yale university press,
c2000); xvi) Wyndham Lewis: Portraits (london, national portrait gallery, 2008); xvii)
Wyndham Lewis: Art and War (london, lund humphries, 1992); xviii) “wyndham lewis y
el ‘timón de atenas’” in Timon of Athens pp. 13-21 (madrid, fundación juan march, 2010);
xix) “wyndham lewis’s Vorticism: a strange synthesis”, pp. 35-46 in The Vorticists (london,
tate, 2011); xx) Blast: Vorticism 1914-1918 (aldershot, ashgate, 2000); xxi) Blast 1, edited
by wyndham lewis, edited and with a foreword by p.e. edwards (london, thames &
hudson, 2008); xxii)” ‘creation myth’: the art and writing of  wyndham lewis, pp. 20-33;
in Wyndham Lewis (1882-1957) (madrid, fundación juan march, 2010)

GIMLETTE, J.E. (1982) Elephant Complex: Travels in Sri Lanka (london, Quercus, 2015)

GLAZEBROOK, P.R.G. (fw 1967, efw 2003) i) Jesus College: History and Personalities
(cambridge, jesus college, 2015); ii) Blackstone’s Statutes on Criminal Law 2015-2016: 
25th ed. (oxford, oxford university press, 2015)

HARCOURT, G. C. (fw 1982, efw 1998) Post-Keynesian essays from Down Under: theory
and policy in an historical context (four vols.), by joseph halevi, g.c. harcourt, peter
Kriesler, j.w. nevile (basingstoke, palgrave macmillan, 2016)

HOGWOOD, C.J.H. (hon fw 1989) (i) “the Keyboard sonatas of  leopold Koželuch”
in Early Music, Vol. Xl, no. 4, 2013, (oxford, oxford university press, 2013); (ii) “urtext,
que me veux-tu?” in Early Music, Vol. Xli, no. 1, february 2013, pp. 123-127 (oxford,
oxford university press, 2013; (iii) “john dowland on the Keyboard” in early music, Vol.
Xli/2, may 2013, pp.255-272 (oxford, oxford university press, 2013); (iv) Germiniani
Studies, edited by christopher hogwood (bologna, ut orpheus, 2013); (v) “a case for the
clavichord” in De Clavicordio IX: Proceedings of the International Clavichord Symposium Atti
del Congresso Internazionale sul Clavicordo, Magnano, 16-19 september 2009, edited by 
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b. brauchli, a. galazzo & j. wardman – [publication committee b. brauchli, a. galazzo,
christopher hogwood, j. wardman] (milan, musica antica a magnano, 2010); (vi) “musical
identity” in Identity, edited by g. walker & e. leedham-green, pp. 157-183 (cambridge,
cambridge university press, 2010); (vii) “handel improv’d. Keyboard suites and fugues
mises dans un autre applicature by gottlieb muffat” in ‘True to life’ – Händel, der Klassiker,
edited by ute jung-Kaiser and matthias Kruse, pp. 211-227 (hidesheim, georg olms
Verlag, 2009); (viii) Haydn’s Visits to England (london, thames and hudson, 2009); 
(ix) Händel, translated by barbara świderska (Kraków, wydawnictwo astraia, 2009); 
(x) ‘gropers into antique musick’ or ‘a Very ancient and respectable society’? “in coll”
astuzia, Col Giudizio: Essays in Honor of  neal Zazlaw, edited by cliff  eisen pp. 127-182
(ann arbor, steglein publishing, 2009); (xi) “handel reveal’d” in Handel Reveal’d: 
8 april – 25 october 2009, p. 2 (london, handel house museum, 2009); 
(xii) “compliments to dr. haydn” in Haydn Society of North America, no.1, february 2008,
pp. 5-6; (xiii) “gedanken zur einspielung der mozart-sinfonien” in acta mozartiana, 
Vol 53, no. 1/2, juni 2006, pp. 31-35 (ausberg, deutshen mozart-gesellschaft, 2006); (xiv)
Handel: Water Music and Music for the Royal Fireworks (cambridge, cambridge university
press, 2005; (xv) “mozart and the ‘clavichord environment’” in mozart Yearbook 2005,
pp. 115-130 (münchen, salzburg, 2005); (xvi) La Sonata a Tre, translated by stefano a.e.
leoni (milan, rugginenti editore, 2003); (xvii) The Keyboard in Baroque Europe, edited by
christopher hogwood (cambridge, cambridge university press, 2003); (xviii) “in defence
of  the minuet and trio” in early music, may 2002, pp. 237-251 (oxford, oxford university
press, 2002); (xix) “introduction” in A Performer’s Guide to Music of the Baroque Period,
edited by anthony burton pp. 1-2 (london, associated board of  the royal schools of
music, 2002); (xx) The Copenhagen Connection: Resources for Clavichord Players in 18th
Century Denmark in De Clavicordio V, musica antica, magnano 2002; (xxi) ‘our old great
favourite’ burney, back and the bachists in De Clavicordio IV: Proceedings of the
International Clavichord Symposium Atti del Congresso Internazionale sul Clavicordo,
Magnano, 8-11 september 1999, edited by b. brauchli, s. brauchli & a. galazzo, pp. 55-85
(milan, musica antica a magnano, 2000). in addition a substantial number of  pre-2000
books and articles were donated, together with many recordings. details of  these can be
found with the edition of  the Annual Report published on the college website

HORSLEY, D. (1943) Outcrops for Oldies: 83 geological localities for the over eighties and
others with mobility problems (sevenoaks, 2016)

LEBEAU, I.C. (1975) i) New Language Leader (Elementary) Coursebook, by i.lebeau and
g.rees, (harlow, pearson, 2014); ii)  new language leader (pre-intermediate) coursebook,
by i. lebeau and g. rees, (harlow, pearson, 2015); iii) New Language Leader (Advanced)
Coursebook, by d. cotton, d. falvey, s. Kent, i. lebeau and g. rees, (harlow, pearson, 2015)

MARTIN, A.J. (1966) i) Skid Risks: Poems 1967-2015 (lancaster, bysshe-mendel Verlag,
2015); ii) Translating Poetry: What’s the Point? (lancaster, bysshe-mendel Verlag, 2015); iii)
All This Fuss (lancaster, bysshe-mendel Verlag, 2016); iv) landor road (lancaster, 
bysshe-mendel Verlag, 2016)

MONK, B.E. (1969) French’s Index of Differential Diagnosis: an A-Z, 16th ed. (contributor),
edited by mark t Kinirons & harold ellis (boca raton, crc press, 2016)

MOTTIER, V. (fw 1999) i) “dsm-5: classifying sex” in Archives of Sexual Behavior, Vol. 44.
pp. 1087-1176 (new York, springer, 2015); ii) Plege, Stigmatisierung ung Eugenik: Integration
und Ausschluss in Medizin, Pyschiatrie und Sozialhilfe (Zurich, seismo Verlag, 2007)
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PERRY, I.F. (1969) Bringing them home: the story of the lost sons of Wymeswold
(marlborough, wolds historical organisation, 2014)

RAY, N.J. (fw 1979) i) Rafael Moneo: Building, Teaching, Writing, by francisco gonza ́les
de canales & nicholas ray (new haven and london, Yale university press, 2015)

REID-HENRY, S.M. (1996) The Political Origins of Inequality: Why a More Equal World is
Better for Us All (chicago, university of  chicago press, 2015)

ROSS MARTYN, J.G. (1962), i) Williams, Mortimer and Sunnucks on Executors,
Administrators and Probate: First Supplement to the 20th edition of Williams on Executers and
the 8th Edition of Mortimer on Probate, edited by alexander learmonth and john ross
martyn (sweet & maxwell/thomas reuters, london, 2015); ii) Theobold on Wills (18th ed.),
by john g. ross martyn et al. (london, sweet and maxwell, 2016)

TANEJA, P. (fw cr, 2014) Kumkum Malhotra (norwich, gatehouse press, 2015)

TAYLOR, A.B. (1999) i) In Our Heads (london, domino recording co. ltd., 2012); ii)
Why make sense [cd], (london, domino recording co. ltd., 2015) & Why make sense [lp],
(london, domino recording co. ltd., 2015)

TONGUE, A. (1958) i) The Love Letters of Percy French: and More Besides ... (dublin,
lilliput press, 2015); ii) “gerontius in budapest” in The best of me: a Gerontius centenary
companion, edited by geoffrey hodgkins, pp. 347-349 (rickmansworth, elgar editions,
1999)

VOELCKER, J.A. (1971) David Lea: An Architect of Principle (london, artifice books on
architecture, 2015)

WADE, G.K. (1959) i) Goats in the Trees: and Other Moroccan Poems (withernsea, grm
publications, 2015); ii) Aranjuez and Other Poems: (in remembrance of Joaquín Rodrigo),
spanish translations by carlos laredo Verdejo (withernsea, grm publications, 2015)

WHITTOCK, E. (2011) Christ the First 2000 Years: From Holy Man to Global Brand: How
Our View of Christ Has Changed Across Time and Cultures (oxford, lion, 2016)

WILLMOTH, F.E. (fw 2011) The Ely Coucher Book, 1249-50: The Bishop of Ely’s Manors
in the Cambridge Fenland, translated by edward miller, edited by frances willmoth and
susan oosthuizen (cambridge, cambridge records society, 2015)

WILSON, D.E. (1960) The History of the Wilson Family and Relatives by Marriage,
compiled by david wilson (chichester, privately published, 2014)

Other Donations

ASTBURY, W.T. (1917) Kersten t. hall donated a copy of  her book The Man in the
Monkeynut Coat: William Astbury and the Forgotten Road to the Double-Helix, (oxford,
oxford university press, 2014)

NORTH, R. (1667) michael i. wilson donated a copy of  his A Family of the Stuart Age
(harrow, barbon books, 2016)

SPENCE, F. (1669) derek jerram donated a copy of  his book The Story of Ferrand Spence
and the Spence’s pension charity for the ancient parish of Market Bosworth (with david reid)



demis hassabis of  deepmind on 
alphago at the rustat super-intelligence
conference 
jonathan s. cornwell, director, rustat conferences

in the course of  the past academic year, the rustat conferences project has tackled three
topics with significant implications for the long term future. first, the impact of  big data

on a range of  activities – governmental, industrial, financial; then a meeting on the
blockchain, the distributed ledger technology which underpins the cryptocurrency
bitcoin, and is set to transform many government and financial services (see
www.rustat.org for reports on both meetings). the project also addressed a third futurist
topic – a development that threatens, in the view of  some commentators, humanity’s very
existence: the coming era of  superintelligence, or artificial general intelligence, when
machine intelligence will not only match but far outstrip human intelligence. 

in preparation for this meeting, titled “machine superintelligence & humanity” (1-3
june 2016), we consulted an extensive constituency of  experts interested in the risk analysis
and the future of  ai. among them, professor lord martin rees and professor huw price,
co-founders of  the cambridge centre for the study of  existential risk; then, over in
oxford, professor nick bostrom, best-selling author of  Superintelligence who heads the
institute for the future of  humanity. 

while the implications of  ai for society have been pondered widely by experts within
the fields of  computer science and technology, we were convinced that the humanities
should enter the conversation. this was the purpose of  our june rustat meeting: that ai
experts should discuss qualitative conclusions of  ai’s future with people in english studies,
psychology, history, law, philosophy of  mind, cultural studies, sociology, education,
anthropology, ethics, and philosophy of  religion. some fifty representatives from these
fields met with the ai specialists for a series of  panel discussions and presentations. 

on the recommendation of  our own robotics specialist, professor roberto cipolla, and
after months of  correspondence, and a prior meeting in london, we attracted dr demis
hassabis to the meeting. dr hassabis is an unusual leader in the ai field, straddling the
worlds of  commerce, academia, and practical hands-on engineering innovation. his
presentation described how he and colleagues had designed a computer programme that
beat the current world go champion in march of  this year, sparking global media interest.
dr hassabis revealed how the programme, based on neural networks that mimic in some
respects the human mind-brain, demonstrated a kind of  “intuition”, or “imagination” not
only independent of  the programmers, but by processes hidden to them. his talk and the
story of  his career not surprisingly became a catalyst for the rest of  the meeting. 

dr hassabis, now aged 39, was educated at christ’s college comprehensive in finchley.
aged 13 he was the world’s second highest rated chess player, for his age. he gained his
place at Queens’ college, cambridge, aged 15, but delayed entry until 17. in the meantime
he developed a multi-million selling game called theme park. he took a double first in
computer science and by the age of  23 he had started his own game composition studio,
elixir, eventually employing sixty people. in the meantime he earned a phd in cognitive
neuroscience at university college, london, followed by post doc research at mit and
harvard. in 2011 he launched his start up company, deepmind, which he sold to google
for £400 million in january 2015. he remains as ceo. today the company operates from a
hi-tech new site at King’s cross, london, employing 250 post-docs and rapidly expanding.
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the significance of  the alphago programme demonstrates an important aspect of  the
trajectory of  ai development. the game go, which began in china 3,000 years ago is far
more difficult to master than chess. it is played with white and black counters (called stones)
on a grid board. when a counter is trapped it is taken off  the board. the game’s impetus is
about gaining influence and territory. there are too many combinations of  moves for a
computer to calculate in order to make a single manoeuvre: “if  you were to take all the
computer power on the planet and ran it for a million years”, said dr hassabis, “ it wouldn’t
be enough to search through the different possible outcomes exhaustively”. so the scientists
behind alphago created what they describe as “a suite of  deep neural networks”
programmed to mimic the moves of  the top human players, employing a probability
distribution , limiting the outcomes for any board position to a single decision: win or lose. 

dr hassabis commented that one of  the most significant moves made by alphago
during the march contest was when the machine broke 3,000 years of  history and tradition
by playing a stone on line five, and then went on to control the centre of  the board. the
move, which involved, he said, sacrificing territory for influence, if  only temporarily, has
now altered age old strategic assumptions of  top players. since the moves of  the machine
are controlled by its self-learning neural networks, the human observer cannot check on its
choices. dr hassabis claims that the machine displays a kind of  “imagination” or
“intuition”. and that is a major reason for current excitement, and concern, in ai
development. 

neural nets are already employed to assist financial transactions, but their uses for
complex decision making, either as a second or even first opinion, could in future be
applied to an incalculable number of  problems. as the journal Nature commented in
january of  this year, “the machine becomes an oracle…intuitive machines will need more
than trust: they will demand faith”.

among the voices from the humanities, the philosopher professor tim crane was
reluctant to speak of  human-machine intelligence until “we figure out how our own human

The Master and Dr Demis Hassabis at the Rustat Conference on Artificial Intelligence
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intelligence and consciousness works…” this suggested at least a stimulus for renewed
interest in the mind-brain relationship, and the so-called “hard problem” of  consciousness.
the philosopher of  religion, professor sarah coakley, raised the question of  ethics and ai,
warning against consequentialist ethics as the criterion for judging how we seek to establish
an ethical environment for intelligent machines. “if  ethics is about the formation of  virtue,
how can we value-load machines?”. 

focusing on elements of  risk, professor huw price commented: “in the case of  the
long-term future of  ai…there may be many possible destinations, and as well as thinking
about safety, we need to think about where we want to go. it may be a choice we only get to
make once”. striking a humorous note at the outset, dr jatinder singh, an expert in law
relating to ai, quoted a chance exchange with our emeritus fellow of  law, mr peter
glazebrook, who had quipped “who do you sue?”.

“discussing liability with regards to machine learning”, said dr singh, “is important
because things will go wrong; harm will be caused; regulations and contracts will be
breached. but an understanding of  liability will also encourage a more responsible culture
around ai creation.” 

professor murray shanahan of  imperial college, london, warned of  the loss of
employment as machine intelligence expands: “as technology becomes more sophisticated,
so white-collar jobs will come under threat too. in the future humans will have less work to
do, so how should we manage this inevitable process.” he gave as an example legal clerks,
who search through case law to report to the barrister. ai has developed a system efficient
at searching unstructured documents. 

early in the conference, professor lord martin rees said, “there will come a point in
the future where machine learning will allow computers to develop human or superhuman
capacities…to prepare ourselves for that eventuality, we have to ask what goals they will
have, and who will control them…what will the computers do for us, and what will be our
obligations to them.”

in the segment of  the meeting that explored anthropology and theology, professor
andrew briggs, who is both a scientist and theologian contrasted notions of  intelligence
with “wisdom”. he asked: “can machines ever learn wisdom? if  so, could they do it by
reading ancient scripture? or shakespeare? could a machine believe or disbelieve in god?”
he went on to say that emotions are integral to the process of  making wise decisions. but
how can that be applied to ai? we know what it is to judge a kind person or kind action
but what would that mean, if  anything, of  a machine? 

dr tim jenkins, taking an anthropological view, said that “regardless of  the scale of  ai
advancement, it will be incorporated or embodied with human concerns”. he argued that
we must be concerned about its impact on military innovations, the media, the social life of
groups – and how they draw on the ai resources. 

in the final talk of  the day, dr andrew davison, the starbridge lecturer in science and
religion, invoked a medieval perspective, citing st bonaventure’s treatise “on the reduction
of  the arts to theology”. 

“bonaventure writes”, he said, “about an artisan making an entity that could know and
love its maker. this would be possible, st bonaventure says, because of  the similitude of
the maker and the thing made.” so if  bonaventure is right, he went on, “then ai will almost
inevitably carry the human stamp, however advanced it gets. as a product of  human
imagination, manifestations of  agi will exhibit human perspectives, assumptions and
values”. hence we should be more concerned “about the way ai will be like us, than we
should be about how they will be different to us”. 

dr davison concluded by hazarding that we have been here before. the abrahamic
faiths, he said, need not have a problem with there being non-human intelligences, seeing
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that the golem of  jewish folklore and the immaterial superbeings in scripture are examples
of  just that.

as often is the case, some of  the most interesting discussions took place during the
breaks. talking with dr hassabis, we were impressed by the extent of  his vision for the
ultimate future of  machine intelligence. he spoke of  the importance of  understanding the
process of  human imagination, which for him is the key both to memory (every act of
memory being a new creative or reconstructive act) and the process of  making choices: 
in other words the creation of  imaginative scenarios leading to selection or choice of  an
action. he clearly believes that alphago parallels human memory and imagination in
certain respects, and that its intuitive choices reveal a form of  agency.

the meeting served as an opportunity to explore how the future of  ai might be
explored more widely in a series of  future conferences under the auspices of  the jesus
college science and human dimension project, spanning ai in sci-fi literature and film;
consciousness and the mind-brain relationship; the potential benefits of  machine
intelligence across a range of  activities; the extent to which ai will affect human
flourishing – including the arts and spiritual dimension.

for New Scientist report (2 june 2016) on the rustat conference: “forget killer robots:
this is the future of  supersmart”. https://www.newscientist.com/.../mg23030794-500-
forget-killer-robots-this-is-the-fut... 

For further reading:
“deepmind founder demis hassabis on how ai will shape the future” sam byford. 
e Verge march 10, 2016
“the superhero of  artificial intelligence: can this genius keep it in check?”. clemency
burton-hill, e Guardian 16 february 2016
“deepmind: inside google’s super-brain”. Wired 22 june 2015  
“deepmind algorithm beats people at classic video games” eizabeth gibney. Nature 26
february 2015
“google masters go” Nature 28 january 2016
“using imagination to understand the neural basis of  episodic memory” demis hassabis
et al. e Journal of Neuroscience 28 december 2007
“patients with hippocampal amnesia cannot imagine new experiences” demis hassabis 
et al. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences january 30 2007



bursary 
christopher pratt, bursar

west court has continued to dominate in 2015-16: the new jcr, mcr, the webb library,
the bawden room, the dining room and kitchen, the first nine residential rooms and

café have all been highly successful additions to the life of  the college, the last to become the
café-bar with a party room beneath in october, to be joined over the next six months by the
180 seat auditorium, 27 residential rooms, a medical teaching suite and the base of  an
intellectual forum, which will engage with jesuans and, with the already opened china centre,
more widely on internationally topical issues. both the jesus lane and court facades of  the
former wesley house already look much improved, with oak frames, to be complemented
very shortly on the former by elegant stonework and a dramatic glazed lantern over the street
entrance, a smaller version of  which will also appear within the court. we will say farewell to
the builders next easter.

as i write, we are finalising 2015-16 for publication in a new accounting format in november,
but we know that we have again beaten budget, thanks to the generosity of  members, yet
another strong year from conference activity and endowment returns of  7.4% (5.2% on
financial investments and 9.7% on property), close to our benchmark and two points ahead of
our target of  rpi+4%. this is how our finances looked in the last published accounts:
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The new auditorium 
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fees continue to pay only just over half  our
education costs, but there is real progress
in making the domus (shorthand for
housing and feeding members, plus
conference guests) self-supporting. the
college council continues to dedicate the
majority of  the surplus to the exciting
capital programme we have in hand for the
future, including an expansion of  the
porters’ lodge, refurbishment of  the main
kitchens and the waterhouse building, with
co-location of  all the scattered college
offices to follow, when that is possible.

51 hills road, the offices near the
station, which i mentioned last year, has
won a string of  local and national awards
for its architecture and exceptional
environmental credentials, and we continue
to develop the college estate to maximise
its support for our central educational
purpose.

senior and junior members alike know
how much the college owes to its loyal
staff  and those reaching long service
milestones in the last year include: it
administration support, ali spragg (25
years), housekeeping supervisor, maria
jacklin (20 years), 6 members of  staff  (15
years) and 10 members of  staff  (10 years).
we said farewell to the college archivist
and fellow, dr frances willmoth, who
retired from the college after 19 years, and
to carpenter, chris northfield who retired
after 11 years of  service.

The internal court façade 

West Court entrance from Jesus Lane



development office
richard dennis, development director

as ever, this has been a tremendously busy year for the development office, and i would
like to once more extend my thanks to all those alumni and friends of  the college who

have supported our efforts as enthusiastically and generously as always. it was wonderful to
welcome a record number to our annual donors’ garden party this summer.

much of  our fundraising remains focussed on west court and the total pledged now stands
at well over £11 million. on the site, building work continues apace but already students have
been able to start using the complex, and it is clear that west court is going to make a huge
impact to life at the college. both undergraduates and graduates are making good use of  their
new jcr and mcr, which afford them significantly more space than previous arrangements
and will, in time, put them in closer proximity with the cultural and research activities and
events that west court will host.

the office has seen developments in more than bricks and mortar, however. in the 
summer of  2016 development officers natasha brice (2008) and sarah woods (2011) moved
on to pastures new – beginning the teachfirst programme and a job in the development 
office of  the national theatre, respectively – and we know they have already been greatly
missed by both the college and alumni community alike. the office has also seen a number
of  new additions. Kristin bayne arrived at the college in april to take up the role of  deputy 
development director whilst anna malan and alice holohan arrived early in the summer to
begin work as development officers. emma Kavanagh (2013), who graduated this year 
returned to the college in the capacity of  development assistant.
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Professor Roberto Cipolla delivering a talk on ‘Making Machines See’ at the Donors’ Garden Party



Recognition of  Major Benefactors

the night of  20th june saw another wonderful evening at the society of  st radegund annual
dinner. on this occasion, the college was delighted to induct sandy rattray (1988) into the
society, in recognition of  his major support of  the west court campaign.

Bequests

the college wishes to record its great gratitude for the following bequests received during the
year 2015-16: richard palmer (1930) £1,000; stephen cooper (1974) £20,000; mrs mary
manning (widow of  Keith manning [1967]) £1,000; roger anderson (1949) £30,000; harold
stewart (1925) £100; david seaman (1971) £58,221; jeffrey Kahn (1944) £1,000; terence
gibson (1958) £1,000; charles everidge (1936) £500; william davies (1939) £1,000; norton
dunthorne (1941) £1,000; eric warburg (1940) £1,000; david pennick (1937) £1,000; mrs
barbara bain (widow of  walter bain [1936]) £1,100,000.
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Guests enjoying the Donors’ Garden Party

The Master and Sandy Rattray
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Student Union   

i’m happy to report that the student union and undergraduate body in general have had
another great year! the jesus college student union happily continues to be a hub in
college, and the motivation of  students applying to the jcsu means that we can not only
fulfil our annual duties but grow and develop! i can’t thank the jcsu team enough, without
their commitment so much of  what makes jesus such a special college would fall by the
wayside. 

the task of  the jcsu ranges far – from taking part in committees to arranging bouncy
castles to improve students’ welfare in exam term. sustaining the vibrant social life at jesus
is a big part of  what we do – we’ve put on a number of  “bops”, this year with some
interesting themes; a highlight was the “high school musical 10-year anniversary bop”. 
we continue to run a popular weekly quiz at the bar along with live-music and karaoke
nights. despite a sprinkling of  rain, the annual jcsu garden party was also a success.
every year we also hold a “halfway hall” for second years. this year, our Vice-president,
ellen parker, surpassed herself  with a photo spread all around the bop room and
decorations in the bar showing pictures of  us all as babies. it was a night to remember! 

welfare is an important part of  what we do, and the college is brought together once
every two weeks for “welfare cake”, an event that boosts the spirit of  college. officers also
hold weekly “drop-in” sessions for any student who wants to talk. as mentioned, the
bouncy castle in exam term continues to be an annual event, and another feature has been
added to the jcsu calendar – “pet-a-puppy” was introduced last year, and was popular
again this exam term. this year, there has been lots of  innovation in the world of  welfare.
officers have bought two welfare phones, which can be texted anonymously for advice on
who to call. our dean of  chapel, paul dominiak, has also spear headed a fantastic
“wellness week”, involving relaxing colouring in, mindfulness sessions and so much more.
the hard work of  everyone involved, including rebecca lewis and joe hamilton (welfare
officers, 2016), paid off  in a brilliant week that i sincerely hope will be repeated. we have
also welcomed in a new addition to welfare at jesus – our own college counsellor, 
anna churcher. allowing students to access professionals away from the often daunting
university counselling service is a fantastic asset to jesus!

this year has been a year of  new initiatives. as president, i work closely with college,
and this collaboration has allowed provision for undergraduates to continue to develop.
one thing we’re proud of  is the introduction of  the new “daily deal” in caff. this new
cheaper option means that caff  can continue to be a social space for everyone at jesus and
it’s already proved very popular, thanks to the ingenious menu the catering department
came up with! another new development is the alternative prospectus that our access
officer, amelia oakley (2016) has been working on with college. this will help attract and
encourage applications to jesus.  

one exciting development for undergrads has been the opening of  west court. so far,
we have been able to move into our new jcr and make use of  the café. the new space 
has been christened by a number of  events, including frequent welfare cake and a tea party
we held to celebrate international women’s day. with refreshments and a range of
performances such as singing and spoken word poetry, the lovely space was brought to life.
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halfway hall was also leant a hint more glamour by the preceding drinks being held in the
beautiful webb library. 

for our final 8 weeks in college, we have a similarly packed program and at the moment
we are engrossed in plans for freshers’ week. we look forward to welcoming the next
cohort of  new jesuans and i have no doubt they will love this place as much as we do.

Daisy Eyre

Middle Combinaton Room (MCR) 

i am pleased to report that 2015-16 has been very successful for the middle combination
room! over the years, the jesus college mcr has gained a reputation for being particularly
active, friendly, and welcoming. this year, we certainly lived up to that reputation. 
in october, we welcomed just over 150 students beginning a range of  master’s and doctoral
programmes, many of  whom reported choosing jesus because of  this reputation.

perhaps the single most significant event of  the year was opening the new mcr in 
west court. our beautiful new room is spacious and comfortable, making it a much more
ideal space for our events. complete with a large-screen television, pool table, sofas, and
tables, graduates are beginning to make it a favourite place to work and relax. we have also
begun to take advantage of  other spaces within west court. our wednesday pre-dinner
drinks before graduate hall are now served in the elegant webb library and a special
monday evening graduate hall was held in the new dining room. the new café has also
proved to be a frequent haunt for caffeine-driven graduate students.

the mcr’s social calendar remained busy as alway. freshers’ fortnight again proved to
be successful; highlights included a twilight punt to grantchester meadows, an outdoors
cinema night, historical tours of  jesus and cambridge, and a barbeque. in michaelmas
term, we featured a wine tasting, led by two fellows, prof  waring and mr ray. lent term
saw many themed graduate halls – from chinese new Year and antipodean hall to green
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week and Valentine’s day. although easter term tends to be quieter as graduate students
prepare for first-year reports, dissertations, exams, and the summer conference season, the
mcr still remains active. although a few clouds nearly threatened our garden party,
everyone still had a great time. naturally, our superhalls throughout the year remained
incredibly popular. whether it is singing “the twelve days of  christmas” at the christmas
hall, the “address to a haggis” at burns night, or the fond reflections at the end of  Year
dinner, many members consider these to be some of  the most memorable times of  the
year.

the mcr’s mission is more than just a social one; we take a keen interest in the welfare
of  the graduate community. sunday brunch remains a well-received fortnightly event when
people relax and catch up with friends and take some time away from work. weekly yoga
was very popular and had a strong following. this year, we were also pleased to team up
with the jcsu and the college staff  to put on a college-wide wellness week.

as graduate students, academics are central to our lives, and the academic events we put
on are a testament to that. our graduate hall symposia series brought in speakers ranging
on diverse topics such as financial control, women in science, and even a incredibly unique
and entertaining “science Variety show.” both the fellows’ and students’ three minute
thesis competitions have become a fun tradition and remain as entertaining as they are
informative. and of  course, the annual graduate conference highlighted some of  the
outstanding research our members are undertaking.

all told, it has truly been an incredible year for the middle combination room. 
as president, i am immensely grateful to the entire executive committee for their hard work
in making this year so successful. on their behalf, i am also ever grateful to the unwavering
support we receive from our graduate tutor, professor wilkinson, our deputy graduate
tutor, dr fennell, the master, and the whole college community.

C.J. Rauch

Graduate Conference

the annual graduate conference encourages graduate students from various fields to
present their work in front of  non-specialist audience within the college. as an important
event in the college calendar, it aims at improving intra-college communications from an
academic perspective.

organised by jesus mcr, this year’s graduate conference took place on the 12th of
march – the first saturday after lent term. it was scheduled with 19 talks throughout the
day and 8 posters during the lunch time; all of  the daytime presentations were given by
current mphil or phd students at jesus college. we have achieved an excellent gender-
balance this year, and hopefully will have more social science presenters next year, making a
better subject-balance. professor sir harry bhadeshia from darwin college was invited to
give the keynote speech before dinner. there were more than 60 attendees this year,
including the master, graduate tutor and deputy graduate tutor. 

held in upper hall, the morning section of  the conference consisted of  9 talks, 
all outstanding. topics ranged from thirteenth-century anglo-norman apocalypse
manuscripts to chaos theory; from the wind turbine blades waste issue to solar fuel
generation; from quantum technology to genome studies. an example of  one of  the
brilliant presentations came from petros giannoaros, a 3rd year phd student in civil
engineering, who introduced cementitious materials with self-healing properties that he 
has been working on. petros was finally voted as one of  the Best Talks in Natural Science for
this conference.
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for the afternoon session, we shifted to the newly built webb library, with the rest of
the 10 talks given there; half  of  them were biology- and medicine-related and cancer was a
particular interest. jane lichtensterin from centre of  development studies gave an
extraordinary and enthusiastic talk about rwanda’s striking success in economic
development and poverty reduction. her talk was awarded the Best Talk in Social Science for
this conference. another unforgettably enthusiastic and engaged speaker was jeremy
minton (pictured above), from applied mathematics and theoretical physics department,
who was another Best Talk winner. he demonstrated how a good mathematical model
would work by playing with his computer programme as well as his home-made siege toy. 

the conference ended up with the graduate conference dinner in the evening. 
the keynote talk was delivered before the dinner in hall, following the Best Poster
(one award) and Best Talks (two awards in nature science and one in social science)
announced by the master and the deputy graduate tutor.    

i would like to thank the master and graduate tutorial office, who provided a lot of
help, ensuring the conference ran so smoothly and successfully. not to mention the jesus
graduate students, who have been so active and involved in college academic events. 
this makes everything that we have been doing more valuable! 

Sunnia (Zhongyang) Xing

Law Society

the jesus college law society has had a very rewarding year indeed.
on march 3rd the jcls hosted a barrister Q&a with practising barristers catherine

dobson, nathan rasiah and rory brown as panelists. student’s questions were greeted with
insightful answers exploring a range of  practice areas and routes to the bar. all who
attended left feeling that the bar had been demystified to a certain extent.

this year the annual dinner was combined with the final of  the peter glazebrook
mooting competition taking place on april 26th. we were able to secure sponsorship from
slaughter and may, which provided further networking opportunities for the students. 
our guest speaker and judge of  the moot was anya proops Qc – an alumnus who is now a
practising barrister at 11Kbw. it proved an extremely enjoyable and memorable evening.

finally, on june 16th, the jesus college law society garden party took place with
generous support from herbert smith freehills. pouring rain lead to a last minute change



of  venue but attendance of  students, fellows and sponsors was excellent and the event was
a relaxed celebration of  the close of  exam season.

it has been an excellent year for jesus college law society with strong signs for the
future and i am delighted to pass the presidency to the capable hands of  ryan law.

Ben Phelps

Music Society

2015-16 saw a continuation of  the college’s high standards of  music-making, which this
year embraced even more types of  music and included some exciting new ventures. the
musical year began with performances by the college’s newest students at the freshers’
recital in october, where instrumental awards were presented to andrea peripoli
(harpsichord), andrew roe (bassoon), sarah bate (bassoon), naomi reiss (flute) and
serena shah (piano). 

at the michaelmas concert in november, the jcms orchestra tackled some challenging
but rewarding twentieth-century ballet music under the batons of  heppy longworth,
emma Kavanagh, and gary rushton, performing Khachaturian’s lyrical Adagio of Spartacus
and Phrygia, prokofiev’s characterful Cinderella Suite, and satie’s quirky Parade. the latter
called for an astonishing array of  “percussion” instruments including the so-called
bouteillophone, made from bottles filled with water. the concert also included a
performance of  moszkowski’s dazzling Five Spanish Dances by jordan wong and william
clark-maxwell, with a brief  appearance for the master who saved the day by catching music
as it slipped from the piano.

a new venture for this year, the jesuans’ recital, opened lent term. this concert
showcased some of  college’s finest musical talent, featuring a wide variety of  music
including performances on classical guitar, north indian tabla, and a student composition.
in contrast, at the crighton concert the jcms orchestra performed some staples of  the
romantic repertoire, such as the overture to mozart’s La Clemenza di Tito, schubert’s
Rosamunde, and mendelssohn’s Octet, under the direction of  amatey doku and louis
wilson. the highlight of  the evening was joseph swartzentruber’s performance of  one of
the most-loved pieces of  all time, mendelssohn’s Violin Concerto, conducted by bertie
baigent. a wonderful evening of  music was rounded off  by the presentation of  the
prestigious crighton award to second-year music students sapphire armitage and gary
rushton for their contributions to college music-making. 

easter term was slightly quieter for jcms, but the may week concert provided a chance
for all the musical ensembles to come together in celebration of  all that had been achieved
throughout the year. the jcms orchestra and jesus singers presented a joyful programme
of  film music from classics such as The Lord of the Rings, Mulan and Les Misérables,
conducted by jack bazalgette, emma Kavanagh, george raikes, gary rushton, and louis
wilson. the renfrew prize was awarded to bertie baigent for his outstanding commitment
to college music through playing the organ, accompanying, conducting, and composing.
following the concert, the jesus college big band provided light accompaniment to the
jcms garden party in the fellows’ garden.

this year also marked the highly anticipated return of  the jesus college chapel sessions.
these late-night, more casual concerts provided a platform for a wide range of  musics,
performed by jesuans to an audience sitting on beanbags in the intimate setting of  the
chapel. at christmas, students were treated to the much-loved annual narration of  
The Snowman by amatey doku, and in lent, the jesus singers performed a variety of
popular classics. to round off  the year, a screening of  two buster Keaton films were
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accompanied by a live performance of  gary rushton’s specially-composed chamber
orchestra film scores, originally heard in a version for piano at the John Hughes Arts Festival.  

similarly, the weekly saturday recital series went from strength to strength. we were
delighted to welcome internationally-renowned musicians including carson becke and
justin taylor, the latter as part of  the piccola accademia di montisi jesus college
harpsichord series. jcms also worked in collaboration with the cambridge university
opera society in a daring project to present three new chamber operas by student
composers owain park, stephen bick, and our very own bertie baigent.

our warmest thanks go to all who have supported jcms this year. it is wonderful that
so many jesuans have been involved through performing and attending events, and the
jcms committee has done a fantastic job in making these events possible through their
commitment and enthusiasm. we would also like to thank the master and fellows for their
continued support of  all jcms’ activities, and in particular the director of  music mark
williams, who deserves special mention at the end of  his last full year at college for his
dedication to college music-making and his many contributions to jcms. we wish him all
the best in his new job at magdalen college, oxford in 2017. 

Heppy Longworth

Medical & Veterinary Society

the jesus college medical and Veterinary society has continued to provide support for
medical and veterinary students of  the college. it has expanded the range of  academic and
welfare events it provides. the society’s mentoring scheme is stronger than ever, and
provides all undergraduate medics and vets with sustained academic support and advice
throughout the year. beyond this, there are several social events, including an ice-skating
trip, a christmas party, a medicine-themed pictionary evening, and punting races on the
cam. such events are great for mixing students from all six years, and are part of  the reason
why jesus is such a popular college to study medicine and Veterinary medicine.

this year, the society has tried to expand in its scope and reach. the academic talks have
been opened up to all members of  the college, of  all subjects, with the idea of  making the
society accessible for all those with an interest in medical science. one such talk, attended
by several others around the college, was by professor angela roberts on anxiety and
depression. this talk coincided with the college’s new ‘welfare week’, and described to
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students the neurological and psychological mechanisms implicated in these diseases, as well
as current research in the field. the talk was aimed to be balanced: accessible for a wider
audience, but also in-depth on certain areas. professor roberts stayed behind after the talk
and happily answered questions. other college-wide events, organised by the society,
included free training sessions in basic first aid, and a marrow donation appeal, organised in
collaboration with anthony nolan and cambridge marrow, which saw a number of  college
students join the stem cell donation register.

the society expanded its efforts to create a strong alumni network. within the past
couple of  years, we have seen the introduction of  two new fellows at the college, both of
whom are former students. dr siân stinchcombe, new clinical director of  studies, spoke
of  her time at jesus, before describing her experience of  medicine abroad, and her
subsequent career in respiratory medicine. another ex-jesuan and new fellow, dr sybil
stacpoole, also gave a talk on similar themes, and spoke of  her clinical and research interest
in neurology. having former students explain their career paths has been both interesting
and useful for current students of  the college.

the society has enjoyed a lot of  success this year, and there are a lot of  people i would
like to thank. the fellows have been invaluable in helping us to organise the various events.
additionally, the committee of  isy williams (Vice-president), nigethan sathiyalingam
(treasurer), rohin aojula (social and welfare officer), and oliver mowforth (fundraiser)
have made the running of  the society a really effective and enjoyable process. i’m sure the
society will continue to flourish next year, and i wish the newly-elected committee luck for
2016-17.

Manu Shrivastava

May Ball
at this year’s may ball, guests were challenged to survive a night in “the uninhabitable”.
the courts were transformed, allowing guests to dive into the deep sea, explore the arctic,
and experience the heat of  the desert.

this year, we were able to welcome 2016 brits critics choice award and bbc music
sound of  2016 winner, jack garratt, as our musical headliner. with indie-rock band coasts,
a clean bandit dj set, and jesus’ very own b & the jukeboys also performing, our main
stage was filled all night.



the entertainment continued throughout the rest of  the ball – headline comedienne
Katherine ryan had our guests hysterical with laughter, whilst guests were also able to enjoy
fairground rides, virtual reality headsets, and the casino. food was available all night, with
highlights including fish and chips, wood fired pizza, and beef  brisket burgers, whilst
cocktails, g&ts, and wine-tastings ensured drinks flowed throughout the evening. those
wanting to take break were also able to sit down and chill out in our giant igloo.

our committee put months of  hard work into the ball in order to make it a night to
remember, and we can’t thank them enough for their hard work over the year. a debt of
gratitude is also owed to the master, fellows, and staff  of  jesus college for allowing us to
hold this event every year in such a perfect setting.

Anthony Graff and Charlie Benson

Film Society

the jesus college film society, set up in lent term 2014, has this year continued to
champion the very best of  independent, foreign and classic cinema, screening eleven films
right in the heart of  college.

particular highlights have included a showing of  In the Heat of the Night (1967) in
michaelmas term. the story follows the conflicts that arise when a black detective attempts
to solve a murder in a mostly white town in the southern united states. featuring a
tenacious performance by sidney poitier, the film never labours or overstates its racial
politics, and was a perfect choice to mark black history month. on a different note entirely
was Picnic at Hanging Rock (1975), an aesthetically intoxicating film with an ending so
audacious that it caused relentless debate among the audience long after it had elapsed.

the prize for most obscure film this year goes to Haxan, a beguiling and strange 1922
danish silent. beginning as a deceptively simple and straight-faced documentary about
witchcraft through the ages, the boundaries soon blur between fiction and fact, as we see a
variety of  scenes involving the occult play out before our eyes. in one of  these scenes,
satan (played by the director himself, benjamin christensen) appears to start a massive rave
inside a nunnery. with innovative form and eerily atmospheric images, the film is a
masterpiece, and in general hugely underrated, although it was certainly appreciated by the
audience who saw it.

during lent term we were delighted to move into the new jcr, which offered a far
more comfortable and quiet screening environment. i look forward to the many further
developments in west court, which may provide even better places to screen our films!

Jacob Osborne 

Effective Altruism Society

newly founded, jesus college effective altruism society has had a very successful first
year, hosting a variety of  accomplished and thought-provoking speakers. we have sought to
start a stimulating conversation about the nature of  effective charity, and how best we can
act to improve the world around us..

effective altruism is a growing social movement founded on the desire to make the
world as good a place as it can be, the use of  evidence and reason to find out how to do so,
and the audacity to actually try. it encompasses looking at both charity, through donations
and direct work, as well as other career paths, for opportunities to improve the world as
much as possible.
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after an initial meeting in michaelmas term, we hosted our first talks in lent. things
kicked off  in january with a talk by roy head, ceo and founder of  development media
international (dmi), held as a joint event with giving what we can: cambridge. dmi runs
radio, television and mobile campaigns to change behaviours and improve lives in
developing countries. they had also just finished a four-year randomised controlled trial,
and we were lucky enough to be one of  the first to hear about it. 

the trial used radio broadcasts in burkina faso to change behaviours in order to
improve child survival, covering a range of  health issues, and is the largest, most rigorous
evaluation ever conducted of  a mass media intervention, which made for a compelling
insight into the difficulties of  assessing impact in global health.

in february we held two more talks, firstly a joint event with 80,000 hours: cambridge,
where professor paul hardaker, ceo of  the institute of  physics, give a talk on how to
influence policy and improve the scientific system. it was illustrated with examples of  his
own experience advising the government on climate change, which was especially topical
after the paris climate deal.

our second event of  february was again held jointly with giving what we can, this
time looking at how photography influences our understanding of  poverty. michael t.
middleton talked us through how as major international organizations struggle with the
question of  how to keep themselves relevant, and keep donations rolling in, if  the era of
social networks and mobile technology can allow us to personally help craft a new, subtle
and infinitely ‘smarter’ series of  visuals around poverty. a critical tool in helping to raise
awareness of  effective altruism above the noise in modern charitable giving.

finally in easter term we hosted a fascinating talk by professor robin hanson, who,
applying decades of  expertise in physics, computer science, and economics, explained his
predictions of  a world dominated by “ems”, or emulated minds, simulations of  scanned
human brains, which he predicts could form the backbone of  a strange new economy a
century from now. his talk covered a range of  topics, from love and politics between ems,
the infrastructure that would be needed to sustain them, and what happens to normal
humans in a world where the world economy may double in size every few weeks.

it has been a joy to serve as the first president of  jesus college effective altruism
society, and i look forward to many more successful years to come!

Alex Barry 

Jesus Singers

the jesus singers have had a wonderfully productive year. directed by second-year music
student gary rushton, the singers have performed multiple times each term, ranging from
an open mic night in the bar shortly before christmas to a chapel session and a place in
the concert ‘sing!!’ in lent term, which included choirs from all around cambridge.
highlights included turner’s Tequila Samba and pentatonix’s Run To You. completely new
repertoire was tackled in easter term in preparation for two performances: the first was an
evening of  ‘night music’ in the jesus college chapel, which included favourites such as two
movements from tippett’s Five Negro Spirituals; the second was a slot in the jcms may
week concert, which was arguably the biggest performance of  the year. in tune with the
‘music from the movies’ theme, the singers performed an arrangement of  To Life! from
Fiddler On The Roof, enya’s May It Be (as featured in The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of
the Ring), disney’s I’ll Make a Man Out of You, and finally a medley from Les Misérables
alongside the jcms orchestra. as ever, the singers aim to perform a variety of  music
genres of  a competitive but approachable standard; while we may be losing a few key
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members this year, we are confident in the batch of  new recruits and so we look forward to
another year of  enjoyable music-making.

Aiden Chan

Green Impact

as green impact has only been around for a few years, you may not have heard of  it so
please let me explain.

green impact is a national competition that both recognises a university’s sustainability
achievements and encourages students and staff  work together to keep getting better and
better. jesus has taken part in a specific cambridge version where each college is given
points for every ‘action’ they complete. these actions can range from running initiatives to
working behind the scenes to make our day-to-day life ever more sustainable.

what jesus already does (such as our donations of  old furniture to british heart
foundation and the high-tech heat pump located under chapel court) combined with some
new initiatives (like our termly food collection for the homeless community and the
introduction of  recycling bins to student rooms planned for this coming michaelmas)
meant that we smoothly claimed a bronze award and are hoping for silver for next year!

Tim Lennox

Roosters

this has been a successful year for the roosters, with the society continuing to grow in
health. we’ve held engaging roosts in our home, the brittain room. i’m grateful to the
fantastic work of  my predecessor, will “and testament” dalrymple. i’ve done my best to
build upon this, resurrecting roosting tradition – locating the grainsack, sceptre and
alcock gown, which had been lost from service. in june, we again held an annual lunch,
which had not been annual for a number of  years. 

‘breakfast at lunchtime’ was a great success, and we enjoyed meeting alumni spanning
multiple generations. with the society’s 110th anniversary approaching, i am confident that
the roosters will continue to be a valuable and thriving part of  jesus life. 

George “de spurs’d” Thompson, 204th O.C.
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2015-2016 reports

Athletics Club
jesus athletics has had a quiet year following the loss of  a number of  blues standard
athletes at the end of  the previous season. despite this there was a respectable performance
at the first cuppers match in michaelmas, with second year rebecca abbott putting in
impressive performances in high jump, 100 hurdles and long jump. there were notable
performances from the men’s team as well, with nikil raju opening the season well with a
win in the javelin.

the freshers’ Varsity match, held at our own wilberforce road track in november,
provided the first opportunity for the new recruits to face off  against counterparts from
oxford. while the men narrowly lost their competition, rebecca helped the women’s team
to win by a single point with great jumps in the high jump and triple jump events. we were
unfortunate to lose rebecca to the boat club for the remainder of  the season but we hope
to see her return next year!

towards the end of  michaelmas the attention switched towards cross country Varsity,
where a number of  jesuans were involved. niall devlin and fresher paul pruzina excelled in
the men’s third team match, while a number of  others also competed in the men’s and
women’s mob matches. solid cross country seasons all around were crucial for a number of
athletes who soon began to focus on the middle distance events on the track from 5000m
down to 800m.

during lent term preparations began for Vfear, the indoor Varsity match competed
in relay format. james coxon ran a strong first leg of  the men’s 4x800m, leading them to a
massive win over oxford just shy of  the event record time. nikil raju also put in a strong
performance, his javelin throws contributing to another event win and the overall cuac
victories in the men’s track and field. the women’s team was unfortunate to narrowly lose
their competition and perhaps the rare absence of  any jesuan athletes was a factor!
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an easter training camp in tenerife aided preparations for the summer and two alumni
of  jesus athletics – eleanor simmons and barney walker – joined us for the week of  warm
weather training. a number of  other alumni have also been actively competing, with 
ed smith now racing for oxford and jon cook impressing since his win in the indoor
bucs 1500m in february to chase olympic selection. a few untimely injuries left us with
only a small contingent of  jesuans selected for the summer Varsity match. james coxon
stepped up to race in the traditional mile event at a stormy iffley road in oxford, smashing
his 1500m pb on the way to an impressive time, while nikil raju competed in his third
successive Varsity match to earn his half-blue. we hope that we will be able to recruit more
freshers in the new academic year to replace those recent leavers that had established jesus
as one of  the dominant colleges in track and field!

James Coxon

Badminton
this has been a truly exceptional year for the jesus college badminton club, and our
results have been unprecedented in recent years. jesus comfortably topped both the men’s
and women’s leagues and dominated cuppers in all categories (men, women & mixed). the
club itself  has maintained excellent membership thanks to an influx of  keen undergrad &
postgrad freshers, and our social events, including formals, the room crawl and annual black
tie dinner, have been as enjoyable as ever. 

the women’s team, captained by izabela Kujawiak, were unbeaten all year. the first
division was comfortably topped in michaelmas and maintained in lent. led by chris
lewis-brown, the men share the same story, convincingly beating rivals who had denied
jesus the top spot in previous years. during cuppers finals day, jesus did not concede a
single set, with all matches being won 3-0. the women straightforwardly reached the finals
and took the trophy after a tough and well-deserved win against newnham, whereas the
men started off  with a nervous win against christ’s in the first round but from there were
essentially unchallenged. despite injury befalling Kim liu in the early rounds, the mixed
team convincingly won all their matches, beating several university pairs in the process.
particularly memorable was christina lane & tom atherton’s time-pressured victory
against the girton/murray edwards team. we regretfully say goodbye to madhu chetan,
esther daniell, fiona james and alistair bolger who graduate having played for jesus for
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the better part of  6 years, and also to chris lewis-brown, who chose an excellent time to
be captain! 

the second men’s team solidly maintained their position in the second division with a
few decisive victories and narrow losses, and only just missed out on promotion in
michaelmas. the third team confirmed their status as the best badminton iii team in
cambridge by smashing catz iii 9-0. they also beat teams relegated from the division
above, including a thrilling 5-4 victory over downing with marco saccardi and ben fryza
winning 22-20 in the last game. many thanks in particular to rohin aojula for coming out
of  retirement and to the freshers, digby chappell (who moved to the seconds after
michaelmas) and will duggleby.

it has been such a pleasure to be a part of  the club this year, and to watch the teams
cement our place as the best college club in cambridge. our success would not have been
possible without the commitment of  our captains; many thanks are owed to izabela, 
chris, parth and marco. thanks also to fred alford, our social secretary, for organising a
brilliant calendar of  events. i will be excited to see how the club grows.

Tansy Branscombe

Boat Club
Men
in michaelmas m1 saw new additions john corbridge, mark van der wilk, nick tubbs and
josh watts from last year’s men’s 2nd Viii, guy pearson returning from last year’s lents 1st
Viii, and tim nugent of  hampton school, a cubc triallist who joined the boat in the last
two weeks of  term. the crew was coxed by gemma-claire ali who has joined from
newnham college and thames rowing club. the crew trained six times a week and made
consistent progress, finishing regularly in the top five colleges in races on the cam.  
the fairbairn race was a good row, and the crew finished fourth cambridge college, 
15 seconds behind winners downing, and 1 second behind lmbc (st john’s). 

the second crew benefited from some excellent captaincy from Vice-captain matt
march and has been coached by a new team of  last year’s club secretary rob cronshaw,
and alumnus robert batty. it was a top performing crew for the club, unbeaten in and
ahead of  a number of  college 1st Viiis.

this year saw the recruitment of  a strong novice men’s group leading to four novice
men’s Viiis competing in the fairbairn races in december.  the nm1 were a strong crew
in training who placed 1st in the Queens ergo competition in october and made good
progress on the water despite being slightly overpowered in their fairbairn race finishing
10th. the other novice men’s eights also put in good performances.

as ever, the training camp in mequinenza was a great opportunity for both new and
experienced members of  the men’s side to improve their technique and to spend a large
amount of  time rowing together; the boat started to move much faster as the week
progressed, and both novices invited improved strongly and earned provisional seats in the
m1 crew for lent term.  

lent term was somewhat challenging for all members of  m1, as some of  the crew had
an even fuller schedule than the usual hectic cambridge timetable. this made getting a full
crew out difficult, particularly early in term; however, cubc later allowed us to train at ely,
allowing us more flexibility.

m1 performed well in the winter head to head, but slight disappointment prompted a
push to live up to our early promise. later races, including pembroke regatta, provided
valuable race experience, especially to ex-novice additions seb grossmann and ed slater.
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meanwhile, the other men’s crews performed extremely well; m2 regularly topped the 2nd
boats and competed with other m1 crews, in no small part due to the dedication and
determination of  the Vice-captain and coach. likewise, the lower boats captains put in a
lot of  hours, and m3, m4 and m5 often won their divisions easily. 

all of  the crews went into the lent bumps with a large amount of  excitement and
confidence. i am very proud to note that no other college was able to field 5 eights in the
lent bumps, which is testament to the depth and strength of  the jcbc programme. on
day one, m1 rowed over strongly, gaining 1 whistle on downing off  the start and dropping
off  a little as the crews around us bumped out, but there was a still a lot more to be got out
of  the crew. the next day a very front loaded race plan from pembroke allowed them to get
overlap and glancing contact at grassy corner, putting us down 1. on the third day lmbc
gained half  a length by ditton and took advantage of  the conditions to bump after the
railway bridge. however, the crew felt the row was much better and more controlled than
previous days. the final day produced our best row of  the week, as we settled strongly and
held fat (trinity) off  easily. this gave a final result of  down 2, taking us to 5th overall and
leaving us in touch of  headship for next year. 

m2 were unfortunately bumped by a very strong wolfson m1 on day 1. after that they
rowed over well on the other three days but entirely deserved to go up at least 2 or 3, with
the final result a thoroughly unrepresentative down 1. m3 had an excellent week, bumping
up 2 and into division 3. m4 and m5 took part in the getting on race in order to race in
the lents; m4 qualified, and a late withdrawal by another crew meant that m5, the fastest
qualifiers, took a place directly beneath m4. m4 just missed out on blades, going up 3, and
m5 rowed over each day. 

the organisation of  the crew for the head of  the river was taken over by john
corbridge and john thicknes. i was unable to race due to a back injury, so tom edwards
subbed into the crew, as well as some members of  m2. the crew performed well after
training hard for the remainder of  the season, finishing 134th from a starting position of
217. the work done during this time and the work to be done during the holidays should
build into a successful may term and may bumps. 

in easter term we were lucky enough to gain a highly experienced cox in freddie preece,
who joined m1 for the may bumps. this led to a coxing reshuffle, bringing rachel pomery
into the cox’s seat of  m2. hal bradbury also returned part way through the term to take the
stroke seat. with these changes in place, we set about our training for the mays, mostly
rowing in the evenings during the late rowing hour. m1 raced in various events during the
term, notably bedford regatta where we faced windsor boys’ school in the im3 8s. 
the other crews also raced in events throughout the term, including the head of  the cam,
the 99’s regatta and the Xpress head. will jones joined m1 a few days before the beginning
of  the bumps to complete the crew. 

m1 had a very tightly fought bumps, getting to within 2 whistles of  lmbc on the first
day before they caught pembroke, whom we sat behind for the next three days before being
finally caught by a very impressive clare crew on the saturday. m2 had slightly more
success, as despite being bumped by a blade winning wolfson first eight on the wednesday,
they were able to bump caius m2 on the final day to overcome a 3 year grudge. m3
performed very strongly, bumping up into the 3rd division and bumping every day to earn
themselves blades (clare hall i, girton ii, fat iii, darwin ii). m4 were bumped on the
first day by churchill iii, but regained their position by bumping christ’s iii on the third
day to, only to be sent back down on the saturday. m5 were unable to gain ground either,
going down on the wednesday to fat V, but fighting valiantly to stay up for 2 days before
finally winning a bump on robinson iii on saturday. 

we also took a crew to henley to gain valuable experience for some of  the newer
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rowers in the club. a mixture of  the first, second and third mays crews went to stay in
henley for a week leading up to the qualifiers thanks to the kind hospitality of  
lt. col. peter blaker in order to train and learn the course. unfortunately we didn’t qualify,
but laid a foundation for campaigns in future years. this was organised by incoming men’s
captain tim nugent, whom i wish great success and fortune for the next year, along with
the rest of  the new committee.

Jonti Vincent

Women
following a very strong performance from the women’s squad last year, we started
michaelmas term with ambitious targets - to have 3 senior boats competing in fairbairns
(one more than usual) and for each of  these to win their division. crucially, we were
determined to finish the term in a position to challenge for lent headship.

autumn head was the first race of  term and w1 got off  to a solid start, coming 2nd to
emma in the eight and 2nd to downing in the four. we entered two even boats into 
uni fours. a tough draw against downing (the eventual winners) and emma meant both
boats were knocked out in the first round. but it was by a narrow margin, particularly
against downing. back in the eight at winter head we came second again to downing but
finished well ahead of  the other boats including emma.

fairbairns had been the target all term and we went into it with confidence. we had
trained incredibly hard. john thicknes’ training plan and land training sessions meant we
had the physical strength to row the course well and with jonathan conder (cuwbc)
coaching 3 of  our water sessions we knew we had made huge advances on the water too.
the race itself  was by far the best 16 minutes of  rowing we had done all term. it was an
incredible performance from the whole crew, in particular our cox nicola smith. we won
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beating downing (currently just behind us at 4th in lents) by 16 seconds and christ’s and
emma (1st and 2nd  in lents) by around 40 seconds.

w2 had a strong squad of  rowers and again displayed their dominance, winning autumn
head and reaching the final of  the second division of  uni fours. at fairbairns they
finished top of  the second boats and 12th overall – an impressive performance. we had
enough keen rowers to enter a w3 into fairbairns in no small part due to the hard work of
Vice captain alex gutai and w2 coach sam bray. the crew rowed well and beat a college
first boat.

the novice girls put in a strong performance. the highlight of  term was nw1 winning
clare novices. nw1 finished 4th in fairbairns, nw2 2nd and nw3 3rd in their categories.
a huge amount of  work went into organising and coaching the novices and this would not
have been possible without the enthusiasm and dedication of  the lbcs and novice coaches.

we took 7 senior rowers and 5 novices on training camp in mequinenza before term
began. the week was a great opportunity to get lots of  rowing in without the problems of
lectures or being stuck behind other crews that we normally find in cambridge. we had two
or three outings and in each we really improved. camp was definitely a key part in the
success of  the women’s squad this term.

since september, the target for w1 was to gain lent headship. starting from 3rd this
required bumping emma and then christ’s but perhaps most challengingly we had to hold
off  a fast downing crew behind. some of  our best rowing on camp was with jc chasing
behind us in the launch pretending to be downing and we returned to cambridge
determined to achieve our goal. we got off  to a slightly shaky start suffering from a few
injuries and finishing 5th in winter head (though we were rate capped). momentum built
through the term as we improved our technique and physical strength and we won
newnham short course. pembroke regatta was the last race before bumps and we were
beaten by downing in the final. but we were not put off! the last 2 weeks of  training saw
the final crew (cox: nicola smith str: jasmynne bushrod 7: danni holmes 6: thea schei 5:
rebecca abbott 4: ettie unwin 3: sarah Kaewert 2: steph diepeveen bow: bethany
hutchison) make huge advances and as they rowed up to the start on the first day of
bumps i knew headship was within our grasp. we bumped emma just after grassy on day
1 and christ’s on the reach on day 2. day 3 was a solid row over which left us needing to
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hold off  downing on day 4. we started very well and were 2.5 lengths ahead of  downing
by the plough and ultimately finished over 4 lengths ahead. our hard work had all paid off!
thank you to john thicknes and jonathan conder for their hard work coaching the crew
and all of  you who came along and sent messages of  support.

the weekend after bumps we raced wehorr and finished 54th and top of  the
cambridge colleges. two weeks later we were invited to race in the collegiate race at
henley against christ church – the best oxford college. the conditions were rough and
disappointingly we didn’t deal with them as well as we had in our warm up paddles or as
well as christ church and we finished 4 lengths behind. however it was a great experience
to row at henley and i know our defeat will make us more determined to well next term.

w2 had another very successful term, again showing the strength and commitment of
the whole women’s squad. they won winter head, newnham short course and pembroke
regatta. bumps saw them go up two – bumping emma ii on day 2 and sidney sussex on
day 3. this meant our w2 finished highest second boat – a fantastic achievement! the
crew were unlucky not to bump on the first and last day and definitely have the ability to
climb higher in the division. w2 also raced in wehorr and finished an impressive 135th
ahead of  more than half  of  cambridge first boats.  w3 also had a very strong term. they
finished 4th in the 2nd/3rd boat category in winter head and won newnham short course
(a clean sweep for jesus women). in bumps they went up one and finished highest third
boat.

in the lead up to may bumps, w1 took the opportunity to compete in regattas outside
of  cambridge. we raced at the bucs (a competition against all other universities in the
country) and put in an excellent performance to make it to the semi finals. it was a great
experience to compete against such strong crews. we also raced at peterborough regatta
and won both the im3 and im2 divisions. we started may bumps in 4th and bumped
emma on the second day to finish in 3rd position. at times we closed to within a length of
caius and i think we should be proud of  all we achieved this year. w2 started in the highest
position for a second boat ever – then manged to bump up one to finish 13th on the river!
w3 rowed well and finished level overall. 

it’s been a pleasure to be women’s captain this year and able to report on such good
results! i’d like to thank all our coaches, committee members and trustees for all the
support they’ve given the boat club this year – it wouldn’t have been possible without all
your hard work.

Beth Hundleby

Boat Club Trust
the jcbc women were the outstanding performers of  this last year. the men didn’t 
do badly: it was just that the women did better. fastest women’s 1st and 2nd Viiis in the
fairbairn cup; head of  the lents, and highest women’s 2nd and 3rd boats too; women’s 1st
boat up to 3rd in the mays and women’s 2nd boat the highest 2nd boat by ten places. 
the men: fastest 2nd boat in the fairbairn cup; men’s 2nd boat the second highest men’s
2nd boat in the mays and the third highest in the lents; five men’s crews in the lents; men’s
3rd boat move from the fourth to the third division in both the lents and the mays.

the women had worked very hard throughout the previous year as well as this, often
showing the men how it should be done, and were accordingly very well placed to make
best use of  a new eight, delivered just one month before the lents, from filippi, black coat
with red trim, in which the women’s 1st boat fulfilled its promise. the boat was later named
“ian white” in recognition of, and gratitude for, the support the master gives to the jcbc,
the ceremony being performed at the boathouse by the master himself.`
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the club continued its policy of  competing when it can away from cambridge, in
particular gaining valuable experience in the women’s head of  the river, the tideway head
and the henley boat races, and a crew drawn from the 1st and 2nd men’s Viiis competed
in the qualifying race for the temple challenge cup at henley. hannah roberts was the
second jesus student in successive years to be president of  the cuwbc and the second
women’s boat race to be rowed on the tideway produced television coverage which can
only be described as memorable: we were all very proud of  the way hannah and her crew
responded to the adversity.

our much respected head coach and boatman. john thicknes, has decided to leave the
jcbc to pursue a career away from rowing: he goes with our very best wishes and thanks
for all he has done. i am delighted that his place as our head coach and boathouse
manager will be taken by jonathan conder, already well known to us as women’s 1st boat
coach and, accordingly, a major contributor to the successes of  the women’s crews in recent
years. jonathan was a distinguished competitive oarsman himself; he lives in cambridge, is
now a coach educator for british rowing and has been coaching on the cam for twenty
years: cambridge ‘99, cuwbc, clare college and jesus. he will be a great asset to the club
and the college. we welcome him to the full-time post most warmly and we wish him, and
the jcbc under his influence, all success. there will be an orderly transition from john to
jonathan, who will take over full-time in march 2017.

the new women’s eight was much the most significant equipment purchase of  the year.
we continued our long-held policy of  investing in the club, not only by equipment
purchases, but by paying part – but only part, the balance being met by the participating
students themselves – of  the cost of  a major training camp in january. this year the camp
was again at mequinenza in spain and was attended by twelve men’s squad members, twelve
women’s squad members, three coxes, four coaches and two supervisors: three outings a
day, uninterrupted paddling in the beautiful cliff-lined gorge adjoining the training area at
our hosts, the capri club. money well spent.

our spending policy is to limit our outgoings to the income of  the trust, and to put
aside each year one third of  the cost of  a new eight, which in policy terms implies one new
eight for men and for women every six years.
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at 30th june the capital value of  our funds had recovered from the spring 2016 lows,
reaching £947,000, a record high. the property fund at ccla had dropped slightly as the
whole portfolio was revalued 4.35% lower by the fund manager following the brexit
referendum result. but the two equity funds (at ccla and sarasin) have recovered by more
than the property fund fell. net, therefore, the capital value of  the fund had increased by
some £30,000 over the second quarter of  2016, despite the falls of  the last week of  june.

income is always much smoother than the volatility of  capital. at 30th june the forecast
income for the next 12 months had risen to £35,390, again a record high. this represents a
yield of  3.74%, which the trustees feel is at a sustainable level for us to limit our income
and draw down.

there has been no change in our investment policy, which is to follow an absolute
return policy. our objective continues to be to outperform uK cpi inflation +4% per
annum for both income and capital growth, and we are on track to achieve that. we hold 
a broad and diverse range of  securities, balanced across equities, bonds, property,
infrastructure, alternatives, with very little in cash. we have our property exposure under
close watch but do not currently intend to reduce our weighting in the sector; there are
arguments, rather, for increasing it at today’s slightly suppressed levels. we are content with
the performance of  our two fund managers and three funds, but we will formally review
this every three years.

we continue to need more old members to help support the current generation: 
by cheering the crews along from the towpath, by visiting the club, by helping with
coaching, at whatever level and for however long, even on an occasional basis: you would
be surprised how much even a day’s attendance is appreciated. we are very keen that you
come to the social events but we, and the club, would much rather see you, whenever suits,
at the boathouse. please give this some thought, and, if  and when you can, please contact
john on j.thicknes@jesus.cam.ac.uk., who will provide any briefing and induction, or
alternatively trustees sheena cassidy on sheena.cassidy@3pb.co.uk or matt jones on
mattjones@cantab.net

we also need to maintain our inward flow of  funds and i would encourage everyone to
look at making a, or a greater, contribution. in particular, i would ask those who have
contributed, for example by being a member of  the friends, but have allowed their
membership to lapse, to resume their membership: it isn’t a huge sum for each member 
but each contribution is very much valued and together they make a huge difference. 
only by keeping our funds topped up can we do what the trust is there to do.

membership of  the friends brings a termly email newsletter and other updates, details
of  social events – such as boatie hall in november, our supporters dinner in london in
march and the annual barbecue at the boathouse on a sunday in may – and free parking in
the paddock on mays saturday.

further details about the trust can be found on http://jcbc.jesus.cam.ac.uk/trust; about
the friends on http://jcbc.jesus.cam.ac.uk/sites/default/files/jcbcfriendsso+ga.pdf;
and, for younger supporters, on our new graduate donor scheme on
http://jcbc.jesus.cam.ac.uk/sites/default/files/jcbctrust_graduatedonation.pdf. in any
event david reid would be very pleased to hear from you on d.m.reid91@cantab.net

another tradition is being maintained of  alumni and alumnae going rowing the
afternoon before the jccs annual dinner in september. this year we had two eights out,
and fantastic weather: most enjoyable. if  you would like to take part next year, please
contact adrian greenwood on amgreenwood@tiscali.co.uk or me on
dhwootton@gmail.com

helen boldon has become a trustee following the resignation of  lucy murray for family
reasons.



otherwise, the trustees and their responsibilities remain unchanged.
chairman david wootton dhwootton@gmail.com
treasurer chris mcdouall christopher@mcdouall.co.uk
investments ewan pearson e.pearson@gpb.eu
secretary louise couch louisecouch@gmail.com
college links michael waring mjw11@cam.ac.uk
the friends: richard tett richard.tett@freshfields.com

david reid d.m.reid91@cantab.net
helen boldon helenboldon@gmail.com

women’s club/
london link sheena cassidy sheena.cassidy@3pb.co.uk
training/coaching/
Quality of  rowing matt jones mattjones@cantab.net
boat club strategy/
boatman/boathouse jon hutton jon_hutton@hotmail.co.uk

i am very grateful, as i am sure readers will also be, to all my fellow trustees for all their
time and effort: entirely voluntary when they all have jobs and commitments to more than
fill their days otherwise.  

we also congratulate this year’s captains, beth hundleby and jonti Vincent, on a job
well done and wish abi smith and tim nugent, the new women’s captain and president
and men’s captain respectively, and the other officers and committee members, all success:
they will know that there is a huge well of  support for them and lots of  advice and
guidance available to them in the coming year. we look forward with confidence and wish
the jcbc well.

David Wootton, Chairman

Basketball
the basketball club had another successful year following a run to the cuppers semi-final in
the 2014-15 season. the college entered teams in both the men’s and women’s college
leagues, and contributed three players towards the university squads: eddie baptista,
samantha bastian, and molly lewis, the cubbc president. molly, in particular, has been
instrumental to the success of  both the college team and the university women’s blues
team, leading the latter to a third successive Varsity match win against oxford.

the men’s team had a successful michaelmas term in the college league, winning three
out of  their four matches to top division 4. all of  the matches were competitive and the
team showed lots of  fighting spirit, particularly in the tight opening match against
downing, a scrappy and low-scoring affair which ended 17-14 in our favour. a narrow loss
to the chinese society followed, then a similarly scrappy win against st edmund’s, with the
final league match being a more convincing win against robinson. due to an administrative
mix-up, the team did not get promoted automatically and instead had a playoff  match, but
put in an impressive performance against magdalene to go up regardless.

now in division 3, the lent term college league was tougher. the term opened in a
disappointing fashion, with a six-point loss against st john’s and a 22-point humbling by 
st edmund’s. however, the team recovered to win the next two matches. the final league
match against churchill stood out in particular: after playing our best basketball of  the
season to lead by twenty points, the team’s fighting spirit was again apparent as we ground
out the win in the face of  a strong comeback. the team finished third to remain in division
3, which also set up a match against sidney sussex in the first round of  cuppers.
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unfortunately, the run from the previous year could not be repeated, as we were hit by
injury and lost by four points.

the women’s team, in only its second year of  existence, had the additional challenge of
finding enough players to form a side. with some enthusiastic second-years and a few
students from other colleges however, the team improved greatly over both michaelmas
and lent terms, with many of  the girls being transformed from occasional netballers into
keen basketball players. losing to King’s in their first match by 30 points, they went on to
have an extremely close game with gonville and caius – each side possessed two players
from the university second team, and despite leading for the majority of  the match, jesus
were surpassed in the last few minutes, losing 38-39. the team only got stronger however,
resoundingly defeating peterhouse in their last match in lent, but unfortunately lost in the
quarter-finals of  cuppers by a small margin, losing a few players to injury. special mention
must be made to beth jackson who was key to both motivating the team during practices
and matches, and showed the greatest improvement as a player.

Robert Crawford

Cricket

Men
all in all, a very satisfactory season. with dear leader webster departed, stewart was left in
charge with potten-ravenshad his second in command, and that was pretty much it as far as
the old hands went. the remaining nine places were usually filled by freshers, whose
inexperience at this level was generally far outweighed by their enthusiasm and raw talent,
and the fact that first year exams do not count. 

we kicked off  the season with a t20 friendly against pembroke to get the cogs moving.
with an average age of  about seven, the freshers in the team (including a couple who had
never swung a bat in anger) acquitted themselves admirably. runs were scored on debut by
douie (26*) and blanchard (62*), and jesus reached a very respectable 126-6 on the
idiosyncratic jesus pitch. pembroke never had a sniff  against the fierce bouncers of  
ramsay (3-13), the wily breaks of  elabbadi (3-14) and the cunning leggies of  douie (3-18),
making it to 84-9 before running out of  batsmen. 

our next match was jccc’s annual fixture against the woozlers. with 35 overs per
innings, we had more time to make our mark with both bat and ball – and make our mark
with both bat and ball we did. douie took an outstanding 4-31, and skiddy ratnayake a
useful 2-25, to reduce the woozlers to a par 169-8. it was the over-21s’ turn to shine in the
second innings, and graduate evans (ably supported by potten-ravenshad (24)) scored a
match-winning 86 to, well, win the match. 

our first declaration game was against the old boys, who decided to chuck their weight
around in the first innings by posting a large 259-7 off  43.5 overs (sood 2-60, three catches
for macgregor).

our innings began with keeper-batsman blanchard excelling (61) and stewart (33)
backing him up, but with wickets falling frequently we were only able to hold out for a 
nail-biting draw, reaching 176-8 off  42. (a terrific black tie dinner plus bar followed,
attended by most of  the old boys and many current jesuans.) i believe the jesters match
ended in similar fashion – i would communicate the exact scores but they seem to have
disappeared. after our auspicious trouncing of  pembroke, we were in good spirits for the
start of  our t20 cuppers campaign. wolfson fell victims to that administrative nightmare
of  exam season – the inability to get 11 players together – and forfeited their group stage
match to us. our victory against selwyn was surely the walkiest walk in the park in recent
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jesus memory: they reached 39 all out off  10.1 overs, ratnayake taking 4-6 including a 
hat-trick for which he won the match ball. we knocked the target off  in 5.1 overs, ramsay
(23*) hitting the winning runs with the cheekiest of  reverse sweeps. 

our last group stage match was against corpus, and it was by a long shot the most
dramatic game of  our season thus far. we posted a strong 151-3, stewart hitting 47 and
blanchard thrashing a crucial 54 off  36 balls. corpus looked good in response – a spatter
of  boundaries there would push the game in their favour, a run-out or two from us here
would pull it back in ours. corpus were just ahead at the 15th over, at which stage stewart
went for a controversial tactic: getting 6’3 spinner 

elabbadi to bowl round the wicket, directly out of  the setting sun. (the jesus pitch is
laid out bang on east-west, and the sun often renders batsmen quite unable to see around
6.30pm.) the over he lobbed down slowed the run chase, and clark-maxwell bowled an ice
cold final over to deny them the 11 runs they needed for victory. our win was tainted by a
heated dispute between stewart and several members of  the corpus team who were
unhappy with the tactic employed (parting shot: “i don’t know how you sleep at night”), 
but no matter – we were through to the quarter-final. 

reduced to 20-3 at the fifth over against catz, we were in deep trouble that only 
mini-sachin blanchard (45) and run machine evans (37) could dig us out of. with an
inadequate 123 as their total, and their blues opener swiping the first three deliveries from
macgregor to the boundary, it looked like catz would wrap it up sharpish. but after
macgregor (2-21) struck one ball later, potten-ravenshad took a superb 6-13 (including a
four-wicket maiden) to induce an extraordinary batting collapse that meant we were in the
semis. sadly our season ended there, as girton (with three blues-squad players) set us a
mammoth 207 to win. despite the best efforts of  westcott (17 off  9), stewart (36 off  36)
and a few others, we were always going to find the going tough, and weended up 70 runs
short after 20 overs. 

no shame in this season at all, though – i have never been more impressed by a team’s
nerve, consistently nicking victory or the draw in some very tense finishes. things bode
well for next season as we get a fresh intake to support a strong core of  second years, and 
i wouldn’t bet against us going very far indeed in our 2017 cuppers campaign. 

Alistair Stewart

Graduates
this year has been another successful year for the jesus college graduate cricket club.
after a strong recruitment drive in michaelmas term, we built a large squad and team
cohesion through a number of  social events. indoor nets began in lent and following
delays in the acquisition of  new outdoor nets, we resorted to fielding practice in april with
our newly appointed fielding coach, noel rutter, something that would prove invaluable in
the season to come. 

on the first of  may, the long wait was finally over and the season started with a match
against the superstars. while we narrowly lost, the game was wonderfully played and the
perfect set-up to the season to come. we continued our sunday friendlies playing against
salmagundi gardeners, st radegund, goodenough college, the interlopers and
wealdstone corinthians. almost all of  these were played in the right spirit of  the game and
incredibly enjoyable. in addition to our sunday matches we have also played a number of
cup matches in the graduate cricket league. after convincing wins against
darwin/selwyn and hughes/caius, we narrowly beat a very strong wolftits
(wolfson/trinity/trinity hall) side by 18 runs, before losing our latest match against
jorpedos (john’s/corpus/christ’s/homerton) by a mere 8 runs. if  we win our last match
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against Queens’ then we should once again face jorpedos in the final, having faced them
(and lost) in the final for the last 3 years, something we hope not to repeat!

everyone who has played for us this year has put in some fantastic performances and
though there are too many individual performances of  note to mention them all, some
players have been particularly impressive. alex evans has had a blinder of  a season hitting a
number of  fifties and most impressively of  all 109 (97) not out against salmagundi, with
noel rutter 48 (93) aiding him to give us the victory. meanwhile, george moore has been
outstanding with both bat and ball, hitting 50s in consecutive games against wolfson and
jorpedos and 78 (77) against wealdstone corinthians and taking 3-12 against wolfson and
2-12 against hughes/caius. john dudley has been very impressive in the field taking some
brilliant catches, at the same time he has batted consistently and bowled phenomenally
taking wickets in almost every game and going for very few runs; 2-14 against
darwin/selwyn and 2-23 against st radegund. 

some other notable performances have come from milhan mohamed (aka millie, aka the
world’s greatest fielder, aka the world’s greatest umpire, aka postman pat) whose fan-club
has kept us entertained at many a game. cai read has also managed to take several wickets
achieving 2-13 against darwin/selwyn and 2-12 against hughes/caius in a manner
described by one player as being ‘through a sheer lack of  pace’. jim sipthorp played very
well in his one game scoring 50; unfortunately this was for st. radegund against us,
allowing them to clinch a narrow victory. however, perhaps the most impressive
performance of  the season can be accredited to sybil stackpoole who faced an incredible
104 balls against wealdstone corinthians; while this was impressive in itself, it was made all
the more so by her score of  only 9, one of  which was a four!

this has been an incredibly enjoyable season so far and will hopefully continue to be so
for our final few games. though we are losing a few key players to retirement, i am
confident for next season, having seen the quality we have brought through and how well
the team has played together. 

Cai Read



CU Dance Team
continuing its success cudt regained its title at the intervarsity national championships
in blackpool this year, with jesuan representatives in all levels contributing to the team’s
success. 

commencing the day in the empress ballroom with individual couple events of  varying
levels with chris may-miller (finalist) and nikki cerruti having much success in the
beginner’s sections. whilst athur neuberger (quarter finalist) and myself  danielle forster
(semi-finalist) competed in the advanced. concluding the day with the most important
event, the team match. both our 1st team and beginners team steered cambridge to the
title in this event, undefeated since 2012.

in may 2016 cudt travelled to oxford to retain their title in the annual oxford –
cambridge Varsity competition with jesuans in both teams. the dances for the day
consisted of  waltz, Quickstep, cha cha cha and jive. 

with a score of  2289 cambridge challenge team dominated in comparison to oxfords
score of  1491. a closer battle was fought in the Varsity team match, nonetheless cambridge
came through with a score of  2016, defeating oxfords score of  1764.

joining cudt this year has resulted in me gaining a half  blue following my achievement
at the Varsity competition and i am looking forward  to another successful year for cudt.

Danielle Forster

Football

Men
with a large cohort of  footballers graduating in 2015, the 2015-16 season began as a
transition period for all teams. with a good intake of  first years and several individuals
seeing great form early in the season, the first Xi very much hit the ground running. jesus
sat at the top of  the table as title favourites for the duration of  the season. despite goals
being scored often and from every position, the team’s success can be put down to its
watertight defence, conceding only six goals in the league – fewer than any other team.
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jesus managed 24 points from a possible 27, and it took goal difference to secure the title
for Queens on the final matchday. narrowly missing out on the league, and a cup quarter
final defeat on penalties; the first Xi had an unexpectedly competitive year.

jesus second Xi finished comfortably mid-table in the 3rd tier after a thrilling cup run,
which came to an end in the final in a heavy defeat at the hands of  Queens ii. the third
Xi also rolled comfortably into a mid-table finish in division 4. they too reached the final
of  their cup competition, also defeated by Queens iii.

Ritchie Ashmead

Women 
jcwfc had a great season in 2015/16, triumphing in the league, beating emma 7-0 in 
the final and making it all the way to the semi-finals of  cuppers. jesus remained almost
unbeaten from the beginning of  the year and scored a total of  55 goals to 2. in both
league and cup matches jesus won with an average score of  8-0. the most substantial 
win being a 13-0 victory against st catharine’s.

i’d like to take the opportunity to say a huge thank you to my wonderful co-captain 
amy binning as well as to last year’s captain christina lane who was always on hand to 
lend some wisdom. from our first match everyone played with incredible team work –
supporting and trusting each other, and looking to make goals as much as to score them. 
it was a pleasure to play with them and i couldn’t have asked for a better team!

Jessie Slim

MCR 
committed to keep the tradition of  being a protagonist in the mcr football top league,
jesus managed to finish in the third place (equal points with the second team, but second to
goal difference) this year. after an impressive start of  5 unbeaten games including an
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extraordinary win against trinity hall of  7-3, anglia fc came to ruin the dreams of  the
team for the championship with a last minute winner. the jesuan spirit did not let the
disappointment in the league to take the team down. besides, it gave the team the extra
motivation to do the extra step and finish the season with some silverware after winning the
mcr football uefa cup.

the final against st edmunds was one of  the most thrilling games played on jesus
grounds. being down to score twice, the jesus lads managed to score the equalizer to make
it 4-4 the last minute of  regular time sending the two teams in extra time. everything
looked to lead the two teams in penalties to decide the winner. however, jesus hadn’t said
the last word yet. with two minutes left to complete the extra time, the referee awarded a
foul next to the left side-line (in jesus attacking direction) half-way between st. edmunds
goal and the half-line. from there, a long ball by ritchie ashmead ended up in the right top
corner of  st.edmunds giving the victory to jesus.

experienced and willing like never before, the jesus player are determined to keep up the
great work and hopefully win more silverware next year.

Demetrius Demetriou

Hockey 

Men
after losing several key players, the men’s hockey teams were always expecting things to be
a bit tougher than last year. however, a strong fresher intake gave us hope of  matching last
year’s run to the cuppers final.

initially, things didn’t go to plan – after conceding two late goals against a strong
trinity/fitzwilliam side to draw 2-2, the men’s first team soon found themselves in an
unexpected relegation battle, after heavy losses to Queen’s/homerton and st catherine’s.
as term progressed, our form improved - a tight 2-1 loss against pembroke was followed
up by a 2-2 with downing, before we finally achieved our first victory, with a 5 0 win over
churchill/trinity hall. combined with an 8-0 victory over caius in cuppers, this filled us
with hope for lent term.

we started off  lent term in style, avenging our michaelmas defeat with a 5-2 win over 
st catherine’s and a 10-0 victory over trinity/fitzwilliam. however, after dropped points
against pembroke, downing and Queen’s/homerton left our chances of  a league title in
pieces, we turned our attention to our cuppers quarter final with pembroke. however, after
unfortunate scheduling ruled our three blues players out of  the match, we suffered a third
defeat of  the year to pembroke. whilst a 13-1 final day victory over emma ended the men’s
season on a high, we felt like we still had more to give. 

having beaten selwyn and downing in two close matches, jesus started easter term in
the semi-finals of  mixed cuppers, two matches away from winning the tournament which,
in recent years, had managed to elude us. after a tight match against fitzwilliam/trinity
ended in 5-4 to jesus, only clare were left between us and the title. the final didn’t start as
we’d wanted, as we conceded an early goal. however, we equalised shortly after, making it
1-1 at half  time. the second half  continued in a tight manner, until 10 minutes from the
end, we were finally able to take a lead. as clare threw players forward to try and equalise,
we were then able to score another in the dying minutes, sealing a 3-1 win, and the mixed
cuppers trophy.

with several key players still around next year, there’s every reason to believe that we’ll
be able to convert this success into a successful challenge for the league and cups next year.

Anthony Graff
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Women 
with an already strong team from the 2014-5 season, the jesus women’s hockey team
flourished this year. the team grew enormously, with enthusiastic new members from both
the fresher cohort and the medic and vet sixth years. the team came together seamlessly,
demonstrating talent and teamwork, tackling each match with optimism in spite of  the fact
that we often struggled to find a goalkeeper. michaelmas term ended with twenty goals
scored over the six matches, five victories and one draw, and with jesus women as the
champions of  the league.

the lent term league began and jesus women had built up quite a reputation as the
team to beat and as a consequence the opposition were drafting their best teams for the
matches. the jesus women played every match with enthusiasm despite facing increasingly
tough competition. the term was peppered with draws and losses, as well as a triumphant 9-
0 victory over selwyn, demonstrating determination and great offensive flair. in the
meantime, the team flew through the cuppers matches, until a quarter-final against
homerton, the eventual runners-up of  the closely contested cuppers final. this only fuelled
the jesus women’s determination to not face the same loss in the mixed cuppers final. 
on cuppers final day the jesus women’s team turned out in force on the pitch and on the
side-line as spectators. the mixed team showed great offensive ability and defensive
strength, culminating in a well-earned victory against clare and the title of  2015-6 mixed
cuppers champions.

jesus women’s hockey team has had a wonderful year, each term flanked with a
resounding victory. the team improved dramatically over the year and sunday morning
became a highlight of  the week.

Xanthe Fuller

Mixed Lacrosse
the jesus mixed lacrosse team began this academic year as overwhelming favourites yet
again, having been comfortably at the top of  college lacrosse for some time: crowned
cuppers champions in at least the last 6 years (no-one can remember beyond that
unfortunately), with an unbeaten run of  games in all competitions spanning at least 3 years
(again, memory is the limiting factor).



however, nothing can last forever, and the 3+ years unbeaten streak was becoming
harder to retain as more and more of  the opposition continued to improve. jesus lost one
match during michaelmas, to King’s, in unfavourable conditions, but managed to remain
winners of  the michaelmas league, saving their blushes. phew!

worse was yet to come, however, as widespread christmas gluttony slowed jesuan brains
and feet enough to be caught out by an extremely energetic and aggressive corpus side in
the first match of  the lent league. this meant that corpus went on to win the lent
league, announcing their arrival onto the lacrosse scene and proving that jesuans are
mortal after all.

but, just like their namesake, the jesus team rose again, reaching great heights in the
approach to easter, in the form of  the college cuppers one-day Knockout tournament.
this tournament brings out the best in each college, with the increased profile and glory
drawing in top talent from all around cambridge. jesus needed to combine the eagerness of
their first years with cool and experienced heads; this was achieved via a number of
continuing clinical medics, vets, and phd students, who between them had amassed a huge
number of  cuppers winners medals. they continued to highlight the importance of  a slick
passing game to conserve energy for the later rounds. this ultimately paid dividends. 
as other teams tired, jesus remained fresh. the tournament ended with jesus thrashing
corpus in the final by quite a margin, reclaiming their position as best in cambridge and
increasing the tally to at least seven years of  jesuan dominance in lacrosse cuppers!

Francis Wragg

Netball
jesus college netball has most definitely flourished this year. we have grown both in
numbers and in strength. there was a large intake of  promising new players this year, most
notable of  which is chloe merrell (university 2nds team) who has provided us training
sessions to make jesus that much more competitive when facing other college teams. 
this certainly paid off  in cuppers 2016 where jesus mixed 1st team improved on last year
to reach the semi finals. this has been building to a crescendo throughout lent term where
the mixed team shrugged of  most opposing teams in their stride to be promoted back to
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the 1st division. we have also been able to field two mixed teams in cuppers this year,
demonstrating the growth of  the club. we are moving onwards and upwards and with the
dedication of  our team are coming closer and closer to becoming the best mixed college
team. the ladies’ team did not enjoy too great a start, dropping from the 2nd division to
the 3rd division in michaelmas but managed to bounce back and got promoted back to the
2nd division in lent.

with much more trainings, casuals, and socials held this year, we have definitely bonded
much more as a team and accommodated to all levels of  ability.

the new incoming captains will be laurence o’brien and claire glanville. laurence has
picked up the sport very quickly. he has demonstrated great dedication to the team
consistently throughout the year and will surely bring the same level of  enthusiasm to being
captain. claire has been a very steady player and brings with her a wealth of  experience. 
we are confident that they will lead jesus netball to success next year!

Keerthi Senthil and Jazlene Ong

Rugby 

Men
2015/16 was in many ways a classic jesus men’s rugby season. the team produced some
brilliant rugby, scoring some excellent tries and giving the jesus faithful a lot to cheer but
missed out on silverware yet again.

jesus’ league performance was strong, beating downing home and away, securing bonus
points comfortably as well as securing other wins against selwyn and caius. the league was
unfortunately decided by 2 narrow losses to johns, including a gutting 8-5 loss at home.

unlike recent years, jesus was able to put together an exciting cup run in cuppers. 
easy victories over robison and selwyn saw jesus meet emma in the semi final at grange
road. unfortunately, the absolutely dire conditions suited emma’s large pack perfectly, 
and offered few opportunities for jesus to unleash some of  their slick back moves that had
devastated teams all season. emma ran out 16-5 winners.

although jesus missed out on silverware there was much to be proud of. with 7 or 8
fresher’s regularly making the starting line up the team looks in good shape for next season.
special mention should also go to burnett, davies, erogbogbo, Kelly, lee, luscombe,
spelman and wade who all represented the university in a varsity match.

Ryan Law

Women
this year was a successful one for womens’ rugby, with the jesus team dominating in
cuppers and winning every match of  the tournament, conceding no points in the final
against catz. this was our second consecutive cuppers victory. we were pleased to
welcome a number of  freshers into the team, including Katherine boucher, izzy Vahdati
and alice mcdowell as well as players from st johns and magdalene colleges who wanted
to play rugby but did not have a college team of  their own to play for. the university team
has been hugely helpful in putting us in contact with girls keen to play from nearby colleges 
and also assisting in coaching new players, which we are very thankful for.

there were 5 teams in the league this year – sidney sussex and the ‘hill colleges’, caius
and Queens, emma, jesus and catz. jesus gave an impressive performance, notably winning
our first match against catz 78-0 and the following Queens – caius match 61-5. we only
just missed out on the league title after losing to sidney hills, but it was a well fought match



with a final score of  17-51, demonstrating a strong performance from jesus against a team
made up of  a large number of  university level players.

i hope that ellie crone and josie rendle will lead the team to even greater successes
next year!

Heather Britton

Squash

jesus college has had a fantastic year for squash. competition in the internal ladder from
both new and returning players has driven the standard up in the college and lead to a
hugely successful campaign in both the league and cuppers.

michaelmas term saw the first team competing down in the second division, having been
relegated last year due to not completing our fixture list (in fact, we had won all our games
that we did play in the first division). this provided little challenge for a team with over half
of  its members being involved with the cambridge university squash set up and in
particular for our first seed player joel gould, who would later go on to captain the
university second team to victory at varsity. several of  our players remained undefeated in
michaelmas and as a team we eased to promotion, winning the league in style.

it was lent term that provided the real challenge. King’s college school were reigning
champions and the team to beat, boasting a professional squash coach within their ranks.
happily, our strength in depth saw us to victory over our biggest rivals 3-2 and from then
on we knew that taking the league title was well within our reach. the winning streak
continued as, on our way to eventually winning the first division, we defeated a strong
Queens’ side 4-1 and notably almost denied pembroke a single game in any of  the 5
matches winning 5-0. the title was ours and in no small part thanks to second team captain
chris lewis-brown who ably stepped in to replace an injured ben appleton and maintained
the strength of  our lower order. this was an excellent achievement from the team and one
that will be remembered.

our cuppers campaign was off  to a similarly bright start with wins over trinity and
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christ’s however we would lose in the quarter finals to the eventual winners, downing. 
the benefit of  university first team players participating in cuppers meant that downing
competed with both the first and third seeds from the university first team within their
cuppers squad and this proved too much for us, leading to a very narrow 3-2 loss. while it
was disappointing not to add to the silverware collected in the league there could be no
shame in losing to that downing side and so the season finished in extremely high spirits.
next year matthew daggitt will captain the team and there seems to be every chance of
another highly successful season.

Callum Rodgers

Table Tennis
the jesus table tennis team has enjoyed another successful season, finishing fourth in the
top division of  the college league and reaching the quarter finals in cuppers. placed in a
division with teams comprising of  multiple players on the university squad, the team knew
it had an uphill battle to fight in the college league. nevertheless, we walked away with
plenty to be proud of. we started off  the term with a 9-1 victory against peterhouse. james
fuller’s stunning victory then helped us draw against a very strong fitzwilliam team which
would eventually go on to reach the finals in cuppers. fresher leo rudolph also helped us
avenge our defeat last year at the hands of  downing, resulting in a 6-4 victory against the
winners of  last years’ cuppers. however, teams from Queens’ and pembroke proved too
strong for us. 

in lent term, tom atherton stepped up from the second team to join the firsts in
cuppers, contributing to an easy 9-0 victory against st johns’ in our opening round. 
we were unfortunate to lose to Queens’ in the next round, despite some closely fought
matches and valiant effort all-round. 

at university level, jessica Kung was captain of  the women’s team, leading the team to
another 10-0 win in Varsity.

next year, we hope to continue our successes of  recent years under the captaincy of
leo rudolph.

Jessica Kung 

Tennis

it’s been a vintage year for jesus tennis. the thriving facebook page boasts a new cover
photo (see above), a net cord was replaced, and a radically progressive online court booking
scheme was established. at the time of  writing, 4 members of  college are in the final stages
of  preparation for their respective Varsity matches, shunning the vices of  may week in
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favour of  the more contemplative path of  meditation and corporeal purification.
accordingly, jesus tennis is well represented at university level.

j1 survived another year in the hotly contested division 1 of  the intercollegiate winter
league, rinsing last year’s cuppers champions downing but offering little resistance to
crusading homerton and failing to clinch a closely fought tussle with local rivals john’s.
despite the conscription of  our blues gladiators, our cuppers campaign was derailed by
john’s in the semi-finals, decided tragically by the toss of  a coin. j3 avoided relegation by
already being in the bottom division, however j2 have no such luxury, and having lost all
their matches, their fate hangs in the balance.

thus it is no bed of  roses that awaits future captain aleks mardinian, though his
impressive tennis credentials indicate that a laurel wreath should be well within jesus’ grasp
under his leadership. and what’s more, you can trust him – he’s an engineer.

Jeremy Soper

Ultimate Frisbee
jesus ulimate had another great year. as always, we had a large team to begin with, 
as freshers were keen to try out ultimate, a rather new sport to the majority. as the year
went on, we retained a handful of  promising freshers and i am hopeful this will continue
on next year.

michaelmas was a great term for freshers. we had clutch games but sadly, placed in the
2nd division. the indoor cuppers tournament, however, was a different story. jesus had a
formidable line up and placed 2nd for the third time in a row after an intense final against
the penguins (an amalgamation team from a number of  colleges). jesus also won the spirit
prize for the michaelmas league.

sadly, we did not manage to climb back up to the top division in lent and easter
leagues. all in all, it was a fantastic year and i look forward to an even better one with
matthew sharp as the new jesus ultimate captain.

Bryan Yong
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People

M S T ANDENAS (1990) has just completed his term as un special rapporteur on
arbitrary detention, and was the chair of  the un working group on arbitrary detention
which reports to the un human rights council and the un general assembly. he was
appointed a un human rights mandate holder serving and a member of  the working
group in 2009, and was elected chair and special rapporteur in 2013. he is a member of
the executive council of  the international law association.

D J ARNOLD (1974) published In the Context of Eternity, a short history of the Christian
Church. he is currently working on a book entitled education and politics, a history of
unintended consequences and the case for change.

D J BAKER (2003) has been appointed professor of  english law and head of  the school
of  law at the university of  surrey.

M D BARTLETT (1985) has been appointed headmaster of  st aloysius’ college,
glasgow. he was designated a national leader of  education by the secretary of  state for
education in february 2016.

I BOYD WHYTE (1971) has now retired from full-time teaching in the school of
architecture at the university of  edinburgh. he was appointed samuel h. Kress professor
at the national gallery of  art, washington dc, for the academic year 2015-2016.

R J CHRISTIAN (1962) has published an e-album of  his poems which can be found at
www.robertchristian.net

T J CLARKE (1988) has been appointed deputy chancellor of  the diocese of  derby. 
he is currently a practising barrister at fountain court chambers, birmingham.

M L D DRINKWATER (2009) was ordained as deacon on 26 june in st edmundsbury
cathedral by the bishop of  st edmundsbury & ipswich, M A SEELEY (1972), 
to serve his title post in newmarket st mary with exning st agnes.

R C DUNN (1950) is pleased to announce his engagement to ms rosemary simson. 
he has moved to edinburgh, where he was born in 1930.

M DYSON (2008), who was a law fellow of  the college from 2008-2011 and has since
been a fellow and director of  studies in law at trinity college, has been elected a fellow
of  corpus christi college, oxford, and appointed a university lecturer in law there.

J E GIMLETTE (1982) brought out a new book, Elephant Complex; Travels in Sri Lanka,
which was named amongst e Times’ ‘books of  the Year’ for 2015. his last book, 
Wild Coast, was nominated by the daily telegraph as one of  the ‘twenty best travel
books of  all time’.

N GREEVES (1979) was awarded the nyholm prize for education by the royal society
of  chemistry for the creation and development of  chemtube3d, an internationally
renowned, open education resource widely used in teaching chemistry at school and
university. he was also awarded a personal chair at the university of  liverpool.

N J GRUNDY (1985) has been appointed a Queen’s counsel (see also A L V PROOPS

[1989]). there are now more than thirty members of  the college who have taken silk.
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armorial panels marking the tenures in 2015 of  S A HOCKMAN (1966) and 
R M JACKSON (1967) of  the offices of, respectively, treasurer (or head) and lent reader
(or professor) of  the middle temple have recently been placed in that inn-of-court’s
sixteenth century hall. two members of  the same oxbridge college holding the two most
senior offices in the same inn, in the same year, is unusual, perhaps unprecedented. stephen
hockman is the fourth jesuan to be treasurer, his predecessors being roger north (1667),
john proby (1659) and john greenwood (1818, fellow 1826-35), while rupert jackson is
the sixth jesuan to be lent reader. sir john bramston (1593) was reader in 1622/3, and
charles austin (1819) in 1847, but unlike north, proby and greenwood, they did not
become treasurer. bramston’s appointment in 1623 as a serjeant-at-law required him to
move to serjeant’s inn; he was subsequently (1635-42) chief  justice of  the court of  King’s
bench (Annual Report 2003, pp. 76-79). austin, reputedly the highest earning barrister of
his generation, retired from the bar in 1848 (gray and brittain, History of Jesus College, 
pp. 152-153).

D M JARRETT (2005) has relocated to the tokyo office of  ashurst llp and would
welcome the opportunity to meet with other jesuans in japan. please contact the
development office to be put in touch with him.

C P McMAHON (1983) started a new job teaching economics and business studies at
the global jaya school in jakarta in august 2016.

A K J MOODIE (1974) was appointed co-ordinator for the south of  england at the
royal school of  church music. he was also awarded hon. rscm.

G MORRISON (1969) was awarded the obe for services to architecture in the Queen’s
new Year’s honours list.

B A NOBEL (1958) was awarded an mbe in the Queen’s birthday honour’s list  for
services to Young, Vulnerable and disadvantaged people in england and wales.

C W OXLEY (1957) and his wife jean celebrated their golden wedding anniversary in july
with a complete family gathering, including three from hong Kong – the first complete
family reunion for over ten years.

J E PARKIN (2011) has been awarded one of  this year’s graduate prizes from the salters’
institute of  industrial chemistry. this prestigious annual event celebrates high levels of
excellence within the science education sector.

A L V PROOPS (1989) has been appointed a Queen’s counsel (see also N J GRUNDY

[1985]). there are now more than thirty members of  the college who have taken silk.

R H RICHARDS (1966) was the recipient of  this year’s Queen’s medal, the highest
honour that the royal college of  Veterinary surgeons can bestow upon a veterinary
surgeon, in recognition of  his contributions to veterinary excellence.

C J RODRIGUES (1968) was appointed as chairman of  the board of  the port of  london
authority (pla) with effect from 1 january 2016. he was also appointed chair of  the
british council from may 2016.

H ROGERS (1943) and his wife lovis celebrated their 70th wedding anniversary.

B K SCHOFIELD (1998) was appointed head of  the department of  german at King’s
college, london.
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R V SCRUTON (1962) was knighted in the Queen’s birthday honour’s list for services to
philosophy, teaching and public education. earlier in the year he gave the 2016 eric
abbott memorial lecture at westminster abbey with abbot (1925; honorary fellow 1966)
himself  as its subject.

M A SEELEY (1972) was appointed Visiting research fellow at the centre for church
history and methodism at oxford brookes university and started his term as Visiting
professor at the pontifical university of  st thomas (the angelicum).

A C SPEARING (1954) retired from the university of  Virginia, transferring to emeritus
status, and has returned to live permanently in the uK.

T H VICKERS (2000) was ordained a deacon at the abbey and cathedral church of  
st alban on 3 july 2016.

J P ZAJICEK (1978) has taken up the post of  professor of  medicine at the university of
st andrews medical school.

M ZANDER (1953) has received the 2015 ‘lifetime contribution’ halsbury legal award
in recognition of  his long career as a legal scholar and pioneer of  empirical research into
the legal system, his fearless criticism of  the legal profession’s monopolies and restrictive
practices, and his effective contributions to the reform of  both. instituted in 2013, the two
previous recipients have been sir sidney Kentridge, the human rights advocate, and lord
judge, the former lord chief  justice.

*       *       *   

Births

Felicity BARRATT (1999) and her husband chris are pleased to announce the birth of
thomas william henry barratt on 9 october 2015, a brother to edmund and emma.

Sytske BESEMER (2008) and her husband wouter van der linden have a daughter, 
serra janne, born 18 november 2015.

Nia Lynne DAVIES WILLEY (nee davies) and her husband alistair willey, have a
daughter, seren may, born 19 march 2014.

Nathan DIMMOCK (1998) and Rosie DIMMOCK (2002) have a daughter, 
hattie phyllis dimmock, born on 4 october 2015.

Donal LAFFERTY (2007) and Irenee DALY (2005) have another son, oran michael
henry lafferty, born on 6 november 2015, a brother to Quinn donal michael, born
september 2013.

Tom READY (2003) and Helen MACINTYRE (2004) have a son, hamish, born 
4 december 2014.

Graham SMYE (1992) and his wife elizabeth have a daughter, lydia grace, born on 
15 june 2016.

Louise STEELE (2003) and her husband francis saukila have a son, lucan james, 
born on 1 july 2016.

Tim VICKERS (2000) and his wife sophy have a son, jem george Vickers, born 8 july
2016.

*       *       *   
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Marriages and Civil Partnerships

Liam ATWAL married Georgia McCOLLUM (both 2004) at the square and compass in
ilminster, somerset, on 29 august 2015.

Toby AUSTIN (2002) married Susanne ROTHE (2001) at park house hotel and spa, 
west sussex on 16 february 2016.

Sytske BESEMER (2008) married wouter van der linden in the san francisco city hall
on 3 september 2014.

Leila BRADLEY (2003) married thomas lodwick at withyham, east sussex, on 16 may
2015.

Ken EAMES (1996) married ellen liesel wakeham (corpus christi, 2006) at the church of
st john the divine, Kennington, london on 17 october 2015.

Tara FINEGAN (2009) married daniel bergstralh at shire hall registry office,
cambridge, on 30 april 2016.

Monika HARTMANN (2007) married michael saunders in melbourne, australia, 
on 2 april 2016.

Will KNOCK (2006) married Mark FLETCHER (2004) at the oXo tower, london 
on 24 march 2016.

Michael MILLER (2014) married anna sergeevna galtsova in st petersburg on 
7 august 2016.

Laura PARKMAN (2006) married tim gorman at st alkmund’s church, duffield on 
16 april 2016.

Tom READY (2003) married Helen MACINTYRE (2004) in west Kilbride on 5 october
2013.

Louise STEELE (2003) married francis saukila on 7 november 2015 at st michael and 
all angels church, blantyre, malawi.

Gordon WILSON (1986) married jennifer Vaughan-griffith at the church of  the
immaculate conception, liphook, hampshire, on 19 july 2015.
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Fellows

Professor Lisa Jardine, former fellow of  the college
and subsequently honorary fellow, died in london
aged 71 on 25 october 2015. diagnosed with breast
cancer in 2004, she had nevertheless continued with
characteristic determination not to let this get in the
way of  her many roles and activities, indeed she took
on even more.

lisa was born in oxford on 12 april 1944, the
daughter of  the mathematician and scientist jacob
bronowski, and the sculptor and artist rita coblentz,
whose own parents were central european jews who
had fled the pogroms earlier in the century and settled
in london. she won a scholarship to cheltenham
ladies’ college and from there went on to newnham to read mathematics. after part i of
the mathematical tripos, she changed to english, and graduated ba in 1966 after taking
part ii of  the english tripos. jean gooder, a newnham fellow who taught her in her last
year, remembers her as ‘a powerhouse of  energy’, ‘an extraordinary intellect’, ‘amazingly
warm’; descriptions that  hold throughout her life. the year after graduation, she gained an
ma from the university of  essex and began to work for a cambridge phd. 
this was awarded in 1973 for her thesis ‘frances bacon: discovery and the art of
discourse’, published a year later by cambridge university press, the first of  her many
books. she was then a research fellow at the warburg institute (1971-74), lecturer in
renaissance literature at essex (1974), and a research fellow at cornell (1974-75). elected
to a research fellowship at girton in 1974, she moved to a fellowship at King’s in 1975,
was appointed to a university assistant lectureship in english in 1976 and elected to a
fellowship at jesus that same year – the college’s first woman fellow, indeed its first
woman member. jesus had been her father’s college as an undergraduate and graduate
student and later as an honorary fellow. one attraction of  jesus for her, though, lay rather
in the presence as a fellow here of  raymond williams whom lisa had come to know and
appreciate through their membership of  various labour party groups.

she came at the time when jesus and other colleges were revising their statutes and
women – teachers and students – were finally taking their rightful place in the university.
lisa did a great deal to make this a success at jesus, a success for the students who found
themselves in this traditional male enclosure and for the college by ensuring that it
recognised and responded to the difficulties and problems that arose in these early years. 

during her time at jesus she proved herself  a powerful and challenging teacher, an
educator whose ability to transmit, stimulate, inspire was ever to the fore. during this time
too she worked to ensure that issues of  gender found their necessary place on the agenda
of  the english faculty and of  the university overall. taking the lead with two colleagues,
she was instrumental in establishing a tripos paper on gender and writings, innocuous
enough now perhaps but a disputed innovation at the time. in this context, 1983 saw the
publication of  her Still Harping on Daughters: Women and Drama in the Age of Shakespeare.
feminist issues concerning the position and treatment of  women were for lisa an essential
and continuing concern in her life.
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she took a very active part in college affairs, providing the independent and critical
voice so much needed for an institution like ours truly to flourish. she spoke out whenever
she felt the college should justify its actions and allow for a genuine openness of  debate
and decision, as notably when the controversial development by grovesnor estates of  the
area in cambridge known as ‘the Kite’ – where jesus was a major landowner – was being
considered. the biannual sculpture in the close’ exhibitions too could often prompt
outspoken response; an exhibition that involved an installation of  mattresses blocking out
and leaving ‘eyeless’ the windows in first court was declared by lisa in a national
newspaper to be a telling representation of  cambridge’s – and particularly jesus’s – male
blindness towards women. 

in 1989 she was appointed by the university to a readership but left cambridge that
same year to become centenary professor of  renaissence studies at Queen mary and
westfield college (now Queen mary, university of  london); where she remained until 2012
when she moved to ucl to be professor of  renaissance studies and director of  the
centre for interdisciplinary studies in the humanities. the move to london and the 
Queen mary professorship gave her the position, the context, the range of  opportunities to
come fully into her own and establish herself  as a remarkable scholar, a dedicated initiator
of  academic research, and an indefatigable creator of  the institutional spaces in which that
could be pursued. at the same time, she gained prominence as a successful radio and
television broadcaster, as a public figure called upon to speak and act in and across a wide
range of  cultural and social contexts.

to list all her positions, achievements and distinctions would fill the pages of  this
Annual Report. to mention just some of  these, however, will serve to give some indication
of  the breadth of  her interests and commitments. she was awarded honorary doctorates
by the open university, st andrews, sheffield hallam, York, Keele and aberdeen. she was
a fellow of  the royal historical society and, supreme accolade, an honorary fellow of  the
royal society. she served as a trustee of  the V&a, as president of  the british science
association, as chair of  the ahrc museums and collections committee, as chair of  the
board of  trustees of  the bethnal green museum of  childhood, as a non-executive
director at the national archives and as patron of  the archives and records association. 
she was chair of  the judges for the orange (1997) and booker (2002) prizes. a regular
presenter of  radio 3’s Night Waves, she gave wide-ranging talks on radio 4’s Point of View
selections from which were published as A Point of View (2008) and Another Point of View
(2009); she wrote and presented radio 4’s Seven Ages of Science series which traced the
history of  modern science in britain from seventeenth-century beginnings to the present
day. in 2005 she was made cbe for her services to education; state education was for her 
a fundamental concern and she was a governer of  two inner-city london schools.

of  particular significance was her appointment in 2006 as chair of  the human
fertilisation and embryology authority, a regulating body set up in the wake of  the new
human fertilisation and embryology act of  2008 and dedicated to licensing uK fertility
clinics and research involving human embryos. the issues with which the authority dealt
were the focus of  impassioned, often conflictual debates involving science, religion, 
and the very bases of  society’s moral understanding. lisa was the perfect choice to head 
the authority: not simply for her many abilities, for the breadth of  her work on the 
social-cultural contexts of  scientific developments, but also, as important, for her deep
human concern with the issues involved. this was an area of  – in her words – ‘ethical
intensity’ in which her engagement would be total. 

in all this, lisa’s academic work as teacher and scholar stayed nevertheless central. 
the renaissance, the long seventeenth century, the history of  science and scientific
instruments, material culture, these were the major interlocking areas of  her work,
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developed in a number of  substantial books: Worldly Goods: a New History of the Renaissance
(1996), argued for a new entrepreneurial spirit and the appetite for material possessions as a
determining force in that history; Ingenious Pursuits: Building the Scientific Revolution (1999),
explored the context of  the scientific revolution of  the 17th and 18th centuries; 
robert hooke and christopher wren were the object of  new considerations of  their life
and work – e Curious Life of Robert Hooke: the man who measured London (2003), 
On a Grander Scale: the outstanding career of Sir Christopher Wren (2002); the interactions
and exchanges between england and holland in the seventeenth century received particular
attention, notably in Going Dutch: How England Plundered Holland’s Glory (2009).

convinced of  the importance of  biography for historical understanding, lisa created the
centre for editing lives and letters (cell) at Queen mary in 2002 becoming its director
and inspiration; eventually moving it to ucl where she felt it would have more institutional
support. naturally this was an interdisciplinary project, drawing together academics and
graduate students in english, history, history of  science, and other areas with the ambition
to produce through archive-based research new knowedge and understanding of  the early
modern period. archives, indeed, found lisa in her element, always tempting her with more
discoveries to be made – fittingly her last book was entitled Temptation in the Archives:
Essays in Golden Age Dutch Culture (2015) – and cell achieved an international reputation
as a centre for research.

recent years found lisa often back in college, not simply as the honorary fellow she
became in 2006 but also as the prime mover of  the creation here of  an archival repository
for her father’s papers and other materials. these had been stored since his death in an
archive in canada and lisa was keen that they find their appropriate home in jesus, where
they could be readily available for consultation and use by researchers. a generous donation
from close friends of  her father allowed the archive to be fitted out and its holdings
catalogued. its completion in november 2014 was marked by an official opening, attended
by lisa, her husband john hare, judith bronowski, one of  her three sisters, and her eldest
son daniel jardine. lisa gave a talk on her father’s life and work as she could now see it, and
she and her family dined that evening in hall. lisa had often said it had not been easy at the
beginning to be known as ‘the daughter of  jacob bronowski’; hence the decision to
continue to use her married name after she and her first husband, the cambridge historian
of  science nick jardine, were divorced. later lisa herself  now a public figure, as her father
had been, and, like him, moving across the humanities and the sciences (boundaries for lisa
were to be questioned, crossed, broken) was no longer ‘the daughter’. on that memorable
opening day in november, her pleasure was palpable, her delight evident that his college
and then hers now housed the jacob bronowski archive. when she died she was working
on a memoir/biography of  him, intending to spend research time here.

invited as a guest on the bbc’s Desert Island Discs, she chose as her one book for the
island (quite against the rules, her choice in fact was many more than one – ‘but they’re in
latin’, was her defense) the twelve volumes of  the letters of  erasmus, Opus epistolarum
Des. Erasmi Roterodami (though she had published two books on erasmus: Erasmus, Man of
Letters (1993) and Erasmus, the Education of a Christian Prince (1997), her ambition was to
write the definitive work on the letters, which being stranded on a desert island might give
her the space and time to do). her choice of  luxury item was a le creuset cooking pot,
‘preferably in the original lovat green’ – ‘cooking is my love’; and as her one castaway piece
of  music, annie lennox’s song ‘Why’ – ‘my theme tune’ – with the line: ‘i tell myself  so
many times why don’t you ever learn to keep your big mouth shut’, ‘that’s me’, said lisa
happily. if  anything could possibly sum up lisa, those three choices might at least come
close.

in a tribute, martin rees, astronomer royal and a former fellow of  jesus, described
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lisa as a ‘supreme life-enhancer’ whose ‘effervescent enthusiam we had hoped would
inspire us for at least another decade’. the college can only echo those words.

Stephen Heath

Professor Kenneth (Ken) Langstreth Johnson

was born on 19 march 1925 and died on the 
21 september 2015.

Ken was a distinguished academic engineer,
inspirational lecturer, and author of  a major study in
his specialist area contact mechanics, published in
1985. he was a staff  member of  the department of
engineering in the university from 1954, and was
elected professor of  engineering in 1977. for six
decades he was a fellow of  jesus where he taught
many generations of  students and served the college
variously as director of  studies for engineering, tutor
for graduates, and president. 

born and raised in barrow-in-furness, famous for its iron, steel and shipbuilding, Ken
attended barrow grammar school, where his father was a teacher. he was a keen athlete
and rugby player, and an enthusiastic fell-walker and climber. later in his life he bought a
cottage in ravenglass which became a base for explorations of  the lake district. 

in 1941 britain was at war and, while still at school, Ken was interviewed by cp snow,
then director of  technical personnel at the ministry of  labour. as a result he was awarded a
state scholarship to study mechanical engineering at the university of  manchester where,
following an accelerated course, he graduated in 1943 and was immediately sent to work on
aircraft propellers at the rotol engineering plant in gloucestershire. this company designed
and manufactured most of  the aeroplane propellers in active service. thus, as the power of
the spitfire engine was increased from year to year, the propeller had to be adapted with an
increasing number of  blades; every change introducing new problems. the experience with
rotol was clearly a formative time for Ken, instilling in him his love of  skilled experimental
work and detailed analysis. (some of  our readers may need to be reminded that britain was
at war in 1941.)

in 1949 he returned to manchester as assistant lecturer in engineering at the manchester
college of  technology, and started work on a phd involving vibration problems in
propeller assemblies. he became convinced that in most practical cases of  structural
vibration the damping arose principally by slip at clamped joints; this led directly to his
lifelong interest in contact mechanics. 

in parallel with his outdoor pursuits he was a keen choral singer. in 1951, festival of
britain Year, he joined the hallé choir and toured the country under sir john barbirolli. 
on 11 september 1954, Ken married dorothy watkins at st barnabas church, gloucester.
that year they came to live in cambridge where he had been appointed demonstrator in
engineering. alan percival, head of  the department of  engineering mechanics group and
a fellow of  jesus, arranged for Ken to teach six hours per week for the college, and he was
elected a fellow in 1957. 

a specific focus of  his research, practical and theoretical, was “rolling contact”, which
can cause surface cracking. in the 1970s and 80s Ken collaborated extensively with british
rail to work on the growth of  fatigue cracks caused by the extreme stresses where wheels
contact the rails, eventually leading to rail breakage. the remedy was shown to be a regular
routine of  surface grinding.
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about the time Ken retired, in 1992, a new instrument known (then) as the ‘atomic force
microscope’ was being developed, requiring a new level of  cooperation between physicists
and engineers in trying to understand the relation between molecular adhesion and
tangential forces of  friction. Ken notes, with some satisfaction, in his timoshenko speech,
that they picked up a paper of  his on this relation, written twenty one years previously with
two graduate students: Kendall and roberts, which paper suddenly became famous (and
remains so) as the ‘jKr theory’. 

in conversation with peter glazebrook, his friend and neighbour, he spoke of  what jesus
college meant for him: 

Being in Jesus and being involved in the teaching and being on the College Council for a long
time, on and off, was part of being a member of this great institution and therefore a matter for
satisfaction. A friend who had been a research student in applied maths eventually went as
professor in New Zealand and he invited Dorothy and me for a sabbatical there and to teach a
course for a term. ey were very hospitable and he correctly assumed we would enjoy the
mountains, the sea, and the space . . . It was really idyllic. Ian said ‘If you had a completely free
choice of where you would like to live and work, where would it have been?’ Dorothy waited
although she knew the answer. Cambridge University Engineering Department, Jesus College,
Park Terrace, and New Square, and that’s it. I went on to say something about stimulating
colleagues and bright, if sometimes difficult students, Being in Jesus and being involved in the
teaching and being on the College Council for a long time, on and off, was part of being a
member of this great institution and therefore a matter for satisfaction.

a friend writes: In parallel with his academic distinction, KLJ was a dedicated husband,
devoted father, and proud grandfather. His book-lined home was open access to scores of students,
colleagues, and academic visitors. For years, in Park Terrace overlooking Parker’s Piece and
latterly in New Square, the sherry has been poured, lunches and dinners offered and hospitality
has flowed. His research students in particular have developed a strong bond, over and above
academic supervision and without exception hold him in the highest regard.

he took undergraduate teaching very seriously and not once did i hear him refer to his
teaching as ‘a load’. he was a model for us all to try to emulate; few if  any could, but trying
made us better. typically on hearing of  some prestigious award that was offered to him, 
he would say, with his characteristic modesty ‘i wonder if  they have the right johnson’ or
‘there are many much better than me’. 

Ken was elected a fellow of  the royal society in 1982 and of  the royal academy of
engineering in 1987. he received the tribology gold medal in 1985 (tribology is the study
of  friction, lubrication and wear), and the 2006 timoshenko medal of  the american
society of  mechanical engineers. but of  the many accolades received, the award of  the
Queen’s medal of  the royal society in 2003 gave him the most pleasure: ‘In recognition of
his outstanding work in the field of Contact Mechanics, his work is characterised by elegant
experiments, skilful analysis, and insightful explanation of observed phenomena.’

he is survived by his wife dorothy, daughters marian and hilary, and son andrew.

John Cornwell

Sir Denys Haigh Wilkinson frs (1941) was born 5 september 1922 and died 22 april
2016. 

sir denys was an eminent physicist who made contributions to the early development of
radar and nuclear reactors. he held senior academic posts in both in cambridge and
oxford, and ended his career as Vice chancellor of  the university of  sussex.

born in leeds, denys’s father was a factory worker and his mother taught english at
evening class. 
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the family eventually came south to the midlands and
he was educated at loughborough grammar school. 
he entered jesus in 1941, graduating in 1943 when he
joined the war effort working at first on radar. he went
on to work with the british nuclear reactor team in
canada, facilitating collaboration with the us in the
development of  nuclear weapons. he fell ill with
radiation sickness in canada and was given only six
months to live. he spent his convalescence drawing
parallels between bird migration and the random
diffusion of  neutrons.

later, in 1949, he developed a method to measure
physical quantities such as voltages by converting

electrical pulses into digital information. the method became a technical standard in the
field, and known as “the wilkinson”. in order to develop this technique he turned to the
“simplest” experiment he could devise in nuclear physics: photodisintegration of  the
deuteron.

returning to cambridge by 1952 he researched and taught nuclear physics for ten years
before moving over to oxford as chair of  nuclear physics and head of  the department.
although was destined to be a superb leader and administrator, his heart was always close
to research, and every summer for two months he went to laboratories in the us or
canada, where he could not be reached so readily.

he had a highly analytical mind geared to finding solutions to recalcitrant problems. 
for example, in 1983 he discovered that we are subjected to natural radiation from rocks,
cosmic rays and even ourselves all the time, in amounts much larger than that from
radioactive waste. he consequently declared that it was “intellectually dishonest” to be
unduly concerned about waste. 

at sussex he was frequently involved in the university’s physics department, and retired
as emeritus professor of  physics there. his final paper on physics was written when he was
aged 82. he returned to jesus college in 1994 to give a presentation on the “many universes
theory” at the coleridge society.

he was elected fellow of  the royal society at the age of  34, won its hughes medal
(1965) and royal medal (1980), and in 1974 was knighted. awards abroad included the
bonner prize for nuclear physics of  the american physical society, also in 1974. he served
as president of  the institute of  physics (1980-82), and as a vice-president of  the
international union of  pure and applied physics (1985-93). the high-rise science block
built in 1967 at the junction of  Keble road and banbury road in oxford was named the
denys wilkinson building in 2002. his final paper on physics was written when he was 82
years old.

in 1947, he married christiane clavier, with whom he had three daughters. after their
divorce, in 1967 he married helen sellschop, as a result of  which he acquired two
stepdaughters. helen and his children survive him.

Professor Peter Mathias CBE (1946) was born 10 january 1928 and died on 1 march 2016.
peter mathias was an eminent economic historian who spent much of  his academic

career in oxford at all souls, but returned to cambridge as master of  downing college. 
he was brought up in freshford, somerset, and bristol where he won a scholarship in 1938
to colston’s hospital a direct grant grammar school. in 1946 he gained an exhibition at
jesus, delayed by national service until 1948. at jesus he was mentored by charles wilson,
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the economic historian. he was elected to a research
fellowship at jesus in 1952 and in 1955 he was
appointed to an assistant lectureship in the history
faculty and moved to a fellowship at Queens’ college.

his first book e Brewing Industry in England
1700-1830 was published in 1959. his research into
business organization and evolution was revealed in a
second significant work, Retailing Revolution published
in 1967. another central interest was the history of
industrialisation in britain. also in 1967 he published
e First Industrial Nation (with a new edition in 1983).
at Queens’ peter developed a working relationship with
michael postan, then professor of  economic history
assisting him in the editing of  e Economic History Review. 

in 1968 peter was elected to the chichele chair of  economic history and its associated
fellowship at all soul’s college, oxford. he held the position until 1987. at oxford he took
on the editorship of  the Cambridge Economic History of Europe while expanding his interests
in the history of  taxation and medical and scientific history. 

he was elected a fellow of  the british academy in 1977 and was its treasurer from
1980-89. he was president of  the international economic history association from 
1974-1978 and helped to found the European Journal of Economic History. in 1984 he was
awarded the cbe.

in 1987 he was elected master of  downing college, a post he held until 1995. 
he inherited the first stages of  a project that had been initiated by john butterfield resulting
in the howard building, the completion of  howard court and the maitland robinson
library. 

his wife ann predeceased him. 

Old Members
ANDERSON, Roger Geoffrey (1949) died on 2 september 2015 aged 87.
roger anderson was born on 6 december 1927 in liverpool. educated first at oakham
school where his father was deputy head; following his father’s appointment as head of
melton mowbray grammar school he continued his education there. he then undertook his
first undergraduate degree at the university of  leicester, graduating bsc 1947. after
national service, he came up to jesus in 1949 to read mathematics, graduating ba 1952;
ma 1963. he joined the united Kingdom atomic energy authority rising to be the
principal scientific officer and was awarded a doctorate in 1974 under the special
regulations.

he married jean ruth butterworth in 1964. sadly jean died in 1999. his partner for the
last thirteen years of  his life was shirley macwhirter.

AMIS, Roger Denis (1966) died on 16 may 2016 aged 68.
roger amis was born on 28 october 1947 in london. educated at latymer upper school
he came up in 1966 to read mathematics and natural sciences, graduating ba 1969; ma
1973. at cambridge, he combined his love of  language (and a dry wit and gentle sense of
fun) with his passion for jazz, and contributed features, interviews, and reviews to Varsity.
his tastes covered a broad range, from swing to free jazz; he had a wide knowledge of  the
genre, knew many musicians personally, and regularly went to gigs at london venues, from
ronnie scott’s to the upstairs back rooms of  pubs. in cambridge, he joined the university
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jazz club. in his second and third years, he lived in college lodgings in malcolm street; 
mrs alice humm was the lodging-house keeper. because roger’s room was larger than
most, he became the generous and welcoming host for many impromptu gatherings,
including breakfast on sundays, and a “shrove-up” at the start of  lent, with pancakes
cooked on a tiny gas ring in the hearth. out of  these get-togethers, a spoof  dining club was
born, with seven founding members. roger was the inaugural secretary of  the humm club,
and established a rambling style of  pastiche minutes which purported to record all manner
of  constitutional niceties debated at meetings that were in fact just convivial meals in
cambridge pubs or the corner house, a greek cypriot restaurant which provided an
alternative to college catering on the few nights each term on which undergraduates were
permitted to “sign out” of  hall. the humm club members stayed in contact over the
years, and managed to get together from time to time, including two full reunions of  all
seven members in cambridge in 1988 and 2001. the obituary notice for another member,
philip hollins (1966), is included below. roger went on to work for ibm for 25 years,
initially as a trainee programmer in croydon, and moving on to senior roles in several
locations. during his career, he moved from his parents’ home in hanwell, west london, 
to a flat in south london, then a house in chesham, then to a stone and thatch house in a
cotswold village. after leaving ibm, and becoming freelance, he moved to headley down
in surrey.

he married anona wyatt in 1973. he subsequently married hazel dunne in 2007 and
became a step-father and grandfather.

BECKINGSALE, Bernard Winslow (1936) died on 22nd january 2014 aged 97.
bernard beckingsale was born on 13 january 1917. in cheltenham. he was educated at

pate’s grammar school, cheltenham, from where he won both an open scholarship and a
Kitchener scholarship to jesus college and came up in 1936. he read history graduating in
1939 and studied english for a further year at jesus; he did this whilst serving in the home
guard before taking up a commission in the royal artillery. he was deployed in the middle
east and turkey before returning to serve in europe until the end of  the war. on his
discharge in 1946 he was invited back to jesus as college lecturer teaching english and
history to the huge influx of  undergraduates whose studies had been postponed or
interrupted by the hostilities. 

in 1948, he was appointed lecturer in history at King’s college, newcastle upon tyne,
which was then part of  durham university. despite a year out with tuberculosis he
continued teaching tudor history until his retirement as senior lecturer at the now
newcastle university in 1982. he wrote three books: Elizabeth I (1963); Burghley: Tudor
Statesman (1967); Thomas Cromwell: Tudor Minister (1978); as well as numerous papers and
was historical advisor for the making of  a film based on the sir henry unton biographical
portrait. on his retirement he returned with his wife anne to the cotswolds where they
were to enjoy another 30 happy years travelling and exploring the local villages and
countryside. infirmity saw them both move to a nursing home in colchester to be near
their son, adrian (1969).

he married anne porten in 1945. they had two children, six grandchildren and seven
great-grandchildren.

BELL, Robert Peter Mangin (1937) died on 20 may 2016 aged 97.
peter bell was born on 11 september 1918 in darlington the son of  robert bell (1896).
educated at durham school he came up in 1937. he read modern languages and law 
and in 1938 won the fairbairn cup with the first boat. he graduated ba 1946; ma 1948.
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after graduation he joined collissons where he qualified as a solicitor. following retirement
in 1982, he served as a trustee for the hospital of  st cross and almshouse of  noble
poverty, winchester, and council member of  solent protection society.

he married heather doreen parnell in 1960; they had two sons, a daughter and nine
grandchildren.

BEST, Peter Barrington (1959) died on 22 april 2015 aged 76.
peter best was born on 10 april 1939. educated at bradfield college, he spent two
summers before coming up to jesus on the antarctic whale factory balaena and one winter
at the donkergat land station in saldanha bay, north of  cape town. he came up in 1959 to
read natural sciences, graduating ba 1962 phd 1971. away from his studies, he enjoyed
frequenting miller’s music shop to indulge what was to be a lifelong love of  jazz. he spent
most of  his career in south africa where he became an internationally recognised leader in
cetacean biology. his published work included Whales and Dolphins of the Southern African
Subregion (2007) and over 160 peer reviewed papers. his passion for jazz and whales was
marked by the playing of  both duke ellington and blue whale songs at his funeral.

he married margaret; they had a son and a daughter.

BETT, John Towgood (1950) died on the 19 may 2015 aged 84.
johnny bett was born on 3rd november 1930 in cairo, the younger brother of  malcolm
(1948). educated at shrewsbury school he came up in 1950 following national service in
the west african frontier force. he studied agriculture, graduating ba in 1953. following
graduation he joined the bowater group, working for various group companies in the uK,
australia and s. africa. in 1973 he began a paper trading and agency business named john
bett associates, which joined forces with a german trading company, conrad jacobson, to
form parkraft ltd in 1979. from 2000 until 2015 he acted as non-executive chairman of
parkraft ltd.

he married sheila henriette thompson and they had three sons and a daughter.

BEVERIDGE, John (1957) died on 12 april 2016 aged 79.
john beveridge was born on 22 september 1936 in crosby, lancashire. he attended st
paul’s school, london, and it was there his lifelong passion for rowing began. during his
national service he rowed for the raf in the thames cup. he came up in 1957 to read
mechanical sciences graduating ba 1961; ma 1964. at cambridge he rowed for the college
coming head of  the river in the may races, and then at henley royal regatta in the
ladies’ plate and the thames cup. he gained three rowing blues and in his final year led
the blue boat to win the boat race; cambridge winning despite most of  the oxford crew
having rowed for the uK at the rome olympics and the dark blue boat leading for the first
two miles. after graduation he continued rowing for another year; his achievements
included winning gold and bronze in the 1962 commonwealth games. he joined wiggins
teape ltd in 1961 remaining there for the next 13 years. in 1974, he moved to
consolidated pneumatic tool co ltd before joining richard irvin fabrications in 1978. 
his final employed post was with digital equipment corporation. from 1992 to 2006 he
ran his own software business. it was during this time he spent seven years as honorary
secretary of  the leander club. one of  his many successes in this role was setting up and
running the first henley regattas for people with disabilities.

he married margaret everitt shelton in 1961; they had two sons and two daughters. 
he married diana margaret millett in 1986. 
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BROADBENT, Eric (1939) died on 10 march 2010 aged 93.
eric broadbent was born on 3 november 1916 in stockport, cheshire. he attended

stockport grammar school and manchester university and came up to jesus in 1939 for
his colonial service training, beginning his career in nigeria in 1940. in the same year he
was commissioned in the royal west africa frontier force and served in africa, india and
burma. he was discharged in 1945 with the rank of  major. he resumed his colonial service
in nigeria, becoming administrative officer in 1949, divisional secretary in 1951 and
deputy establishment secretary in 1955. he retired in 1957 and returned to england, as
assistant registrar at wigan mining and technical college, becoming registrar in 1958. in
1961, he returned to the colonial service as establishment officer in mbabane, swaziland,
becoming chief  establishment officer in 1967. he was appointed obe the same year.
when swaziland became independent in 1968, he came back to england, working at the
north-western regional advisory council and salford university but still returning to his
colonial roots to carry out reviews of  pay-scales on st helena and anguilla in 1975 and
1976. he retired in 1981 and indulged his love of  gardening, walking and baking cakes full
time. in 1994 he moved, with his wife hetty, to moraira in spain. when he could no longer
drive, his red electric buggy became a familiar sight to the other residents.

in 1955 he married hetty de Vries robbé; they had three sons, edmund, hugo and hamish.

BULL, Brian John Stephen (1958) died on 24 april 2015 one day after his 81st birthday.
brian bull was born on 23 april 1934 in catford s.e. london. educated at beckenham &
penge county school, he came up in 1955 to read modern languages, graduating ba 1958;
ma 1962. following graduation he worked as a teacher, originally in bromley, before
moving to iran with the church missionary society to teach in the diocese of  isfahan. 
in 1972, he joined the bbc world service (persian & pashto) as a language adviser &
radio producer. whilst at the bbc he had a year’s secondment working with religious
broadcasting. he remained with the service until retirement. on returning to the uK he
was very involved in the life of  his church in beckenham serving as church warden and
later as treasurer and on the rota for playing the organ.

he married dorothy juliet chappel in 1959; they had two daughters and a son.

BURKETT, John (1944) died on 12 november 2015 aged 89.
john burkett was born on 17 february 1926 in surrey. after leaving eltham college he
joined the raf and came up in 1944 on the raf short course. following demobilisation
he trained as an architect and went on to set up his own architectural practice. his work was
recognised when he won various prizes including the financial times industrial buildings
award and the british tourist industry landscape award. he also edited Dispute Resolution
Report (1994); and Adjudication Report (1996); as well as contributing to Construction
Disputes (1997) and Disputes Without Tears (2000).

he married patricia ann mack in 1948 with whom he had two daughters. he married
noel jocelyn wurr in 1990. 

BURROWS, Simon Hedley died on 5 august 2015 aged 86.
simon was born in a portsmouth vicarage. he went to eton as a scholar and then to King’s
college, cambridge, where he studied classics and theology. following his training at
westcott house he was ordained deacon in 1954 and priest in 1955. he came to jesus in
1957 as college chaplain after a curacy at st john’s wood and, for his last six months, was
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acting dean. here he formed many lifelong friendships and when, on leaving jesus, he got
his first parish in coventry a former member of  the first boat became one of  his curates.
another, later on, was to join him in bucks as archdeacon. a parish in fareham followed
and he was consecrated bishop of  buckingham in 1974. the new city of  milton Keynes
was then in its early years so he was closely involved in helping to nurture the ecumenical
parishes which are such a distinctive feature of  mK church life. he retired to winchester in
1994 but went back to buckinghamshire later that year to ordain its first women priests.

he married janet woodd in 1960; they had five children, philippa (1980), frances, giles,
rebecca and jeremy.

CARTER, Roger Michael George (1956) died on 20 april 2016 aged 81.
michael carter was born on 27 march 1935 in cheshire. he came up in 1956 after doing
national service for the royal navy where he trained to be an interpreter in russian. 
he was part of  the new joint school of  slavonic studies at the university and studied
russian for 18 months. his final 18 months were spent studying economics. he was a
member of  the college chapel choir. in 1959, the year he graduated ba, he coxed the first
boat which came head of  the river in the lent races. he went on to pursue a career in
accountancy but continued to spend time working for the navy as an interpreter and to
sing in a number of  local choirs in the north-west.

he married hazel mary offer in 1963; they had three daughters. his nephew is simon
snoxell (1996).

COLINVAUX, Paul Alfred (1953) died on 28 february 2016 aged 85.
paul colinvaux was born on 22 september 1930 in st alban’s. educated at ucs,
hampstead, following national service he worked for his uncle before coming up to jesus.
he read agriculture; graduating ba 1956; ma 1960. he went on to undertake a doctorate
at duke university. he remained in the us and in academia serving variously as professor
of  Zoology & anthropology at ohio state university; senior scientist at the smithsonian
institute; and distinguished Visiting professor at the university of  washington. whilst at
ohio he passed on his passion for rowing, a sport virtually unknown when he arrived, and
by the year he left the university sent a crew to the thames cup at henley. an eminent
paleoecologist he wrote six books including: Why Big Fierce Animals Are Rare: An Ecologist’s
Perspective (1978); The Fates of Nations (1980); the textbook, Ecology (1993); and a scientific
memoir, Amazon Expeditions: My Quest for the Ice Age Equator (2008). he also wrote a
television series, what ecology really says, for pbs and over 150 papers.

he married llewellya hillis; they had one daughter and one son.

COLMAN, Reginald Charles (1944) died on 11 september 2013 aged 87.
reg colman was born on 5 april 1926. educated at exmouth grammar school he came up
to jesus to undertake the raf short course. he served with the raf from 1945 to 1946
before moving to the instrumental branch of  the royal navy. he returned to jesus to study
history; graduating ba 1950; ma 1953. after graduating he trained to be a teacher. he was
head of  department at King edward Vi school, louth, for four years before moving to
dulwich college in 1956. after 13 years at dulwich he took an appointment as
headteacher of  dover grammar school. he served in that role for 31 years before retiring
in 1990. his services were recognised when he was appointed obe in 2001. he was also
awarded an honorary doctorate by the university of  Kent.

he married marjorie in 1948; they had two sons and a daughter.
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COOPER, Stephen (1974) died on 14 june 2015 aged 60.
stephen cooper was born on 14 october 1954 in newcastle under lyme. educated at
wolstanton county grammar school. before coming up in 1974, he worked for icl,
Kidsgrove, learning computer programming. he read mathematics, graduating ba 1977;
ma 1981. after graduation he began work for the central electricity generating board.
following privatisation he remained in the industry serving with various successor
companies before finally working for edf energy. his research included work on the fluid
dynamics of  pulverised coal beds in furnaces for the cegb and writing computer
programmes for safety systems in nuclear reactors with british energy and edf energy. 
in 2010 he took semi-retirement and worked for four years as a consultant. he was
passionately interested in photography and hill-climb racing and managed to combine the
two at hill-climb events such as prescott, where he was one of  the resident photographers.

he married gale llewellyn; they had two boys from her previous marriage.

CRAWSHAW, Richard Hugh (1954) died on 6 september 2015 aged 81.
richard crawshaw was born on 6 may 1934 in leeds. educated at the leys school,
cambridge, following national service he came up in 1954. he read economics, graduating
ba 1957; ma 1962. after graduation he pursued a career as a chartered accountant.

he married frances elizabeth clare hartley in 1961; they had a daughter and a son. 
he married patricia mary milner in 1989.

DAVIES, Thomas William Ralph (1948) died on 13 december 2015 aged 87.
bill davies was born on 17 may 1928 in radyr, south wales. educated at marlborough
college, following national service, he came up in 1948. he read mechanical sciences,
graduating ba 1951. whilst at college he rowed in the boat which won the fairbairn cup in
1950 and came head of  the river in the reading university and thames tideway 1951
races; the oars are still proudly displayed at his home and have inspired his fourteen year old
grandson to take up the sport. after graduating he joined ici to work as a plant engineer.
in 1959, he moved to be technical director at the national glass work before finally
taking up the role of  managing director for a manufacturing company.

he married daphne priscilla debenham in 1956; they had two sons.

DICKER, Brian John (1955) died on 11 june 2016 aged 81.
brian dicker was born on 26 september 1934 in ealing. educated at clifton college he
came up in 1955 following national service. he read classics and natural sciences,
graduating ba 1960; ma 1962. after graduation he worked as a systems analyst for ict
ltd and ferranti ltd and a management consultant for cooper bros. he then embarked
on a new direction and trained to be a doctor at st mary’s hospital, london. his medical
career took him to south africa and canada before he returned to the uK to be a general
practitioner in birmingham.

he married sylvia joyce hallam in 1976; they had two daughters, alexandra Komar
(2001) and elizabeth, and three grandsons, andrew, nikolai and maxim.

DRYDEN, John-Paul (1981) died on 13 october 2015 aged 54.
john-paul dryden was born on 22 september 1961 in richmond, surrey. educated at
latymer upper school he started to teach himself  swedish whilst at school. he came up in
1981 and read modern and medieval languages, in particular german and swedish. as an
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undergraduate he was awarded two prizes; one from the anglo-swedish literary
foundation for the best progress in scandinavian studies and the other was the wallenberg
prize awarded by the university. he was president of  the jcr and was appointed to the
court of  discipline to serve for one year from january 1983. his third year was spent
studying at uppsala university where he strengthened his passion for all things swedish and
made many friendships which lasted throughout his life. he graduated ba 1985; ma 1988.
he enjoyed a successful career in international banking and financial services regulation
before moving to brussels to work for the european parliament, serving as first secretary
in financial services. at the time of  his death he was a director of  the brunswick group,
based in brussels, where he had lived for many years.

DUNTHORNE, Norton Stanley (1947) died on 17 november 2015 aged 92.
norton dunthorne was born on 20 may 1923 in hapton, near norwich. educated at the
city of  norwich school he came up in 1941 to read history. his studies were interrupted
by the war; he served with the eighth army as a gunner in west africa amongst other
places. following his return he graduated ba 1947; ma 1949. a former supervisor wrote
of  him “he is a rare and cheering example of  an entirely self-made man whose essential
personal quality of  goodness has not been at all damaged by the long upward grind”.
after graduation he pursued a career in education. as head teacher of  dryden senior 
high school, gateshead, he managed the merger of  the junior and senior high school to
form lyndhurst comprehensive school. he retired from lyndhurst in 1983.

he married dorothy jacob in 1952; they had one daughter, alison, and one grandson,
michael.

FAWKES, Philip Ivor (1944) died on 28 june 2015 aged 89.
philip fawkes was born on 13 june 1926 in tottenham. educated at dame alice owen’s
school he came up in 1944 on a war time short course and went on to serve in the fleet 
air arm as a co-pilot. after demobilization he pursued a career in accountancy.

he married dorothy in 1971.

FINDLAY, Derek Charles (1943) died on 8 march 2016 aged 90.
derek findlay was born on 5 july 1925 in prestwich. educated at stand grammar school,
he came up in 1943 to read natural sciences. his studies were interrupted by war service.
he graduated ba 1949; ma 1951. soon after graduation he joined rothamsted
experimental station. he was seconded to the governments of  sudan (1962), ethopia
(1963) and nigeria (1970) for research and mapping of  soils. he rose to be a principal
scientific officer. his published work included Soils of the Mendip District of Somerset
(1965); and Soils of the Southern Cotswolds (1976). he had a life-long interest in gliding.

he married jean pendlebury in 1953; they had three sons.

FITCH, Albert (1938) died on 23 july 2015 aged 94.
albert fitch was born on 18 august 1920 in wath-upon-dearne, south Yorkshire.
educated at wintringham school grimsby he came up in 1938 to read history.  
he graduated ba 1941; ma 1946. he pursued a career in teaching; he taught history and
local studies at the city of  norwich school and then became the school’s careers master
until 1972. he went on to take up a post as head of  student services at norwich city
college until retirement in 1985.

he married barbara isgate in 1943; they had two sons and a daughter.
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FLEMING, John Frank (1949) died on 22 may 2016 aged 87.
john fleming was born on 5 march 1929 in sutton coldfield. educated at bishop Vesey’s
grammar school he came up to jesus following national service. he read natural sciences,
graduating ba 1952; ma 1956.

he was survived by his wife janet and three children.

FLETCHER, Donald Vernon (1942) died on 24 january 2014 aged 89.
donald fletcher was born on 3 april 1924 in nottingham. educated at nottingham high
school he came up to jesus in 1942 to read classics. after a year he was recommended by
the college to undertake one of  the secret courses at the bedford japanese school. from
there he went to the central bureau, australia, to work as an interceptor against japanese
signals. he returned to the college to complete his studies, graduating ba 1947; ma 1950.
the college has little information about his later life but does know he married dulcie and
they had one son and two daughters.

FOSS, Michael (1944) died on 14 may 2016 aged 89.
michael foss was born on 14 december 1926 in london. educated at dartington hall
school, devon, he came up to jesus in 1944 on the raf short course. he returned to
college to study economics, graduating ba 1951, ma 1958. he went on to study for a
further ba this time in french and an msc in economics both with the university of
london. after going down from cambridge he joined rowntree and co ltd before
commencing a career in education initially as a teacher and then from 1968 as a lecturer at
Kingston polytechnic and examiner at the institute of  linguistics.

he married twice and had three daughters and two sons.

FRANKENBURG, Andrew Stephen (1977) died on 3 october 2015 aged 57.
andrew frankenburg, the son of  roger frankenburg (1938) was born on 27 august 1958
in richmond, surrey. educated at st paul’s school, london, he came up in 1977. 
he read mathematics, graduating ba 1980; ma 1984. he subsequently undertook an mba
at london business school and then worked as a management consultant for mars & co.
he moved from mars to the forward trust and then on to become mergers & acquisitions
manager at boots plc. he then changed careers and became a teacher. he taught
mathematics at landau forte college, derby, for 12 years. the school paid tribute to him
saying: “andrew had a brilliant mind, a true educator who wanted others to learn and
understand. he questioned, challenged, stretched and deepened the thinking of  staff  and
students alike. andrew wanted the very best for the young people he worked with; his high
expectations enabled our students to rise to the challenge and thrive in his subject and
beyond.”

he married martine jeanne josee cotard in 1982; they had two children lucy and thomas.

FREEMAN, Philip Michael (1947) died on 17 november 2014 aged 89.
mike freeman was born on 11 august 1925 in lincoln and was educated at lincoln school.
during the war he served with the royal signals as a wireless operator – mainly in burma
and the far east. he came up in 1947 and read history and theology, graduating ba 1950;
ma 1954. after graduation he trained for the ministry at Queen’s college, birmingham. 
he was ordained in 1952, serving in the lincoln diocese. in his pastoral role he sought to
build relationships between the church and the community. he worked as a part-time
chaplain with the industrial mission in scunthorpe. he was a member of  the lincoln
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diocese adoption board and was a chaplain in the territorial army. in 1975, he moved to
warwick and helped to form the warwick team ministry. he continued to foster links
between the church and the community working as chaplain to myton hospice, the
british legion and many civic events. he made radio broadcasts for radio 4’s Thought for
the Day. his interest in sport continued all his life, as did his love of  music and poetry.  

he married sheila bellamy in 1953; they had two sons and a daughter.

FREEMAN, Roger Michael (1959) died on 29 august 2014 aged 75.
roger freeman was born on 4 february 1939 in london. educated at enfield grammar
school, he came up in 1959 to read law. he graduated ba 1962; ma 1966. after
graduation he was articled to the town clerk at epsom and ewell and qualified as a
solicitor in 1965. he then joined the civil engineering company costains and was head of
the legal department. in 1989 he became the lawyer for the channel tunnel consortium,
transmanche-link, where he stayed until he retired in 1994.

he married gillian matthew in 1964 and they had a daughter, elizabeth, and two sons,
andrew and david, and five grandchildren.

FRISE, Derek Raymond King (1950) died in september 2014 aged 85.
derek frise was born on 4 march 1929 in westbury-on-trym. educated at bristol
grammar school he came up 1950 following two years in the army where he reached the
rank of  captain. he read english, graduating ba 1953; ma 1978. his friend derek taylor
(1951) recalls: “we became friends and he introduced me to the pleasures of  harveys
bristol cream sherry, always obtainable from the buttery. he was a good bridge player and,
in his spare time, he read english. derek had great charm, but his major skill was as a
wordsmith. he once reported a job interview he had attended for when he graduated. 
he told us ‘i wouldn’t say the carpet was thick, but if  three bald-headed africans had gone
through it, preceded by an albino child, it would have looked like a county bowls final’.
he was married in a beautiful village church outside bristol and i was very flattered to be
his best man. before the bride arrived, the Vicar told us that, by our presence, we had
reiterated our faith in jesus. as a dyed-in-the-wool jew, i remember i didn’t like to
contradict him. derek went into a london advertising agency, for which he was excellently
qualified. he had only one shortcoming as an advertising executive. he would carefully
write down all the outstanding jobs that had to be done, and then considered that by the act
of  creating the list, the tasks had been completed. he was happier when he left london and
started his own agency in bristol, which was a great success for many years.”

GIBSON, Terence Allen (1958) died on 26 september 2015 aged 77.
terry gibson was born on 23 october 1937. educated at boston grammar school he
came up in 1958. he read natural sciences and theology, graduating ba 1961; ma 1965.
after graduating he trained for the priesthood. he started his ministry as a curate at st
chad’s church in Kirkby, liverpool; a post he held from 1963 to 1966. he was a youth
chaplain from 1966 to 1972, team vicar at Kirkby from 1972 to 1975, team rector of  Kirkby
from 1975 to 1984 and rural dean of  walton in the liverpool diocese from 1979 to 1984.
he became archdeacon of  suffolk in 1984 until 1987 and then archdeacon of  ipswich
from 1987. the rt rev martin seeley, bishop of  the diocese of  st edmundsbury and
ipswich, said of  him “terry was a great servant of  the church who combined wisdom,
compassion and humour in equal measure”.
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GOLD, John Patrick (1960) died on 6 february 2014 aged 74. 
john gold was born on 2 february 1940 the son of  patrick gold (1932). educated at
sherborne school he came up in 1960 following national service. he read natural
sciences, graduating ba 1963; ma 1967. he went on to pursue a career in the energy
industry working for a range of  energy companies across the world.

he married nicola newton; they had a daughter and a son.

GOODWIN, John Fletcher Beckles (1939) died on 15 february 2016 aged 95.
john goodwin was born on 25 july 1920 in croydon, surrey, the brother of  david
goodwin (1940). educated at cheadle hulme school he came up in 1939. he read classics
and theology, graduating ba 1943; ma 1946. following graduation he trained for the
ministry. he went on to serve as a missionary with the church mission society in nigeria;
Vice-principal of  ripon hall, oxford; Vicar at merton, oxford; Vicar of  heanor,
derbyshire; and Vicar of  hazelwood & turnditch, derbyshire. he was also the editor of
world christian books and honorary canon of  derby cathedral. his published work
included Divine Wisdom (1963); (ed jtly) Concise Dictionary of the Bible (1966); (ed jtly)
Concise Dictionary of the Christian World Mission (1970).

he married millicent benford in 1947; they had a son and two daughters.

GORDON, Arvan Eldridge (1939) died on 31 october 2015 aged 95.
arvan gordon was born on 11 april 1920 in liverpool. educated at marlborough college
he came up in 1939. after a year he was conscripted. his conscience would not let him
fight but he joined the royal army medical corps. once his knowledge of  german was
discovered he was transferred to army intelligence. after being released he spent time in
germany helping process prisoners of  war. he also translated documents which the
retreating nazis had buried in a mine at goslar. in 1945 he returned to jesus to complete
his degree but transferred from classics to german and dutch graduating ba 1947; 
ma 1949. he went on to pursue a teaching career serving as head of  divinity at city boys’
school, leicester, and chatham house grammar school, Kent. in 1980 he took up a post
as research assistant at Keston college where his focus was to expose the repression of
religious thought in east germany and china; he remained there until retiring in 1991. 

he married faith elizabeth hamilton in 1944; they had a son and three daughters.

GOWAN, Timothy James (1956) died on 23 october 2015 aged 78.
tim gowan was born on 26 september 1937 in wolverhampton. educated at the royal
grammar school, high wycombe, he joined the royal navy in 1955. he came up in 1956
to read mechanical sciences, graduating ba 1959; ma 1971. he left the navy in 1967 and
spent the rest of  his career in information technology and telecommunications.

he married anna brita roston in 1965; they had two daughters and five grandchildren.

HAMILTON, Albert Charles (1949) died on 14 june 2016 aged 94.
bert hamilton was born on 20 july 1921 in winnipeg. educated at the universities of
manitoba and toronto he came up in 1949 to study for a doctorate on the work of
edmund spencer. he graduated phd 1953. he went on to publish many books on 
spenser, renaissance literature and one on his mentor, northop frye. he held academic
posts at the university of  washington in seattle and then at Queen’s university in Kingston
where he was the cappon professor of  english literature. he returned, with his family, 
to cambridge for two of  his sabbaticals.
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he married mary mcfarlane in 1950 in cambridge; they had four sons. he loved the
outdoors and sharing it with his sons. the family enjoyed many hiking trips along pacific
coast trails, around mount rainier, and across alpine meadows in the rockies. canoe trips
took them north to reindeer lake in saskatchewan, and then farther north down the
coppermine river to the arctic ocean, and along other rivers in the northwest territories.
in later years there were many gatherings at the family cottage on buck lake. latterly he
devoted himself  to the care of  his wife who suffered a long decline from alzheimer’s disease.

HAYWARD, Stephen George Hamilton (1972) died on 22 october 2015 aged 61.
stephen hayward was born on 27 may 1954 in aldershot, hampshire. educated at 
st edward’s school, oxford, he came up in 1972 and read law and social and political
sciences. he graduated ba 1975. soon after graduation he undertook a diploma in
international relations in bologna and there began a lifelong interest in the pci (the italian
communist party). on his return from bologna he worked: as a porter at King’s college,
london; as a teacher of  english as a second language within the state system; and as a 
part-time journalist. he moved into publishing with the publications & distributions 
co-operative, he also carried out a variety of  roles for central books and worked part-time
as publicity and promotions manager for the publisher, lawrence & wishart. from 1983 to
1991 he was an editor at lawrence & wishart. in 1992 he founded the independent
publisher serif  running it from his east london home and carrying out – at one time or
another – virtually every task in publishing himself. he also wrote. in the 1990s he 
co-edited three anthologies with sarah lefanu: Colours of a New Day: Writing for South
Africa (1990), inspired by the 1988 free nelson mandela concert, which included a
foreword by mandela; God: An Anthology of Fiction (1992) and Obsession (1995). later in life
he walked the pilgrims’ way to santiago, wrote an account of  its history and returned to his
earlier political activism. in 2015 he organised the vigil in memory of  charlie hebdo
victims outside the french embassy.

HOLLINS, Philip Martin (1966) died on 23 november 2015 aged 68.
philip hollins was born on 12 august 1947 in boston, lincolnshire. educated at boston
grammar school he came up in 1966 to read natural sciences, graduating ba 1969; 
ma 1973. after graduating he joined coopers (now part of  pwc) and trained to become a
chartered accountant. he later joined the firm of  hacker Young (now uhY) where he
became a partner. he specialised in the finances of  charities and served on the trustee
board of  the shaw trust. he was active in the london region of  the institute of  chartered
accountants and was elected to the institute’s full council in 1995, serving until 2013. 
he was chair of  the council from 2008 until 2011. he also served as the institute’s treasurer. 

he retired in 2012 and moved to west sussex. he recently became a member of  the
governing board of  chichester university, chairing the audit committee.

philip died in an accident while on holiday in california. his memorial service was held in
the priory church of  st bartholomew the great in smithfield, london, where he had been
church warden. a large jesuan contingent attended the service.

he married gillian barker in 1976; they had two children, henrietta and charles. 
a grandson jack was born in june 2015. his younger brother andrew came up in 1978.

JOHNSON, Barrington Keith (1957) died on 6 june 2015 aged 79.
barry johnson was born on 19 april 1936 in southend. educated at swaffham grammar
school and royal grammar school, high wycombe, he was considered a good all-rounder
coming third in the all england boys sports triple jump and helping to discover a roman
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road in a sixth form expedition to north wales. following national service, as an air
radar fitter, he came up to jesus in 1957 to read natural sciences. at college he was
captain of  the tennis team, played for the rugby first XV, was awarded a half-blue for
badminton and was a member of  the radegund society. following graduation he joined
alcan industries limited in south wales, where he undertook a course in personnel
management at the university of  wales. he remained in human resources and personnel
throughout his career working in essex, northumberland and surrey before returning to
cambridge in 1977 becoming personnel director for international flavours and fragrances
(gb) limited and president of  the local chamber of  commerce. later as a consultant in
huntingdon, he advised small companies and represented clients at employment tribunals.
in retirement his interests included photography and art.

he married janet james in 1962, with tony gordon (1957) serving as best man. 
the couple celebrated their silver and golden wedding anniversaries in the college. 
barry and janet had three children, a son iain and twin daughters, lisa and Kirstin.

KAHN, Jeffery Francis (1944) died on 6 january 2016 aged 89.
jeffery Kahn was born on 26 july 1926 in new York, usa, the family returning to england
shortly after. educated at oundle school, he came up in 1944 to read natural sciences,
graduating ba 1947; ma 1952. a keen coxswain and sailor, he loved his time at jesus, 
and continued sailing long after his retirement from industrial chemistry.

he married jacqueline in 1961; they had two sons.

KENYON, Christopher Michael (1958) died on 22 april 2015 aged 77.
christopher Kenyon, the nephew of  stuart Kenyon (1933) and cousin of  philip beck
(1954), was born on 27 march 1938 in diss, norfolk. educated at uppingham school he
came up in 1958. he read geography and theology, graduating ba 1961; ma 1965. 
he went on to spend the next thirty five years as a schoolmaster at dean close school,
cheltenham, where he was a housemaster for 21 years and master in charge of  cricket for
33 years. in retirement he served as a lay reader at ashchurch church, tewkesbury, and
chairman of  the cotswold art club.

he married sarah ann elizabeth murcott; they had three sons including peter Kenyon
(1986) and one daughter.

LEWIN, Paul Philip (1937) died on 27 july 2015 aged 97.
paul lewin was born on 17 july in 1918 in leicester. educated at leicester city boy’s
school, he came up in 1937 to read history. his studies were interrupted by war; he served
as a radio officer on convoy duties in the royal navy. he graduated ba 1942; ma 1945. 
he went on to pursue a career in education and was headmaster of  the manor school,
cambridge, from 1959 until retirement in 1978. he wrote Outrageous Sailor an
autobiography focused largely on his time in the navy.

he married margaret hunter in 1944; they had two children. he married mary leaney in
1989.

LEWIS, Reginald Norman (1946) died on 5 february 2016 aged 89.
reg lewis was born on 21 june 1926. educated at King edward Vi grammar school,
aston, he came up in 1943. he read natural sciences, graduating ba 1946; ma 1950.  
he went on to pursue a career in industry and was a technical manager at bakelite ltd from
1971 to 1985. 

he married margaret phyllis brooker in 1949; they had a son and a daughter.
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LUMB, David Leslie (1949) died on 23 may 2016, the day after his 88th birthday.
david lumb was born on 22 may 1928. educated at liverpool college he came up in 1949
following two years in the army. he read classics and then theology, graduating ba 1952;
ma 1956. he went on to oak hill theological college to train for the ministry and
subsequently served at walcot, bath; lenton priory, nottingham; st chad, handforth; 
st jude’s, plymouth; and st leonard’s, southminster. he also ministered at a hostel for
former offenders and was a hospital chaplain.

he married mary delight in 1957; they had two sons and a daughter.

MANNING, Keith Quentin Frederick (1967) died on 29 may 2015 aged 67.
Keith manning was born on 29 march 1948 in royston. educated at Kingston grammar
school (Kgs) he came up in 1967 to read english. his choice of  college was determined
by the influence of  his inspiring english teacher roy disley (1956). coming from Kgs, 
one of  the best hockey schools in the country, it was inevitable that he would spend much
time and energy on the jesus hockey pitch, playing for the college team in each year.  
he described himself  as a ‘useful’ wing-half  and occasionally played for the university
wanderers team. he also played some squash and a little cricket, his best contribution
being to pick up six catches in three matches while fielding at backward short leg to the
left-arm medium pace of  mike Kendall (1969). he graduated ba 1970; ma 1974.
following graduation he joined hm diplomatic service, with postings to singapore and
bulgaria, rising to be a first secretary prior to his decision to leave the service in 1981. 
he then began a career in banking working for morgan grenfell & co ltd for fourteen
years followed by three years at deutsche bank ag during which time he continued to
make use of  his international expertise in managing a series of  overseas subsidiaries in the
far east and eastern europe. he then went on to spend a year as research manager at 
age concern, england, before undertaking a brief  voluntary role as acting director of  the
national neuroscience centre, Kolkata, india. outside work he was a councillor for
reigate and banstead borough council and latterly, having moved to live in north
Yorkshire, was a leading force in a local men’s probus group in wensleydale.

he married mary elizabeth Kent in 1972; they had two daughters sarah rumsby (1992)
and florence.

MOGGACH, Anthony Austin (1965) died on 23 november 2015 aged 69.
tony moggach was born on 22 february 1946 in norbiton. educated at King’s school,
canterbury, he came up in 1965 to read modern and medieval languages. he graduated 
ba 1968; ma 1972. following graduation he joined oxford university press in 1968 as
european sales representative. it was quickly apparent that he had found his métier.
recognising his cosmopolitan talents, oup appointed him, at the early age of  28, as
manager of  its Karachi branch. on his return to london he was taken on by penguin
books as european sales director with the brief  to develop its international sales. under his
leadership penguin was the first general publisher to develop an export sales strategy in
europe and the near east, based on locally run offices as successful subsidiary companies.
this expansion made penguin the largest-selling british trade publisher in europe. he was
also the architect of  the influential and profitable penguin english-language training
readers’ programme, which would later adorn longman’s language-teaching publishing.
after his departure from penguin in the mid-1990s he set up dinternal moscow, which
became the first foreign-owned and managed distributor and retailer (through its associated
bookshop) of  english-language books in russia. not content with expanding into ukraine,
he also went on to set up a high-profile sales representation agency covering sub-saharan
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africa, an area much neglected by publishers. he combined this with tireless travel
throughout eastern europe, where he created a bridgehead for his publishers into some of
the most challenging export markets.

he married deborah hough in 1971; they had three children tom, lottie and cordelia.
in 2012 he married paulina brahm.

MORRISON, Walter John Raymond (1951) died on 19 october 1930 aged 85.
ray morrison was born on 13 march 1930 in putney. educated at christ’s hospital, near
horsham, sussex, where he excelled at rugby and cricket, he became senior grecian in his
final year, and won an open exhibition to study classics at jesus. called up for national
service in the infantry in 1949 he was made senior under-officer and won the cup for best
cadet at eaton hall officer training school. he was then posted to the royal ulster rifles
in northern ireland. in 1951 at cambridge he re-connected with old school friends and
made many new ones both in the college and in the university rugby team. on his first
day at jesus he had bumped into dr freddie brittain, who asked him what he was there to
read. on being told “classics” freddie replied, “You don’t look classical: you look
agricultural!” he had actually thought to specialise in mathematics at school, but, after
being confirmed by the bishop of  chichester in the school chapel, he told the headmaster
that he felt called to train for the ministry; so he was advised to study greek and latin.
after four years reading first classics and then theology he crossed the road from jesus to
westcott house theological college. in 1955 he was ordained in st. paul’s cathedral to
serve as an assistant curate in dalston, where he met and eventually married pam, a lay
parish worker. they went on to serve together in churches at totteridge, letchworth and
then ludlow. wanting a change from parish ministry ray next became chaplain at 
st thomas’s hospital, southwark, and finally at the eastbourne hospitals in sussex. 
they retired happily to pershore for 15 years and finally to stroud.

he married pamela cook in 1960; they had three children dan, Kate and sarah.

MULLOCK, Philip James (1952) died on 6 july 2015 aged 82.
philip mullock was born on 27 february 1933 in shifnal, shropshire. educated at the
King’s school, chester, he came up in 1952. he read mathematics, graduating ba 1955;
ma 1959. after graduation he joined the gough island scientific survey as the radio
communication expert. when that private expedition ended in summer 1956, he joined
uKaea as a scientific officer. four years later he moved to philadelphia to join the
uniVac division of  sperry rand for a couple of  years, returning to the uK to become a
lecturer at the university of  surrey. in 1968 he became a statistician in the civil service and
for the next 25 years worked mostly in the various branches of  the department for
transport. outside work he was a councillor for both the fowlmere parish council and the
council for protection of  rural england.

he married barbara mary stevens in 1958; they had a son, steve, who came up in 1977,
and a daughter, eleanor.

NEVILLE, Ronald Bertram (1944) died on 22 january 2016 aged 89. 
ron neville was born on 12 may 1926 in tooting, south london. educated at battersea
grammar school, he came up in 1944 on the raf short course. after the war the college
would have liked to see him return but due to the significant demand from the many
returning servicemen that was not possible. he went on to study english at King’s college,
london, and from there to become a primary teacher. he rose to become deputy head
teacher at fircroft primary school. he ran the school football team for many years, being a
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keen veteran player himself  with his old grammar school, until hip problems prevailed. 
he was granted a sabbatical from teaching and during that time he studied for a masters in
philosophy at King’s. in retirement, he and his wife undertook extensive holidays, including
a three month backpacking world tour in their sixties. they also pursued new hobbies (golf
and bridge) and had the opportunity to indulge in existing interests such as jazz, local
history, tennis and gardening.

he married jennifer mary ellen wraight in 1956; they had two daughters and a son.

PADLEY, Simon David (1966) died on 27 april 2016 aged 69.
simon padley was born on 28 november 1946 in birmingham. educated at uppingham
school he came up in 1966 to read architecture; he graduated ba 1969; ma 1973.

he married melinda in 1974; they had two daughters Zoë and phoebe. phoebe is also an
architect.

PECHEY, Graham Keith (1962) died on 25 february 2016 aged 75.
graham pechey was born on 18 april 1940 in durban, south africa. educated at durban
high school and the university of  natal he had been lecturing in south africa for three
years before he came up to jesus in 1967 to study for a doctorate on william blake. 
he returned to south africa en route to take up a post in Zambia but – due to his support
for organisations not approved by the apartheid government – had his passport taken from
him and so he was unable to take up the post. by 1973 he was allowed to travel again and
returned to the uK to work as a lecturer for what was to become the university of
hertfordshire; he remained there for twenty-seven years. as well as publishing numerous
papers and being a highly regarded teacher, he won an award from the english academy 
of  southern africa in 1983 for an article on the south african writer and radical olive
schreiner. following retirement from full-time work he returned to cambridge, where he
continued to teach and publish, notably Mikhail Bakhtin: The Word in the World (2007), 
his volume on the russian philosopher and literary theorist.

he married nola clendinning in 1980; they had one daughter, laura. he married
rosemary sykes in 2005.

PENNICK, David William (1937) died on new Year’s eve 2015 aged 97.
david pennick was born on boxing day 1918 in reigate, surrey. educated at rydal school
he came up in 1937 to read english. in 1939 he volunteered for the royal navy and was
granted an allowance of  terms which allowed him to graduate in 1941. he went on to
pursue a career in the navy rising to be a lieutenant commander. after leaving the navy he
enjoyed a successful career as a public relations officer for the mod working in london,
singapore, bahrein, plymouth and malta. he retired to minehead in 1982.

he had one daughter and three sons.

RIDGER, John Loton (1946) died on 9 february 2016 aged 95.
john ridger was born on 25 november 1920 in reigate. educated at weymouth college he
served in the armed forces from 1939 to 1946. following demobilisation he came up in
1946 to read modern & medieval languages. he graduated ba 1948; ma 1953. he went
on to pursue a career in education and was headmaster at breckenborough school from
1961 to 1971 and founder and headmaster of  whitstone head school from 1971 to 1983.

he married winifred wills parr in 1953; they had three daughters. he married cynthia
margaret may in 1992.
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SANKEY, Paul Evan Joseph (1952) died on 2 march 2016 aged 84.
paul sankey was born on 26 february 1932 in london. educated at downside school he
came up, following national service, in 1952. he read natural sciences, graduating ba
1955; ma 1964. he was ordained as a roman catholic priest in 1962. shortly afterwards he
was “head hunted” to teach sciences at cotton college in birmingham as well as being the
school chaplain, moving from there to the oratory school near reading (his old prep
school), also to be school chaplain and science teacher. at both schools he put his creative
skills to good use, becoming very involved in extracurricular activities, especially stage
productions and the combined cadet corps. having rowed at jesus he also found himself
organising the oratory rowing team, and teaching cadets to canoe. in 1984 he was
appointed parish priest of  st mary’s roman catholic church in glastonbury, remaining
there until the end of  1988 when he suffered a severe stroke. although he never lost his
sense of  humour, life subsequently became very frustrating for him; whilst his mind
continued to function well he was unable to express himself  coherently, and he was trapped
in a body which became increasingly disabled over the years. he spent his last years at 
the royal star and garter home in richmond upon thames (now moved to surbiton)
where he received very excellent care.

SHAW, Richard Walter Michael (1957) died on 30 july 2015 aged 79.
dick shaw was born on 7 february 1936 in marylebone, london. he was educated at
epsom college and undertook his national service in 33rd para field regiment royal
artillery. he came up to jesus in 1957 to read modern & medieval language under the
directorship of  dr freddie brittain with whom he formed a strong bond. he was a
member of  the roosters and the red herrings, sang in the chapel choir and enjoyed
playing rugby and rowing for the college; his family still have the oar he earned in the 1958
lent races. he graduated ba 1960. after graduation he joined british army intelligence
corps serving across the world until 1986. he then became secretary of  the intelligence
corps association with responsibility for the intelligence corps museum, the corps
journal and the benevolent work of  the association; he retired in 1999. he had a lifelong
love of  choral music and this was reflected at his funeral when three choirs with which he
had been associated contributed to the music in the service.

he married irene clarke in 1960; they had four daughters.

SHEPHERD, Ivor Neal (1950) died on 20 april 2014, easter sunday, aged 83.
ivor shepherd was born on 26 october 1930 in wallington, surrey. educated at mill hill
school, he came up in 1950, following national service, after his brother ronald (1944). 
he read history and english, graduating ba 1953; ma 1958. following a brief  spell as an
accountant in london, he went on to serve 37 years as a missionary with the council for
world mission at tunghai university in taiwan. there he taught english language and
literature. he rose to become the head of  the foreign languages department, a post he
held for 19 years. his pastoral role was also of  huge importance, and he created with his
wife, joan, a “home from home” for generations of  young teachers from around the world.
as one said at his funeral, “he was a great teacher, and a great, yet humble man, who is
mourned across three continents”. in 1995, they retired to bridlington, Yorkshire, where
ivor continued to help others – reading aloud for the local talking newspaper, teaching
primary school children to read, and taking part in the rotary club’s fund-raising activities
throughout his life, he enjoyed writing poetry, and singing in choirs and amateur operatic
societies.

he married joan elizabeth white in 1955, whom he had met in cambridge. they had
four daughters and seven grandchildren.
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STEPHENS, Richard Henry Knighton (1951) died on 8 december 2015 aged 84.
richard stephens was born on 16 march 1931 in new Zealand. educated at marlborough
college he came up in 1951. he read geography and history, graduating ba 1954.
following graduation he spent a year in new Zealand before embarking on a career in
business. he spent most of  his career with b.p. shield international. he served the
company in various posts across the world including a long posting to west africa where
three of  his four daughters were born. when it was time to move on from bp he joined the
princes trust as a volunteer adviser, chaired the gloucestershire standards committee for
10 years, ran the local nspcc and in between taught scottish country dancing. his most
exciting adventure, however, was when he and a friend bought a collection of  67,000 david
evans silk printing blocks. they went on to travel america and europe selling the blocks to
museums and art colleges before the italian company Zucchi bought the remaining
collection.

he married ann sherburn in 1960; they had four daughters, philippa, lucille, nicola and
ilona.

SOWRAY, John Herbert (1945) died on 10 december 10 2015 aged 88.
john sowray was born on 24 march 1927 in gillingham, Kent. educated at medway
technical college he volunteered for the royal air force Voluntary reserve in 1944 and
was sent to jesus in 1945 on the raf short course. he went on to train at a dental and
medical school and was appointed professor of  oral surgery at King’s college hospital
dental school in 1972. highlights of  his career included performing the first mandibular
symphyseal osteotomy in the uK and chairing the university teachers of  oral and
maxillofacial surgery. he co-authored two of  the standard texts on anaesthesia in dentistry
and contributed chapters to many other text books.

he married gwen riley in 1954; they had two sons and a daughter.

STAFFERTON, Donald Walter Ernest (1948) died on 11 january 2015 aged 86.
donald stafferton was born on 20 april 1928. educated at bedford modern school he
came up in 1948 to read modern & medieval languages, graduating ba 1950. he spent his
career working for the boc group plc; his final role before retirement was as managing
director of  the malaysian oxygen bhd.

he married jocelyn mary macculloch in 1955; they had michael (1977) and joanne.

STAFFORD GOOD, Michael (1955) died in 2012.
mike stafford good was born on 26 may 1937. educated at lincoln school he came up in
1955 to read natural sciences, graduating ba 1958; ma 1962. he went on to pursue a
career in education and was also a local councillor and chairman of  a voluntary sector
community safety committee.

he married gwendoline mary sweetman.

STAFFURTH, Christopher (1943) died on 19 march 2016 aged 91.
chris staffurth was born on 13 october 1924 in whitchurch. educated at wellingborough
school he came up on the raf short course. the raf then sent him to florida for a year
to be trained to fly aeroplanes, first a bt-17 stearman and then an at-6 harvard. he
returned to england and converted to flying wellingtons. after completing his military
service he returned to read mathematics and engineering studies, graduating ba 1947; 
ma 1950. following graduation he joined bristol aeroplane company where he worked on
guided missiles. he continued this field of  work when moving to de havillands. in 1964 he
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joined hunting engineering where he developed into a project manager and seven years
later set up compunet limited. he then moved to peal engineering associates ltd before
finally returning to compunet.

he married heather Yetton in 1952; they had mark, joe and simon.

STROUD, Anthony Edward Thomas (1955) died on 21 june 2015 aged 80.
tony stroud was born on 13 july 1934 in halstead, essex. educated at st john’s school,
leatherhead, he came up in 1955 following service in the royal naval Volunteer reserve.
he read history, graduating ba 1958; ma 1970. following graduation, he was soon
undertaking management and leadership roles serving variously at lead export co ltd;
metallgesellschaft trading branch; cookson group plc; and strident enterprises ltd.
outside of  work he served a term as master of  cripplegate ward club.

he married ann thomas in 1994; he had three sons and two daughters.

TAYAR, Graham Joseph (1951) died on 22 april 2016 aged 83.
graham tayar was born on 5 march 1933 in birmingham. educated at King edward’s
school, birmingham, he came up in 1951 to read law and devoted himself  instead to
politics, partying and punting on the river. he graduated ba 1954; ma 1958. after
graduating, he started an artists’ colony in the south of  france. in the end, the group ran
out of  money and had to be repatriated by the british embassy. he went out to ethiopia in
the early 1960s, where he taught english, met emperor haile selassie and took up playing
jazz piano. he also worked freelance for the bbc world service, reporting earthquakes and
revolutions across east and central africa. on his return to britain, he spent many years
producing and presenting programmes for bbc radio 3, the most successful of  which was
Personality in Power, in which he gathered high profile figures to discuss the processes by
which politicians achieve power. his infectious love of  jazz and his unflagging energy
meant that he was a force behind a significant amount of  london jazz in the 1970s and
1980s. one of  his main contributions as an impresario was to run for many years a 
well-known jazz session at the new merlin’s cave pub in islington. it has been widely
described as one of  the scruffiest pubs in london but the resident jazz band led by 
well-known musicians such as bruce turner, wally fawkes and john barnes drew
significant crowds. his own band, the crouch end all stars, was a much loved north
london institution. he wrote poetry all his life and in 2000 published a volume of  his
collected verse called Not Too Late for Loving.

he married meriel monsell in 1956; they had two daughters. he married lynn Kramer,
1969; they had a son, daryl tayar (1985). he married christina rawlins in 1981. he
married catherine raeburn in 2011.

TAYLOR, John Bernard (1950) died on 1 june 2016 aged 87.
john taylor was born on 6 may 1929 in newcastle-upon-tyne. educated at watford
grammar school and christ’s college, cambridge, he came to jesus to study for part iii
theology with the lady Kay scholarship. he remained closely connected with the college
for many years serving as acting dean and was appointed honorary chaplain. after going
down he undertook his national service in the raf and won the sword of  honour as the
top officer cadet. he was then awarded a research fellowship at the hebrew university in
jerusalem. he went on to train for the ministry at ridley hall. after a few years serving as a
curate and a vicar he joined oak hill later becoming senior tutor. after returning to parish
life in essex and london he was appointed bishop of  st albans in 1980 and lord high
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almoner to hm the Queen in 1988. following his retirement he was appointed Knight
commander of  the royal Victorian order.

he married linda courtenay barnes in 1956; they had a son and twin daughters.

THORP, Charles Walter (1950) died on 26 march 2016 aged 85.
walter thorp was born on 15 may 1930. educated at rishworth school, halifax, he came
up in 1950 following national service to read natural sciences. he graduated ba 1953; 
ma 1957. he went on to qualify as a teacher and taught for 33 years at crossley & porter
school latterly as head of  chemistry. 

he married barbara armitage in 1962; they had a son and a daughter.

TIER, Akolda Man (1969) died on 30 november 2015 aged 72.
akolda tier was born on new Year’s day 1943 in lakes state, south sudan. he undertook
his undergraduate degree at the university of  Khartoum before coming up to jesus in 1969
to read law, graduating llb 1971; phd 1975. after graduation he returned to the
university of  Khartoum where he spent the rest of  his academic career aside from three
years when he was deputy Vice-chancellor at juba university and Visiting professor at the
university of  windsor in canada. he was a highly regarded and widely published academic;
his work includes Private International Law in the Sudan: Cases and Materials. he also
served as chairman of  south sudan’s constitutional review commission having previously
been the chairman of  the team that drafted the transitional constitution following the
signing of  the comprehensive peace agreement in 2005.

TOOK, John Michael Exton (1947) died on 29 december 2015 aged 89.
james took was born on 15 september 1926. educated at dover college he came up in
1947 to read modern & medieval languages and made many lifelong friends who met as a
dining club regularly over the years. he graduated ba 1950; ma 1966. following
graduation he spent the next 14 years with the colonial administrative service. on leaving
the service he was appointed mbe. following his return to the uK he joined the british
council where he remained for 21 years. after retiring from full-time work in 1986 he
served as director of  the uK committee of  the european cultural foundation and 
Vice-chairman then chairman of  romney marsh historic churches trust. he also wrote
two books Common Birds of Cyprus (1973) and Birds of Cyprus (1992). 

he married judith margaret birkle in 1964; they had two daughters.

TREMBERTH, Michael Francis (1957) died on 24 february 2016 aged 78.
michael tremberth was born on 4 may 1937 in bilston the older brother of  john
tremberth (1962). educated at King edward Vi grammar school, lichfield, he came up in
1957 to read natural sciences after completing his national service in the navy as a
member of  the coder (special) course. this involved intensive tuition in russian.
following graduation in 1960, he trained to be a teacher but after a year teaching science, 
he decided to take up a post as an information officer at the chalk, lime and allied
industries research association. he then moved to the british non-ferrous metals
research association. from 1966 to 1970 he worked as a freelance translator and
translations editor of  technical texts in russian and french. for the next 13 years he edited
various technical, trade and research journals. he then reincarnated himself  as wine
merchant which occupied him until 1987 when he joined the ministry of  agriculture as a
press officer. at the same time he stepped down from his post as a local councilor; 
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a post he had held for eight years. following the loss of  close family members, he became
interested in bereavement counselling and completed a year’s training at Kingston college
and a postgraduate diploma in humanistic psychology and facilitation. he used his training
to work as a voluntary bereavement counsellor, as a facilitator at a mental health day
centre and also as a counsellor in a drug centre.

he was an active member of  various choral societies in the london area, in particular the
esterhazy singers. after retiring to cornwall he obtained a diploma in creative writing and
was a member of  the penzance arts club and the café frug. he was also a regular classical
music concert-goer, occasionally writing programme notes.

he married ljiljana ristic in 1964; they had three sons. 

TURNER, Colin Malcolm (1954) died on 9 june 2015 aged 80.
colin turner was born on 23 july 1934 in aston, birmingham. educated at King edward
Vi grammar school, aston, he came up in 1954 following national service. he read
history, graduating ba 1957; ma 1961. he pursued a career in education serving as a
teacher at commonweal grammar school, swindon, from 1958 to 1960 and head of  the
history department at oken high school, warwick, from 1961 to 1967. whilst at oken he
undertook a masters in education. he went on to become a senior lecturer at st paul’s
college of  education (1967-1971); staff  tutor at the further education college, coombe
lodge (1971-1979); and principal lecturer, at the south west regional management centre
(1979-1981). he also studied for a doctorate; graduating phd, 1981. in 1981, he returned to
coombe lodge. he remained there until moving into management training in 1991. 
his published work includes Transactional Analysis in Management (1992); and One to One:
Interpersonal Skills For Managers (1994). at the time of  his death he was working on a
project on somerset place names on behalf  of  the english place names society and it was
at the editing stage prior to publication.

he married jeanne southall in 1956; they had two daughters.

WARD, Kenneth Glenn (1986) died on 22 april 2015 aged 52.
Kenneth ward was born on 30 september 1962. he came up to jesus in 1986 to undertake
a doctorate in botany. he graduated phd 1991. the college does not have any further
information about his later life.

WARD, John Colin Randles (1955) died on 8 february 2016 aged 81.
john ward was born on 16 may 1934 in newcastle-under-lyme, the cousin of  john
randles (1931) and ralph randles (1935). educated at King edward Vii school, lytham,
he came up in 1955 following national service. he read history, graduating ba 1958; 
ma 1962. he spent most of  his career with boots ltd before moving to be a training
manager for the citizens advice bureau. 

he married pamela paterson in 1958; they had a son and a daughter.

WILSON, Alfred Michael Sykes (1952) died on 18 december 2015 aged 83.  
michael wilson was born on 29 september 1932 in castleford, Yorkshire, and educated at
felsted school. he came up in 1952 following service in the royal artillery. he read
history and theology, graduating ba 1956; ma 1961. he subsequently trained for the
ministry at ridley hall and was ordained in 1958. his ministry took him to a number of
parishes including fulwood, sheffield; great horton, bradford; rushden with newton
bromswold, northamptonshire; and preston and ridlington with wing and pilton, rutland.
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in addition, he served as a canon at peterborough cathedral and rural dean of  higham
northamptonshire and rural dean of  rutland. he was also governor at st mary’s school,
wantage, and the King’s school, peterborough. 

he married Vivienne caroline folwell in 1957; they had five daughters.

WOODS, Alan John (1967) died on 24 october 2015 aged 67.
alan woods was born on 17 may 1948 in redhill, surrey. educated at reigate grammar
school he came up in 1967. he read modern & medieval languages, graduating ba 1970;
ma 1974. from 1987 until 2005 he served as legal director at the department of  trade
and industry.

he married penelope lyn Kimpton in 1972.

Staff

Peter FOWLER, our former porter, died in cambridge aged 70 years on 2 june 2016;
sadly, not long after his retirement from the college at the end of  may 2011. peter was born
on 16 march 1946 and came to jesus as a porter in 1979, becoming a much loved presence
here for over thirty years, appreciated by generations of  jesuans for his contribution to the
life of  the college to which he gave so much in so many different – sometimes original,
sometimes slightly eccentric – ways. a person of  great kindness, he possessed an innate
delicacy and courtesy that informed all his dealings with people, whether inside or outside
the lodge. after retirement, he declared that his interest would be in ‘the enjoyment of
living’; alas too few years were given him to pursue this interest. 

a full appreciation of  peter as porter and friend was published when he retired and may
be found in the 107th Annual Report (2011) pp. 79-80.

his funeral was held on 23 june 2016, in nearby christ church, the church peter 
attended in newmarket road; a tribute to him on behalf  of  the college was given by
stephen heath.

he is survived by his wife maggie and his sons jonathan, thomas and julian.

Stephen Heath

Denis GRIFFITHS, former gate porter, deputy head porter and head porter of  the
college, born in london on 25 may 1920, died in cambridge on 9 march 2016 aged 95
years; he is survived by his wife stella and his son paul. at a dinner to mark his retirement
in 1985, the master, sir alan cottrell, described him as having been ‘the ideal head porter:
firm yet gentle, decisive yet considerate, wise yet receptive, and dignified yet friendly’.
words which will ring true today for the many jesuans who came to know him during his
twenty years with the college.

denis joined the college in october 1965, became deputy head porter in february 1979
and head porter in october 1984. his time as head porter was short as he reached the
retiring age the following year but over the time he was with us his contribution to the
college proved invaluable in many different ways. he will be remembered for his firm but
friendly presence in the lodge and for his devotion to the college and its present and past
members. he was a keen cricketer and regularly captained the staff  team in the annual 
staff  versus fellows match. after retirement, he continued his association with us, serving
for a time as chapel clerk. a keen student of  the early history of  the college, he had a
particular interest in that of  the chapel and in the lives of  saint radegund and thomas
cranmer to whom he devoted substantial research.
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the Annual Report noted in his retirement year that denis must surely have been ‘the first
head porter to be a poet whose work has been widely published’ (he was the author too of
published short stories). his love of  the college comes through vividly in many of  his
poems that capture aspects and moments of  college life – whether the experience of
chapel evensong or the arrival of  students coming into residence. on his retirement indeed
the college published a collection of  denis’s poems under the title Gate Hours, with a
foreword by alan cottrell; a collection that included a number of  those poems expressive
of  his life in and feelings for the college.

captured by the japanese at the fall of  singapore in february 1942, denis was held as a
prisoner of  war until the end of  world war 2, working on the thailand-burma ‘railway of
death’. that experience too finds expression in his poetry and he was chosen to read his
poem ‘no, not the poppy at the commemoration of  the 60th anniversary of  the end of
the far east campaign in st james’s park, london on 5 july 2005.

Stephen Heath

The Gateporter: Cambridge

the day is fine and blue:
sun slanting on red brick
and medieval lintels,
cloisterwalks and green lawns.

tucked away in a lodge
the grey-haired porter sits
with bowler hat nearby
and letter-racks and keyboards
and freshmen photographs.

his wars are over now:
deserts and jungles are
peculiar memories:
the medals won, forgotten.
the dead are dead indeed:
the young he knew are old.

his past experiences
and cunning to survive
the petty skirmishes
of  uneventful days
is all that he has left.

the day is fine and blue:
sun slanting on red brick
and medieval lintels,
cloisterwalks and green lawns.
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awards

University Prizes, Grants and Scholarships, and External Awards

the john winbolt prize 2015 Xuzhen he
david richards travel scholarships 2015 bethany s ironside
the t.b. wood prize 2015 charlie whittaker

University Instrumental Awards
william r c clark-maxwell (cello)
dorothy K hoskins (violin)

University Tripos Prizes
the north carolina state university prize jake cramp

(chemical engineering)
the h a turner prize (economics) bradley smith
the jack dangermond Young scholar award from Kathryn e hall

environmental systems research institute 
(education)

the charles fox prize for outstanding academic rachelle c falloon
writing (education – one each) Kathryn e hall

the sara norton prize for american history benjamin appleton
(for dissertation)

the geoffrey hawthorn prize for politics alexandre Y j paturel
the morcom lunt prize (manufacturing engineering) rabbiya naveed
the institution of  engineering and technology rabbiya naveed

manufacturing engineering student prize
for the most outstanding student in part iib

the philip lake prize (geography) anna a nicholl
the william Vaughan lewis prize (joint award) anna a nicholl

(geography) olivia m shears
the preparing for patients a distinction prize 2016 surina fordington fowkes

(medical and Veterinary sciences)
the marsh prize (modern & medieval languages) syamala a roberts
the Kurt hahn prize (modern & medieval languages) syamala a roberts
a bp prize for outstanding performance nicholas pearson

(nst chemistry)
armourers and braziers’ prize (one each) tian rong Zhu

(nst materials science part ii) christopher j may-miller
joseph grimwood

armourers and braziers’ prize timothy j crowter
(nst materials science part iii)

the perham prize 2nd prize (nst biochemistry) robert a cronshaw
the theological studies prize edward jeans

michael h l miller

College Awards, Elections and Prizes
e Gurnee Hart Scholarship 2015-2016:
caitlin ellis naylor studying for the mphil degree in medieval history (october 2015)
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e Albert Goh & Elizabeth Coupe Scholarship 2015-2016:
daniel lee petrides studying for the mphil degree in political thought and intellectual 
history (october 2015)

e Embiricos Trust Scholarship 2015-2018:
Kim chang liu studying for the phd degree in chemistry (from october 2015)

Maitland Memorial Prize (Mesolithic Studies) 2015-2016:
george t brill

Ng Fund 2015-2016:
fiona s petersen and rachel preston

Jesuan Welfare Awards 2016:
joseph hamilton, rebecca e lewis, joseph n scott

Organ Scholarships:
robert e s baigent (2013-2015; 2015-2016)
Yuet ming j wong (2015-2017)

Lady Kay Scholarship:
timothy hupfield (2015-2017)

Choral Scholarships:
sapphire f armitage, charlotte barrett-hague, john bazalgette, amatey V doku, 
edward d eburne, anna e harrison, dorothy K hoskins, harriet o hunter, 
emma Kavanagh, hamish a j macgregor, anna a nicholl, george w raikes, 
rebecca n reiss, syamala a roberts, gary c rushton, serena shah, Victoria taylor, 
louis f l wilson

Rawlinson-Hadfield Graduate Choral Scholarship:
toby c miller

Instrumental Exhibitions:
sarah h bate (bassoon), nikolas cerutti (piano), aiden c-l chan (french horn), 
julien e cohen (piano), edward d eburne (clarinet), sashini m mariathasan (guitar), 
andrea peripoli (harpsichord), r naomi reiss (flute), andrew c roe (bassoon), 
serena shah (piano), joseph swartzentruber (violin), Kiara a wickremasinghe (violin),
louis f l wilson (french horn)

Edward Daniel Clarke Travel Bursary:
emily collinson

James Baddeley Poole Bursaries:
sarah h bate, francesca m houghton, bethany jackson, shaista madad

Hugh Owen Memorial Award (biennial):
daisy e eyre

Sir Moses and Lady Finley Travel Bursaries:
jan d beitner, paul s brooks, john a lees, jamues n ng Kah lock

Jesus College Cambridge Society Travel Bursaries:
sapphire f armitage, lili s bidwell, saskia r borchardt-hume, jasmynne d bushrod, 
amy f butterworth, clement chan, lois cline, sophie collins, demetris demetriou, 
jamie dougherty, william j duggleby, marcell r fekete, holly hamilton, elka humphrys,
jeremy j minton, camilla moodie, ellen parker, ravi patel, caroline c sharp, 
benjamin t c simpson, patrick sylla, weiyu Ye, ryan Young
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Sir James Knott Bursaries:
thomas r hogg and lauren mcginney

Rustat Bursaries:
david j c bookless, timothy d f gray, eleanor g Kashouris, luke s r Kirby, 
michael h l miller, anna K robson, daniel g w smith, benedict j l welch

Sir Robbie Jennings Fund:
joanie e d meharry, hooi may hen, Qiyuan huang, matthew jones, 
matthew Kamisher-Koch, eli machover, arthur neuberger, andrew c roe, 
reginald l r seawright, jennifer woods, Zhongyang Xing

Alan Pars eatre Fund:
sebastian constantine, amelia V oakley, abigail e smith

Alan Burrough Grants for University Rowing:
jasmynne d bushrod, william jones hannah roberts

Douglas Timmins Grants for Sports:
peter akyol (hockey), peter j baddoo (lacrosse), eduardo p m baptista (basketball), 
harold j bradbury (cycling), madhurima r chetan (badminton), emily K s edwards 
(football), thomas e j edwards (windsurfing), connor emerton (cricket), 
jessica s n m Kung (table tennis), molly j lewis (basketball), laura mullarkey (squash),
samuel j plummer (kayaking), paul pruzina (orienteering), nipuna senaratne (cricket), 
john j a staunton sykes (hockey), maya a wright (volleyball)

Scholarships for Graduate Students (awarded in Michaelmas 2015 for 2013-2014 results):
anna hakes, rebekah e maguire, julian j sommerschuh

Scholarships for Graduate Students (awarded in Michaelmas 2015 for 2014-2015 results):
Vilius bartninkas, david r bowly, anna exenberger, fiona fraser, oliver hirst, 
grant lewis, jeffrey w lockhart, samuel i miller, ditlev rindom, 
bernardo d sarmiento hinojosa, william n h white

Scholarships:
olusogo akintaro, frederick t alford, joseph b allen, rohin s aojula, 
benjamin appleton, edward ashcroft, sophie e m ashford, robert e s baigent, 
joshua p bambrick, eduardo p m baptista, george e m baron, gabriele benomio, 
charlie g benson, max s bowling, tansy l branscombe, george t brill, hannah s cairns,
edward r carroll, nikolas cerutti, aiden c-l chan, anthony a clark, mitchell j cleaver,
julien e cohen, lydia collas, emily collinson, thomas a f comerford, jake cramp,
robert a cronshaw, timothy j crowter, Kim tuan do, aryeh l r dworkin, 
asher ellerman, john j w fenton, matthew feuer, james fuller, benjamin m fryza, 
Zi Kang gan, jerry p ganendra, steven gardiner, joel d gould, michael grace, 
anthony graff, paul m greenhalgh, joseph grimwood, alexandra f gutai, 
rebecca c harwin, james hilton, danielle holmes, francesca m houghton, jack a hoyle,
harriet o hunter, bethany d j hutchison, charlotte jackson, arabella jacobson, 
alexander d james-martin, edward jeans, michael jenkyn bedford, james Kendall, 
mohammed Kouta, timothy d lennox, christopher h lewis-brown, sophie V lloyd,
helen c longworth, hamish a j macgregor, eleanor c mack, sashini m mariathasan,
christopher j may-miller, dominik miketa, michael h l miller, oliver d mowforth, 
ron mulvey, rabbiya naveed, anna a nicholl, laurence n o’brien, jazlene j ong, 
jordan osborn, alexander j paige, alexandre Y j paturel, nicholas pearson, 
fiona s petersen, ben phelps, george pitt, james pollard, rachel pomery, rachel preston,
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eleanor r prince, sigrid rausing Koerner, syamala a roberts, anna K robson, 
elizabeth m robson, andrew c roe, jamie r sandall, joseph n scott, jonathan shamir,
caroline c sharp, rhiannon e shaw, manu K shrivastava, edward j sherlock, 
christopher j slim, abigail e smith, anthony spice, patrick a stevens, 
ruby g stewart-liberty, oliver stubbs, alan tang, william thurlwell, james a a trussler,
adam Venner, ryan walker, joshua watts, isabelle e williams, rhian williams, 
louis f l wilson, chun Yui wong, james m wood, daniel h h Zheng, tian rong Zhu

Exhibitions:
olivia a argent, Kostiantyn bichai, joao p borges santos, isabelle brawn, oliver brown,
jennifer e chambers, digby e chappell, madhurima r chetan, charlie constable, 
esther m w daniell, lucie l de cock, cara h dobinson, james K douie, 
emily K s edwards, tudor evans, angharad j t everden, chantelle l foster, 
lucy johnson, dominic m jones, mary Kiernan, jake levi, trina-jo mah, sophie g more,
isabelle l piper, rosa price, caspar g s ramsay, manahara ratnayake, r naomi reiss,
matthew K sample, mihir sood, Victoria taylor, heval m turel, anna r l wilson, 
wenying wu, weiyu Ye, tianlin Zhang

Prizes:
senior Keller tansy l branscombe

syamala a roberts
Keller benjamin m fryza

Zi Kang gan
michael grace

benefactor’s (2004) max s bowling
matthew feuer
alexandra f gutai
oliver d mowforth
laurence n o’brien
joshua watts
chun Yui wong

farrell (greek studies) mary Kiernan
brereton (classics part ia) mary Kiernan
carruthers (computer science part ia) wenying wu
carruthers (computer science part ib) james m wood
carruthers (computer studies part ii) joshua p bambrick
malthus (economics) laurence n o’brien
malthus (human, social & political sciences) tansy l branscombe
evans (engineering part ia) charlie constable
engineers’ (part ib) chun Yui wong
samuel taylor coleridge (english) abigail e smith
newling (history part i) edward ashcroft
schiff  (history part ii) ruby g stewart-liberty
glanville williams (law part ii) fiona s petersen
glanville williams (ll.m.) mitchell j cleaver
ware (mathematics part ib) timothy d lennox
sir harold spencer jones (mathematics part ii) frederick t alford
r a watchman (mathematics part iii) christopher h lewis-brown
eliot (mml part ii) syamala a roberts
james perrett (medical sciences part ia) lucy johnson
hadfield anatomy (medical sciences part ia) lucy johnson
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duckworth (parts ia and ib medical sciences) elizabeth m robson
hadfield medical sciences (mVst part ii) oliver mowforth
waring (final mb part iii) angharad j t everden
roberts (pathology) harriet o hunter
wellings (natural sciences part ia) matthew feuer
longden (natural sciences part ib) nicholas pearson
john gulland (natural sciences parts ia and ib) edward d eburne
john gulland (natural sciences part ii) oliver mowforth
sir alan cottrell (natural sciences (physical) physics:  alexander j paige

part ii or part iii) materials: tian rong Zhu
duncan mcKie (natural sciences part ii or iii) astrophysics:  

thomas a f comerford
materials: t j crowter

sheldrick (natural sciences part ii or iii) physics: anthony spice
chemistry: joel d gould

corrie and otter (theology and religious studies) edward jeans
Valérie tyssens (mml part i: french language) isabelle brawn and

catherine jenkinson
educational board prize jonathan d french
g f hart (history prelims to part i) Victoria l gray and

alexandra rowe
gilbertson prize samuel fairbrother
hamilton prize (social and economic history) anthony c witkowski
russell Vick (law) ben phelps
reid-henry (geography) anna nicholl
sir peter gadsden david r bowly
crighton (music) sapphire f armitage and

gary c rushton
gray reading prizes chapel: michael h l miller

hall: eleanor hussey
james hadfield (for contributing most to medical (pre-clinical medicine):  

and veterinary studies in the college) manu K shrivastava
(clinical medicine):  
aws sadik

margaret mair choral julia sinclair (murray edwards)
wohl prize (books, travel or study for history) benjamin appleton
morgan (english essay) john j w fenton
edwin stanley roe rachel pomery

(dissertation on a literary subject) sigrid rausing Koerner
samuel fairbrother

sir denys page award mary Kiernan
(for classics students to travel to greece) Yuet ming j wong

renfrew (for the most significant contribution robert e s baigent
to the musical life of  the college)

waring award (for sporting achievement) john corbridge
thian (essay promoting Veterinary medicine) (pre-clinical): 

charlotte barrett-hague
(clinical): henry miller
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College Prizes:
chemical engineering part iia christopher j slim
chemical engineering part iib jake cramp
economics part i max s bowling
economics part iia jack a hoyle
economics part iib olusogo akintaro
education part ii bethany d j hutchison
engineering part iia joseph b allen
engineering part iib Zi Kang gan
english prelims to part i rosa price
english part ii john j w fenton
geography part ia paul m greenhalgh
geography part ib george e m baron
human, social & political sciences part i alexandre Y j paturel
human, social & political sciences part iia george t brill

(biological anthropology)
human, social & political sciences part iib joshua watts

politics & international relations)
land economy part ii benjamin m fryza
law part ib rachel preston
master of  law (llm) andrew c roe
master of  corporate law anthony a clark
linguistics part ii charlie g benson
manufacturing engineering part iib rabbiya naveed
master of  advanced study in mathematics dominik miketa
modern & medieval languages part ib william thurlwell
modern & medieval languages part ii michael grace
music part ii robert e s baigent
natural sciences part ia (biological) lucie l de cock
natural sciences part ia (physical) hamish a j macgregor
natural sciences part ib (biological) anna K robson
natural sciences part ib (chemistry) nikolas cerutti
natural sciences part ib (physics) james Kendall
master of  advanced study in physics james a a trussler
philosophy part ia joao p borges santos
politics, psychology & sociology part iia eleanor r prince
politics, psychology & sociology part ib arabella jacobson
theological & religious studies part i caspar g s ramsay
final Veterinary examination part iii anna r l wilson
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Tripos Results

this year the college had over 850 students (no two ways of  counting them gives the same

number). there were approximately 490 undergraduates in residence, 23 of  whom came

from other countries in the european union and 39 from other overseas countries. there

were around 150 in each of  the first three years and 50 in the fourth. 12 undergraduates

were abroad for the year. there were 383 students in the graduate community at 1 october

2015 of  whom 60 phd students were in their 4th and 5th or more years who were writing

up, preparing for vivas or waiting for degree approval (‘under examination’).

PhDs

s j g aarts, performance of  real estate private equity funds
r angelici, digito dei: sacramentality and theory of  signification in the theology of  
hugh of  saint Victor

c s ashcroft, the grammar of  politics: power and violence in the thought of  
hannah arendt

j a black, optimising cardiovascular risk management early in the diabetes disease trajectory
s p black, synthesis and analysis of  polycatenated tetrahedra libraries
d carretero, submillimetre observations of  high mass star formation in cygnus X
b h j cartwright, making the cloth that binds us: the role of  spinning and weaving in
crafting the communities of  Viking age atlantic scotland (ad c600-1400)

g chami, evaluating treatment coverage and analysing complex networks for improving
mass drug administration

e chodorowska, ‘acts that we have idealised or obscured’: patterns of  indian thought in 
e. m. forster, t. s. eliot and aldous huxley
j h cook, senator henry m. jackson and the cold war, c1953-1983
l corens, confessional mobility, english catholics, and the southern netherlands, c1660-1720
r p-j m decorte, latin legal language: a linguistic and epigraphic investigation of  roman

statutes
r dehmel, gyroid structured polymer templates for optical applications
w dickens, reconstructing glacial and environmental change on the south orkney plateau,

sub-antarctica
j p fonseca da silva, new hybrid offering development in new technology-based firms
t s greenfield, the velocity structure and micro-seismicity of  the askja central volcano,

iceland
K e hall, all the live-long day: developing time-space maps to structure archaeological

and palaeo-environmental data relating to the mesolithic-neolithic transition in southern
england
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2016 2015 2014

number of  examinations taken 531 523 511

number obtaining first class (or stars) 138 122 135

number obtaining second class (upper) 245 254 227

number obtaining second class (lower) 37 31 53

number obtaining second class (undivided) 26 26 26

number obtaining third class 7 11 7
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f-Y hsieh, relative clause acquisition in second language chinese and second language
english

j a lawrence, the evolution of  the hominin mouth variation and covariation in the oral
morphology south african australopiths

r a r lawrence, cultural climates: the municipal art school and the reformulation of  civic
identity in Victorian britain

r f lemos, examining the drivers of  managerial practices: evidence from schools and
manufacturing firms around the world

Z li, long-term behaviour of  cast-iron tunnel cross passage in london clay
K n lim, understanding the roles of  cidec/fsp27 and ccta in energy storage within
adipocyte lipid droplets

m lu, expression-level dependent effects of  aggregation-prone polyglutamine proteins
m lytje, unheard voices: parentally bereaved danish students’ experiences and perceptions
of  the support received following the return to school

c i macgregor, studies towards the structural elucidation and total synthesis of  hemicalide
m mitrovic, morphosyntactic atoms of  propositional logic (a philo-logical programme)
g b owers, the political thought of  major john cartwright, 1774-1824
e papoutsellis, first-order gradient regularisation methods for image restoration –
reconstruction of  tomographic images with thin structures and denoising piecewise 
affine images

t f j-m pasquier, towards practical information flow control and audit
p m prentice, the evaluation of  blood and breast milk biomarkers relating to patterns of
infancy growth and nutrition

s saxe, the net greenhouse gas impact of  metro urban rail: the jubilee line extension in
london, uK and the sheppard subway line in toronto, canada

a j singleton, the geometry and representation theory of  superconformal quantum 
mechanics

a b stone, neither Quotidian nor peripheral - transactions with the borders of  the 
ur-iii state

g s j tudor, ensuring dosimetric coverage of  radiotherapy treatment volumes
a Vukovic, the ritualisation of  political power in early rus’ (10th-12th centuries)
K b wakely-mulroney, “where you cannot see to read”: memorisation and mental space in
the work of  isaac watts and lewis carroll

h wesseling, evaluation of  the molecular validity of  translational models for 
neuropsychiatric disorders: an integrated omics-approach

m wood, adsorption at the metal/liquid interface
Y-t wu, living environment and mental health in later life
m Yin, physical and numerical modelling of  submarine landslides
m Young, fragmentation of  self-gravitating accretion discs
t Zhang, structural and biochemical studies of  f1-atpase from mycobacterium smegmatis
l Zhou, the structural basis for type ii and iii collagen recognition by human 

osteoclast-associated receptor (oscar)
s Zhu, short pulse generation with cascaded fiber compressors laser system, graphene

based mode locked fiber laser and monolithically integrated semiconductor lasers



events





jesus college cambridge society

Committee 

as of  1 october 2016

1977 professor i h white (ian)
(President and Chairman)

Officers First Elected
1960 m r hadfield (trustee) (max) 2006

1969 d h wootton (trustee) (david) 2008

1969 c i KirKer (trustee) (christopher) 2012

1970 a d c greenwood (adrian) 1998

(Hon. Secretary)
1971 t slator (Hon. Treasurer) (tom) 2002

1976 m p haYes (mark) 2014

(Hon. Dinner Secretary)
2000 r j p dennis (richard) 2013

(College Council Rep.)
1998 s r l stacpoole (sybil) 2016

(College Council Rep.)

Year Representatives
1977 s n hillson (simon) 2013-2017

1992 K l slowgroVe (Katie) 2013-2017

2000 n p h King (nick) 2013-2017

2001 a m foster (alice) 2013-2017

1986 j m faireY (jon) 2014-2018
1980 j a haYes (janet) 2014-2018
1982 e s morriss (susanna) 2014-2018

1999 f a r rees (felicity) 2014-2018
1980 g r w sears (guy) 2015-2019

1988 p e s barber (paul) 2015-2019

1990 j j coX (jo) 2015-2019

1997 j mcgintY (john) 2015-2019

1982 K e ashton (Kay) 2016-2020

1987 h j cordell (heather) 2016-2020

1987 o hiwaiZi (omaid) 2016-2020

2006 c g botham (craig) 2016-2020
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Annual General Meeting 24 September 2016
the annual general meeting of  the jesus college cambridge society took place on 
saturday 24 september 2016 in the bawden room, west court at 6.30pm. the master, 
professor ian white, was in the chair. some twenty-seven members of  the society were
present. nine existing and proposed members of  the executive committee had sent their
apologies for absence. the master welcomed everyone to the newly refurbished parts of
west court.

Minutes

the minutes of  the annual general meeting held on 26 september 2015 were approved

and signed as a correct record.

Matters Arising

none.

Secretary’s Report

the honorary secretary reported that (a) there were 122 jesuans and guests attending the
annual dinner; this meant that neither the gallery nor upper hall would be used and hall
would be comfortably full; (b) in 2016 the college had allocated jccs travel bursaries
totalling £4,500 to 21 students, and (c) the 2016 annual report was in the course of
preparation and should be distributed in november. it would contain the minutes of  this
meeting and a report of  the dinner.

Annual Audited Accounts to 31/12/2015 and Treasurer’s Report

the audited accounts to 31/12/2015 showed a surplus of  £93. income from subscriptions
was £4,336 (£4,185 in 2014) and dividend income was £3,731 (£3,923). the accumulated
fund stood at £81,346 at 31/12/2015. investments were shown at cost (£67,021) although
their market value at 31/12/2015 was £74,843. this had risen to approx. £93k in
september 2016. the executive committee had approved an increase in both the amount
for travel bursaries and the donation to the j.c.s.u by £500 each to £4,500 and £4,000
respectively. the master thanked the committee for these increases; in particular, the travel
bursaries had been much appreciated and well used. the meeting agreed to receive the
accounts.

Appointment of  Auditor

the meeting agreed to appoint n j mitchell f.c.a. for 2016.

Annual Dinner Arrangements for 2017 

the honorary secretary announced that plans were under active consideration for the 2017
annual dinner to take place at the mansion house on 30 september 2017, thanks to the
invitation of  the incoming lord mayor, dr andrew parmley (1983). if, for any reason these
plans did not come to fruition, the annual dinner would revert to college on saturday 
23 september 2017 (the university alumni weekend). the final details would be circulated
in jesuan news in april 2017 and tickets would go on sale in may 2017. the secretary said
that the committee had established a small planning group to build on the very successful
mansion house dinner in 2012. several members commented that, while they would
appreciate the opportunity to bring more than one guest (up to an agreed limit) this should
not be at the expense of  jesuans who wanted to attend – in 2012, tickets sold out very
quickly and some jesuans had missed out on what proved to be a very memorable occasion
(and a record attendance for a mansion house dinner). the secretary said that there might
also be an opportunity for some sponsorship to help keep down the costs – those
interested should contact the development office in the first instance. the guest of
honour for the next dinner in college (either 2017 or 2018) would probably be peter
frankopan (1990)).  
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Election of  Officers

the meeting agreed to elect for one year adrian greenwood as honorary secretary, 
tom slator as honorary treasurer and mark hayes as dinner secretary. 

Executive Committee

the meeting agreed to elect the following as members of  the executive committee to
serve for 4 years in succession to those retiring by rotation: Kay ashton (1982), 
heather cordell (1987), omaid hiwaizi (1987) and craig botham (2006). they would 
serve until the agm in 2020. the master thanked those who were standing down after
their 4 year term of  office.

Any Other Business

the honorary secretary encouraged those present to attend (a) the drinks reception to be
held at the oyster shed, on the riverside near to cannon street station on 1 november
2016, for which tickets were already on sale (b) the spring dinner at the oxford and
cambridge club on 22 april 2017 and (c) the buffet lunch to be held in the fellows’
garden on 17 june 2017. it was well suited to family parties as there was no limit on the
number of  guests. the event also coincides with the last day of  the may races.  

Date of  next year’s AGM

Either saturday 30 september at the mansion house or 23 september in college – either
way, before the annual dinner – see above. the university alumni weekend would take
place on september 22-24.

Reports of  JCCS Events 2015-2016

JCCS London Dinner 9 April 2016
the jccs london dinner took place in the princess marie louise room at the oxford &
cambridge club and was attended by 47 jesuans and guests.

JCCS Buffet Lunch 11 June 2016
the 2016 buffet lunch was attended by over 60 jesuans and their families. many headed to
the paddock afterwards to watch the last day of  the races.

JCCS Annual Dinner 24 September 2016
following the society’s agm, the annual dinner took place in hall where 122 members
and their guests were present. the master presided and the guest of  honour was 
liz mcmeikan (1981).

JCCS Travel Bursaries
in 2016, jccs travel bursaries totalling £4,500 were awarded to 21 undergraduates and
graduates, out of  69 applications.

Forthcoming JCCS Events
22 april 2017 jccs spring dinner in the princess marie louise room

at the oxford & cambridge club
17 june 2017 jccs buffet lunch on bumps saturday
30 september 2017 jccs annual dinner and agm at mansion house

guest of  honour dr andrew parmley (1983)
final details will be published in the april 2017 edition 
of  jesuan news and tickets will go on sale in may 2017
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College Events

‘50 Years On’ Anniversary Lunch 11 November 2015
the master and fellows invited those who matriculated in 1965 and their spouses to lunch
in college on 11 november 2015. the following attended this lunch:

j d antrich, K balkow, s j barton, j V betts, a bond, j l burston, b K coleman, 
r e h cotterill, j s curtis, a j dracopoli, j f drinkwater, t j ellis, m g emmison, 
a h farley, i finch, rev d w flynn, p K ford, m harford-cross, t c harris, 
m d hendry, m p w lance, p j mason, j l miller, p s morrell, t r t morris, 
e f V perrott, a phelan, r b posey, p a ray, p w j rigby, m j rudkin, j n rudolph, 
s m h shubber, s j skeates, K m southern, a sutton, p l thompson, r thornton, 
r tillotson, j a toplis, t d Van Zwanenberg, p Virley, r e walker, g j white, 
c c wilson, c b woodd, a Youle 

‘60 Years On’ Anniversary Lunch 16 November 2015
the master and fellows invited those who matriculated in 1955 and their spouses to lunch
in college on 16 november 2015. the following attended this lunch: 

b d bartlett, j d f bellamy, d w cairns, g o j cooke, f dickenson, w h durran, 
p b m early, a e furness, a w gethin, m f harcourt williams, j a hudson, 
j a jefferis, h l K jones, g n leah, d nudds, p j padley, d m parr, r f sainsbury, 
p j g stow, r n straker, w h c streatfeild, K m treves-brown

Reunion Dinner 8 January 2016
the master and fellows invited those who matriculated in 1990, 1991 and 1992 to dine in
college on 8 january 2016. the following attended this dinner::

j n abley, n m f archer, j n baggaley, e m bailey, j l ball, c f barrowcliff, 
a m barton, a r bignell, a boyd, e a b cameron, m b cantor, e e carling, 
a n chandler, p a chirico, a m clason, a l cregeen, c j cullen, j j depledge, 
a m dewynter, j l fistein, j p frith, c l garner , j c gibb, a g h gibson, a j given,
r m K greenway, s a greenway, d j harden, n hardy, a r hodgson, l e jackson, 
s a Kohalny, a j lamb, s r maclennan, Z mellen, j h milne, o c f morley, 
r paveley, s K pettifer, j r pieters, l powell, e l powell, K h prior, t j pugh, t rees,
l a sheerman, r m smith, j a walton, j j watson, t j webber, a l wilkinson (1990);
s ahmad, e l baker, j e belton, m j bennett, a j h berry, c dodd, p durrant, 
c h fenwick, r j hanson, n c hodgson, s m ingram, l c jones, a Kay, a p Keane, 
t b Keith-roach, e Kolodny, j c levesque, t h lewis-reynier, l m lieberman, 
d l lister, s n madge, g m mccafferty, K j mclaughlin, K a mills, K m morrell, 
j m h murphy, c d naylor, c e parker, t j patterson, g j Quail, d m reid, 
m d roberts, m a l robson, K m sands, p a h scholten, r V seear, s b shelton, 
e j soilleux, s r stevens, a s m tromans, a Varma, a c Varney, e K Vest, 
m g waghorn, d warwick, d r weatherall, s g wells, a r whyman, j wigley, 
K j williams, j r Younger, e r Younger (1991); l barber, e m bartnovskaya, 
s bashford, e j broad, s f brown, r j l cooper, m j m curry, a K s a dalmahoy, 
i a j edwards, g m flood, c c fowkes, s j fuller, s j fuller, h V gibson, 
s c hampton, m a holman, j c honeybone, n j hornung, c w K hudson, 
r f hudson, p r jenoff, j a jones, o a lee, m p lewis, d g mallison, K p marsh, 
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c j mclaughlin, h l miles, V K moore, m o’neil, s d e park, m r parker, 
d r pederzolli, j n penman, j a f purchas, r d rawlings, c l rees, s l rumsby, 
t e samuel, e c seaward, l sieh, K l slowgrove, m r smith, g e smye, r n soldan,
l spanswick, r l strachan, g p l thomas, w j thomas, f tinnion, j g m traynor, 
s p walcot, m j williamson, K a wood, d m Yates (1992); j cruz (1994) 

Glanville Williams Society Reception 9 March 2016
the fifteenth glanville williams society reception was held in clifford chance london on
9 march 2016. the following jesuans connected with law attended the event:

a j h weber (1953); j g ross martyn (1962); r g toulson (1964); 
s a hockman (1966); r m jackson, d turner (1967); e j w houghton (1970); 
a r c Kershaw (1971); s irwin (1972); a r Kennon, c K roberts (1974); 
d j moss (1975); d n taylor (1977); a j forryan (1978); p j barratt (1981); 
d V gibbs (1984); i j mcdonald (1985); r b ulph (1986); p e s barber (1988); 
a Kay (1991); m r parker, w j thomas (1992); s m brain, r j m d’arjuzon, 
a j evans (1995); m e bays, K m s burns, h l d’arjuzon, i m maxwell, j j mcnae, 
r s moretto (1996); j c lloyd (1997); c m byers, a e semprini, e c woollcott (1998);
o p markham (1999); m j collis, s t jackson, a m V jeffrey (2000); o j elgie, 
s l williams (2001); i s blaney, j g macpherson (2002); m d grégoire, n e hall, 
j p s newman (2005); l a mcalister, m a thorne (2006); e e cridland, 
e j denny (2010); m wong (2011); h jackson, f s petersen (2012); e battison, 
s elhabbal, h j packer (2013); e s axelrod, Y c chia, b joseph, j s n Kung, 
s a laing, r e j law, e mcdonald, r preston, e c walker (2014); a burnett, 
c chan, m j cleaver, c p devlin, n dwivedi, d engelschman, a d james-martin, 
s V lloyd, c a mcdonald, a c roe, d s smith, i teodosio palma felizardo, 
h j whitehouse (2015)

Reunion Dinner 18 March 2016
the master and fellows invited those who matriculated in 2000, 2001 and 2002 to dine in
college on 18 march 2016. the following attended this dinner:

n g aspinall, s s baker, r d brass, d e cannie, a r cary, m j collis, t h j craven, 
f a i craven, l i davies, K l de wit, m a fewster, s j fine, e e foote, j c gillick, 
t s graham, m K hawcroft, s j hollander, l j hulbert, a r hurrell, a m V jeffrey, 
b j o jones, n p h King, j r lynas, m a mailer, l K mitchell, r a norris, 
r l o’malley, a e rogers, K a schönau, h l service, a b stone, m weber, a j wills,
h V woodcock (2000); f c s barrigan, b benfold, K e benfold, V e bennett, 
e r berger, d p burgess, s j day, V a driver, s e dutton, n faccini, h c fenton, 
f b r fitzherbert, r p foulkes, j m franklin, j fukuta, s l gick, h gorst-williams, 
j m gyles, V e gyles, r c hegarty, e f hitchcock,  s j hitchcock, f hobson, 
h j hope, a m horsewood, r n o hulbert, d l ingall, m i jones, t b Kelly, 
s r King, a j m lee, l m a linden, l s c lok, K maddison, n c l marven, 
m mileeva, a l mullen, n r shelmerdine, j sosabowski, t surendranathan, 
w r tennant, V K threlfell, h thronicker, m f j tolhurst-cleaver, r w turney, 
m s Varughese, a Velamati, s l williams, b K Yeap, j a Young (2001); 
V a armstrong, o bampfylde, d w a barrett, i s blaney, e s buckley, r j buxton, 
r w s curling, j g h davies, r h davis, r j dimmock, c a dobson, m j dolman, 
j e falvey, l n foulkes, K l freeman-smith, a j gabriel, c a greenwood, 
o t henricson-bell, p herron, j b hopkins, t c hopkins, r n jermy, e j lane, 
b d maddox, d s mardell, e j masheder, l a mcadam, h f murison, e neeson, 
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c K o’neill, c p o’rourke, n rasiah, s j richardson, s r richardson, c c sawyer, 
n l seeber, c t singleton, g stanning, t a swain, s r thorp, e c Y u m westlake, 
d g williams (2002)  

MA Dinner 1 April 2016
the master and fellows invited those who matriculated in 2009 to dine in college on 
friday 1 april prior to their ma ceremony the next day. the following attended this 
dinner:

a p s lawrence, c f j s macgilchrist (2008); K agbontean, j r ansell, i apampa, 
s ashcroft, r ashworth, l t axinte, a a azizi, ms r a bailey, m barr, a beetschen, 
p blenkharn, s p bray, n n bryan-Quamina, r burns, c chambon, r chapman, 
a coburn, g cook, r coverdale, p cowan, p crook, c daruwalla, f davies, 
s c eddison, K a elliott, a a fairhurst, t m finegan, j a forbes, d futers, 
a f n gilchrist, a gordon, o d graham, s graham, s V grant, c hannaby, 
o f harris, l e K higgie, t r hill, t c hodgson, d hoehn, p a hoyes, m e jackson,
r m johnson, b jones, o s jones, s joseph, p juggins, e Kendrick, h j King, s Koya,
g Krell, m lampitt, m laurenson, j a lofthouse, g e longson, ms l l maclean, 
m marcuson, d p marron, a mccracken, K l mcmenamin, c e j mcmurran, 
d h meads, m o’connor, c orphanides, l a parkman, c i pavlou, m r penny, 
a perros, b peters, e pope, a Quinn, r e ramagge, o rees, a t p rider, 
l s robinson, d m rose, K a rouse, s sakhrani, K l sandford, j r sawyer, 
m c simpson, h V m smith, m a smith, m t smith, m southall, e spelman, j stacey,
K steval, l stevens, c l stokowska, b w h strak, t tomouk, g j a troup, s Vose, 
m d wagner, r wang, l r a watson, d wilkinson, a wood 

Anniversary Dinner 25 June 2016
the master and fellows invited those who matriculated in 1976, 1986, 1996 and 2006 to
dine in college on 27 june 2015 to mark their 10th, 20th, 30th and 40th anniversary. 
the following attended this dinner:

p a bense, r j butter, j K g coad, w o a coales, r a collins, a r d’arcy, 
r e davies, c a farrell, c m fennell, n a fleck, j c foy, s m gordon, n j w hartley,
m p hayes, n hopkinson, m joannes, s g leegood, b a K rider, s p tibble, 
s p trussler (1976); s r anderson, d r bancroft, m a barker, j p barton, 
t a darnton, m Z de csilléry, m r hallmark, a n hughes, s lamont, 
s c lovell-jones, c c lundie, j d j mccabe, l a mccabe, K a mosedale, 
m e oxland, m j page, a g a ranawake, j a sasse, s e j sasse, j c sigee, m K smith,
w p twidale, r b ulph, t r n walker, s j wimhurst (1986); p K de csilléry (1987); 
r j m d’arjuzon, n p fetto (1995); l e berry, K m birks, m g boyes, j w briggs, 
b burston, r e chihambakwe, ms s l clarke, h e coates, d K m conely, 
l g daniels, h l d’arjuzon, j m l davidson, c c duff, h K V fetto, l s gillies, 
s j gray, m h e grayson, l c grimshaw, j hilton, a hollingsworth, d l horner, 
a r horner, c e hughes béguet, t a jaggers, r j Kastein, g h Kirk, s j lewin, 
r s moretto, r l olney, e c w pain, j patel, j e rees, n r sayle smith, K e self, 
n sinha, m h swanborough, a l taylor, l a taylor, l j treneer, j l whittaker, 
t f b wilson (1996); s abhyankar, c g botham, l j britton, g l colman, n j darling,
h c r donati, e s druckman, j r feldman, Y gao, e K Knott, V K lai, c langley, 
t h s laskey, a j leach, l j lindley, r j martin, ms l a mcalister, h m t mcgrath,
t f h mcilveen, d c millican, t d t möst, s murugesu, K j needham, m p norris, 
n e p petty, r m r scott, K a smith, s j tanner, m a thorne, d j wakerley, 
j m whybrew, c e wilkerson (2006)
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creating a protestant college 1559-1589
peter glazebrook

on the day in november 1558 when both the
queen of  england, mary i, and the

archbishop of  canterbury, cardinal reginald pole,
died in an influenza epidemic, and the terminal
decline of  medieval, catholic, england – and
medieval catholic cambridge – finally set in, jesus
college was without a master. dr john fuller,
who was also the chancellor – the principal judge
of  the diocese – after being ill for eight months,1

had died on 30 july, probably a victim of  the same
epidemic. he left the college in his will the
cambridgeshire manor of  graveley to endow
four fellowships. it was the largest benefaction it
had yet received, or would for more than a
hundred years receive. two of  the fellows had
also been ill, each for ten or eleven weeks,2 and a
senior perendinant (fellow-commoner) was to
die five months later. the bishop of  ely, thomas
thirlby, in whose hands lay the appointment of  a
new master did, however, survive. one of  the
government’s most senior diplomats, he had been
in france negotiating the treaty of  cateau-
cambresis, its signature celebrated by a bonfire in
the college.3 in january 1559 – before work on
shaping a protestant church and a protestant
cambridge that had been begun while the young
edward Vi reigned was resumed – he filled the
two offices fuller had held, appointing thomas
redman to be master and edward gascoyne to
be chancellor. in april he voted against the new
act of  uniformity (as he had against its
predecessor in 1549 when he was the first, and
only bishop of  westminster), and he subsequently
refused to subscribe to the act of  supremacy. he
was, as consequence, deprived of  his see in july,
and spent the rest of  his life (he died in 1570)
either in the tower or under house arrest at
lambeth palace.

the new master had since 1546, the year he
took his ma, been one of  the founding fellows
of  trinity, the new college formed by
amalgamating King’s hall and michaelhouse. in
1554 redman had obtained his bd and since then
became one of  the bishop’s chaplains, also
obtaining three livings including one (teversham)
just outside cambridge which was in the bishop’s
gift. thirlby must have known him well, as he
probably did gascoyne, who had acted as fuller’s
deputy chancellor during his illness. 

redman’s tenure as master was brief. like his
bishop he refused to conform to the new
ecclesiastical regime and was accordingly deprived
of  the mastership in february 1560 and sent into
internal exile in the north, returning to his native
village, thornton-in-wansdale in the west riding
of  Yorkshire, where he lived to a ripe of  old age
(he was still alive in 1598). he may have
continued, as many a marian priest did, to minister
quietly and unobtrusively to those – and there
were many in the west riding4 – who preferred
the old religious ways to the new. he left behind
him in cambridge nine or ten fellows, all but one
of  whom had been elected while mary had
reigned.

the new bishop, richard coxe, who had come
from oxford, where he had been both christ
church’s first dean and Vice-chancellor, via
protestant exile in frankfurt, replaced redman
with gascoyne. the chancellor may have been
intended to be only a temporary stop-gap, for
coxe was heavily involved in london in the new
government’s reorganization of  the church. but
whether or not, he soon came to see that
gascoyne was not the person to take a lead in
implementing the protestant programme for the
university and its colleges that the Queen’s
Visitors had recently proclaimed. a sound enough
church lawyer, as his ll.d. attested, and an
efficient and energetic diocesan administrator,
gascoyne had worked under norwich’s two
marian bishops to induce norfolk’s many
protestants to return to the practices and beliefs
of  their forefathers, and to make martyrs of  some
of  those who stubbornly refused to do so. he was
not, therefore, an obvious person to preside over
a college whose function was now to be the
education and training of  the much needed ‘godly
ministers’ of  the word.5 the disbanding of  the
preaching orders of  friars had left many empty
pulpits.

the master of  trinity was soon suggesting
one of  his own fellows (francis newton) as a
more suitable master of  jesus,6 while the bishop
himself  was in 1562 telling the privy council that
“master edward gascoyne . . . is a deacon, does
not reside (at ely, where he is a prebendary) but in
cambridge where he lives; is ll.d., not qualified
for preaching nor has any special licence for it, nor



does he keep hospitality there [semble ely]”.
gascoyne resigned the mastership, becoming the
bishop’s Vicar-general instead and retaining his
other diocesan offices for which legal and
administrative, but not preaching skills (or priest’s
orders), were needed and, as a side line,
negotiating exchanges and leases of  former
monastic property now owned by colleges.7 his
replacement as master was, however, not from
trinity but from st john’s. john lakin, a
theologian, had, since the expiry of  his fellowship
there in 1560, been living in jesus while serving
two local parishes (duxford and impington). but
his appointment did not end the bishop’s
problems, for he died within thirteen months, in
july 1563. coxe was more fortunate in his next
choice – the college’s fourth master in five years.

thomas ithell, who had been a fellow of
magdalene, was, like so many of  his predecessors,
a church lawyer. this should not surprise us.
there was no separate office of  bursar,
responsibility for the college’s property and
finances lay on the master. ithell remained master
until his death sixteen years later in 1579,
succeeding after two decades of  change and
uncertainty in setting the college on a firm basis.
he became an influential figure in the university
and the diocese trusted (notwithstanding having
a brother a seminary priest),8 by his bishop and
the government, and was appropriately rewarded
with benefices and other offices. he had been a
proctor in convocation in 1562 and took his
ll.d. in 1563. he was already gascoyne’s deputy
(commissary) as diocesan chancellor and was 
to succeed him in that office, in which he 
showed himself  “an exceptionally efficient
administrator”,9 in 1565. he sometimes held his
consistory court in jesus chapel, which he also
often used for the examination of  ordinands, a
responsibility shared with the archdeacon and, not
infrequently, other lawyer fellows of  jesus.10 he
was one of  the royal Visitors of  the university in
1570 and the draftsmen of  the statutes they
imposed (which remained in force until the
middle of  the nineteenth century). these effected
a constitutional revolution in both the university
and the colleges. the regent house (composed
of  recent mas) was replaced as the university’s
governing body by the much smaller caput of  the
senate dominated by heads of  colleges – a change
that provoked widespread opposition in which at
least six of  the jesus fellows and perendinants
joined. in the colleges masters were given a veto
on all elections to fellowships and scholarships,
and on grants and leases of  college estates.11 ithell

was later, as one of  its royal Visitors, to redraft
the statutes of  a troubled st john’s and, having for
long handled much of  the university’s legal
business, he became its commissary, its senior
active judge. 

*     *     *

that the new church settlement would be
protestant in character was not in doubt for the
Queen was protestant by both birth and
education, but its precise form – somewhere
between henrician and calvinist – was not
immediately apparent. in his will written while the
parliamentary debate on the act of  uniformity
was in progress the college’s oldest resident, who
had been a fellow of  pembroke during edward
Vi’s reign and rysley reader in divinity during
mary’s, had asked to be buried in chapel “with
masse or other prayers as the church shall
appointe to be songe or saide”.12 and it was in the
chapel that change was soon to be seen.

ever since the college’s foundation – save for
four years (1549-53) during edward’s short reign
– masses had been celebrated daily and with
additional solemnity on all sundays, the many
saints’ days, and on the anniversaries and month-
days of  those for whom its chantries had been
established. by contrast, though mattins and
evensong (in cranmer’s abridged, english form)
continued to be said daily, holy communion was
now to take place only two or three times a year –
initially at christmas and easter and, after 1568, at
whitsun too – at a wooden table bought for seven
shillings. so whereas in 1557-58 the bills for
communion wine came to five shillings and for
wax and candles to £1. 4s. 7d., in 1559-60 only
10d and six shillings, respectively, was spent,
although wine was now required for all
communicants. in 1561 the cost of  bread and
wine used in chapel fell to 4d.13 in 1557 30
shillings (as much as a fellow’s stipend for nine
months) had been spent on two copes and, in
1558, £4. 19s. 11½d paid for various chapel
items, and a statue (or picture) of  st christopher
carrying the boy jesus had been installed.14 now
a board with a printed text of  the ten
commandments was set up,15 and new psalters
were got from london, as was “a bible in ye great
volume”.16 a termly sermon commending the
college’s benefactors and urging everyone to
make good use of  the opportunities given them
replaced the (in protestant eyes) ‘superstitious’
requiem masses which their benefactors had been
promised.17 the organ lay unused – a sign of
advancing calvinism – and eventually, in 1582,
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was sold: its three pipes, weighing 5 lbs, fetched
2s. 6d. as scrap metal, and its case was bought for
6s. 8d. by a fellow who could remember the organ
being played;18 it must have been a handsome
piece of  furniture. meanwhile a damaged chalice
had been exchanged for two silver-gilt salts for use
in hall.19 in 1570 the royal Visitors were to
increase the number of  services of  holy
communion that colleges should celebrate from
three to four a year. they were, however, to be on
the first day of  each term, thus cutting another
link with the festivals of  the medieval (and earlier)
church.20

but there were other traces of  the catholic
past still remaining. in 1575 the heralds came to
cambridge and at jesus, as at corpus and at
trinity, they replaced arms bearing traditional
religious symbols by new, essentially secular, ones.
the five wounds of  jesus no longer seemed
appropriate: they had been displayed on the
banners of  the rebels in the pilgrimage of  grace
in 1536, in the western rising in 1549, and in that
of  the northern earls in 1569. a new design
combining john alcock’s cockerel heads with ely
diocese’s – Queen (saint) ethelreda’s – crowns
took their place. the heralds charged £3. 6s. 8d.
for their services,21 so it is not, perhaps, surprising
that the college did not go to the expense of

having a new seal made but went on using its old
one, as it still does.

*     *     *

in september 1559 when the Queen’s Visitors
came to cambridge charged with adapting the
statutes of  the university and its colleges to the
new church settlement, the changes they imposed
at jesus differed only a little from those made by
their predecessors in 1549 which there had been

The College seal

Grant of Arms 1575
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scant opportunity to put into effect. for soon after
mary succeeded her half-brother in 1553 she had
revoked all the university and college statutes
made in 1549 and had directed the two universities
and their colleges to comply with those that had
been in force at her father’s death in 1547. the
1559 Visitors did, however, increase the numbers
of  fellows (graduate students) that the college
had in 1549 been required to maintain from its
endowments – including those that had previously
supported chantry priests, choirman and
choristers – from twelve to sixteen, and the
number of  undergraduate scholars from eight to
fifteen.22

furthermore, since “study of  the civil laws is
necessary in the state” four of  the sixteen fellows
(rather than one of  the twelve) should, the
Visitors decreed, devote themselves to it.23 in 1549
the lord protector (the duke of  somerset) had,
for the same reason, proposed that trinity hall,
clare hall and st nicholas’s hostel should be
merged into a single college for students of  the
civil law, but nothing had been done before he fell
from power later that year. somerset’s failed plan
may, therefore, have been in the Visitors’ minds
when, ten years later, and as a second best, they
imposed this change at jesus.24 it was a distinct
reversal of  the priorities of  its founders. bishops
alcock and west had both thought that the
church had too many lawyers and too few
theologians. the change did, however, allow three
of  the marian fellows25 to reinvent themselves as
lawyers and so avoid some of  the difficulties they
might have had in expounding new theological
doctrines. there would, for at least the next
twenty-five years, be plenty of  work for them 
in the university and diocesan courts in
cambridge.26

the other fellows, once they had completed
the ma course were, like their predecessors, to
study theology, though only six of  the twelve at
any one time had to be in priest’s orders, for there
were no longer chantries to be served. the
courses for the bd and dd were, however,
lengthy (five years for the bd, another seven for
the dd) and fellows had often secured a parish or
cathedral appointment, vacating their fellowships,
before they had completed them and obtained
these degrees. so, conscious, as the Visitors were,
of  an acute shortage of  learned and godly clergy
– too many parsons were not up to preaching and
had to be confined to reading the printed Homilies
to their congregations27 – they balanced their
provision for four lawyer fellows with one that
allowed four of  the theologians to combine their

fellowships with parochial benefices lying within
twenty miles – riding distance – of  cambridge and
having an annual income of  less than £20.
believing, moreover, that the university had too
many divinity professorships and that two – the
regius and the lady margaret – would be quite
enough (the more there were the greater the risk
of  differing theological opinions giving rise to
contending religious parties, which was the last
thing they and the government wanted28) they
suppressed the rysley readership (once held by
cranmer) which was vacant after the death of  its
holder.29 its endowment, vested in the college,
was now to be shared among those four fellows,
thereby encouraging them to remain in cambridge
pursuing their theological studies and, in order to
disseminate the gospel more widely, honing their
preaching skills not only in their parishes but also
in the university church and the college chapel.30

the Visitors’ scheme may not have worked
quite as they had hoped, but it certainly had
enduring consequences, not wholly beneficial, for
both the college and the nine local parishes
where, thanks largely to Queen mary and bishop
thirlby, it had the right to appoint the parson.
these parishes were left for long periods without
resident incumbents, their sunday services,
baptisms, weddings and funerals frequently taken
on their behalf  by non-resident curates – typically
recently ordained, and so inexperienced, younger
fellows. they “gallop from place to place and trot
from parish to parish”, as one early seventeenth-
century critic complained.31 Yet there was no
inducement, as there was at trinity, st john’s,
corpus and Queens’, and as the puritan founders
of  emmanuel and sidney were later to supply, for
them to work for and obtain the higher degrees,
and thus help meet the huge national need for
learned clergy.32

these two changes thus provided half  of  the
fellows (the four theologians and the four lawyers)
with an alternative to leaving cambridge for a
benefice or some other employment. they now
had the chance – and all the fellows the prospect
– so long as they remained unmarried of  earning
an adequate income while retaining their
fellowships. three of  the first four lawyer-fellows
took it, remaining fellows until their deaths in
1585, 1599 and 1609, after tenures of, respectively,
29, 44 and 53 years.33 of  the theologians elected
during the 1560s and 1570s one was a fellow for
15 years, and two for 10 years, while among the
twelve elected in the 1580s, one held his fellowship
for 18 years, others for 14 (two) and 12 years, the
average tenure rising from 7 years in the 1570s to



10 in the 1580s. as a consequence, not only were
there to be fewer vacancies for promising young
graduates, but fellowships ceased to be graduate
studentships and became, in effect, benefices for
bachelors.

two further developments were to reinforce
this change in the character of  fellowships. the
first (of  which more in a moment) was the greatly
increased opportunities that were emerging for
fellows to earn fees for acting as tutors to
students from better-off  families.34 the second
was the adoption by most, if  not all, oxbridge
colleges before the century was out of  the
practice, copied from that of  cathedral chapters,
of  each year dividing a college’s surplus income,
after its statutory outgoings had been met,
between its master and fellows. at jesus the
division eventually came to be into twenty parts:
two for the master, one for each fellow, and the
remaining two for a reserve fund, later known as
‘dead college’. though the size of  these payments
(‘dividends’) inevitably varied from year to year,
they were large enough sufficiently often to make
a fellowship something worth holding on to for
as long as possible.35

*     *     *

requiring this poorly endowed college to
maintain sixteen fellows and fifteen scholars was
more easily said than done. suitable candidates
had to be found, as had the money to pay for
them. not all the bequests on which the Visitors
had based their plans – notably those of  dr
reston (master 1546-1551) for one fellowship and
seven scholarships, and dr fuller for four
fellowships (though not of  the sort the Visitors
envisaged) – had yet been received,36 and not 
all the accounting problems left behind by
edmund peyrpointe (master 1551-1556) had been
resolved.37 when ithell became master in 1563
there were still only eleven fellows, all of  whom
(along with four students) contributed verses to
the volume the university presented the Queen
when she visited cambridge in august 1564.38

the full complement of  sixteen was not achieved
until 1567. seven of  these eleven had been elected
in mary’s reign. of  the four lawyers one had been
elected as such,39 the others having, as has been
seen,40 taken advantage of  the Visitors’ increased
provision for lawyer fellows. one of  the marian
theologians remained,41 and six new graduates,
also putative theologians,42 had taken the places
of  those who had, for reasons no longer
discoverable, left the college in 1560-61: perhaps
they did not see themselves as preachers of  the

word in the new church settlement.
of  the eleven new fellows elected in the first

decade of  the new reign only five were to become
parochial clergy, two of  them (with bds) rising to
be archdeacons,43 another (with a dd) to be a
bishop.44 three left to practise medicine, and three
pursued legal careers, one of  them (lucratively) as
a judge in ireland.45 but these were, to repeat, still
early days: not only was the future shrouded in
more than its usual uncertainty, but thoughtful
men needed time to make up their own minds as
to exactly what it was that they believed.

in the last decade (1570-9) of  ithell’s
mastership five among the sixteen new fellows
had brief  tenures (not more than four years), one
ended by death. nothing else is known about
them. it seems, however, to have been understood
that a fellow elected before he was qualified for
the ma, or before he had reached the canonical
age for ordination (23 for a deacon, 24 for a
priest) was allowed two or three years’ grace in
which to decide whether he wished to follow a
clerical career.46 if  he decided not to, he would
resign – unless, of  course, he wanted to be a
church lawyer and a law fellowship was, or was
expected shortly to become, available. and two
of  the sixteen did in fact fill such vacancies.47

all the others were ordained and six earned
bds and two dds. seven had careers as parish
clergymen. one of  them, the future puritan
patriarch john dod, initially at least, a
controversial and contentious figure, became one
of  a handful of  seventeenth-century puritan
leaders with national standing.48 of  the remaining
two, one became archbishop whitgift’s secretary,
assisting him and richard bancroft (for long a
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tutor at jesus with many pupils and soon to be
bishop of  london), in their campaign to eradicate
puritanism in the church.49 the other, john
duport, was after holding several parochial and
cathedral appointments to return to jesus in 1590
as master, and be one of  three jesuans involved in
producing the King james version of  the bible.

ithell’s immediate successor as master in 1579
was john bell, a fellow of  peterhouse during
mary’s reign, and subsequently, like lakyn, the
incumbent of  two local parishes (fulbourn and
fen ditton). since 1566 he had been a canon of
ely, but he remained active in the university,
obtaining his dd in 1575. he may have lived at
jesus as a perendinant: he was, with bancroft, a
witness of  ithell’s will. during his mastership
twelve fellows were elected. only seven were
jesuans (in the 1570s there had been fourteen
jesuans out of  sixteen) and just one had come to
cambridge as a sizar (in the 1560s there had been
five out of  eleven), an indication, perhaps, of  that
increasing gentrification of  the universities
detected by some historians. (one of  this group
inherited the family estate at barrington near
cambridge on his elder brother’s death and left to
join the ranks of  the country gentry.)50 eight of
the twelve fellows were ordained, and five
obtained the bd, a higher proportion than in
previous decades.51 one became an archdeacon,
while archbishop whitgift found another
secretary among them.52 the other six had to be
content with parochial appointments, one, or
perhaps two, combining their incumbencies of
local parishes with being tutors to
undergraduates53 (of  whom more shortly). they
had held their fellowships for rather longer than
their immediate predecessors (for an average of
ten years rather than the seven of  the 1570s
group), so there were fewer fellowships for
promising new graduates, a sign, too, that there
were fewer vacant parishes needing parsons.54

*     *     *

radical change was not confined to the chapel
and to the nature of  fellowships. the college had
always had some members who had not, and
might never, obtain a degree. there had been the
six choristers and choirmen – replaced with eight
scholars by the 1549 Visitors – and there were still
sizars. every fellow was entitled to have a young
lad living in his chamber to do chores and run
errands, including collecting their daily sizings
(bread and beer) from the buttery, hence their
name. jesus, like most cambridge and oxford
colleges, had been, essentially, a small community

of  graduates. it was now to become – 1564 seems
to be the critical year – and ever after to continue
as one in which undergraduates were the
numerically dominant group.

until the late 1540s most cambridge
undergraduates had lived, studied and received
some teaching not in a college (or, prior to their
dissolution, one of  the town’s five religious houses
whose sites now lay waiting recolonisation) but in
a hall or hostel, unendowed establishments run as
businesses by mas licensed by the university.
garret hostel lane still commemorates one of
them. the sharp decline in the number of
students in cambridge in the unsettled years
between the late 1530s and the early 1550s had,
however, led to many of  the hostels ceasing to be
financially viable and closing. the university’s
1544 matriculation statute having required all
undergraduates to live in either a hostel or a
college under the care of  an ma who would be
responsible for their behaviour and their studies,
parents, guardians and patrons increasingly looked
therefore to the colleges to accommodate them
and to provide the requisite oversight.55 and
colleges came to see in undergraduates a way of
boosting their straitened finances and of
providing a larger pool, not confined to sizars,
from which scholars – potential fellows could be
recruited.56

only 61 undergraduates – twelve of  them
sizars – are recorded as having been admitted to
the college during the first five years (1559-63) of
the new regime, out of  these sixty-one only ten
(two of  them sizars) got so far as the ba and were
ordained. but with ithell’s arrival numbers quickly
rose. in 1564, as a result of  what must have been
a vigorous recruiting drive, 44 new students are
recorded, a huge numerical increase, even if  they
included some whose matriculation had been
delayed. in the remaining fifteen years of  his
mastership, there was an annual average of  24,
producing a resident student body of  about sixty,
though in some years it may have been larger.57

more forms were needed in chapel for them to sit
on.58 of  a total of  400 students admitted during
ithell’s mastership just over 160 (two in every five)
obtained the ba and 125 are known to have been
ordained. staying as they did for four or more
years the number of  these, the graduating
students, may give a better indication of  the
college community than the more commonly
cited totals of  those admitted.

there were several reasons for what to us
seems a high rate of  attrition. some students will
have come for a year or two, even just for a term
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or two, without any intention of  staying long
enough to obtain a degree, a qualification of  value
only for those intending a career in the church or
as a church lawyer. their parents would have
hoped that a spell in cambridge would put a finish
on their schooling and enlarge their social skills
and contacts. a small but steady stream were on
their way to the inns-of-court in london, some to
train as lawyers, others in the hope of  securing
one of  the increasing number of  jobs in
government service. there will, too, have been
those who intended to, or whose parents wished
them to, seek ordination, who had decided that
life as a clergyman was, after all, not for them.
and yet others may have left for financial reasons
having failed to obtain a scholarship, or because
the course proved too difficult, their places taken
by students who had moved from other colleges.
richard robinson, the first person to be recorded
as a scholar had gone to trinity in 1565; by 1568
he was a scholar at jesus, and in 1575 became a
fellow.59 someone who had attended, but not
graduated from, a university was, however,
deemed literatus and, as such, qualified to be a
schoolmaster.

during bell’s mastership (1579-89) student
admissions fell by nearly a third, as they did in
most colleges: a reflection both of  the depressed
state of  the national economy and of  how, after
twenty years of  the new church settlement, there
were fewer parishes – at least in the south of
england – waiting for a graduate parson. almost
half  of  those admitted stayed long enough to
graduate, a third proceeded to ordination. these
were somewhat higher proportions than under
ithell, with little difference between those entering
as sizars and as pensioners. the graduates
included robert cotton (1581), the most
remarkable scholar to emerge from the college in
these years, all the more notable for having come
from a local family of  landed gentry, gone on to
an inn-of-court, and been heavily involved in
jacobean politics. at his death he was to be
eulogized as “this worthy repairer of  eating-times
ruins, this philadelphus, in preserving old
monuments and ancient records, this treasury, this
store-house of  antiquities”.60 he left a library of
more than 800 medieval manuscripts that was
later to be bought for the nation, having in his life-
time made it freely available to scholars, both
english and continental. 

*     *     *

with so many students, formal arrangements for
overseeing their finances, their behaviour, and

their studies, were needed. the college’s first
statutes had, naturally enough, been silent on the
point. but by 1549 a provision reflecting the
university’s 1544 matriculation statute had been
added, requiring 

“that if  a commoner admitted to commons
have not attained his twentieth year he is to
have to look after him a discreet man to be
appointed at the master’s discretion (or in his
absence the president’s) to be responsible for
his behaviour and to be answerable in all
respects for him in accordance with our
statutes”.61

this remained, until the nineteenth-century’s
reform, the only basis for what was to become the
all-important role of  tutor. sizars and scholars did
not need tutors, for receiving as they did free
board and lodging they would not run up large
college bills. and a tutor did not need to be a
fellow. holding no college office, the fellows had
no say in his appointment as they did for the dean
and the steward. until well into the eighteenth
century there were many instances of  a fellow
being tutor to no more than one or two
undergraduates, often younger relatives or the
sons of  neighbours or friends at home.
sometimes the master himself  had pupils.

responsibility for most of  the commoners
(pensioners), however, lay with just three or,
occasionally, four tutors nominated by the master.
during ithell’s time four men – all of  them
lawyers, but only two of  them fellows – had
substantial numbers of  pupils. robert landesdale
had been elected a fellow in 1556 and lived until
1609 when he was buried in chapel, leaving a
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bequest to his “pupil and dear friend” john law
(1569), books to the library, 53s 4d for a silver
pot for the fellows’ table, and 26s 8d for a dinner
at his funeral; his “worne apparel” was to go to
“poor students”.62 he had been both an opponent
of  the constitutional changes in the university
made by the 1570 statutes, and a tenacious
defender of  its rights at stourbridge fair. he was
“of  high repute” among his pupils, several of
whom were to be benefactors of  the college. of
the other tutors with more than a handful of
pupils, thomas legge, who came in 1567 when
his fellowship at trinity expired, was to be dr
caius’ designated successor as master of  his 
re-founded college and, on ithell’s death, the
university’s commissary. when, in 1573, he left
jesus for caius he took seven of  his pupils with
him. richard swale, a lawyer fellow, trod in his
footsteps. entering jesus as a sizar in 1566, by
1571, he was a fellow and at the beginning of  a
distinguished career which took him to caius in
1577, becoming its president. he served as an
ecclesiastical judge before going on to be a
chancery master (the highest judicial
appointment open to a civil lawyer), an mp and
be knighted.

the best known and most influential of  the
jesus tutors in these years was, however, richard
bancroft, the future archbishop of  canterbury.
incumbent of  a local parish (teversham), but
never a fellow, he was related to (‘a cousin of ’)
ithell and, from 1569, his trusted assistant and
deputy in both the judicial work of  diocese and
university, and in examining ordinands. a notable
number of  bancroft’s pupils were in due course,
and unsurprisingly, to play their parts on the
national stage – to their own, and their tutor’s,
advantage. 

that this first generation of  tutors should all
have been lawyers working in diocesan and
university courts is readily explicable. they were
rather older than most fellows and remained
longer in cambridge – landesdale for all his long
life – earning reputations among, and
recommendations as trustworthy guides of  their
charges from, parents and guardians, for whom
the choice of  tutor was more important than the
choice of  college.63 many of  the theologian
fellows, by contrast, would have been younger
and seen as likely to leave cambridge as soon as a
suitable benefice came their way. later, as the
number of  lawyer-fellows declined, it would be
the parson-fellows who most often became
tutors. 

*     *     *

what, undergraduate teaching was provided by
the college in these years is unclear. with the
exception of  one ill-considered interpolation (also
dating from 1549), its statutes catered only for the
academic activities of  fellows who were bas
preparing for the ma. university lectures, which
undergraduates seeking a degree were required to
attend, were still being given, some by regent
masters (those who had recently taken their ma)
and some by salaried readers (professors). such
undergraduates were also required in their third
and fourth years to take part in formal public
disputations in which a proposition (in which its
proponent did not necessarily believe) was
maintained so that arguments to disprove it might
be advanced by his opponent. and colleges held
regular trial-runs or practices, fridays in term
being reserved for them.64 all colleges had also
been instructed by the 1570 Visitors to put on
regular (daily) greek and latin lectures. its master
having been one of  them, it may be assumed that
jesus did so. at corpus undergraduates had, in the
1570s, a full lecture programme (four hours a day)
and those at jesus may – but we do not know –
have been similarly well provided for.65

the 1570 Visitors, like their predecessors in
1549 and 1559, had also required that the day
should begin in chapel with morning prayer at
5a.m., which was to be attended by all in residence
who were under 40, the master and doctors
excepted.66 it was to end at 8pm. (winter) or 9p.m.
(summer), when the gates were to be locked and
the keys taken to the bedchamber of  the master
or president.67 but although the university’s
principal purpose remained the education of
future clergy, and although most of  them now left
cambridge within a year or two of  taking their
ba, the university itself  offered undergraduates
no formal teaching in theology. they were left to
pick up sufficient divinity to satisfy their ordaining
bishop’s examiners from the weekly university
sermons which they were expected to attend,
from popular preachers in the town’s churches,
and from “common places” – short sermons
expounding a scriptural text – that were to be
given in chapel twice a week after morning prayer
by fellows and other recent graduates in turn
(doctors again excepted), and from any more
formal catechetical lectures that may have been
given.68 later, as the parson-fellows increasingly
came to act as tutors, they doubtless took a greater
part in the religious formation, and in guiding the
reading, of  their pupils. but for the most part
clergy continued, as they always had, to learn on
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the job, though a few went first to live with and
learn from such well known parish ministers as
john dod, the former fellow.

with those of  their pupils who had no
intention of  staying long enough to take a degree,
tutors were unconstrained by the demands of  the
university’s curriculum, and had a freer hand in
guiding their studies in whatever direction might
seem likely to be helpful to their future careers.69

but all students were expected to attend the
college’s lectures and practice disputations.70

a few lists of  recommended reading made by
tutors of  other colleges survive,71 though none
compiled by tutors at jesus have yet come to light.
but living cheek by jowl with their pupils, as they
did, tutors clearly had a strong interest in keeping
them fully occupied.

*     *     *

fitting anything up to 60 students, plus a dozen or
more fellows and other resident graduates, into
the twenty or so rooms on the six cloister court
and hall staircases was well-nigh impossible –
even in the sixteenth century when (and until late
in the seventeenth) multiple, not single, occupancy
was the rule. the emergence of  a new academic
species – the undergraduate fellow-commoner –
only aggravated matters, for though they rarely
stayed longer than a year they expected more
space. while most students who paid for their
own board and lodging – the pensioners – ate
with the scholars at their tables in hall and shared
rooms with them, those who came from grander
families looked for less crowded living conditions
– in rooms with glass casements rather than
shutters72 – and better food. the college was
ready to oblige in return for much higher fees and
charges: 20 or 40 shillings, rather than one, on
admission, for instance. in return these students
were allowed to rent either a room of  their own –
the third lord wharton, who succeeded to his
father’s title in the year (1573) he spent at jesus,
occupied the chamber that is now the
combination room – or a cubicle in a fellow’s or
graduate’s set and to eat at the fellows’ table
(hence the designation fellow-commoner). there
were four among the 44 undergraduates admitted
in 1564, another four in 1567 and again in 1568
(including in this latter year, fulke greville,
courtier, poet, dramatist, benefactor of  the
university and the college and, most famously,
“friend of  sir philip sidney” as the epitaph he
composed for himself  proudly proclaimed). 
a further fifty or so (among 470 students) came in
the next twenty-five years.73

something had to give, and it was the free (but
under-endowed) grammar school, which the 1559
Visitors had allowed, but not required, the college
to continue to maintain, that lost out.74 it was
closed in 1567-8 to the dismay of  the
townspeople who had to wait until 1620 before
cambridge again had, thanks to dr stephen
perse’s bequest, an adequate grammar school. by
156975 the college’s schoolroom and dormitory
had been converted into six rooms on what are
now a and b staircases with, in the roof-space
above them, cocklofts (small student rooms),
utilizing stone and other materials from the
demolished chancel and side-chapel of  the nearby
st clement’s church which the college had
inherited from the nuns.76 they were now of  no
more use than the altars they had been built to
house: the nave met all the needs of  the
congregation which came to hear the sermons of
the great dr chaderton, a moderate puritan who
for fifty years was the parish lecturer and would be
emmanuel’s first master.

it was not only more rooms that were needed.
the “common latrine” (so called to distinguish it
from the en suite arrangements in a few rooms
including those of  the master and schoolmaster
in the gate-tower) which had served first the
nuns and then the small college community was
no longer adequate. this latrine – now the
supplementary wine-cellar between j and K
staircases in pump court – had been approached
along a covered passage way from the north-east
corner of  the dark entry under the east end of
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the hall. the rest of  the area now occupied by j
staircase was a wood-yard, with a coal-house for
the sea-coal which the college had begun to
burn.77 in 1567-8 a new latrine was built (reusing
more of  the stone from st clement’s) where, in
1820, K staircase was to be erected. the “old
latrine” was not demolished, and in the early
1580s, when j staircase was built (with yet more
materials from st clement’s) it was incorporated
into it so as to provide the northern rooms on the
first and second floors with en suite facilities.78

and throughout these years, as at many oxbridge
colleges, older rooms were being improved: glass
casements were replacing wooden shutters (some
of  the glass also came from st clement’s), ceilings
were being introduced to conceal the joists and
floor-boards of  the rooms above and provide
some insulation, and in the ground-floor rooms
compacted earth was giving way to timber
flooring.79 graduate perendinants and fellows
occupied (often with a couple of  pupils) the larger
first and second-floor rooms in cloister court,
the former schoolhouse and the new j staircase,
with other students sharing the ground-floor
rooms and those in the cocklofts.80 but the
buildings at cloister court’s south-west corner –
from the outer chapel to the (old) library –
appear still to have been only two stories high.
there was a ladder (a new one was bought in
1585) from the cloister’s west walk giving access
to its roof, to a door to the master’s chamber
(above the present prioress’s room) to the fish-

house used for salt fish), and to another ladder
which reached both the roof  of  the first-floor
rooms (also accessed from e staircase) and the
library’s southern doorway.81

*     *     *

the college’s physical setting was still, and until
the nineteenth century was to remain, decidedly
more rural than urban. apart from the small
settlement half-a-mile away around the ruined
priory of  the austin canons at barnwell, there
was little to be seen but common land, open fields
and fen. like magdalene it was considered to be
too far out of  town for the Queen to favour it
with a visit when she came to cambridge in
august 1564. those who did venture so far
entered through a wooden gate from a lane rather
narrower that the present wide street opposite a
newly rebuilt manor house, the home of  the
college’s bailiff  who managed its property. the
gate-tower, and the old school-house adjoining
it, were approached along a path called the
angiporte with, as now, a garden for the fellows
on the west between lane and school-house. in
the 1580s, when, as has been seen, the average
tenure of  a fellowship was lengthening, that
garden gained a bench and a summer-house.82

the gate-tower gave on to an area (now first
court) known as the “utter court” or “college
yard”, the latter name giving a clearer indication
of  its character, which was not far from that of  a
farmyard. there was a dung hill and many weeds
that needed to be removed when distinguished
visitors came.83 the kitchen was (as it still is), at its
north-east corner, and on the far side (where c
and d staircases now are) there were thatched
sheds with a pigeon-cote and a hen-house
nearby.84 there must also have been a fish-pond,
though its precise location is uncertain. it may
have lain immediately to the north of  west court
where new buildings have recently called for
unexpected and unusually deep foundations.
from this pond, or elsewhere in the close (the
present hockey pitch), which was subject to
seasonal flooding, an open drainage ditch
(diverted in the 1650s) ran along the line of
second court’s southern path. it was joined by
the kitchen drain before passing, worringly closely,
the college well in pump court to reach the
common latrine. from there it made its way, via
another pond in “the great close” (now the cricket
pitch) to the wider water-course separating the
close from the town’s common (jesus green). to
the north of  that drainage ditch in what is now
second court, lay the cook’s kitchen garden, and
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beyond that (where the waterhouse building now
stands), was a paddock.85 buzzards and kites were
a serious threat to the smaller livestock that were
kept, and jackdaws and moles wreaked havoc in
the kitchen garden: the old men who succeeded
in killing them were well-rewarded.86

and there were worse hazards; it was not all
rural idyll. in the autumn of  1573 both fire and
plague struck. the fire was in a fellow’s room in
the cloisters, and the college’s gates had to be
kept closed for nine weeks so as to exclude
strangers who might carry infection. four years
later the gates had again to be kept shut for five
weeks, while in 1579 there was a large fire on the
staircase to the west of  the chapel. 

*     *     *

the social life of  this small community continued
through most of  the year: visits home, if  made at
all, usually happened in the summer when
travelling was easier. it centered on the hall which
was used not only for dining but also for lectures
and practice disputations and as a common-room
with, in winter, a fire burning sea-coal around
which all might gather.87 the christmas holiday
season – during which cards (but not dice) might
be played there – appears to have stretched
beyond twelfth night to candelmas (2 february)
when there was a feast. long winter evenings were
relieved by regular concerts given by the town
waits, a small orchestra of  five or so players under
the mayor’s patronage. each year the college paid
6s 8d (equal to a craftsman’s weekly wage) for its
services.88 and in some, possibly many, years there
were (improving) latin plays, directed (and, in at
least one case, written) by a fellow, in which
students acted: they were seem as an important
academic adjunct, “for the emboldening of  their
iunior schollers, to arme them with audacity”.89

a stage was erected, usually in hall though
sometimes in chapel (but not without damage to
its windows90), a use not prohibited until the
promulgation of  new canons ecclesiastical in
1604.

the hall had little, if  any, wooden paneling
but there were cloth hangings which were taken
down each spring for cleaning.91 only the master
had a chair:92 the fellows and fellow-commoners
sat on benches like everyone else, though a new
table, costing 53s 4d, was bought for them in
1583. there was also a “parlour” where, as in
monasteries and convents, and for similar reasons,
important guests might be entertained by the
master and selected fellows, but there is no clear
evidence that there was yet a ‘senior combination

room’, admission to which would be confined to,
or controlled by, the fellows.93

it is not easy to know what was eaten in hall
or parlour: salted or dried fish from the two “fish
houses”, the one on the cloister roof, the other
in the kitchen itself, seem to have been served
frequently as, no doubt, were fresh-water fish too,
and pigeons from the college’s cote.94 chickens
and capons were bought (and fattened) as, with
the fens so near, presumably were geese, ducks
and other water-fowl.95 a newmarket warrener
contracted for the delivery of  a regular supply of
rabbits from michaelmas to shrovetide.96 pork,
too appeared on the menu: local villagers were
paid for bringing – walking – boars to
cambridge.97 beef, it seems, was a luxury, served
when there were special guests.98

*     *     * 

the overall impression we are left with is that of
a college with a distinctive character, no longer a
purely ecclesiastical institution, though one still
almost as deeply embedded in the local diocese as
in the university. in the choice of  its master, the
appointment of  its fellows and the review of  its
annual accounts, it was dependent on the bishop
of  ely. with barnwell priory no longer available,
the diocesan synod met in its chapel,99 and it was
closely connected to several local parishes, whose
parsons it appointed. most of  its income came
from property in the town and surrounding
countryside. it had more lawyer fellows, and
those usually the most senior, than most colleges,
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and had had a long serving lawyer master. its
fellows and other residents may have been
interested spectators of  the theological
controversies that absorbed so much energy and
engendered such passions elsewhere in the
university, but very few, if  any, of  them took part
in these battles. the college, like most others, had
also acquired a substantial body of  undergraduate
students who were not planning a career in the
church, but had come to cambridge to put a
finish on their schooling. all in all, thirty years
after the Queen’s Visitors had come to cambridge
in 1559 seeking to put the university and its
colleges to the service of  a protestant church,
jesus could plausibly claim to be doing what they
had expected of  it.

only one thing needed for the creation of  a
fully protestant college was still lacking: a lodge
for the master. by 1589 it had come to be
accepted that, unlike the fellows and the
perendinants, but like the rest of  the clergy,
masters might marry and that, if  they did so, they
would need houses for their wives, children and
servants. the two or three of  a college’s best
rooms – at jesus, in the gate-tower and the
building adjoining it to the east – hitherto allotted
to them would no longer suffice. and with
married masters established in their own home
and withdrawn from their college’s daily domestic,
social life the fellows would come to feel a need
for their own parlour. these changes were,
however, an almost inevitable consequence of  the
nation’s new ecclesiastical regime, and they came
at jesus when dr bell retired from cambridge to
be dean of  ely.100 he was succeeded as master by
bishop coxe’s son-in-law, john duport. but that
is a story for another occasion.

1 during which he was allowed 16d a week for his
commons (44s): jca audit book 1558 (henceforth
AB with the year of  the entry). arthur gray’s notes
(jca. ant. 3.20) are an invaluable guide to the audit
books’ contents.

2 they received 12d a week: ibid.
3 ibid.
4 hugh aveling. ‘the catholic recusants of  the west

riding of  Yorkshire’ (1963) Proc. Leeds Philosophical
and Literary Soc., vol. x, 191-306, 284.

5 Visitors’ injunctions 1559 in heywood, james (trans.)
Collection of Statutes for the University and Colleges of
Cambridge (london 1840) 324.

6 cal. s.p. dom. 1547-1580 (london 1856) 186.
newton became dean of  winchester in 1565.

7 j. strype, Annals of the Reformation (london 1824)
vol. ii, 125; h.m.c., Salisbury mss vol. ii, 122; cspd
vi, Addenda 1547-65, 552.

8 uca, letters eliz. nos 280, 289; Annual Report 2011,
162, 165-7.

9 felicity heal, The bishops of Ely and the diocese c.1515-

1600 (cambridge ph.d. dissertation 1972), 116, 144.
10 rosemary o’day, The English Clergy . . . 1558-1642

(leicester 1979) 49, 54, 58-9. 
11 heywood, 41 (no. 29).
12 richard edyll. uca, 29 april 1559.
13 AB 1561/2.
14 AB 1558.
15 AB 1561/2.
16 AB 1569, 1571/2, 1572/3, 1575, 1579/80.
17 cf. chap. xviii of  1549/1559 Statutes (trans. a.j.

bowen, ed. p.r. glazebrook [jesus college 2010] with
that in Earliest Statutes (1514-15) (ed. a. gray [jesus
college 1935]).

18 AB 1582/3.
19  AB 1561/2.
20 heywood 38 (no. 1).
21 AB 1574/5. 
22 Jesus College 1549/1559 Statutes cap. xxxviii (i) and

(iv).
23 Ibid. cap. xxxviii (iii).
24 traces of  the proposal may be detected in the

reference to “divinity” (in contrast to “law”) colleges
in the Visitors’ injunctions of  1549 (heywood, p.32)
and 1559 (p.319). so trinity hall was not, as is often
supposed (e.g. by mark curtis, Oxford and Cambridge
in Transition 1558-1640) (oxford 1959) 152, the only
cambridge college to have lawyer fellows.

25 john johnson (f. 1555-85); robert landesdale (f.
1556-1609) and john randall (f. 1554/5-? 1599).

26 ralph houlbrooke, Church Courts and the People
during the English Reformation 1520-1570 (oxford
1979) 16.

27 rosemary o’day in wilfred prest (ed.) The Professions
in Early Modern England (london 1987), 42;
diarmaid macculloch, The Later Reformation in
England and Wales 1547-1603 (2nd ed.) (basingstoke
2001) 96-98.

28 the subject of  a theological disputation had to have
the prior approval of  the Vice-chancellor and one
resident dd or bd: 1559 injunctions (heywood
323).

29 note 12 above.
30 1549/1559 Statutes, cap. xxxviii (v). this was a much

more substantial dispensation than that granted to the
ordained fellows of  all colleges by both the 1549 and
the 1559 Visitors to hold a local living worth not
more than 40 marks (£13.6s.8d) along with their
fellowships for up to three years: heywood, 320.

31 w. staughton, An Assertion for True and Christian
Church Policie (london 1604) 245-6, quoted c. hill,
Economic Problems of the Church (oxford 1956) 227-
8.

32 f. stubbings (ed.) Sir Walter Mildmay’s Statutes for
Emmanuel College (cambridge 1983) 95; felicity heal,
Reformation in Britain and Ireland (oxford 2003)
430-33.

33 note 26.
34 curtis, 125, 151.
35 as early as 1576 the master of  trinity was

complaining to the chancellor (burleigh) that it was
becoming an “ordinaire practice” for those
contemplating resigning their fellowships to seek
payment for doing so: james heywood and thomas
wright (eds) Cambridge University Transactions during
the Puritan Controversies (london 1854), vol. i, 96.

36 negotiations about reston’s bequest were still
proceeding in 1573/4 (AB. 1569, 1571, 1574) and
about fuller’s in 1569 (AB 1569), the college having
paid for a copy of  his will in 1561/2.

37 AB 1557/8, 1564.
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38 c.u.l. ms. add. 8915.
39 henry worsley (f. 1554-71).
40 note 26 above.
41 leonard rainow (f. 1558-65).
42 lewis gwynne (f. 1559-67); philip coppeley 

(f. 1560-61); john (?) collen (f. 1561-3); william lunt
(f. 1562-3); peter stockdale (f. 1561-71); giles patrick
(f. 1562-71).

43 lewis gwynne (f. 1559-67); ralph coulton (f. 1563-
9).

44 hugh bellot (f. 1567-71).
45 ambrose foorth (f. 1567-73).
46 at trinity, st john’s and Queens’ statutes required

fellows to take orders within so many years of
becoming an ma, and, at christ’s, of  reaching the
canonical age.

47 richard swale (f. 1571-7); henry mostyn (f. 1573-
83).

48 f. 1578-85; odnb.
49 michael murgatroyde (f. 1577-1600): patrick

collinson, The Elizabethan Puritan Movement
(oxford 1966) 313-4.

50 andrew bendish (f. 1584-90). seven members of  the
family were admitted to jesus between 1578 and
1594.

51 george elland (f. 1590-95).
52 george best (f. 1567-97).
53 lionel duckett (f. 1585-1603) and, perhaps, jerome

roberts (f. 1583-97).
54 a matter of  concern in the university: heywood and

wright, vol. i, 459.
55 for cardinal pole this would have been an

unwelcome development calling for careful control:
1557 injunctions, no. 33. the 1549 Visitors’
injunctions (heywood, 34) had regulated the fees that
tutors might charge. this provision was not repeated
in 1559 or 1570, but the Vice-chancellor and caput
were later to assume the power to do so.

56 1549/1559 Statutes, chap. viii ad fin.
57 john caius, Historia Cantabrigiensis Academiae, first

published in 1574 (ed. e.s. roberts, cambridge 1912)
said (58-9) that at jesus “pensionarii sunt praeterea
90”, but it is not clear to which year his figures relate.
for 1566/7 they would not have been too wide of
the mark if  he assumed that rather more of  the
students who matriculated in the bumper years 1564-
7 would stay the (four year) course than actually did
so. his figures of  10 fellows and 17 scholars and
“other ministers” (semble the schoolmaster and the
usher) were probably right for that year.

58 AB 1567/8.
59 there was traffic in all directions. bartimeaus

andrewes (1570), later Yarmouth’s notable puritan
preacher, began as a sizar at jesus and went on to be
a scholar at st john’s.

60 john weaver, Ancient Funeral Monuments (london
1632) ‘to the reader’.

61 1549/1559 Statutes, cap. xxxii.
62 cua, V-c’s court, 1609.
63 j. a. Venn, A Statistical Chart of Entries to the Colleges

of Cambridge 1544-1907 (cambridge 1908).
64 1549/1559 Statutes, cap. XV; 1570 injunctions (in

Heywood) no. 8.
65 h. c. porter, Reformation and Reaction in Tudor

Cambridge (cambridge 1968) 50-51.
66 injunctions, no. 6.
67 injunctions, no. 34.
68 injunctions, 1549 and 1559 (heywood, 332); 1570,

no. 5 and cf. no. 10.
69 a.b. cobban, English University Life in the Middle

Ages (london 1999) 111; cf. w. t. costello, The
Scholastic Curriculum in Early Seventeeth-Century
Cambridge (cambridge, mass. 1958).

70 cf. 1570 injunctions, no. 10.
71 curtis, chap. 4.
72 e.g., AB 1571.
73 for further details of  the college’s more than 300

fellow-commoners, annual report 2015, 177-87
74 Annual Report 2009, 7-29.
75 the cost of  “ye gate of  schoolhouse chambers”

appears in ab 1579.
76 93 cart-loads of  building materials were brought from

st clement’s in 1567-8: AB. much of  trinity’s great
court was being built with masonry from the ruined
greyfriars (where sidney now stands) and the courts
at caius with that from ramsey abbey.

77 undergraduates were paid for looking after them: 30
shillings for both in the year 1567/8, 10 shillings for
the wood-yard only in 1577: AB.

78 there are entries relating to the “new chambers” and
their fitting out in AB 1580-2 and 1585-6.

79 AB 1580s passim; cf  john jones, Balliol College: 
A History 1263-1939 (oxford 1988), 59-63.

80 Ibid.
81 AB 1579, 1581, 1585.
82 AB 1589/90.
83 AB 1570/1, 1573/4, 1577/8, 1581/2.
84 AB 1562, 1580.
85 AB 1572/3.
86 AB 1560, 1579, 1581, 1583, 1588, 1589.
87 AB 1571, 1574.
88 AB 1561/2, 1573/4, 1576/7, 1579/80, 1587/8,

1588/9, 1589/90. it is frequently noted that this sum
was due at candlemas.

89 Puer Vapulans by michael murgatroyde (note 51). ab
1561/2, 1573/4, 1575/6, 1576; collinson in s.
bendall et al., A History of Emmanuel College,
Cambridge (woodbridge 1999) 77-9. full details in h.
a. nelson (ed) Records of Early English Drama:
Cambridge, 2 vols (toronto 1989).

90 AB 1584/5, 1585/6.
91 AB passim.
92 AB 1584/5.
93 AB 1579, probably the present master’s lodge dining

room.
94 AB 1579, 1581, 1585, 1587.
95 AB 1564.
96 AB 1583.
97 AB 1558/9, 1564/5, 1578/9, 1582.
98 AB 1575, 1578/9.
99 c. h. cooper, Annals of Cambridge (london 1842), ii,

419 (where 1586 is a misprint for 1566 or 1568).
100 his monument in the cathedral does not mention a

wife, but he may have been a widower by the time
(1566) he first went to ely as a canon. a john bell is
recorded as marrying an alice at little massingham,
norfolk, in 1559.
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Calendar of  College Events 2016-2017

15 march 2017 glanville williams society reception
24 march 2017 reunion dinner (1961, 1962, 1963)
31 march 2017 ma dinner (2010)
17 june 2017 marquee at the paddock, fen ditton
26 june 2017 society of  st radegund dinner
1 july 2017 annual donors’ garden party
1 july 2017 anniversary dinner (1977, 1987, 1997, 2007)

invitations to all the above events will be emailed or posted to those concerned. 
if, however, you wish to attend any of  these events but do not receive an email or postal 
notification, please contact the development office (tel: 01223 339301) or visit the alumni
events section of  the college’s website (www.jesus.cam.ac.uk) where details are also posted.

MA Dining

members of  ma or similar status (graduate students who have finished their graduate course
and are no longer in statu pupillari) are invited to dine at high table free of  charge twice a year.

because of  staffing arrangements there is no dining on saturdays but it is usually possible to 
accommodate visitors on sundays during term. the other available days are tuesday, 
wednesdays, thursdays and fridays. it is always advisable to book in good time by phoning the
manciple’s office on 01223 339485.

Paper from

responsible sources



Jesus College Records Update

name: ——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

matriculation year:    ——––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

(new) address: ——––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

(new) telephone no: ——––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

(new) e-mail address: ——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

news: ——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

——–––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

please return to:

the development office
jesus college
cambridge
cb5 8bl

e-mail: development@jesus.cam.ac.uk

Data Protection Statement
all personal data are securely held in the jesus college and university development offices
and will be treated confidentially and with sensitivity for the benefit of  jesus college, the
university and its members. data may be used by the college and university for a full range
of  alumni activities, including the sending of  college and university publications, promotion
of  benefits and services available to alumni (including those being made available by external
organisations), notification of  alumni events and fundraising programmes (which might
include an element of  direct marketing). 
old members’ contact details may be made available to other current and old members of
jesus college, recognised college and university alumni societies (e.g. jccs) in the uK and
overseas, to sports and other clubs associated with the college and university, and to agents
contracted by the college and university for particular alumni-related activities. under the
terms of  the data protection act 1998, you have the right to object 
to the use of  your data for any of  the above purposes, in which case please write to 
the Keeper of  the records, jesus college, cambridge cb5 8bl.











jesus college’s hospitality goes from strength to strength and the 
college regularly hosts both residential and non-residential functions

of  all sizes, from private celebrations to club meetings to major corporate 
and international events.

old members are warmly encouraged to discuss any such 
requirements with a member of  the conference & events team, by post, 

email (conference@jesus.cam.ac.uk) or telephone (01223 760143).

further information on the facilities available is obtainable 
on the college conference & events website: 

www.conference.jesus.cam.ac.uk
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